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The Edouard Lancey Collection 

of World Coins 

Edouard Lancey’s interest in Numismatics began early in his teenage years. He soon 

matured into an avid and learned collector of World Coins and concentrated on the 

quest of compiling a comprehensive group of European minors, those of the German States 

are particularly well represented here. He bought only from the most reputable European 

coin dealers and this collection, untouched since his death in 1986, clearly demonstrates the 

breadth and variety of his taste. 

The collection was inherited by a descendant of Edouard Lancey and was brought to Dix 

Noonan Webb for appraisal and sale upon his death earlier this year. We have great pleasure 

in offering for sale The Edouard Lancey Collection and hope our clients will take advantage 

of this opportunity to enjoy these coins which have not been available on the market for 

several decades. 
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657 
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£190 

£75 

t £55 67 £30 132 £20 196 £65 256 £35 322 £40 416 £1 10 515 £90 585 £150 660 £85 

4 £15 68 £550 133 £90 197 £20 257 £50 323 £150 417 £100 516 £250 586 £55 661 £45 

5 £35 69 £40 134 £150 198 £75 259 £20 325 £150 418 £100 517 £420 588 £40 663 £280 

6 £45 70 £100 135 £50 199 £65 260 £30 329 £30 419 £100 518 £250 589 £160 664 £95 

7 £20 71 £35 136 £240 200 £55 261 £50 330 £50 420 £100 519 £30 590 £120 665 £70 

9 £25 72 £30 137 £15 201 £20 262 £150 331 £55 421 £150 522 £45 591 £550 670 £30 

10 £90 73 £50 138 £75 202 £35 263 £30 333 £65 422 £45 524 £750 595 £220 671 £70 

13 £90 74 £25 144 £65 205 £100 264 £55 337 £50 423 £50 525 £50 596 £25 672 £140 

14 £80 75 £25 145 £120 206 £30 268 £95 338 £40 424 £150 526 £50 597 £620 673 £45 

16 £85 76 £40 146 £25 207 £65 269 £30 341 £45 425 £60 527 £30 598 £95 675 £70 

17 £75 77 £80 147 £40 208 £50 269 £30 344 £180 426 £60 528 £45 599 £40 676 £55 

18 £50 78 £70 148 £45 209 £35 270 £20 347 £35 427 £60 529 £45 600 £80 677 £60 

19 £20 79 £25 149 £80 210 £25 271 £130 349 £45 428 £55 530 £410 607 £40 678 £85 

20 £50 80 £40 150 £55 211 £30 272 £25 357 £440 429 £40 531 £90 608 £65 679 £65 

21 £45 81 £25 151 £45 212 £50 274 £45 359 £25 430 £35 532 £110 612 £50 680 £70 

22 £55 82 £25 152 £35 214 £95 275 £210 361 £35 431 £55 534 £65 613 £60 681 £80 

23 £50 83 £25 153 £65 215 £110 277 £25 363 £50 436 £40 535 £90 615 £20 682 £65 

24 £55 84 £40 155 £30 216 £35 278 £55 366 £50 441 £230 537 £210 616 £75 683 £130 

25 £45 85 £65 156 £35 217 £520 279 £65 368 £40 442 £65 538 £20 617 £75 684 £150 

26 £75 86 £65 158 £80 218 £100 280 £25 374 £55 443 £300 539 £65 618 £65 685 £80 

27 £40 89 £95 159 £30 219 £30 281 £65 377 £120 445 £110 540 £100 619 £70 686 £90 

28 £150 90 £85 160 £35 220 £25 282 £50 378 £35 450 £140 541 £140 620 £85 687 £75 

on — ^ £50 91 £50 161 £35 221 £110 283 £160 379 £65 455 £90 544 £35 622 £40 691 £140 

30 £45 92 £50 162 £25 223 £25 284 £65 380 £110 457 £120 546 £190 623 £430 692 £42 

34 £50 93 £90 163 £35 224 £30 285 £55 381 £220 458 £30 547 £210 624 £95 693 £20 

35 £45 94 £30 165 £25 225 £110 286 £110 382 £170 461 £170 548 £40 625 £50 694 £20 

36 £55 95 £45 166 £15 226 £100 287 £35 383 £30 463 £80 549 £55 626 £170 695 £140 

37 £100 96 £60 168 £30 227 £110 288 £85 384 £110 465 £45 551 £50 627 £60 696 £100 

38 £80 97 £60 169 £45 228 £25 289 £120 385 £310 467 £110 552 £200 628 £120 699 £80 

40 £25 98 £55 170 £30 229 £50 290 £50 386 £150 468 £60 553 £750 629 £95 700 £300 

41 £25 102 £30 171 £70 230 £110 291 £55 387 £100 473 £40 554 £300 630 £60 702 £60 

42 £70 103 £35 172 £100 231 £60 292 £70 388 £60 475 £140 555 £90 631 £65 705 £90 

44 £40 104 £25 173 £85 232 £170 293 £130 389 £120 476 £110 557 £850 632 £290 706 £20 

45 £45 105 £55 174 £65 233 £90 294 £65 390 £80 478 £110 559 £190 633 £95 707 £200 

46 £65 106 £270 175 £30 234 £90 295 £190 391 £120 480 £55 560 £60 634 £40 708 £200 

47 £40 110 £240 176 £25 236 £35 297 £210 392 £80 483 £190 561 £180 636 £65 710 £100 

49 £25 111 £25 178 £20 238 £15 299 £60 393 £80 484 £120 563 £340 637 £70 711 £210 

50 £90 112 £140 179 £120 239 £45 300 £75 394 £85 485 £50 564 £80 638 £50 713 £100 

51 £90 113 £85 180 £25 240 £30 301 £65 395 £260 491 £50 565 £90 639 £150 714 £25 

52 £35 114 £80 181 £40 241 £65 303 £50 396 £90 492 £90 566 £30 640 £55 717 £100 

53 £55 115 £80 182 £45 242 £25 304 £80 398 £65 493 £240 568 £20 641 £340 718 £240 

54 £50 116 £65 183 £45 243 £30 305 £60 399 £35 497 £40 569 £50 643 £45 719 £65 

55 £50 118 £25 184 £25 244 £110 306 £55 400 £80 498 £75 570 £160 644 £50 720 £240 

56 £35 119 £45 185 £75 245 £95 307 £65 401 £60 499 £300 571 £40 645 £85 723 £55 

57 £35 120 £15 186 £50 246 £20 308 £65 402 £65 500 £85 574 £650 646 £160 726 £85 

58 £40 121 £15 187 £30 247 £85 310 £60 403 £55 501 £30 575 £65 647 £60 727 £130 

59 £10 122 £55 188 £25 248 £55 312 £35 405 £170 502 £30 576 £30 648 £170 730 £65 
60 £25 124 £25 189 £80 249 £25 313 £55 406 £270 504 £70 577 £60 650 £120 733 £90 
6! £140 125 £35 190 £30 250 £90 314 £50 408 £80 505 £260 578 £25 651 £60 734 £120 
62 £170 126 £25 191 £40 251 £50 316 £60 411 £80 508 £85 579 £55 654 £35 735 £120 
63 £60 128 £120 192 £25 252 £50 318 £30 412 £80 510 £200 580 £65 655 £120 736 £300 
64 £30 129 £55 193 £125 253 £40 319 £80 413 £80 512 £170 581 £7( 656 £35 740 £85 



742 £120 836 £85 922 £90 983 £45 1051 
744 £320 838 £25 923 £60 984 £30 1055 
745 £90 839 £40 924 £150 985 £40 1056 
746 £90 841 £30 925 £220 986 £70 1057 
748 £110 843 £40 926 £70 987 £55 1058 

750 £100 844 £20 927 £55 988 £40 1059 

751 £120 846 £55 928 £55 989 £55 1061 

752 £60 848 £75 929 £40 990 £55 1062 

753 £410 849 £110 930 £55 991 £160 1063 

754 £240 850 £45 931 £35 992 £70 1064 

755 £230 851 £80 932 £50 993 £25 1066 

756 £150 852 £75 933 £290 994 £30 1068 

757 £230 853 £230 934 £55 995 £75 1071 

761 £180 854 £90 935 £210 996 £110 1072 

762 £100 855 £160 936 £50 997 £70 1074 

763 £240 856 £120 937 £80 998 £40 1075 

764 £300 857 £80 938 £40 999 £50 1078 

765 £280 858 £130 939 £55 1000 £65 1079 

766 £20 859 £100 940 £50 1001 £130 1083 

767 £15 860 £210 941 £10 1002 £55 1084 

769 £80 862 £30 942 £50 1003 £40 1085 

770 £30 863 £35 943 £95 1004 £120 1086 

772 £35 864 £50 944 £75 1005 £95 1087 

773 £30 865 £50 945 £80 1006 £65 1088 

774 £40 866 £30 946 £50 1007 £70 1091 

775 £140 867 £30 947 £35 1008 £45 1092 

778 £35 868 £190 948 £80 1009 £180 1093 

779 £55 870 £50 949 £60 1010 £70 1094 

780 £360 871 £65 950 £55 1012 £70 1095 

781 £20 872 £60 951 £55 1013 £150 1096 

784 £30 873 £50 952 £60 1014 £60 1097 

785 £65 876 £35 953 £50 1015 £25 1098 

786 £80 881 £120 954 £60 1016 £30 1099 

787 £80 882 £45 955 £60 1017 £45 1102 

788 £160 883 £100 956 £55 1018 £45 1103 

791 £20 884 £50 957 £50 1019 £85 1104 

792 £20 887 £110 958 £60 1020 £45 1106 

793 £20 888 £80 959 £65 1021 £35 1109 

796 £25 891 £160 960 £55 1022 £10 1110 

801 £110 892 £80 961 £70 1023 £110 1 111 

804 £370 893 £100 962 £30 1024 £100 1112 

805 £75 894 £100 963 £35 1025 £40 1114 

806 £160 896 £80 964 £70 1026 £50 1115 

807 £75 897 £50 965 £80 1027 £35 1117 

808 £45 904 £60 966 £40 1029 £80 1120 

809 £50 905 £150 967 £100 1030 £80 1121 

810 £80 906 £50 968 £250 1032 £230 1122 

812 £170 907 £130 969 £75 1033 £180 1125 

813 £45 908 £40 970 £70 1034 £330 1126 

815 £80 909 £220 971 £45 1035 £100 1127 

817 £1 10 910 £170 972 £35 1036 £980 1128 

819 £ 130 91 1 £75 973 £40 1037 £25 1130 

820 £130 912 £25 974 £95 1038 £35 1134 

821 £50 914 £70 975 £35 1039 £55 1 135 

824 £45 915 £40 976 £75 1040 £75 1136 

825 £120 916 £120 977 £35 1041 £100 1 137 

826 £100 917 £50 978 £80 1042 £85 1139 

827 £25 918 £140 979 £150 1043 £1 10 1 142 

829 £50 919 £25 980 £40 1044 £100 1 143 

830 £75 920 £140 981 £90 1047 £100 1 144 

'•^34 9'l £20(1 982 £70 1048 £35 1 147 

£80 T148 £40 1240 £40 1317 £100 1402 £25 

£70 1151 £55 1241 £35 1318 £190 1406 £30 

£50 1152 £95 1242 £60 1320 £50 1408 £65 

£40 1154 £15 1243 £35 1321 £55 1409 £75 

£60 1155 £40 1244 £90 1323 £55 1410 £50 

£120 1156 £55 1245 £15 1324 £20 1411 £30 

£45 1157 £20 1246 £55 1326 £30 1412 £25 

£55 1 158 £15 1247 £30 1327 £130 1413 £25 

£40 1160 £20 1248 £75 1328 £25 1418 £35 

£110 1161 £35 1249 £160 1329 £65 1421 £55 

£150 1 162 £45 1252 £80 1330 £65 1422 £60 

£150 1163 £15 1253 £80 1331 £210 1424 £70 

£50 1164 £20 1255 £40 1332 £230 1426 £40 

£160 1169 £150 1256 £15 1333 £120 1428 £210 

£110 1170 £45 1257 £55 1334 £160 1432 £40 

£160 1171 £45 1258 £70 1335 £140 1433 £25 

£110 1173 £60 1259 £10 1336 £160 1437 £480 

£90 1174 £20 1260 £30 1337 £75 1438 £40 

£80 1175 £100 1261 £70 1338 £35 1440 £100 

£85 1178 £30 1263 £55 1339 £25 1445 £20 

£70 1179 £25 1264 £95 1340 £30 1446 £50 

£50 1180 £110 1265 £45 1342 £85 1449 £45 

£110 1181 £85 1266 £55 1343 £120 1450 £60 

£45 1185 £25 1268 £45 1344 £150 1451 £25 

£25 1187 £25 1269 £170 1345 £85 

£170 1188 £15 1270 £70 1349 £25 

£40 1189 £55 1271 £210 1350 £35 

£75 1190 £30 1272 £25 1351 £35 

£70 1193 £30 1273 £40 1352 £30 

£45 1194 £20 1276 £180 1353 £30 

£140 1196 £20 1277 £65 1355 £35 

£25 1197 £20 1278 £80 1356 £35 

£40 1198 £45 1279 £60 1358 £35 

£15 1200 £70 1281 £30 1359 £15 

£95 1202 £15 1283 £100 1360 £55 

£35 1204 £50 1284 £40 1363 £95 

£80 1205 £55 1287 £130 1365 £65 

£40 1206 £95 1289 £55 1366 £75 

£50 1207 £100 1290 £65 1368 £120 

£250 1208 £20 1291 £30 1371 £65 

£50 1211 £280 1292 £25 1372 £75 

£45 1212 £1 10 1293 £50 1373 £150 

£35 1213 £30 1294 £35 1374 £60 

£120 1215 £160 1295 £380 1375 £65 

£170 1216 £30 1296 £130 1376 £65 

£ 130 1217 £70 1297 £65 1377 £50 

£35 1224 £65 1298 £70 1378 £60 

£70 1225 £30 1299 £140 1379 £95 

£45 1226 £30 1300 £45 1383 £150 

£55 1227 £75 1301 £50 1384 £200 

£I 10 1228 £50 1302 £120 1385 £40 

£10 1229 £1 10 1304 £80 1387 £25 

£210 1230 £75 1305 £40 1389 £105 

£60 1231 £75 1307 £65 1390 £600 

£50 1232 £55 1308 £35 1393 £60 

£70 1233 £60 1310 £ 150 1395 £25 

£30 1234 £35 1311 £100 1397 £100 

£10 1235 £170 1312 £140 1398 £70 

£95 1236 £85 1314 £10 1399 £70 

£15 1237 £400 1315 £75 1400 £70 

£50 1238 £200 1316 £220 1401 £10 



THE EDOUARD EANCEY 
COLEECTION 

Africa 

I Algi-RIA, lOO-l'iancs. 1950; brass 5-l'rancs, 1939 and 

1940; Chad, 100-Francs, 1972; Central Al'rican .Slates, 

100-Francs, 1907, on thick I'lan {as usual ?y, Congo, 

various coins (7), Care Verde, 250-Esciido, 1976, 50, 10 & 

5-Ccniavos, 1930; Ea.st Africa, Shilling, 1950, other /E 

(5); Mozambique. 20-Reis. 1840, 2 & I-Reis, 1853, 20 & 

10-Esciido.s. 1952. 5-E.scudos (2), 1935, I960, I-Escudos 

(2). 19.36. 1945, 50-Ccnlavos (2), 1936, 1945, 

20-Escudos, 1941. lO-Escudos (3), 1936, 1938, 1942, 

5-Escudos, 1938, 2-1/2-Escudos, 1942, other modern coins 

(7); Nigeria, various modern coins (8); Togo, 25-Francs and 

10-Francs. 1957; Etmiopia, minor coins in silver (I). base 

metal {\2).Varie(l stale (£30-40) 

Algeria 

2 Mahmud II. Quarler-Budju, reduced standard, h. 1238; 

Revolutionary Coinage of Abdel Kader, 5-Aspers, h. 1256, 

weakly struck, very fine or better, other coins of Algeria, 

including an imitation (pierced) and a Chamber of 

Commerce 5-Cenlimes, 1919, very fine [6] (£20-30) 

Angola 

3 JOAO To Republic, 50-Centavos, 1923, 4-Macula. 1927, 

2-Macuta. 1928, 1-Macula (2), 1814, 1860, Half-Macuta 

(2) , 1762 counterstamped (KM 49), 1853 [7]. Fine to very 

fine, later issues better (£40-60) 

4 Counterstamped Coin AGE, 1814, Macuta, 1786, 

countermarked with crowned arms (KM 54). Coin good 

fine, countermark about very fine (£15-20) 

Argentina 

5 RiO De La Plata, Hall-Real, 1815 F. Very fine, dark tone 
(£20-30) 

6 Buenos Aires, I-Real. 1840, 5/10-Real. 1830 (2), Decimo, 

1822 (2); Republic. 20-Cenis, 1883, 10-Cenls (3), 1882. 

1883, 1908. 5-Cenls, 1919, 2-Cents, 1893, 1-Cenl (2), 

1884, 1890 [13], Fine to very fine, later issues better 
(£60-80) 

7 Confederation, 4, 2 and I-Centavos, 1854 (KM 23-25) 
[3] .'Very fine (£20-30) 

Australia 

8 Hanks & Lloyd, Penny, 1855; Iredale & Co, Penny, 

1820; R. Parker, Penny, ND; W. J. Taylor, Halfpenny, 

1851; Unnamed Token, Penny, 1859, Peace & Plenty (KM 

Kn 81, 134. 188, 244, 285) [51. The iredaie scratched on 
reverse, fine to very fine (£50-70) 

9 Lewis Abrahams, Hobart Tasmania, Penny, 1855 (KM Tn 

7). Almost extremely fne (£30-40) 

10 Unnamed Token, Advance Australia, Penny ND (KM Tn 

282). Good extremely fne, attractive colour (£50-60) 

Au.stria 

I I Bohemia, copper Groeschl, 1760 and 1782 (KM 291. 299) 

[2|. First good very fne, nicely toned, second only fair 

(£15-20) 

12 5-Kreuzer. 1863 A (KM 2197), very fine', and minor 7E (3); 

Au.strian Netherlands, coins in silver (1), and copper (4), 

including Liard, 1791, varied stale, last with slight 

verdigris but otherwise lustrous extremely fine ; SPANISH 

NETHERLANDS, Brabant, Tenth-Daalder, 1571, with 

striking split and patches of discolouration, otherwise 

about very fine for issue', /E coins (l),fair or fine (£40-50) 

13 Ferdinand i, Klippe 1/8-Thaler, 1529, Vienna besieged by 

the Turks, cross, shields in angles,, reverse Tvrck blegert 

WIEN 1529 in four lines; I3lh/I4th Century Pfennigs, all 

different (4) [5]. All fine or better, the first ex-mount 

(£80-100) 

14 Archduke Ferdinand (1564-1569), Quarter-Thaler, ND, 

Tirol Mint. Small scratch before bust, full round'-coin, 

better than very fine (£60-80) ;/■ 

15 Ferdinand 11. 3-Kreuzer. 1629, Ferdinand iii, 3-Kreuzer, 

1637 (2), Archduke Ferdinand Charles, 3-Kreuzer (2), 

1638, 1661. Archduke SiGiSMUND Franz, 3-Kreuzer. 1665, 

Leopold it. 3-Kreuzer. 1705 [7]. Generally very fine 
(£60-80) 

16 Arc hduke Leopold. Half-Thaler, 1632 Hall (KM 801). 

Full round coin, better than very fine (£80-100) 



Salzburg. 15-Krcuzer. 1684. 4-Kreuzer. 1692. I-Kreuzer. 

1786. 2-Plennig. 1786. 1692; Jo,seph ii. 20-Kreuzer. 1787 

A. Francis ii. 30-Solidi. 179.3. 30-Kreuzer. 1807 A. 

10-Kreuzer. 1815 A. 6-Kreuzcr. 1800 A.l-Krcuzer (2). 1800 

A. 1816 A. other Austrian silver coins (10) [22], Fine to 
very fine {£100-150} 

Maria Theresa, 17-Krcuzer. 1763 (KM 1951). Slight 

adjustnient marks on hast, otherwise about as struck 
(£40-60) 

Low Countries. Joseph II. Quarter-Kronenthaler, 1788 H 

(KM 38). Slight adjustment marks, good extremelv fine, 

toned (£20-30) 

Balkans 

Bosnia, Stefan Tvrtko (1377-1391), broad Grosso, 

lull-length figure ol Saint standing lacing, reverse crested, 

crowned helmet over shield, R-T in field. Slight crack, 

nearly very fine, struck on a large flan (£60-80) 

Bosnia, Stefan Thomasevic (1461-1643). Denar, 

lull-length figure of Saint Gregory standing holding 

crozicr. reverse crested, crowned helmet over shield. R and 

star in field. About very fine and rare (£60-80) 

24 Liege, Sedc Vacante, E.scalin, 1744 (KM 12). Very fine, 

scarce (£60-80) 

25 Leopold i, Quarter-Franc, 1835 without signature (KM 8). 

Very fine, .scarce (£40-60) 

26 Leopold I, 5-Francs, 1848, Half-Franc. 18.34, Leopold ii, 

5-Francs, 1873, other Belgium coins, 50-Centimes, 1901, 

20-Ccnlime,s, 1861, 5-Centimes, 1841. 1852, 2-Centimes. 

1844, 2-Centimes, 1909, 1-Centime. 1845, 1874, 1899, 

bronze medal ol Leopold i, 1853, and modern coins (6) 

[19]. Mostly very fine to extremely fine (£60-80) 

27 Leopold ii. Franc, 1886 (KM 28.1). About as struck, 

attractive tone (£40-60) 

Bennuda 

28 George hi. Halfpenny, 1793, droz f. incuse on shoulder 

(KM 5). A beautiful example of this finely designed early 

colonial coin: practically mint state, with detail crisp, 

obverse partly toned to a pale chocolate but retaining 

much lustre, reverse toned to a deeper colour with a few 

hints of original colour, excellent surfaces and rims, verv 

scarce in this state (£100-120) 

Baltic States 

Livonia, .Sigismond hi, Drcigroschen, 1594, Riga, crowned 

bust right, reverse inscription in six lines around castle; 

other billon coins from Latvia. Lithuania, Livonia etc., 

mostly I6th/17lh Century (23) |24]. Mostly fine, a few 

better (£40-50) 

Belgium 

Li.opoi.D II, 2-F'rancs, 1909, l lcmish legend; Albert, 

2-Francs, 1912, Flemish legend, F'rane, 1913, F’reneh 

legend; other 20th cenlury coins in silver (3), and base 

metal (6) 112). Most very fine or better (£20-25) 

Biafra 

29 Republic, Pound. 2-1/2-Shillings. Shilling, all 1969 (KM 

2.4,6) [3|, Extremely fine or better (£40-60) 

Bohemia 

30 Bretislav I (1037-1055), Denar. Prague. Saini standing 

faeing, reverse figure slaiuling left holding banner. Toned, 

about extremely fine (£50-70) 



1 Vkatisi.av II. as King (1061-1092), Denar, haiul holding 

stalT. reverse bare head riglil. Chipped, ^ood very fine 

I i:.u)-5()} 

32 Bkktisi.av II. as King (1092-1100), Denar. biis( righi, 

reverse hnsl ol'Saint I'aeing. Nearly Very fine {£30-50} 

33 SvA'i'Oi’i.UK, as Duke (109.3-1107), Denar. Olmiit/., sealed 

I'igure holding spear, reverse half-length bust of Saint. 

Sliylilly weak in places, exlrcniely fine (£40-60) 

34 Vlaoislav, as King (1109-1125), Denar, horseman right, 

reverse half-length bust of Saint; Premsyl Otokar i 

(1198-1230), bust left, shouldering seeplre, /-et'erve Saint 

right holding eross |2|. Abont very fine (£50-70) 

35 John THE Blino (1309-1346), Prager Grosehen, lion 

rampant left, reverse erown within double inscription, later 

Prager Grosehen I4th/I5lh Century (4); billon coins, 

mostly Heller (5) [l()|. The first very fine, others fine or 

better (£40-60) 

36 Interregnum, Klipper 24-Kreuzer, 1619, Prague, Bohemian 

lion rampant left, reverse crown, date beneath. Weakly 

struck but good very fine or better, scarce. (£60-80) 

Bolivia 

37 Charles lit, 1-Real. 1780. Quarter-Real, 1797, Charles iv. 

Half & Quarter-Real, 1808, Ferdinand vii, Half-Real, 1825 

JL (2), Republic, 4-SoIs (2), 1830 JL, 1856 FJ, 50-Cents, 

1901, 1939, 20-Cents, 1872 FE, 1880 FE. lO-Cents, 1872 

FE. 1907, 5-Cents, 1893 CB, 1902, other modern Bolivian 

coins (15) [31], Fair to fine, later issues better (£100-150) 

Brazil 

38 Coins in silver and base metal of Portuguese Regime, 

Empire and Republic (34), including a curious uniface 

striking in bronze of the obverse of the aluminium 

10-Centavos (1956-1961). Some fine, many very fine, 

some belter, last of cast appearance and perhaps a token of 
some kind (£30-40) 

39 Peter ti, 1,()00-Rcis, 1878 (KM 481), Good extremely 

fine, attractive tone (£40-60) 

British Honduras 

40 Victoria, lO-Ccnts, 1894, ,/me Cent, 1885, almost 

extremely fine, toned, scarce thus', 5-Ccnls, 1916 H. very 

fine; Can, \9\4. fine [41 (£20-25) 

British North Borneo 

4 1 5-Cenls, 1921, 2-1/2-Cenls, 1903, I-Cent, 1882 H, 

Half-Ccnt, 1891 11 |4|. Last about as struck, others very 

fine or belter (£30-40) 

Brunei 

42 Cents, h. 1304, one about very fine, other rather knocked 

to fine, Sarawak, 5-Cenis, 1900, Cent, 1870 and other 

minor coins in silver and bronze (7), mostly very fine or 

belter, 5-Cenls about extremely fine, the Cent lustrous 

uncirculated', Dutch East Indies, Quarter-Gulden, 1827, 

extremely fine 11 11 (£50-60) 

Bulgaria 

43 Johan Strazimir (1365-1393), Grosso, half-length bust of 

Christ facing, reverse Prince seated facing: Ragusa, 

Grosso, 1649, Christ in mandorla, reverse Saint standing 

[2], Good very fine and fine (£30-40) 

44 Boris hi, 100-Leva, 1930. 1934; 2-Leva, 1882. 

50-Slotinki, 1883, 1940, 10-Stotinki, 1881 H, 5-Slotinki, 

1881 H, 2-1/2-Stotinki, 1888. 2-Stotinki. 1881 H; 

Si.ovAKiA, 50-Korun, 1944, 20-Korun. 1941, 10-Korun. 

1944, 5-Korun, 1939; Croatia, 2-Kuna, 1941; with coins 

of Montenegro, Serbia and Yugoslavia in silver (10), 

including Dinar, 1897 and medieval Gros (2), and base 

metal (17); Greece, set of currency coins, 1976 (8) [41], 

Most very fine or better (£50-60) (£50-60) 

Canada 

45 Victoria, 25-Cents, 1874 H. 10-Cents, 1883 H. 5-Cents, 

1888, 1893, l-Cent (3), 1859, 1876 H, 1899, New 

Brunswick, Penny, 1854, Halfpenny, 1861. New 

Foundland, 10-Cents, 1882. 1-Cent (2). 1880, 1890. 

Nova Scotia, l-Cent, 1861, Half-Cent, 1861, Prince 

Edward Island, l-Cent. 1871 (2), later Canadian 3E (6); 

Newfoundland, 50-Cents. 1919 C, 5-Cents, 1941, l-Cent, 

1942 (2) [26], Fine to very fine, later issues better 

(£60-80) 

46 Various /E Tokens, British Columbia (4), Bank of 

Montreal (3), New Brunswick (2), Nova Scotia (5), Prince 

Edward Island (4), Quebec (3), Upper Canada etc (6) [27], 

Fine to very fine (£50-70) 

Caribbean 

47 Anchor Money, Quarier-Dollar and Sixteenth-Dollars (2), 

1822; Barbados, Penny, 1792; Cuba, modern coins (6). 

Barcelona Jeweller's 7E Token. “The Isla de Cuba" C. 1880; 

Guadeloupe, Franc, 1921, 50-Cents, 1903; Martinique, 

1-Franc, 1878 |14]. Fine or better (£30-40) 

Ceylon 

48 Kandy Kings, /E Mas.sa (10). various Kings, VOC. I-Stiver, 

I79_ , all with identifying tickets lll|. Fine or better 
(£30-40) 

49 Victoria, Five-Cents. 1890 (KM 93). Good e.xtremely 

fine, much original lustre (£30-40) 
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50 George III To Elizabeth II, 2, 1 & 1/2-Stiver, 1815, 

1/48-Rixdollar, 1802, 50-Cent.s, 1900, 25-Cents (2), 

1903, 1919, 10-Cents (2), 1893, 1902, l-Ceni (5), 1870, 

1905, 1923, 1942 (2), Half-Cent (3), 1870, 1905, 1940, 

Qiiarter-Cent, 1901 (2), 2,500-Rupees, 1957, JE Tokens (2) 

[22], Early issues fair to fine, later issues generally 

extremely fine (£100-150) 

Chile 

5 1 Republic, 1-Peso (2), 1933, 1948, 50-Ceniavos, 1902, 

1942, 20-Centavos (4), 1858, 1870, 1913, 1951, 

10-Centavos (3), 1896, 1899, 1913, 5-Centavos, 1919, 2 

l/2-Centavos (2), 1887, 1905, 2-Centavos (2), 1874, 

1882, 1-Centavo (3), 1853, 1873, 1893, Half-Decimo (3), 

1858, 1871, 1892, Half-Centavos (2), 1835, 1853 [24], 

Mostly very fine or better (£100-120) 

Colombia 

52 SantaMarta, 1/4-Reale, 1820, Cartagena, 1/2-Real, ND 

(1811-14); 1-Real, 1847, 50-Decinios, 1885, 50-Centavos, 

1948 B, 10-Centavos (2), 1897, 1942 B, 5-Centavos, 

1886, 1946, 2 I/2-Centavos, 1881 (2), 1-Centavos, 1920, 

Leper Token , 2-Centavos, 1921 F, Inflationary Coinage. 

5-Pesos, 1912 [14], First two fair, others very fine to 

extremely fine (£30-50) 

Congo 

53 Free State, Leopold ii. Franc, 50 & 2-Centimes, 1887, 10, 

5 & I-Centimes, 1888 [6]. Extremely fine or better 

(£60-80) 

Costa Rica 

54 Real, 1849, 25-Centavos (2), 1886, 1924, 5-Centavos, 

1905, Counterstamped coinage. Real, Victorian Sixpence, 

1844, 50-Centavos, 1923 on a 25-Centavos of 1893 [6], 

Fine to very fine (£60-80) 

Cyprus 

55 Henri ii (1285-1324), Gros Grand, Second period. King 

sealed facing, cross in field, reverse cross, crosslels in 

angles: billon Denier, 14th Century [2]. The first about 

extremely fine and toned, the second fine (£30-40) 

56 Victoria, l-Piastre, 1881 H, Half-Piastre, 1879 [2|. Good 

very fine and extremely fine, but last scratched (£40-60) 

57 Victoria, Quarter-Piastre, 1887. Extremely fine (£30-40) 

58 Edward vii, l-Piastre, \9()H. About fine, rare (£40-60) 

Czechoslovakia 

59 Prague., Alois Kettner, gold and silversmith, bronze token 

or advertising check, undated, c. 1880. Good very fine 

(£10-15) 
Tokens I'roiii cciilral and eastern Europe are seldom encountered 

Denmark 

60 Eric of Pomerania (1396-1439), base billon Penning, 

Nestved, crowned E, reverse cross, trefoil in one angle. 

Good fine (£30-40) 

6 1 Minor Coins in silver and base metal (56). mostly 18ih to 

20lh century issues, a few earlier AR, including lO-0re. 

1882; Faroe Islands, Second World War issues, 1941 (.5) 

[61]. Mostly fine or very fine, a few better (£100-120) 

62 Danish West Indies, 12-Skilling (3), 1740, 1767 (2), 

10-Skilling (2), 1816. 1845, 20-Cents, 1905. 10-Cenls’ 

1862, 50-Bit (lO-Ccnts), 1905 (2), 5-Cent.s (3) and 

3-Cents, all 1859, 1-Cenl (3), I860, 1868, 1878 [16j. 

First three scarce, fine to very fine, some better 

(£100-150) 

Dominican Republic 

63 Santo Domingo, Ferdinand vii. Quarter-Real, ND; 

Quarter-Real, 1848, Half-Peso, 1937, 25-Centavos, 1937. 

10-Cenlavos (2)., 1891, 1937, 5-Centavos (2), 1877, 

1937, 2 1/2-Centavos, 1888 A, 1888 HH, other modern 

coinage (9) [19]. The first fine, the 1937 coinage 

generally extremely fine, others fine to very fine, some 

better (£70-100) 

Egypt 

64 AbdulMejid, Qirsh, h 1255, year 4 (KM 228). Very fine 

(£25-30) 

65 Abdul Aziz, 40-Para, h. 1277, year 10 (KM 248). 

Extremely fine or better, retaining some original colour 

on the obverse, scarce thus, a one year type (£25-30) 

66 Abdul Aziz, 5-Qirsh, year 12 (KM 254a). Better than very 

fine (£120-150) 

67 Abdul Aziz. lO-Qirsh, h. 1277. year 4 (KM 257). Only 

fine or perhaps a little better, but scarce in all grades 

(£20-25) 

68 Abdul Aziz, 20-Qirsh. year 2 (KM 260). Some surface 

marks and two small edge bruises, otherwise very fiine, rare 

(£200-300) 
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Germany 
Ca) nKiTiSii Oi'C'Ui’AiioN ( 1^14-1^)22), 2()-l>iasircs, h. 1233 

(11)16), very Jilie: minor coins in silver (4), and base melal 

(7); KiNdOOM AND kiii’uni.ic, coins in silver anil base melal 

(27), including recent AR eommemoralives (2); and a green 

plastic NAAb'l token |3‘)|. Some fine, mo.slly ahaiil very 

fine, u few heller (L-f()-50) 

70 Minor Coins (31), 19lh and early 2{)lh eenlury issues ins 

silver and base metal, with a few earlier issues. Some fine, 

numv very fine a few heller, many wilh iclenlifyiiif’ liekels 

{£60-70) 

El Salvador 

7 1 Republic, l-Cenlavo, 1892 (KM 108). Lif’hi wear lo ihe 

high poinis, good exiremely fine, aliraciive lone (£30-40) 

Eritrea 

72 Umberto i, 2-Lira, 1890 R (KM 3). Very fine (£30-40) 

Essequibo & Demerary 

73 George hi. I-Stiver, 1813 (KM 10). Extremely fine or 

heller (£30-40) 

74 William iv. Guilder, 1832, Half-Guilder, 1832, 1833/3 [3], 

Last heller than very fine, others fair and fine (£20-30) 

Ethiopia 

73 Menelik II, Half-Bir, 1889 A, silver Gersh (3), 1891, 1893 

(2) [4]. First very fine, others better (£30-50) 

Erance 

76 Carolingians, Charles THE Bald (840-877), Denier, 

Melle, cross, reverse monogram. Very fine (£30-40) 

77 Feudal, Lorraine, Rene It d’Anjou (1473-1308), Demi 

Plaque, Nancy, arm brandishing sword, reverse crowned 

shield; Provence, Charles 1 d’Anjou, Denier, Marseilles, 

head left, reverse cross: other billon deniers and smaller (3) 

[3] . All fine or better (£40-60) 

78 Regal, Henri hi, Demi-Franc, 1382, St Lo. Laureate bust 

right, C beneath, reverse ornate cross: Charles x, billon 

Douzain, 1393, Riom, crowned shield, reverse cross; Henri 

IV, billon Douzain du Dauphine, 1393, Grenoble, similar to 

last [3]. The first very fine, the others good fine (£50-70) 

79 Antwerp, Siege Coinage, lO-Cents, 1814, w above 

ribbon, from defaced dies, otherwise very fine, 3-Cents, 
1814, worn (£30-40) 

Erench Colonies 

80 Windward Islands "Isle Dn Vent”, Louis xv, 12-Sols, 

1731 H (KM C 2). Very fine (£30-40) 

8 1 Aachen, 12-lleller (2), 1760 MR, 1763 IK; Aniialt 

Beknburg, l/6-Thalcr (2), I836A. 1861 A; 

Aniialt-Dessau, 3-Pfennig, 1861; Baden, lO-Kreuzer, 

1772 HW, 3-Kreuzer (4), 1820, 1832, 1869, 1871, 

l-Kreuzcr (3), 1843, 1832, 1868 |13|. Fine to very fine 

(£30-40) 

82 Baden, 5-Mark.s (2), 1903 G, 1908 G. Fine and very fine 

(£30-50) 

83 Bamberg, Lother Franz, Freiherr von .Schoenborn, 

4-Kreuzer, 1700 GFN (KM 83). Good extremely fine 

(£30-40) 

84 Bavaria, Maximillian it, 30-Kreuzer, 1730. Maximillian hi, 

30-Kreuzer, 1746 (KM 168, 173) [2]. Both about very 

fine, hut last has been cleaned and tooled (£40-60) 

85 Bavaria, 3-Pfennige, 1641; Brunswick-Wolfenbuttel. 

6-Pfennige, 1787; various German States minor base coins 

(28) [30]. First two very fine or better, others fair to fine, 

a few better (£80-100) 

86 Bavaria, Ludwig It, 1-Gulden, 1864 (KM 445). Small 

stain before bust, otherwise good extremely fine (£40-60) 

87 Bavaria, Ludwig 11, Commemorative Thaler, 1871, for 

German Victory in the Franco-Prussian War engraved 

Louise et Piere on the obverse field (KM 496). good very' 

fine (£10-15) 

An unusual love token. It is curious and ironic that a couple with the 
French names of Louise et Piere chose to advertise their affection on 
a coin celebrating a German victory; probably they were in no way 
aware of the character of the piece and looked on it simply as an 
attractive foreign coin. 

88 Bavaria, 3-Marks, 1912 D. 10-Kreuzer, 1775, 6-Kreuzer, 

1811, 1-Kreuzer (2), 1833, 1867, I-Pfennig, 1862. 

1- Heller, 1854 [7], Fine to very fine (£40-60) 

89 Birkenfeld. 1-Silber Groshen, 1848; Cleves, Duit, 1753; 

Cologne, Quarter-Stuber (3), 1741, 1743, 1767; 

Dortmund, Quarter-Stuber, 1752; East Friesland, 

2- Stuber, 1823 B, Quarter-Stuber (2), I799A, 1823; 

Frankfurt, 10-Pfennig, 1919, 6-Kreuzer. 1854, 1-Kreuzer 

(5), ND (1839) (2), 1848, 1856, 1863, 1-Heller (3), 1782. 

1859. 1865 (19). Fine to very fine, a few better (£60-80) 

90 Brandenberg. Otto II (1184-1205), Pfennig, Saizwedel. 

bust lelt, holding sword, reverse domed building: 

OsNABRUCK. Plennig, 14th century: Halle. Heller, later 

German minors (2) [5]. The first weak, very fine, the 

others fine or belter (£40-50) 

9 I Brandenburg, George Wilhelm. 18-Groscher (I/4-Thaler). 

1624, Fredricii Wilhelm, Third-Thaler, 1675 HS (KM 86, 

379) [2], About very fine (£60-80) 
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92 Bremen, 2-Mark. 1904 J (KM 250), about as struck. 

2-1/2-Schwarcn, 1853, very fine (£60-80) 

93 Brunswick-Wolfenbuttel, August II, Quarter-Thaler, 1664 

(KM 465). Very fine, toned (£60-80) 

94 Brunswick-Luneburg, 6-Mariengroschen. 1689 (KM 

258), Brunswick-Wolfenbuttel, 12-Mariengroschen, 

1762 IBH (KM 867). Both about very fine (£40-60) 

100 Hamburg, 32-Shilling, 1809 C.A.I.G. (KM 242). Alnw.st 

as struck, toned (£60-80) 

101 Hannover, 6-Prennig, 1844 S, l-Pl'ennig, 1825 C, 

1/12-Thaler, 1853 B (2), 1-Groschen, 1858, 1858 B, 

l/2-Groschen, 1863 B; Hesse-Cassel, 1/24-Thaler, 1799 F, 

3-Heller, 1846; Hesse-Darn. 6-Kreuzer, 1838, 3-Kreuzer, 

1864, 1-Ptennig, 1806 RF [13J. Fine to very fine, .wine 

better (£100-150) 

95 Frankfurt, I-Gulden, 1861 (KM 358). Almost as struck, 

toned (£40-60) 

96 Frankfurt, Thaler, 1863 (KM 372). Extremely fine or 

better, toned (£60-80) 

97 Frankfurt, Thaler, 1864 (KM 370). Extremely fine or 

better, toned (£60-80) 

98 Hamburg, Free City, 5-Marks, 1900, 3-Marks, 1913, and 

2-Mark.s, 1908; Empire, minor coins in silver and base 

metal (13) 116|. Mostly very fine or better (£40-50) 

99 Hamburg, 8-,Schilling, 1727, 4-Schilling, 1725, 

2-Schilling (2), 1726, 1727, l-Schilling (5), 1778 OHK, 

18.39 HSK, 1846, 1851, 1855, 1-Dreiling, 1800 OHK |9|. 

l ine to very fine, last five better (£100-150) 

102 Lippe-Detmold, 1-Pfennig, 1847 A; Mecklenburg, 

1/192-Thaler, ND, 3-Prennig, 1854, 1864 A, 1-Schilling 

(2), 1772, 1793, 1-Dreiling, 1828; Mainz, 1-Kreuzer. 

1795, 1/2-Kreuzer, 1795 lA, 1/48-Thaler, 1771; Munster, 

3-Plennig (2), 1753, 1760 [12]. Eine to very fine, a few 

better (£40-60) 

103 Mainz, French Occupation, Siege Coinage, 5-Sols, 1793 

(KM 603). Very fine (£30-40) 

104 M ecklinburg-Schwerin, 4-Schillinge, 1764, 

4-Schillinge, 1830, 1-Schillinge, 1798, 1/48-Thaler (2), 

1853 A, 1866 A, 5-Prennig, 1872 B [6]. Eirst extremely 

fine, others fine to very fine (£30-50) 

105 Munster, Friedrich Christian. 24-Mariengroschen. 1693 

.lO (KM 101). Weak in [daces, very fine (£60-80) 
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|()(i Nassau. 5-Krcu/.cr. 1808, Her/. Nassau legend (KM C 3). 

■Slight (idjiislmeni marks, otherwise ahoiii as struck 

(C200-300) 

4,()()() Slmek (KM Unc $ I,()()()) 

107 Nassau, Half-Gulden, 1843, extremely fine, hut scratched 

on obverse. 6-Kreuzer, 1833, 1834, 3-Kreuzer, 1842. 

I-Kreuzer (4), 1832, 1861 (2), 1862 |8|, generally 

extremely fine (£60-80} 

108 Oldenburg, l-Groschen, 1858 B, Half-Groschen. 1858 B 

(2); Reliss-Obergreiz, l-Pfennig, 1830 

109 Pfalz-Sulzbach, Trade Coinage, Quarler-Ducat, 1710, 

struck in silver (cf. KM 2020; F 1881). About as 

struck, toned, rare (£100-150) 

1 10 Prussia, Friedrich i, Two-Third Thaler, 1709 HFH (KM 

67). Stained on reverse, otherwise about very fine 

(£200-300) 

111 Prussia, Fredrich II, Half-Thaler, 1750 A, Fredrich 

Wilhelm hi, 4-Groschen, 1805; Wurzburg, 20-Kreuzer, 

1763 L (KM C 39). Fine or better (£40-60) 

112 Prussia, Third-Thaler, 1802 A, 1/6-Thaler (4), 1814 B, 

1826 A, 1849 A, 1856 A, 4-Groschen, 1817 A, 

2-1/2-Silber Groschen (2), 1843 A, 1869 A, l-Silber 

Groschen (3), 1830 D. 1849 A, 1863 A, Half-Silber 

Groschen, 1872, 1-Mark, 1914 EE, 4-Pfennig (2), 1821 A, 

1866 A, 3-Pfennig. 1856 A, 1867 E, 2-Pfennig, 1821 A, 

1-Pfennig (2), 1822 D, 1862 A |20]. Fine to very fine, a 

few better (£80-120) 

113 Prussia, Thaler (3), 1861 A, 1867 A. 1871 A. 5-Marks, 

I876A, 1903 A, 3-Marks, 1912, 1913 (2, both types), 

2-Marks, 1888A, 1901 110], Fine to very fine, a few better 

(£50-60) 

114 Prussia, 2-Marks, 1876 B (KM 506.2). Some surface 

marks, otherwise about extremely fine (£40-60) 

115 S A X E- M El NI NGliN , 6-Kreu/.er (2), 1827, 1829 L; 

Saxe-Weimer-Eisenacii, 3-Pfennig, 1830; Schwarzburg 

S () N I) E R 11 A U S E N , 1-Silber Groschen, 1858A; 

Schaumburg-Lii'I'E, Half-Silber Groschen, 1858 A; Trier. 

3-Albus, 1789 GM; Wilsteiialia, 10-Centimes, 1812, 

3-Centimes, 1810 C; and other minor I8lh and 19th century 

coins of the German states in billon and AE (21); Nolgeld of 

Speyer (2), and Aschaffenburg, 1917; Palatinate of the 

Rhine, Karl Ludwig, Accession, small silver, medal, 1658, 

16.5mm; with British AR medal for the Coronation of 

Caroline, 1727, by Crokcr and a Victorian AE prize medal 

[35] Some fine, including last two. mostly about very jine 

(£00-100) 

1 16 Saxony, Ernest (1464-1486) with Albert and William III, 

Horngroschen, Crested helmet over shield, reverse similar; 

Olio and Adelheid, Pfennig; Brandenberg, Hohipfennig; 

later German minors (3) |6|. The first about extremely 

Jine, the others Jine or better (£40-50) 

I 17 Saxony, Two-Third Thalers (2), 1763, FWoE, 1766 EDC. 

About very fine and fine (£60-80) 

I I 8 Saxony, Friedrich August hi. Thaler, 1804 iec (D 2701). 

Struck from a rusty die. otherwise better than very fine 

(£30-50) 

119 Saxony, 5-Marks, 1903 E, Third-Thaler, 1854 F. 

1/6-Thaler, 1809 SGH, 1/12-Thaler (2), 1763, 1763 JFoF, 

2-Groschen, 1841, 1856, 1864, 1869, l-Groschen, 1842 

G; 5-Pfennig, 1862 B (2). 1-Pfennig, 1798. 1851. 1851 F, 

1863 B, 1865 B, 1873 B [18]. Fine to very Jine (£60-80) 

120 Saxe-Gotha-Altenburg. Friedrich hi. Pfennig, 1753 (KM 

C 5). Extremely fine (£20-30) 

121 Saarland, 100- (2), 50-, 20-(2), and lO-French Francs (2), 

1954. Mostly extremely ftne or better (£20-25) 

122 Westphalia, Jerome Napoleon, 1813 C (KM C 9). Black 

stain above head, extremely fine or better (£60-80) 
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123 

124 

125 

126 

127 

128 

129 

130 

131 

132 

133 

Westphalia. 10.000-Mark, 1923 (2), 500-Mark, 1922, 

100-Mark, 1922, 10-Mark, 1921 (5). Very fine la 

extremely fine (£40-60) 

Wurttemberg-Oels, Sylvius Friedrich. Gros, 1674. 

About extremely fine (£30-40) 

WURTTEMBERG. Wilhelm V, 6-Kreuzer (2). 1834, 1849. 

Good extremely fine or better (£40-60) 

WURTTEMBERG. WiLHELM 1, Half-Gulden. 1850 (KM 573). 

Extremely fine, toned (£30-40) 

Hawaii 

134 Kamehameha hi. Cent, 1847, crosslet 4. 15 berries (KM 

Id). Two light scratches in obverse field, otherwise ver\ 

fine (£100-150) 

WURTTEMBERG, 5-Marks, 1902 F, 3-Marks, 1912 F. 

6-Kreuzer, 1809, 1-Kreuzer (2), 1861. 1870, Half-Krcuzer, 

1855 [6]. Fine to very fine (£30-40) 

German East Africa 

Wilhelm ii, 1-Rupie, 1890. Half-Rupie, 1901, 

Quarter-Rupie, 1910 J, 20-Heller (3), 1916 T, three different 

dies. 10-Heller (2). 1911, 1914 J, 5-Heller (4), 1908, 1913 

J, 1914 J, 1916T, 1-Heller (3), 1904 J, 1911 J, 1912 J. 

Pesa (3), all 1892, Half-Heller, 1905 J [19]. Fine to very 

fine, a few better (£100-150) 

135 Kalakaua I, Quarter-Dollar, 1883. About verv fine 

(£30-40) 

136 Kalakaua i. Dime. 1883. Light surface marks, stain on 

reverse right hand laurel, otherwise good extremely fine 

(£150-200) 

Honiiuras 

Wilhelm ii, Half-Rupie, 1913 A (KM 9). Light surface 

marks, proof-like finish, good extremely fine (£40-60) 

Gibraltar 

George hi To Victoria, 2-Quarts (3), 1810, 1820, 1842/1, 

1- Quart (4), 1802, 1810 (2), 1842/0, Half-Quart, 1842 [8|. 

Fine to very fine (£40-60) 

Guatamala 

Minor coins in silver and base metal (18), including 

2- Reales, 1820 M. 1873 P, extremely fine or better, 

lightly toned. 1895, extremely fine but has been cleaned 

[18|. Mostly very fine or better (£30-40) 

I 37 Minor coins in silver and base metal (9), including Real, 

1870, about extremely fine (£15-20) 

Hungary 

138 Miscellaneous coins in silver and base metal ( 41), 

mostly of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, Horthy Regime, 

and post-war Peoples Republic, some crown-size, with a few 

earlier minor AR coins of the Habsburgs. Mostly very fine 

or better (£80-100) 

139 Stefan i (997-1038), Denar. Cross, wedges in angles. 

reverse similar; Bela ii (1131-1141), Denar, head facing, 

reverse cross within double border [2]. Very fine and 

extremely fine (£40-50) 

Guernsey 

Copper and Bronze coins: 8-Doubles. 1889 H, 1902 

H,I934 H, 1945 H (2); 4-Doubles, 1864, 1902 H; 

2-Doublcs, 1899 H; 1908 H; Doubles, 1830 (2), 1903 H, 

1933 H. First lustrous and uncirculated. 1864 2-doubles 

only fne, others generally about extremely fne or better 

(£15-20) 

Haiti 

50-Centimes (2), 1831, 1882, 25-Centimc.s (2), 1817, 

1818, 20-Centimcs (3), 1863, 1894, 1907, 12-Centimcs, 

1817, lO-Centimcs (2), 1890, 1906, 6-Centimcs (3), 1846 

(2) , 18.50, 2-Ccnlimes (3), 1829, 1846, 1850. I-Ccniimes 

(3) . 1846, 1881, 1895 A |I9|. Fine to very fne. a few 

better (£100-150) 

140 Andreas ii (1205-1235), Obole. cross and letters, reverse 

barred S; Bela iv (1235-1270). Denar. Double cross in 

triangle, reverse cross and stars above row of pellets [2]. 

Very fine (£40-50) 

141 Slavonia, Bela IV (1235-1270), Denar banalis. Ermine i, 

reverse crowned busts, cross between; Stefan v 

(1270-1272), Denar, similar; Ladislas iv (1272-1290). 

Denar, similar [3|. Good fne (£40-50) 

142 Anoisymous Coinage (12th - 13th century). Denar. Cross, 

pellets and wedges in angles, reverse small cross within 

double border; Obole, geomciric design, reverse similar to 

last, later Denars (3) |5|. The first two extremely fne. 

others very fne (£40-50) 

143 Anonymou.s Coinage (I2th/I3th century). Denar. 

Geomciric pattern of crosses, reverse similar; Obole of 

same type; later Denars (2) [4|. Very fne or better 

(£40-50) 
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144 Revolutionary Coinage. Hall-Thaler, 1705 KB Krcmnica 

(KM 265.1). Good very fine (tHO-lOO) 

Ireland 

145 Hiberno-Norse, Phase 111 (c. 1035-1055), Penny, Duhlin, 

biLSt left, reverse cro.ss, hand in two angles (S 6132). 

Ahoii! very fine (£80-100) 

146 Edward I, Penny, Dublin, type lb, crowned bust facing 

within triangle, reverse long cross, pellets in angles (S 

6241).Toned. nearly very fine (£20-30) 

147 James ii. Gun Money, large Halfcrown, 1689 Oct., Shilling, 

1689 Augt. [2], About very fine and fair (£20-30) 

148 George III. Bank Token for 10-Pence, 1813 (S 6618). 

Proof-like, dark tone (£40-60) 

149 Charles ii to Republic, various coins, Ten-Shillings, 

1966, 10-Pence, 1805, other AR (3), Cu-Ni (3), JE (\9), AE 

Tokens (5) [32], Fair to fine, a few better (£80-120) 

Isle of Man 

150 George III To Victoria, Pennies, 1733 (2), Halfpennies (4), 

1786. 1811, 1813 (2), Farthing, 1839, Tokens, Penny, 

1811. Halfpenny, 1831 (2); Jersey, 1/12-Shilling, 1926, 

1935, 1946, 1/13-Shilling, 1871, 1/26-Shilling, 1866; 

Lundy, Puffin and Half-Puffin, 1939 [17], Fine to very 

fine, later issues better (£30-40) 

Italy 

151 Aquileia, Louis ofTeck (1412-1420), Soldo, Madonna and 

child, reverse shield; Ferrara, Nicoloiii d’este 

(1393-1441). Bolognino, C-h.I.O cruciform in field, 

reverse A in field [2], Nearly very fine (£40-50) 

152 Aquila, Giovanni II Di Durazzo (1414-1435), Celia, Saint 

seated facing, reverse eagle; Charles vhi of France 

(1494-1497), Cavallo, Shield, reverse cross 12). Nearly 
very fine (£40-50) 

153 Florence, Republic (1180-1252), Grosso or Fiorino 

d’argento. Half-length bust of St John the Baptist facing, 

reverse Florentine lily. I’oned, good very fine (£60-80) 

154 Milan, Henry Ml, ivor v (1039 - I 152), Denaro scodellato. 

Inscription, reverse cross; FREDERICK i (1152 - 1190), 

Denaro, Cruciform letters, reverse inscription: later /F 

Soldini (3) [5], Fine or better (£30-40) 

155 Milan, Barnabo and Galeazzo ii Visconti (1354-1378), 

Grosso, Viper between B-G, reverse Saint Ambrose seated 

facing. About very fine (£30-40) 

156 Milan, Giovanni Maria Visconti (1402-1412), Gros.so, 

Viper between I-M-R. Saint Ambrose seated facing. Nearly 

extremely fine (£30-40) 

157 Milan, Filippo Maria Visconti (1412-1447), Grosso da 2 

Soldi. Quartered shield, crown above, reverse Saint 

Ambrose standing facing. Good very fine (£40-50) 

158 MILAN, Francesco I Sforza (1450-1466), Grosso, 

Quartered shield between crowned F-S, reverse Saint 

Ambrose seated facing. About extremely fine (£40-60) 

159 Milan, Francesco ii Sforza (1521-1535). da Soldi 5, Ducal 

crown with olive and palm branches, reverse crowned, 

quartered shield between F-Il. Obverse flan flaw, nearly 
very fine (£40-60) 

160 Pavia, Otto III (983-1002), Denaro, o-t-t-o cruciform, 

reverse PA-PiA in field; Savoy, Louis (1440-1465). 

Quartcr-Gros, fert in Field, reverse cross in lozenge; later 

minors (3) [5], Fine or better (£20-30) 

161 Perugia, Republic (1260-1505), Bolognino. 14th Century, 

mitred bust ol Saint lacing, reverse large A in field; 

Quaitrino. P in tield. reverse cross; Ancona, Republic. 

Denaro |3|. Fine or better (£30-40) 
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162 Sicily, William ii (1166-1189). /E Trifollaro, Messina, 

lion's head facing, reverse palm, Frederick ii (1220-1250), 

Denaro. bust right, reverse eagle [2], Good fine (£30-40) 

163 Sicily, Frederick ii of Aragon (1296-1327), Pierreale. 

Messina, eagle within tressure, reverse shield. Toned, 

good very fine (£40-50) 

164 Venice, Pietro ZiANi (1205-1229), Grosso, Christ 

enthroned, reverse Doge and St. Mark standing facing. 

Toned, very fine (£30-40) 

165 Venice. Giacomo Tiepolo (1229-1249), Grosso, similar to 

last. Good very fine (£30-40) 

166 Venice, Marino Morosini ( 1249-1252), Grosso, similar to 

last. Very fine (£20-30) 

167 Venice, Francesco Dandolo (1329-1339), Grosso, similar 

to last. Good very fine (£20-30) 

168 Venice, NicoloTron (1471-1473), Ai Sesino, capped bust 

of Doge left, reverse lion of St. Mark left, holding banner; 

later Venetian billon and fd minors (5) [6]. The first ci 

cluinning little Renaissance portait piece, about very fine, 

the others fine or better (£30-40) 

169 Hugh IV (1324-1359), Gros Grand, King seated facing, B in 

Held reverse cross, crosslets in angles; under Venice, Siege 

of Famagusta, JE Besant, 1570, Lion of St. Mark, reverse 

inscription [2]. Both good fine (£30-40) 

Italy: Papal States 

170 Urban v (1362-1370), Bolognino, mitred bust facing, 

reverse V-R-B-1 cruciform in field. Toned very fine 

(£40-50) 

171 .lui.ius II (1503-1513), Giulio, arms of the Della Rovere, 

tiara and keys above, reverse .Saints Peter and Paid standing. 

Attractive, good very fine (£70-90) 

172 Gregory xiii, Testone. ancona below bust, reverse Papal 

Arms (Berg 1220). Better than very fine (£60-80) 

Italian States 

173 Miscellaneous coins of Naples, San Marino, Venice, etc. 

in silver and base metal (15); a Dutch Duit of Zeeland 1724; 

and H.R.E. Gros (2) . Most fine or very fine (£40-45) 

Jamaica 

174 Victoria, Penny, 1884 (KM 17). Light cabinet wear, 

otherwise about as struck, with some original brilliance 

(£40-60) 

175 Victoria, Halfpenny, 1884, Farthing, 1884, Edward vii. 

Farthing, 1906 [3]. Extremely fine or better (£40-60) 

176 Victoria, Penny, 1889 (KM 17). Almost extremely fine 

(£30-40) 

Latvia 

177 Pre-War Coinage, in silver (3), including 5-Lati. 1931. 

this extremely fine or better, and base metal (8); Lithuania, 

similar coins in silver (3), including commemorative 

5-Litai, 1936, and base metal (8); Estonia, bronze 2-Senti. 

1934 [23]. Mostly very fine (£30-40) 

Liberia 

178 Two-Cents, 1896, Cents (2), 1862. 1896 [3]. Second 

good extremely fine with lustre, others fine (£20-30) 

Libya 

179 Tripoli, Yusuf Pasha Qaramanli 1. 60-Para, h. 1223, //7ie, 

scarce', other AE coins (3), including AE 20 of A1 Mansur (h. 

778-783), varied state |5j. (£30-40) 

Liechtenstein 

180 Prince John 11. Frank 1900 and Half-Frank. 1924 |2|, 

Eirst almost extremely fine, second about very fine but 

surfaces pilled, scarce (£20-30) 
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Low Countries Luxembourg 

ISI Hkahant, Jr AN I (1261-1294), Slcrling, biisl lacing, 

wearing chaplet of roses, reverse cross, pellets in angles; 

JtiAN III (1312-1355), Sterling ‘an clokier’, HiiisscIs, castle, 

reverse as last |2|. Good fine or heller {£40-50} 

182 Flanders, Robert DH Betiiune (1305-1322), Sterling, 

Most, crowned bust facing, reverse cross, pellets in angles; 

Loins DE Male (1346-1384), Gros au lion, cross within 

double inscription, reverse lion rampant (2|. Good fine or 

better (£30-40) 

183 Flanders, PHtLtpPE le Hardi (1384-1404), Double-Gros, 

lion sejant left, banner at neck, reverse shield over long 

cross. Nearly very fine (£50-60) 

184 Flanders, C harles the B old (1467-1477), Double-Patard, 

shield, reverse ornate cross; Philippe 11, l/lO-Ecu, 1571, 

bust right, reverse crown over crossed staves and buckle, 

later iE minors (3) [5], Good fine (£30-40) 

185 Gelderland, Arnold of Egmont (1423-1473), 

Double-Gros or Woechey, two ornate crested helmets, 

reverse shield at centre of long cross, a-n-R-S in angles. 
Very fine (£60-80) 

186 Gelderland, another, as last. Above very fine (£50-70) 

187 HAtNAULT, Jean II d’Avesnes (1280-1304), Stering, Mons, 

bust facing wearing chaplet of roses, reverse cross, pellets 

in angles; Porcien, Gaucher de Chatillon (1303-1329), 

Sterling, Yves, crowned bust, reverse similar to last [2], 

Good fine (£30-40) 

188 Liege. Jean DE FIeinsberg (1419-1455), /E Brule, arms, 

reverse cross; Jean de Hornes (1483-1505), /E Brule, shield, 

reverse cross |2|. Fine and good fine, both scarce (£30-40) 

189 Luxemburg, Wenceslas I (1353-1385), Sterling or 

Brabantinus, quartered shield, reverse ornate cross; JossE de 

Moravie (1388-1411), Blan Gros, shield within tressure, 

reverse cro.ss within double inscription [2], Good fine and 
nearly very fine (£70-90) 

190 Maria 'I'llitRE.SA, Liard, 1757, Ledpoi.d ii, Sol, 1790 H [2|. 

bine and very fine (£20-30) 

(£40-60) 

192 20-Francs, 1946, 2 & 1-Franc, 1924, 25-Centime.s, 1930 

(2), lO-Centimes, I860 A, 1870, 1901, 1918, 1924, 1930, 

5-Ccnlimes, 1874, 1901, 1924, 1930, 2-1/2-Centimes, 

1854, together with a counter 1556 for Limburg and a Liard, 

1759 [18], Fine to very fine, later issues better (£30-40) 

Malaysia 

193 Penang, Copper 2 & 1-Cents, 1825, Half-Cent, 1810 (KM 

15, 14, 11) [3], Last about extremely fine, others fine to 

very fine (£70-100) 

194 Kelantan, Malacca, etc. coins, mostly base (16). 

including a few later British issues and a silver 

commemorative 25-Ringit, 1976, for the 25th Anniversary 

of the Employee Provident Fund. Varied state (£40-50) 

Malta 

195 Emmanuel Pinto, 15-Tari, 1757, other coins of Malta. 

5-Tari, 1776, 1790, 2-Tari, 1641, 1-Tari, 1777, lO-Grani, 

1757, 5-Grani, 1629, Grano, ND (1601-22), 1743, 1755, 

1785, 3-Piccioli, ND (1581-1595). 2-Pounds, 1972 and a 

19th Century Jeton for Circlo Indipendent [14], Fair to 

fine, a few better, 2-Pounds extremely fine (£60-80) 

196 Emmanuel De Rohan, 15-Tari, 1776 (KM 49.1). Good 
very fine (£40-60) 

197 Emmanuel De Rohan, Tari, 1786. Some verdigris, 
otherwise very fine (£20-30) 

Mauritius 

198 George IV, 50 & 25-Sols, ND (c. 1822) (KM 1,2) [2], Very 
fine (£40-60) 
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199 Victoria, 20-Cenis, 1889 H. 10, 5 & 2-Cenls, 1897, Cents 

(2), 1877 H, 1882 H. George v. Quarter Rupee, 1936, 

George vi, Half-Rupee, 1951, 5-Cents, 1942, 1-Cent, 

1947, Elizabeth ii, 10-Rupees, 1971, Rupee, 1956, 

Half-Rupee, 1965, Quarter-Rupee, 1964, 10-Cents, 1954, 

5-Cents, 1956, 2-Cents, 1953,1-Cent, 1953; Mauritius & 

Reunion, 3-Sols, 1779A [19], Last fine, others very fine 

to extremely fine (£80-100) 

Mexico 

200 Philip v, Half-Real, 1738, Charles iv, 8-Reales, 1796 FM, 

2-Reales, 1790 FM, 1-Real, 1806 TH, Ferdinand vii, 

1-Real, 1813 JP, Quarter-Real, 1813 [6], Fine to very fine 

(£30-40) 

201 Charles IV, Half-Real, 1801 FT (KM 72). Almost as 

struck, toned (£20-30) 

202 Ferdinand vii, 2-Reales, 1816 JJ (KM 93). Good very fine 

or better (£30-40) 

203 Republic, 8-Reales, 1888 RR, mm. Go, 1-Real, 1831 MJ, 

Quarter-Real, 1833, 25-Centavos, 1888 M, 1-Centavos, 

1892 M, United States, 25-Pesos, 1972, 5-Pesos, 1948, 

1953, 1955, 1-Peso. 1933, 1950. 1967, 50-Centavos, 

1921, 1935, 1959, 20-Centavos, 1942, 1944, 

10-Centavos, 1919, 1946, 5-Centavos, 1911, 1913, 1920, 

1936. 1955, 2-Centavos, 1906.1-Centavos, 1904, 1911, 

1946, modern Mexican (3) [30]. Mostly very fine or better 

(£80-100) 

204 United States, 20-Centavos, 1911, extremely fine or 

better, other local issues (10) [1 \ ],fair to fine, a few better 

(£80-100) 

Monaco 

205 Honore III, One and a Half-Sols, 1735, only fair to fine 

but very rare', HoNORE IV, Decime, 1838, and 5-Centimes, 

1837, better than very fine and fine respectively, but both 

lacquered', other modern coins in base metal (14), mostly 

very fine or better [17] (£30-40) 

Morocco 

206 Coins in silver and base metal (47), mostly of the French 

Protectorate, including 5-Dirhems, h 1329 (KM Y 24), 

this good extremely fine, nicely toned, a lew more recent, 

some earlier. ,Some fine, many very fine, a few better, 

some earlier coins with identifying tickets (£40-50) 

Netherlands 

207 Gelderi.and, Duits, 1752, 1754, 1764, 1767. 1786,1793, 

Groningen, Duit, 1771, Holland, Half-Gulden, 1759 

(holed at 12 o'clock), 2-Stivers, 1723, l-Slivcr, 1767, 

Duits, 1702. 1715, 1739, Utriiciit, Duits, 1739, 1759. 

1766 (2), 1769, West Friilslani), Duii, 1780, Zeeland, 

2-Stivers, 1699, other A', (13) [33|. Mostly fine to very 

fine (£60-80) 

208 William ii. Gulden, 1846 Fleur de lis mm., Half-Gulden, 

1848; 25-Cents (2), 1826. 1849, lO-Cents (4), 1827, 

1849, 1850, 1856, 5-Cents, 1863 [9], Fine to very fine, a 

few better (£60-80) 

209 William hi. Gulden, 1861 (KM 93). Extremely fine, toned 

(£30-40) 

210 West Friesland, 6-Stivers, 1678 (KM 76). Better than 

very fine, toned (£20-30) 

2 1 I West Friesland, Gulden, 1793 (KM 97.3). Extremely fine 

or better toned (£30-40) 

Netherlands Indies 

212 Coins in silver and base metal (24); other coins of the 

region (6), including F.l.C. 2-Kepings for Sumatra (3) and a 

small Java AR of the Hindu Period (9th to 11th century) 

[30]. Mostly fine or very fine, a few better (£50-60) 

Nicaragua 

213 Republic, 25-Centavos, 1912 H, 20 & 10-Centavos, 1887 

H, 1-Centavo, 1878, other base metal coins (11) [15]. 

Very fine to extremely fine or better (£50-60) 

Norway 

214 Oscar II, lO-Ore, 1874, 1876, 2-Ore, 1906, I-Ore, 1878 

[4]. Extremely fine or better (£70-100) 

215 Oscar ii. Krone. 1875 (KM 351). Good very fine, rare 

(£60-80) 

216 Oscar ii. 5-Ore. 1876 (KM 349). Good extremely fine, 

with some original lustre (£30-40} 
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Portugal 

217 OSCAK II, 2-Kioncr, 1888 (KM 3.‘i9). Almost extremely 

fme, nire (£300-400) 

218 Oscar ii. Krone, 1893 (KM 357). Slight nick on forehead, 

otherwise good extremely fine (£30-40) 

219 Haakon vii, 2-Kronc, 1914. Centennial i.ssue, 1-Krone, 

1908, hammers on shield between date (KM 377, 369) [2], 

Both very fine or better, but first scratched on reverse 

(£30-40) 

220 Haakon vii, 1-Krone. 1925, lO-Ore, 1918/7 [2], First with 

edge nick, otherwise good extremely fine, second, very 

fine (£40-60) 

221 Charles XIV To Haakon VII, 50-Ore (2), 1887, 1926, 

25-Ore ((4), 1917, 1921. 1927, 1952, lO-Ore (2), 1925, 

1952, 5-Ore (4), 1918, 1930, 1952. 1953, 2-Ore (2), 1902, 

1937, 1-Ore (2), 1906, 1935, 4-Skilling, 1871, 3-Skilling, 

1872, 2-Skilling, 1842, 1-Skilling (2), 1816. 1870, 

Half-Skilling, 1867 [22], Fine to very fine, some better 

(£80-120) 

Panama 

222 Republic, 25 & 10-Centesimos. 1904, 2-1/2-Centesimos, 

1907, 1929 [4], First fine, second about as struck, other 

two very fine (£60-80) 

Peru 

223 Republic, 2-Reales, 1826 JM (KM 141.1). About as 

struck, toned (£20-30) 

Philippines 

224 Isabel ii. 50-Centavos, 1868, Alfonso xii, 50-Centavos, 

1868, Alfonso XIII, Peso. 1897 [3], First fair, second 

extremely fine, last very fine (£40-60) 

227 Ml.SCHI.LANEOtl.S COINS IN SILVIiR AND BASH METAL ( 83), of the 

Kingdom and Republic, including 2()0-Rcis, 1747 and a few 

overseas issues. Most very fine or better, last good very 

fine and nicely toned (£70-80) 

228 John ii (1481-1495), Vintem, Porto, crowned shield, 

reverse crowned Y, other Portuguese mintjrs (2) |3|. The 

first about very fme, others fine or better (£30-40) 

Rumania 

229 Coins in silver and base metal (29). mostly late 19th and 

2()th century currency issues of the pre-war kingdom, but 

including copper 3-Denga, 1772 (2) of Moldavia and 

Wallachia. Most very fine or better, last fair and fine only 

but scarce (£30-35) 

230 Carol I, 1-Leu, 1870 C (KM 6). Almost as struck 

(£80-100) 

231 Carol I, silver Leu, 1881 V (KM 14). Practically mint 

state, rare in this condition (£50-60) 

Russia 

232 Miscellaneous coins in silver and base metal ( 82), 

mostly Czarist issues of the 18th to early 20th century. 

Some fine, many about very fine, a few better (£100-120) 

233 Central Asia, Khanate of the Golden Horde, Toktu 

(1290-1312), Dirhem, other, mostly silver, coins of the 

Golden Horde (5), White Horde (1) [10], Fine or better 
(£40-50) 

234 Peter Alexievitch (1682-1689), Kopeck, double-headed 

eagle, reverse inscription, Ivan iii (1462-1505). 

“wire-money” Kopeck, horseman right, reverse inscription; 

other Russian wire money (12) [14], Generally good fine 
or better (£40-50) 

225 Aleonso XIII. 4()-Centavos, 1896 PGV (KM 23), 

5-Centavos, 1896 PGV (KM 21) [2]. Very fine 
(£100-120) 

226 Alfonso xiii, 20-Centavos, 1895 PGV (KM 22). Almost as 
struck, toned (£70-100) 

235 Alexander III. Rouble, 1894 (KM 46). About very fine, the 
date rare (£30-40) 

236 Alexander hi, 25-Kopccks, 1894 (KM 44). One toned 

extremely fine, the other good very fine but lightly 
cleaned (£30-40) 

237 Nicholas ii, 5()-Kopecks, 1913 (KM 46). Mint .state or 
virtually so (£15-20) 

238 Union of Soviet Sociallst Republics, bronze 5-Kopecks, 

1924. plain edge (KM 79). Good extremely fine, reverse 

toned, some original colour on obverse, scarce in 
attractive state (£15-20) 
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239 

240 

241 

242 

243 

244 

245 

246 

247 

248 

249 

250 

San Marino 

Republic, 20-Lira, 1933 R (KM 11). About e.xtremelv 

fine, toned (£40-50) 

SieiTa Leone 

George hi. Cent, 1791 (KM 1). Good extremely fine, toned 

(£20-30) 

Somaliland 

VICTORIO Emmanuelle III, Rupla (2), 1910 R, 1912 R (KM 

6). Very fine or better (£40-60) 

South Africa 

Z.A.R.., Kruger, Halfcrown, 1896, Florin and Shilling, 

1897 [3], Extremely fine or better (£30-40) 

Spain 

Balearic Islands, Ferdinand Vll, 12-Dineros, 1812, 

better them very fine for issue', Catalonia, Isabel II, 

6-Cuartos, 1836, very fine but has been lacquered, 

3- Cuartos, 1846, fair'. Civil War, 2-Peseta and Peseta of 

Euzkadi, and Emergency stamp currency for 25-Centavos 

and 10-Centavos [7], (£25-30) 

Amadeo I, 5-Pesetas, 1871 (71) SD-M, fine', other coins, 

generally 19th and early 20th Century issues in silver (10), 

and base metal (43), including a few non-Spanish jetons, 

etc. [53]. Some fine, many very fine, a few better 

(£80-100) 

Amirs of Majorca, Abd Allah al Morthada (1076-1093), 

billon Dirhem, other Spanish and North African silver and 

copper Islamic coins (8) [9]. All good fine or better 

(£40-50) 

Majorca, James hi (1324-1343), billon Dobler, crowned 

bust facing, reverse latin cross. Nearly very fine (£20-30) 

Spanish Umayyads, Abd al Rahman i (756-788), Dirhem, 

al-Andalus, AH 153, other later Spanish Umayyad Dirhems 

(3) [4]. The first very fine, the others fine or better 

(£40-50) 

Valencia, James I (1238-1276), Dinero, crowned bust left, 

reverse plant; Castille, Alfonso xi (1312-1350), Cornado, 

crowned head left, reverse castle; other billon minors ol 

Castille (3) [5]. Good fine or better, the last fair (£40-50) 

Aragon, Peter IV (1335-1387), billon Dinero, crowned 

bust left, reverse double cross. Good very fine, scarce thus 

(£30-40) 

Ferdinand AND Isabella (1474-1506), Real, Toledo, 

crowned shield surmounted by eagle, reverse crowned 

shield; Carlos and Joanna (1516-1556), billon 

4- Maravcdis, Seville |2|. About very fine and fine 

(£60-80) 

25 I Charles hi, 2-Reales, 1788, Charles iv, 2-Reales, 1806 FA 

[2]. Extremely fine or better (£60-80) 

252 Joseph Napoleon, 4-Reales, 1810 A 1, Madrid; Catalonia, 

French Occupation, Peseta, 1810; Ferdinand VII, 2-Reales, 

1812 Cl, Cadiz [3] About very fine (£30-40) 

253 Provisional Government, 2-Pesetas, 1870 (74) DEM, 

Alfonso XH, 2-Pesetas, 1882 (82) MS-M, Alfonso, xiii, 

2-Pe.setas, 1905 SM-V [3]. Last about as struck, others 

very fine or better (£50-70) 

254 Provisional Government, Peseta, 1869 SNM (KM Y 55). 

Extremely fine, toned (£40-60) 

Straits Settlements 

255 Victoria, Half-Cent, 1862, with an area of discolouration 

on obverse otherwise very fine and scarce', other coins in 

silver (7), including 5-Cents, 1900, this almost 

uncirculated', and base metal (10), mostly very fine [18] 

(£30-40) 

Sudan 

256 Abdullah Ibn Mohammed, AE 20-Piastres, 1312 (4), 1315; 

and an F. A. O Cu-NI 50-Ghirsh, 1972 [6]. Fine or very 

fine, last better (£20-25) 

Sweden 

257 Charles XIV (1818-1844), Eighth-Riksdaler, 1831, about 

very fine, dark tone, perhaps artificial'. Skilling, 

\836very fine, but flaw to rinv, Charles XIV, 5-0re, 1857, 

curved lop 5, about very fine, rare', 1862, star, good 

extremely fine, traces of I us re', 2-0re, 1860, good fine, the 

date scarce', 1864, good very fine', !-0re, 1858 LA (2), 

better than very fine, one slightly streaked colour but still 

pleasing [8] (£40-50) 

258 Minor Coins in silver and base metal (43), many 19th and 

20th Century issues, some earlier. Some fine, many very 

fine, a few belter (£70-80) 

259 Copper Mining Token, 1765. About fine (£15-20) 

260 Oscar II (1872-1907), 2-Krona, 1876, small date, bold 

fine'. Krona, 1875, //7;e to very fine', 5O-0re, 1875 ST, 

better than fine hut has been cleaned', 5-0re, 1875, 

extremely fine, traces of original colour'. 2-0re, 1879, 

better than very fine [5] (£50-60) 

261 Gustav V ( (1907-1950), 2-Kronor, 1910 W (KM 558). 

Practicallv mint state, somewhat dull tone but not 

unnatural or unpleasing (£60-80) 
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262 Carl X Glistavus, 2-Mark. I6.‘)6 (KM 1.63). Very fine, 

attractive (£100-150) 

263 Charle.s XIV Johan, 1/16 Rix.sdaler, 1835 CB (KM 443). 

About as struck, attractive tone (£20-30) 

Switzerland 

264 Aagau, 2-Batzen. 1814; Basel, Batzcn, 1810; Geneva, 

billon Sol, 1817; Graubunden, Balzen, 1836, value with 

tall I (KM 15); Thurgau, Batzen, 1809; Ticino, 3-Soldi, 

1813. with star (KM 8) [6]. Very fine or better, second 

particularly pleasing (£60-70) 

265 Bern. Batzen. 1826 (KM 194.1). Extreinelv fine or better 

for issue (£15-20) 

266 Freiburg, 10-Batzen, 1812, arms, reve/we standing knight 

(KM 78). A pleasing very fine, lightly toned (£60-80) 

267 Vaud. Batzen. 1816, 1828, 1829 [3]. Very fine or better 
(£20-25) 

268 Cantonal Coinage, minor coins in billon or copper (22). 

Mostly fine or very’ fine (£70-80) 

269 Confederation, coins in silver and base metal (23), mostly 

minor issues but including a few recent 

commemoratives. Winer/ state (£40-50) 

270 Confederation, Franc, 1861 B (KM 9d.).Veiy fine to very 

fine, some surface marks noticeable on close inspection, 
scarce (£20-30) 

271 Confederation, 5-Francs. 1904, head of Helvetia Icfl. 

fevetse arms dividing date (KM 34). Fine, s(}}ne surface 

niatks, very slight nicks to reverse rim, very rare 
(£120-150) 

272 Confederation, 5-Franc.s, 1923, hooded head, reverse arms 

(KM 51).Veryfine (£25-30) 

273 Solo'IIILirn, Batzen. 1826, arms, reverse cruciform shields 

within t|uadrilohe (KM 80). Good extremely fine, grey 

tone (£30-40) 

Thailand 

274 Coins in silver and base; metal (86), mostly 20th century 

currency issues in base metal, some earlier, and a few recent 

eommemoralives, some silver. Mostly very fine or better 

(£50-60) 

275 Rama IV, copper Quarter-Fuang (1865), grained edge (KM 

3). Toned to an even chocolate, extremely fine, a pleasing 

coin with excellent surfaces and rims (£50-60) 

Transylvania 

276 Half-Thaler, 1733 (KM 577). Better than very fine 

(£150-200) 

Tunisia 

277 Miscellaneous coins in silver and base metal ( 28), 

mostly of the Ottomans and French Protectorate. Most 

very fine or better (£30-40) 

Turkey 

278 Miscellaneous coins in silver and base metal (56 ), of the 

Ottomans and 20th century Republic, mostly in silver or 

billon. Mostly very fine or better, many with identifying 
tickets (£80-100) 

279 Seljuks of Rum, silver Dirhems (6). AE coins (2); AE 

Urtukid pictorial bronze, etc. (6) [14]. Most very fine, 

small but interesting group (£60-70) 

280 Ottomans, Mohammed ii (1451-1481), AR Akcheh, other, 

mostly silver minor Ottoman coins, 15/16th Century (6) 

[7]. Good fine or better (£20-30) 

United States of America 

28 1 Rosa Americana, Penny. 1723, crowned rose. Obverse 
fine, reverse worn in places (£30-40) 
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Miscellaneous 

282 Large Cent. 180.1 small dale, blunt 1. small fraction. 

Good fine ( £30-40) 

283 Large Cent, 1839 “Silly head”. Good extremely fine, 

attractive dark brown patina (£100-150) 

290 Latin A MERICA, Coins, mostly of Ecuador, El Salvador, 

Panama, Paraguay, Peru, and Venezuela (79), in silver and 

base metal, generally late I9lh and 20lh century issues, a 

few earlier. Some fine, most very fine, a few better 

(£60-70) 

29 1 Miscellaneous coins, several of the Near East and Far East 

(36), including Burma, Peacock Rupee and fractions.Pfl/'/Vr/ 

state (£40-50) 

292 Coins (112) of Belgian Congo, Seychelles, Somalia, 

South Africa, Southern Rhodesia, etc., mostly 20th 

century currency issues in silver and base metal. Many 

very fine or better (£40-50) 

284 Columbian Exposition, Half-Dollar, 1893, about as struck, 

Half-Dime, 1862, 5-Cenls (3), 1882, 1883, without Cents, 

about as struck, 1899, 3-Cents, 1867, 2-Cenls, 1866, 

Cents (3), 1845, 1857, 1865, Civil War Tokens (2), 

except where stated, fine or better (£60-80) 

Uruguay 

285 Miscellaneous coins in silver and base metal (15), 

including Peso and 50-Centesimos, 1877 A (2). Most very 

fine or better, one 50-Centesimos extremely fine or better, 

the other about extremely fine but cleaned (£50-60) 

Vatican City 

286 Pius xii, mint set, 1950, comprising gold 100-Lire and 

aluminium 10-, 5-, 2-, and 1-Lire; other mint sets (4); and 

Sede Vacanle, 1963, AR 500-Lire, in wallet [lot]. 

Extremely fine or better (£100-120) 

Venezuela 

287 Caracas, 2-Reales, 1819 BS (KM C 6.1). Better than very 

fine (£30-40) 

288 Republic, I-Centavo, 1843 (KM 3). Small mark in reverse 

field, otherwise f’ood extremely fine with much original 

lustre (L60-80) 

289 Republic, 1-Bolivar, 1900, Hall & guaiTcr-Ccnlavo, 1843; 

Caracas. Quar(cr-Rcal, 1814 |4|. Last fine, others 

extremelv fine or better (L100-150) 
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ANCIENT COINS 

Greek 

Italy 

2‘)3 Lucania, Melapomuni (530-510 BC), Staler, ear of eorn to 

right, META, reverse the same, incuse without legend (S 235, 

BMC 9). Somewhat porous, otherwise very fine 
(£120-150) 

297 Ly.simaciios, Boslhuinous Telradraehm, Pergamon 297-281 

BC., 17,1 gins, Deil'ied head ol' Alexander right, reverse 

Athena enthroned left; herin and monogram in front (SNG 

Copenhagen 1095). Very fine (£200-250) 

298 LY.SIMACI10.S, 323-281 BC, Telradraehm, head of Alexander 

the Great, reverse Athena seated holding Nike. Stained, 

very fine (£80-100) 

Macedonian Kings 

294 Alexander hi, 336-323 BC. Telradraehm, head of Herakles 

right, reverse Zeus seated left (Price 3228, Myriandrus). 

About very fine (£100-120) 

Thi'ace 

295 Lysimachos (323-281 B.C), Posthumos Tetradrachm, 

Pergamon. I7.0gm., head of Deified Alexander right, 

reverse Athena enthroned left; beneath, crescent (SNG 

Fitzwilliam 1851 ).Very fine (£200-250) 

296 Lysimaciio.S, Posthumous Telradraehm, Pergamon.17.Ogm, 

head ol Deified Alexander right, reverse Athena enthroned 

lell; in Iront, HP monogram; beneath, crescent (SNG 

Filzwilliam 1852). Good very fine (£250-300) 

299 Thasos. after 148 BC, Tetradrachm, head of Dionysos right, 

reverse Herakles standing (BMC 74), good fine; other Greek 

silver, fractions (3) of Metapontum, Poseidonia, Tarenlum 

and others (2) [6]. Some about fine (£80-100) 

Attica 

300 Athens, c.166-157 BC. New style Tetradrachm, Athena, 

reverse owl on amphora (Thomson 553a; S 2556 var). 

About very fine (£90-100) 

Corinth 

301 Colonies OF Corinth. Anactorium (300-250 BC). Stater, 

Pegasus flying left, reverse head of Pallas left; behind 

incense burner (BMC 54); Peloponnesos, Sicyon (Before 

146 BC), Hemidrachm, Dove flying right (partially off 

flan), reverse large sigma (BMC 197. S.2777) [2]. The last 
fine, the first very fine (£70-90) 

302 Corinth, c. 400-350 BC. Stater. Pegasus left, reverse 

Athena in crested helmet, race-torch in field (BMC pl.VI.4). 
Rever.se good very fine (£90-100) 
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Caria Persian Kings 

303 Alabanda, c.173-167 BC, Telradrachm, head of Herakles 

right, reverse Zeus seated left (Price 2464). About very 

fine (£60-80) 

310 Sardis, 5th-4th Century BC, Sigloi (3), King-archer with 

spear and bow. reverse incuse punchmark. Fine or better 

(£70-90) 

Seleucid Kings Of Syria 

304 Demetrios i (162-150 BC),Tetradrachm, Apameia Diademed 

head right, reverse Tyche seated left on throne (Sear 7015. 

BMC 30); Antichos vii (138-129 BC), Tetradrachm, Athena 

standing left (S 7092, BMC 19). Good fine to very fine (2) 

(£100-120) 

305 Tetradrachms (2), as before of Demetrios, and Antiochos 

VII (BMC 11 Antioch, BMC 19 Uncertain mint) [2]. The 

first coin damaged and repaired otherwise very fine, the 

latter good fine (£80-100) 

306 Antiochos VIII (121-96 BC), Tetradrachm, 117 BC, 

Diademed head right, reverse Zeus standing left holding star 

and .sceptre (BMC 15; Sear 7143). Versyfine (£60-90) 

307 Philip (93-83 BC), Tetradrachm, Diademed head right, 

reverse Zeus seated left (BMC 11, Sear 7196); Drachms (2) of 

Seleukos IV and Demetrios Soter (Sear 6967, 7019) and 

Antiochos IV (175-164 BC) 7E 18 (S 6998) [4J. The silver 

heavily cleaned, good fine /fine (£60-80) 

Egypt 

3 1 1 Ptolemy i, c.323-310 BC, Tetradrachm, reverse eagle (SNG 

Cop 71). Very fine (£80-100) 

3 12 Ptolemy ii (285-246 BC), /E 44, head of Zeus Ammon right. 

reverse Eagle standing left on thunderbolt, looking back 

with spread wings (Sear 7782, BMC 159), good fine; 

VOLUSIAN (251-253), Antoninianus, reverse PM TR Pilll COS il. 

Emperor sacrificing over tripod (Sear 2828, RIC 141) [2], 

Good very fine (£40-60) 

Parthia 

313 Tiradates (29-27 BC), Tetradrachm, Seleukia mint 27 BC, 

bust left, reverse King seated left holding Nike (Sellwood 

55-3.6 Shore 307), plus Sassanian Drachms and two Kushan 

bronzes [6j. Good fine, some better (£70-100) 

3 14 Gotarzes II, 40-51, Tetradrachm. reverse King and Tyche (S 

65.27). Very fine (£60-70) 

308 Seleucos IV, 187-175 BC, Telradrachm, head right, 

diademed, reverse Apollo seated (CSE 82; S 6966). About 

very fine (£80-100) 

309 Antiochos viii, 121-96 BC, Tetradrachm, Akc Plolemais 

mint, diademed head right, reverse Zeus holding star and 

scepire (BMC 8; S 7143 var.). Almost very fine 

(£100-120) 

Bactrian Kings 

315 Euthydemos I, 230-190 BC, Tetradrachm, diademed bust, 

reverse Herakles seated (cf S 7515). Fine (£100-120) 

Jewish Coinage 

316 /E Leptons (16), of Alexander Jannacus, John Hyreannus, 

Herod Archelaus, Procurators and the First Revolt |I61. 

Mixed condition (£70-90) 

Miscellaneous 

317 Ancient India. Kushan Kings (c. 2nd Ccniury AD), bronze 

coins (120), many Kunishka and later. Fair to fine 

(£40-60) 

3 I 8 Ancient India, Kushan Kings (c. 2nd Century AD), bronze 

coins (110). many Kunishka and later. Fair to fine 

(£40-60) 
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Nero ^19 ANCiiiNTCoins (39), inclialing Cncck broii/.cs ol' Soiillicrn 

lialy. Egypt, Carthage anti India, and Byzantine bronzes 

|ikis two Egyptian antiquities (both broken) and a forgery of 

a ,Syraeiise Dekadraelim |42|. Mixed condition {L6()-H()} 

320 Ckkek-Silver Coins (144), Tetradraehms and smaller, 

ineluding Thurium, Thebes, Athens, rair to fine (CHO-IOO) 

32 I Sassanian EMPtRE, Dirhams (14), Shapur i and later. Fine 

(£60-80) 

322 Sassanian Empire, Drachms (8), of the period of Khusru ii 
(591-628) and later (Sellwood 54f0 [8]. Fine (£40-50) 

Roman 

Roman Republic 

323 Quadrigatus, (225-212 BC), laureate head of Janus, 

reverse Jupiter in quadriga right, in ex. roma (RSC 24, 

BMC 101). Good very fine (£150-180) 

ClauiJius 

324 Plated Denarius 2.4 gins., head, laureate right, reverse 

S.P.Q.R pp OB CS within wreath (RIC-). Extremely fine 

(£250-300) 
From the River Waveny hoard. 

327 Denarius, bare head right, reverse pontie max TR. p. vii cos 
III pp EX S.C., Roma standing right inscribing shield held on 

knee (RIC 28; RSC 222). Very rare, very fine (£200-250) 

328 Plated Denarius, as Caesar, bust left, reverse EQVEtiTER 

ORDO PRINCIPI IVVENT Oil .shield (RIC 97, RSC 98), rare, fair 

to fine; Nero & POPPAEA, billon Tetradrachm of Alexandria, 

radiate head of Nero, right, reverse bust of Poppaea right (S 

664; BMC 124, good fine (£70-90) 

Vitellius 

329 Paduan Sestertius, Vitellius (69 AD), bust Laureate right, 

reverse S.C. Mars advancing right., a good example of a 

coin produced in the 18th Century for Grand Tourists. 

About extremely fine (£40-60) 

Galba 

325 Claudius and Nero, Denarius, laureate head right, reverse 

draped bust of Nero left (RIC 83, BMC 80). Very rare, 

some porosity, fine (£80-100) 

330 Denarius, bust draped right, reverse victoria p.r. Victory 
standing left on globe (RIC 221). Rare, fine (£60-80) 

Domitian 

Denarius, reverse imp xiiii cos xiii cens ppp., Minerva 

standing left (RIC 94; C 213); As, reverse vtRTVTi avgvsti 
S.C. Virtus standing right (RIC 356B; C 651) [2]. Very 
fine (£55-75) 

326 Plated Denarius, 46-47, head laureate right, reverse Pkcx 

AVGVSTAE Pax-Nemisis advancing right (RIC 39). Rare, 
about very fine (£70-90) 
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Marcus Aurelius 

332 Domitia, wife of Domilian, Denarius, bust right, reverse 

Divvs CAESAR IMP DOMiTiANi, baby boy seated left on globe 

amidst seven stars (RIC 213; S 931). Extrenielv rare, fine 

(£320-380) 

Trajan 

333 Denarius, reverse pm.tr.p.cos vl pp spqr. Mars advancing 

right (RIC 337, RSC 270), good very fine, Dupondius, 

reverse SENATUS POPVSQUE ROMANUS S.C. in ex: FORT RED. 

Fortuna seated left. (RIC 653, Cl60), brown tone, very 

fine (2) (£70-85) 

334 Denarius, Rome, Felicitas (RIC 344; S 278), very fine, 

Antoninus Pius, As, Rome, reverse, Aeteritas (RIC 832), 

corroded both sides, fine [2] (£80-120) 

340 Denarius,/-pi’er.ve CONSECRATIO funeral pyre (RIC 275); 

COMMODUS, Denarius, reverse SAL GEN HVM Salus standing 

left raising kneeling figure (RIC 260) [2]. Both scarce and 

good very fine (£45-60) 

Lucilla 

341 WifeofLucius Verus, Sestertius, bust right, reverse venvs 

S.C. Venus standing left holding apple & sceptre (RIC 

1765, C 74). Very fine (£50-60) 

Lucius Verus 

Haidrian 

335 Sestertius, head laureate right, reverse restitutori ORBis 

TERRARUM S.C. Hadrian standing left raising kneeling 

female figure (RIC 594; SI 122). Black patina, rare, good 

fine (£60-80) 

336 Denarius, reverse tellvs stabil Tellus standing left (RIC 

276; C 1425). Good very fine (£30-40) 

Antoninus Pius 

337 Roman Britain, As, reverse Britannia cos iiii s.c. Britannia 

seated left on rock, (RIC 934, S.1288); Carausius 
(287-293), Antoninianus, London, reverse LEG vii cl. Bull 

standing right (RIC 75, S 3561) [2|. Green patina, jine or 

better (£60-90) 

338 Antoninus Pius & M. Aurelius, Denarius, head of 

Antoninus Pius right, reverse bare head ol Marius Aurelius 

as Caesar right (RIC 41 1 A); Marcus Aurelius, as Caesar, 

reverse TR POT xii COS Pax (?) standing left with sceptre and 

branch (RIC-; RSC 709 A) [2|. Both scarce, very fine 

(£40-60) 

Faustina I 

339 Wii'p; OF Antoninus Pius, Denarius, reverse aed i)iv fav.stina, 

Ilexastyle temple of Faustina (RIC .343; S 1347), scarce', 

Faiis'IINA II, Denarius, IVNO, Juno seated lelt, feeding 

peacock (RIC 689; RSC 126) |2|, very fine (£65-75) 

342 Denarius, reverse tr. p. v imp hi cos ii Parthian seated right 

on ground with captured arms (RIC 540). Good very fine 

(£60-70) 

Commodus 

343 Denarii (2), reverse romae felici cos vi Roma seated left 

(RIC 228), reverse HERCVLi ROMANO AVG Hercules standing 

left crowning trophy (RIC 254A) [2]. Both scarce, very 

fine to good very fine (£50-60) 

Pescennius Niger 

344 Denarius, laureate head right, reverse salvti avgvsti Salus 

stranding right feeding snake (RIC 77; RSC 68). 

Exceedingly rare, face of Emperor slashed with a knife 

(daninatio), otherwise about good very fine (£200-250) 

Clodius Albinus 

345 Denarius as Augustus, reirrse salvti avg cos ii Salus 

standing left feeding snake (RIC 39. C 73). Bare, good 

fine (£120-150) 
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Sept i 111 ins Sc veins Elagabalns 

14(i I)i;nai<ius, reverse I’M. I'K I’.x cos ill i’i>. .lupilor slanding I'ronl 

hraiiciishing lluiiKlcrboll (KK’2I6. RSC .SSSa); Cakacali.a, 

Denarius, l.aodicea, /ri’crve sal ghn (IIvm). .Salus slanding 

lel'l raising kneeling woman (KIC 350; RSC 5H8A) |2|, 

Searee. Good very fine (CVO-HO) 

347 Dlnarius, reverse LEG Xiiii GEM M. V. TK. i*. cos. legionary 

eagle between two standards (RIC 14; RSC 272). Searee, 

very fine (£40-60) 

348 Denaru (2), reverse AERtCA Africa standing right, lion at 

feet (RIC 253; RSC 25), reverse tNDVLGENTiA avgg tN cartm 

Dca Caelestis riding right on lion (RIC 266; RSC 222) [2|. 

Good very fine (£60-80) 

Divus Severus 

349 CoMMEMORATtON Denarius by Caracalla, bare head right, 

reverse CONSECRATIO. eagle standing right on globe, head 

left (RIC I9lc, van RSC 84a). Rare, fine (£50-60) 

Geta 

350 Denarius as Caesar, bare headed bust right, reverse princ 

IVVENTVTIS Geta standing left next to trophy (S 2018; RIC 

18), Very fine (£30-40) 

Julia Domna 

351 Severan Dynasty, Julia Domna and her children. 

Denarius, bust of Domna right, reverse aeternit imperii. 

laureate bust of Caracalla facing bare headed bust of Geta left 

(RIC 540, RSC 2). Extremely rare, very fine (£300-400) 

Caracalla 

352 Antoninianus, bust radiate, draped and cuirassed right, 

reverse PM TR p XX COS III pp Sol standing left (RIC 293e; 

RSC 390), Scarce, very fine (£40-60) 

Macrinus 

353 Antoninianus, bust radiate and euirassed right, reverse 

.SALVS PVBLICA Salus Seated left feeding snake (RIC 88; RSC 

I 15). Rare, good very fine (£220-250) 

.354 St-LEtJCis AND PlliRlA, Aiitiocli, Elagubalus, Tctradrachms 

(5), reverse liagle standing facing, between legs, star (BMC 

4l6ff; S .3096) |.5|. Very fine (£100-120) 

355 Seleucis and Pieria, Antioch, Elagabalus, Tctradrachms 

(3), reverse eagle standing facing, between legs, star (BMC 

4l6ff; S 3096); Philip i, Tctradrachm, reverse eagle standing 

facing; in ex. antioxia s.c. (BMC 512; S 3958); Philip ii, 

Tetradrachm, reverse eagle standing left (BMC 552; S 4146) 

|5|. Very fine (£100-120) 

356 Denarii (2), reverses annnona avgvsti Annona standing 

left (RIC 59; RSC 13) and SALVs antonini avg Salus 

slanding right feeding snake (RIC 140; RSC 256) |21. 

Good very fine to very fine (£50-60) 

Goidian 1 Africanus 

357 Reigned March TO April 238, Sestertius, bust, laureate, 

draped and cuiras.sed right, reverse providentia avgg S.C. 

Providentia standing left (RIC 9; C 6). Rare, large edge 

knock, otherwise very fine (£300-400) 

Philip I 

358 Antoninianus, reverse fides exercitvs four standards (RIC 

62, RSC 50), good very fine: JULIA Mamaea, mother of 

Severus Alexander, As, reverse Vesta s.c. Vesta standing 

left (RIC 711, C.89) [2], Good ftne / fine (£70-90) 

359 Sestertius, bust right, saecvlares avgg s.c. 

Cippus inscribed COS ill (RIC I62A; S 2603); Trajan 

Decius, 249-251. Sestertius, bust right, reverse pannoniae 

S.C. the two Pannoniae standing facing holding standards 

(RIC 124 A; S 2712) [2]. Good fine (£30-50) 

Trajan Decius 

360 Dupondius, reverse LIBERALITAS avg S.C. Liberalitas 

standing left (RIC 120c. C 72), As, reverse as before (RIC 

120a, C 71) [2). Very fine or better (£70-90) 

Herennius Etruscus 

36 I Antoninianus, as Cae.sar. reverse concordia avgg clasped 

hands (RIC 138, C 4). Rare, good very fine (£40-50) 
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Gallienus 

362 Antoniniani (6), reverses LEG i ITAL vi p vi f. boar running 

right (RIC 320); cohh praet vi p vi f radiate lion walking 

right (RIC 370), Centaur walking left holding globe and 

trophy (RIC 164), Centaur walking right holding bow (RIC 

163), goat walking right (RIC 207) and Antelope left, in 

ex. XII (RIC 181). The first two rare and fine, otherwise 

good fine to very fine (6) (£80-100) 

Maiiniana 

363 Wife of Valerian i. Commemorative Antoninianus, draped 

bust right, reverse CONSECRATio Peacock Hying right on 

which sits empress (RIC 6. C 14). Rare, very fine (£40-50) 

Quietus 

364 Antoninianus, Antioch, bust right, reverse sol invicto, Sol 

standing left (RIC 10; C 12). Very rare and an 

exceptionally good portrait, good very fine/good fine 

(£80-100) 

PostLimus 

365 Dupondius, Lugdunum, reverse fides militum Fides standing 

left holding two standards (RIC 197, C 75). Brown tone, 

very fine (£50-60) 

Severina 

366 Wife OF Aurelian, As, bust right, reverse IVNO regina Juno 

standing left, peacock at feet (RIC 7; C 9). Scarce, green 

patina, very fine (£50-60) 

Florianus 

367 Antoninianus, Lugdunum, reverse virtus augusti Mars 

ativancing right (RIC 15, C 105), very fine'. Probus 

(21(i-2H2), Antoninianus, reverse victoria germ, trophy 

between two captives (RIC 220, C 773), extremely fine (2) 

(£60-80) 

Magnia Urbica 

368 Wife OF Carinus, silver Denarius, revc/Tc venus genetrix 

Venus standing left (Hill 255). Very fine (£50-60) 
This coin is a forgery produced by Carl Wilhelm Becker who was 
prolific around 1820-30. His dies are now in the Coin Cabinet in 
Berlin. 

Diocletian 

369 Argenteus, Rome, reverse victoria sarmat. The tetrarchy 

sacrificing before camp, in ex. R. (RIC 31 a, RSC 488f). 

Very rare, large striking crack, very fine (£90-120) 

Carausius 

370 Denarius, 3.7gms, RSR issue, bust, laureate, draped and 

cuirassed right, reverse CONCORDIA (AVG), clasped hands, in 

ex: RSR (RIC 545, RIC 14). Rare, very fine (£600-700) 

The RSR mint mark which was originally attributed to the Naval base 
of Rutupiae (Richborough. Kent) was later thought to be the initials 
of a Government financial department. It is now thought to be a 
continuation of the Virgil tags found on other coins and medallions 
and means that the golden age has returned. 

Constantius I 

371 Argenteus, Trier, head right, reverse virtvs MiLiTVMThe 

Tetrarchy sacrificing in front of Camp-gate; in ex. club 

(RIC 117A, RSC 309A). Extremely rare, striking crack, 

otherwise about extremely fine (£100-130) 

Severus II 

372 Follis, Siscia, as Caesar, reverse Concordia imperil 

Concordia standing left; in field right. VI. (RIC 173a). 

Scarce, very fine (£50-60) 

373 Follis, Antioch, imp c fla val severus p.f. avg head, 

laureate, right, reverse genio populi romani Genius standing 

left. In field right, delta, in ex ant: (RIC-). No coins of 

Severus as Augustus with this reverse are known for 

Antioch. Probably unpublished, brown tone, very fine 

(£60-80) 
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Conslanliiie I 

^74 l-'oiJJiS (2), Trier, reverse mak i'I coN.SHKVATOki, Hiisl ol' Mar.s 

rigiK (RIC 884), reverse mar i i c'()N,s[;kvaioki Mars standing 

right IRIC 862) |2|. (iooct very fine (£55-70) 

375 /ki 5. Constantinople, reverse (ii.oria romanoriim, Roma 

seated left (RIC 23), setiree, extremely fine: Maximianu.S 

(286-305), Antoninianus, Lugdimuni, Consular bust left, 

reverse I’A.X AVGG. (RIC 399), very fine (2) (£40-50) 

MagnentiiKs 

376 /E I, Trier, bare headed bust right, reverse Salus dd nn avg 

ETCAES, Christogram with A & W. (RIC 319). Scarce, very 

fine (£50-60) 

Julian II 

377 /E 1, Arelate, reverse Securitas REIPUB. bull standing right; 

eagle to front (RIC 318). Rare, good verv fine / very fine 
(£100-120) 

378 TE I, Arelate, another similar but of barbarous fabric. 

Green patina, very’ fine (£40-60) 

Miscellaneous 

379 Miscellaneous Ancient Coins, in silver and base metal, 

including Roman (28), Greek (13), and Byzantine (7), 

together with 8 lead seals and assorted casts and imitations 

of Ancient and British Coins [82], Varied state (£80-100) 

380 Roman Imperial bronzes, including a Sestertius of 

Postumus, Asses of Agrippa (2), a Double headed provincial 

7E 30 of Maximus I and Maximus, a Severina Denarius, 

Antoniniani ot London of Maximian and Diocletian issued 

by Carausius (2), Galeria Valeria, Folles (2) and a 

commemorative /E 4 of Constantine (S 901), plus five 

anonymous Byzantine Folles (14). Fine to good fine 
(£130-150) 

381 The Ancient World, An interesting collection of bronzes 

from 350 B.C. to 100 A.D., from Macedon, Egypt, India, 

Commagne and including Alexandrian Imperial 

Tetradrachms (9), a large number of Roman Imperial issues 

from Tiberius to Arcadius, Byzantine bronzes (30) and 

bronzes of Artiquids [150], Mainly poor to fair, some 
better (£130-180) 

382 Roman Imperial Bronzes, Sestertii (8), of Nero, Nerva, 

Plotina, Divus Antoninus Pius, reverse funereal pyre, a 

similar coin for Divus Lucius Verus, M. Aurelius as Ceasar, 

Commodus reverse VICT brit. Victory seated left and 

Valerian I; Asses (3) of Hadrian, Philip I and Mariniana, a 

Quinarius of Allectus and an /E I of Julian II |I3|. Many 

rare, poor to fine, .some heller (£200-300) 

383 Roman Denarii, Roman Republic (3), Antoniniani of 

Gordian III, Valerian II, Gallienus, Postumus and others (17) 

and a Siliqu;i ol Julian II |2I|. Two coins holed, poor to 

fine (£50-60) 

384 Roman Imperial bronzes (78), Sestertii of Trajan, Ant. 

Pius, M. Aurelius, Clodius Albinus and Gallienus amongst 

others and Dupondii and Asses of Augustus, Claudius, 

Faustian Senior, Sabina and later Imperial coins |78|, A 

few forgeries, mainly poor to fine (£90-110) 

385 Roman Imperial Bronze Coins (83), Sestertii (13). Dupondi 

and Asses (13), Folles and smaller (57), and three medallic 

copies. Many fine, some scarce (£180-200) 

386 Roman Egypt, Alexandria, billon Tetradrachms (53), Nero 

to Probus, many varities. Many fine, some scarce 

(£180-200) 

Byzantine 

387 Byzantine copper, various denominations and mints, 

Anastasius I (491-518) to anonymous Folles (191); Late 

Roman (6); Scyphates (10) [207], Fair to fine (£100-120) 

388 Byzantine Empire, a group of Folles and Half Folles (11), 

mostly of Justinian I and Justinian II with his wife Sophia 

and plus a Roman twin-dolphin brooch, pin missing but 

retaining most of the original tinning [12], Good fine 

(£40-50) 

389 Byzantine copper, 6th-7th Century, plus a few later [142], 

Mostly fine (£100-120) 

390 Byzantine copper, A similar lot [142], Mostly fine 

(£100-120) 

391 A SMALL collection OF BYZANTINE, Copper mostly 6th-7th 

Century, a few later, all different [58], Fine some better 
(£120-150) 

392 Byzantine scyphates and copies, including: John 11 

(1118-43) (4); Manuel I (1143-80) (60); Andronicus I 

(1183-5) (2); Isaac II (1185-95) (6); Alexius 111 

(1195-1204) (7); Latin imitative (1204-61) (42). Fair to 
Fine, some better (£100-120) 
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CELTIC COINS 

Gallo-Belsic Issues 

Cantii 

393 Armorican, Billon Staters, two varieties (S 14,16) [2], 

Very fine or better (£60-80) 

394 Armorican, Billon Staters, two varieties (S 14,16) [2|. 

Very fine or better (£60-80) 

Early Uninscribed Coinage 

395 British Q, Remic, 5.2 gms (1st century B.C.), Abstract head 

of Appollo right, reverse Horse right; wheel below (BMC 

452, V.A. 210, S 38). Good very fine (£250-280) 

396 Gaul, Sequani, Potin, bronze Units (12), head left, bull 

butting left, (cf. De la Tour 5366 ff). Mostly fine, an 

interesting lot (£120-150) 

Atrebates and Regni 

403 Middle DUMP TYPE, 45-40 BC, cast bronze type, I.Ogms, 

crude head of Appolo right, reverse crude bull (VA 137; S 

64). Extremely fine (£40-60) 

Trinovantes and Catuvellauni 

404 CUNOBELIN (10-40A.D.) ‘Wild Type' Stater, 5.4 gms, ca-mv 

between corn-car, reverse horse prancing right, below, 

pellet in ring; above, star and branch (BMC 1804/5 VA 

1933/1-3, S 284). Reverse slightly off-centre, good very 

fine (£400-450) 

405 CuNOBELiN (10-40 AD), silver Unit. 1.2 gm. Cunobelini 

around Romanisized head left, reverse Tascio below horse 

prancing right (BMC 1871, VA 2055. S 312). Rare very 

fine (£100-120) 

397 COMMius (mid to late 1st century B.C), Stater, 5.3 gm., 

Apollo head right, reverse horse running right, above, 

pellet triangle (BMC 729, VA 350, S 65). Good fine 

(£400-450) 

398 Verica (10-20 AD), silver Unit,1.2 gms, COME in Tablet. 

reverse eagle standing, facing head left (BMC 1485, VA 

471). Good very fine (£60-80) 

399 Tincommius. 30-10 BC. silver Unit, 1.2gms, male head 

right, reverse bull butting right (VA 381.3; BMC 924). 

Very fine (£50-60) 

406 Andoco, lOBC-lOAD, silver Unit, 0.9gms, bearded male 

head right, reverse Pegasus flying left (VA 1865.1; S 264). 

Good very fine (£80-100) 

Durotriges 

407 South Western Issues, pale gold Stater (58-45 BC) 5.6 

gms., disjointed Apollo head, reverse horse standing left 

(BMC 2526-33, VA 1235). Ex Mack collection, good very 

fine (£200-250) 

400 Tincommius, silver Minim, 0.2gms, two interlocking 

squares in which C.F., reverse boar running right (VA 

383.1.; S 91). Good very fine/very fine (£60-80) 

401 nppii.us, lOBC-IOAD. silver Unit, Callcva. 1.2gms rex 

CAi.i.E above and below crescent, reverse EPP above eagle 

flying right (VA 415; S 99). Very fine (£60-80) 

402 r-PA Ileus, 35-43AD. silver Unil, I . Ignis, bust of Hercules 

right, reverse eagle facing holding serpent in talons (VA 

580. 3; S 356). Very fine (£40-60) 

408 Billon Staters (3), Apollo head right, reverse di.sjointed 

horse left. (VA 1252 ff) [3|. Good fine (£60-80) 

409 The SotiTH West, uninscribed issues, billon Staters (4) (cf. 

BMC 2691. VA 1252. S 367) [4]. About very fine 

(£50-70) 

410 TheSOUTH WEST. uninscribed issues, billon Staters (5) (cf. 

BMC 2691. VA 1252. S 367) |51. Eine to very fine 

(£100-120) 

41 I TheSotiTit We.st. uninscribed issues, billon Quarter-Staters 

(15), all Geometric type (cf. BMC 2734. VA 1242. S 368) 

I I5|. Generally fair to fine, some belter (£90-120) 
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412 Thi;Soirni Wnsi, uninscribed issues, billon QLiarlcr-Slalers 

(l.'S), all Cieoniclrie type (cf. HMC 2734, VA 1242, S 36K) 

I 1.3]. Geiicriilly fair to fine, some better (L9<)-I2()) 

413 Tin:.South Wesi', iininscriboi.1 issues, billon Quarier-Slalcrs 

(15), all Geometrie type (ef. liMC 2734, VA 1242, S 368) 

I I5|. Geiieraiiy fair to fine, some better (t9()-i2()) 

414 The South West, uninseribed issues, billon Quarter-Slaters 

(15), all Geometrie type (ef. BMC 27.34, VA 1242, S 368) 

I I5|. Geiieraiiy fair to fine, some better (£90-120) 

415 The SOLifii We.ST, uninscribed issues, billon Quarter-Staters 

(15), all Geometrie type (ef. BMC 2734, VA 1242, S 368) 

I 15], Geiieraiiy fair to fine, some better (£90-120) 

416 TheSouth West, uninseribed issues, billon Quarter-Staters 

(15), all Geometric type (ef, BMC 2734, VA 1242, S 368) 

|I5|. Geiieraiiy fair to fine, some better (£90-120) 

417 TheSouth West, uninseribed issues, billon Quarter-Staters 

(15), all Geometric type (cf. BMC 2734, VA 1242, S 368) 

[15]. Geiieraiiy fair to fine, some better (£90-120) 

418 The South West, uninseribed issues, billon Quarter-Slaters 

(15), all Geometric type (cf. BMC 2734, VA 1242, S 368) 

[I5j. Geiieraiiy fair to fine, some better (£90-120) 

419 The South West, uninseribed issues, billon Quarter-Staters 

(15), all Geometric type (cf. BMC 2734, VA 1242, S 368) 

[15]. Geiieraiiy fair to fine, some better (£90-120) 

420 TheSouth West, uninseribed issues, billon Quarter-Staters 

(15), all Geometric type (cf. BMC 2734, VA 1242, S 368) 

[15]. Geiieraiiy fair to fine, some better (£90-120) 

421 TheSouth West, uninseribed issues, billon Quarter-Staters 

(15), all Geometric type (cf. BMC 2734, VA 1242, S 368) 

[15]. Geiieraiiy fair to fine, some better (£90-120) 

Dobunni 

422 Irregular Series (15 BC-AD ,30), ba.se silver//E Units (5), 

Celticized head right, reverse horse (VA 1175-1 180; BMC 
3018) [5[. Fair to fine (£25-35) 

423 Corio, 30-15 BC, silver Unit, l.2gms, Celticized head left, 

reverse horse right (VA 1049.1; BMC 2968). Good verv 
fine (£60-80) 

CorieltULivi 

424 Hostioius TYPE, 55-45BC., silver Unit, l.3gms, boar right, 

rosette above, reverse horse right, rosette above (VA 

855.3; S 396). Good very fine (£60-80) 

425 Avn Cost (5-1 BC.), silver Unit, ().9gms, plain obverse, 

reverse avn above horse left (VA 914.1; S 403). Very fne 

(£40-60) 

Ex: Mo.s.sop Collection: Glendining’s 6.1 1.91 (Part Lot 208) 

426 Avn Cost, silver Unit, l.2gms, plain obverse, reverse avn 

above horse left (VA 914.1; S 403). About f>ood very Jiiie 

(£50-70) 

Ex: Mossop Collection: GIcndining’s 6.1 1.91 (Part Lot 208) 
Found Grantham, 1986. 

427 Avn Cost, silver Half-Unit, remains of laurel wreath, 

TCP cost'AVN above horse left (VA 918.1; S 404). Good 

very fine (£60-70) 

Ex: Mos.sop Collection: Glendining’s 6.11.91 (Part Lot 208) 

Iceni 

428 Anted, silver Units (2), ecen, silver Units (2), and a boar 

type (35-25BC) (BMC 3960 (2), 4445 (2), 3475; VA 715 

(2), 761 (2), 659) [5]. Fair to fine (£40-60) 

429 Norfolk Wolf type, 65-45BC. bronze core of plated Slater, 

4.6gm.s, abstracted head of Apollo right, reverse wolf left 

(VA 610.5). Good fine (£50-60) 

430 Boar TYPE, 35-25BC, silver Unit, l.Igms, boar right. 

reverse Celtized hor.se right (VA 657.3; S 431). Very fine 

(£30-50) 

431 Crescent TYPE, 15-lBC, silver Unit. O.Sgms, crossed 

wreaths and crescent motif, reverse horse left, wheel above 

(VA 675.1; S 435). Veiy fine (£35-50) 

432 Ecen. 25 38AD, silver Unit, 1.2gm.s, double crescent 

emblem, reverse EDN monogram below horse (VA 7.34.1; S 
44.3B). Very fine (£35-50) 



BRITISH COINS 
Early Anglo-Saxon Period 

433 Primary SCEATTAS (c. 680-710), Series A, bust right, 

reverse standard, totil (BMC 2a; S 775). Fine (£75-85) 

434 Primary Sceattas (c. 680-710), Series C, aepa in runes 

before bust right, A between annulets (one largely off flan) 

behind, standard reading tto ii, 1.2 gms (BMC 2b; S 779). 

Good very fine (£130-140) 

435 Primary Sceattas, Series R, obverse bust right, runic era 

in front, reverse saltire with pellets in angles in double 

headed square (S 832/833). Very fine and very rare 

(£150-200) 

436 Continental Sceattas, Series D, obverse crowned bust 

right, runes in front, reverse cross and pellets (S 839). 

Almost very fine (£40-50) 

437 Continental Sceattas, Series E , debased “porcupine” type 

(S 790). Almost extremely fine (£50-70) 

438 Continental Sceattas (c. 695-740), ‘porcupine’, triangle 

before, reverse vota within standard (cf. Metcalf p. 235; 

Subjack coll. Wh).Good very fine (£65-70) 

439 Continental Sceattas (c. 695-740), late Issues, 

‘porcupine’, before, reverse tto n within standard (S 790; 

Metcalf 214ff). Good very fine (£65-70) 

Kings of Mercia 

440 Coenwulf (796-821), Penny, Early East Anglian type, Lul, 

crude bust right, coenvvlf rex, reverse LVL on ‘leaves’ of a 

quatrefoil, rosette of pellets in each outer angle, l.22gm 

(BLS 98; N 363; S 919). Cracked but fine and clear, very 

rare (£150-200) 

441 CoENWtJLF, Ea.st Anglia, Penny, Botred, obverse bust right 

to edge of coin, coenvlf rex m, reverse cross pommec over 

saltire pommec, noiREO with trefoil of pellets between each 

letter (N 366; S 920; BES 100). Ixirge chip otherwise very 

fine, extremely rare, only two other specimens from 

different dies listed in ULS (£200-250) 

Kings of Northumberland 

442 Eanred, base AR Sceat, hvaetred around cross (N 186; S 

859). Fine to very fine (£65-70) 

Viking Invaders 

443 Vikings, imitation of Alfred, Halfpenny, obverse diademed 

bust right, reverse Londinia mono (N 466; S 972). Crude 

work, almost fine, very rare (£300-350) 

Tithelred II 

444 Penny, Crux type, Hereford, Edwi edpi m-o heort (N 770; S 

1148). Very fine, scarce (£120-150) 

445 Penny, Crux type, Ipswich, Leofsige, leofsigem-0 gipes (N 

770; S 1148). Bust weak, fine, reverse better (£100-120) 

446 Penny, Long Cross type, London, Godmann (N 774). 

Natural crack at top, showing much daylight, otherwise 

very fine (£60-80) 

Cnut 

447 Penny, Helmet type, Thetford, Aelfwine, elfpineon deo(N 

787). Good very fine but rather brightly cleaned 

(£140-150) 

448 Penny, Short Cross type, York, Crucan, crucan oneof(N 

790). Good very fine but rather brightly cleaned 

(£140-150) 

449 Penny, Short Cross type, Stamford. Thurulf, dvrvlf on 

STAN (N 790). Good very fine but rather brightly cleaned 

(£140-150) 

450 Penny, Quatrefoil type, Cambridge, Cnit, cinihte on gran 

(N 781). Good very fine but rather brightly cleaned 

(£140-150) 

45 1 Penny, Helmet type, Frithcol, York, style IVc (N 787). 

Very fine, evidence of light cleaning (£85-90) 

452 Penny, HelmetType, London, Edgar, no pellcis on .sceptre 

(S 1158). Good very fine (£120-150) 
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460 
453 I’liNNY, Sliorl Cross lypc, Ipswich, Acgclhrihl, Alien.hiriiit 

ON Cll (N 790; S 1159). Treue of double slrikin^ on 

obverse, very fine {£120-150} 

Pl'NNY, Pellets in Qualreloil type (UMC XIV), London, 

Ordgar okdgak: on : lvno:, o punehed over D (N 870; S 

1275). Small pierce missinf’ at top (contemporary mount 

removed?}, obverse fair, reverse fine but creased (C60-H0} 

454 Penny, Short Cross type. Oxford, Leofinc, lifinc on ocxen 

(N 790; S 1159). Slightly double struck on obverse, very 

fine (£150-200) 

Edward the Confessor 

455 Penny, Helmet type, Warwick, Thurcil (N 825). Better 

than fine, but buckled and weakly struck (£90-100} 

46 1 Cut Halfpenny, Double Inscription type (BMC XI), 

Lincoln. Guthred |-] vdr [-| on Nt [-|, 10.7 grains (N 867; S 

1272). Edge incised and small split in cut edge, almost 

very fine, very rare, the moneyer not known of the type 

but types VII, X, XIII and XIV were represented in the 

Lincoln Hoard (£150-200} 

Henry II 

Harold I 

456 Penny, Jewel Cross type, London, Wulfwine, pvlfpineon 

lvn, trefoil of pellets by v (N 802; S 1163). Centres flat, 

otherwise very fine (£150-200) 

William I 

462 Thai.BY issue (1158-1180), Penny, Ipswich. Nicole, 

ragged, fair, and Shortcross, Penny, Rhuddlan, class ii, 

Simond (JDB 2540),/fl;7- [2] (£60-70) 

Richard I 

463 Penny, Short Cross 4a, York, very fine. Penny, Short Cross 

5c, London, very fine (£80-100) 

464 Penny, class 4a, London, Willelm. willelm-on-lv[-], 

1.39gm (N 968/1; S I348A); Edward i. Pennies (2), 

Bristol, class 9b, 1.31gm; Canterbury, class lOc, L39gm 

(N 1037/1, 1040; S 1416, 1419) [3]. Fine or better 

(£40-60) 

457 Penny. Paxs type, Winchester. Spraeclinc, spraclinc on 

PINC (N 848; S 1257). A little crimped and reverse 

off-centre, almost very fine (£120-150) 

John 

465 Penny, London, Vb, Willelm B, wtLLELM-B ON-LV, L28gm 

(N. 970; S. 1351); Henry iti. Short Cross series. Penny, 

Vllb, London. Ledulf, ledvlf ON lvn, L45gm (N. 979; S. 

I356B). [2]. First very fine and toned, second nearly so 
(£40-60) 

Henry III 

458 Penny, Bonnet type, London, Godwine, godpineon lvni, 

1.14gm (N 842; S 1251). Large piercing, otherwise about 
very fine (£30-50) 

Henry I 

459 Penny, Quatrefoil on Cross Fleury type, London. Aedgar; 

Stephen (1135-1154), Pennies (2), Walford type, 

Winchester and Awbridge type, moneyer Rodbert 13]. 
Mostly fair (£150-180) 

466 Long Cross Pennies. Northampton. Lucas (2). Tomas (1), 

Willem (2). About very fine (£120-140) 

467 Penny, Short Cross 7ba 1, London, very fine; Edward i. 

Penny 2b, London, very fine; Edward iti. Groat, Pre-Treaty 

D, London, almost very fine; Edward iv, Halgroat, 

Canterbury, almost very fine: Henry vii. Halfgroat, 
Canterbury.///ip [5] (£120-150) 

468 Longcross Pennies (2), both London, class Ib, reverse liE 

TERCI LVN (N 984; S 1359) and cla.ss II. Nicole |2|. Very- 
fine and nearly so (£40-60) 
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469 

470 

471 

472 

473 

474 

475 

476 

477 

478 

479 

Longcross Pennies (2), both London, class lb, a similar lot 

[2|. Very fine or nearly so (£40-60) 

Longcross Pennies (2), class 4ab with lis in crown, 

Canterbury, Nicole, and class 4b, London, Henri [2], Good 

very fine and scarce (£200-300) 

Edward I 

Pennies (3), London, class 8c, ahnosl very fine. Exeter, 

class 9b, fair, and Berwick, class 4a [3], Almost very fine 

(£70-100) 

Penny, Long Cross series, type VI, Bury, Ion, ion on 

sainted, 1.41gm (N 1001; S 1377); Henry vi. Rosette 

Mascle issue. Halfpenny, London, m.ni. cross Illb, saltire 

and mascle stops, 0.4Igm (N. 1453; S. 1870); other 

Edwardian Pennies (2); Naples, Robert of Anjou, Gigliato 

[5]. First two about very fine, others fine (£50-70) 

1st ex Colchester Hoard, 1969 

Halfpenny, Newcastle (S 1441). Fair to fine (£40-50) 

Farthing, Class 3c, London (S 1445). Nearly very fine 

(£30-40) 

Farthings (10). Mostly fair or fine (£140-160) 

Farthings (8). Mostly fair or fine (£110-120) 

480 Pre-Treaty Period, Groat, series Ga, London, mm. cross 3, 

annulet stops, all arches Heured. annulet below bust, 

4. lOgm (N I 193; S 1570). About very fine (£50-70) 

481 Treaty Period, Groat, London, m.m. cross potent, single 

annulet stops on obverse, single saltires on reverse, all as 

Lin-barred, 4.59gm (N 1250; S 1616). Lightly tooled in 

obverse field, otherwise good fine (£40-60) 

482 Post-Treaty Period, Groat, London, mm. cross pattee, 

reads francie, pellets by central lis of crown, double saltire 

stops, 3.91gm (N 1286; S 1637). About fine, scarce 

(£40-60) 

Edward II 
483 Pennies (23). Mostly fair or fine (£180-200) 

Farthing, bust with pointed chin, reads an, London (N 

1070/2). Good fine, f abric a little coarse, scarce (£70-80) 

Edward III 

Pre-Treaty Period, series E, Groat, York, mm. cross 2, 

annulet stops, 4.42gm (N I 164; S 1572); Henry vii. Facing 

Bust issue. Groat, class Illb, mm. pansy, 2.9Igm (N 1705b; 

S 2I98A); Henry viii. Posthumous issue. Groats (2), both 

Tower, bust 5, mm. K. reads de'v adivtore, 1.89gm, and 

bust 6, mm. martlet, 2.08gm (N 1871; ,S 2403); Ch.arles il 

Third Hammered issue, .Shilling, mm. crown, 5.82gm (N 

2764; S 3322) |5|. Fair to fine, fir.st better (£70-90) 

Pre-Treaty Period, Groat, .series E, London, mm. cross 2, 

annulet slops, 4.5 Igm; Treaty Period, Halfgroat. London, 

mm. cross potenl, no marks, l.99gm (N 1163, 1259; S 

1567, 1620) |2|. Fine, .second better (£50-70) 

484 Halfpennies (13). Mostly fair or fine (£120-140) 

485 First Coinage, Berwick. Farthing, class 8b (S 1539; N 

1094). Weak as usual, otherwise fine, scarce (£60-80) 

486 Farthings (10). Mostly fair or fine (£140-160) 

487 Farthings (10). Mostly fair or fine (£140-160) 

Richard II 

488 Halfpence (4). Richard ii, London, /a/;-; Henry v. with 

broken annulets by crown, fine. Henr'i' vi. Rosette-Mascle 

issue. //7ic. and Henr'i' vii, class \. fair 141 (£100-120) 
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Henry IV 

490 Fiks'I' RliKiN (1461-1470), Hrisiol (iroiil, nini. crown, 

scniich across [(ICC. ahoiit fine, iiiul a Durliani Penny, mm, 

cros,s, fair. Canicrhiny, llall'-Ciroal.s (2) of Hi;nky vii with 

lacing bust, mm. lun and Hknry vm, 'Ihird Coinage, wilhoul 

mm, both faie 14/ (fl()()-l2()) 

Henry V 

491 Groat, bust ‘C, mullci on right shoulder (S 1765), About 

fine (£50-60) 

Henry VI 

492 Rosette-Mascle issue, Groat, Calais, mm, crosses II/V, 

mixed rosette and saltire stops, mascle between villa, 

3.8lgm (Whilton 24b; N 1446; S 1859), Excellent 

portrait, very fine (£60-80) 

493 Groats (6), Annulet issue, Calais (S 1836), Generally 

very fine (£250-300) 

494 Annulet/Rosette Mascle Issue, Groat, Calais, mule (N 

1424/1446), Very fine and rare (£80-100) 
Ex Reigate Hoard 

495 Halfpenny, London, Pinecone-mascle issue, pinecone 

before and mascle after rex (N 1468; S 1884), Very fine, 

but cleaned (£30-40) 

498 .Second reion. Light Coinage, Groat, London, type XXL 

m.m. cinquefoil, rose on breast and after devm, 3,00gm (B 

& W XXL 7; N. 1631; S. 2100); Halfgroat, Canterbury, 

type XVIII/XX, mm. rose, c on breast, trefoils on all cusps, 

I.l8gm (N 1637; S 2106) |2|. About very fine, second a 

little dipped (£70-80) 

Richard III 

499 Groa i, London, mm. sun and rose (no. I), reads Di, 2.99gm 

(Winslanley I, and pl.ii, I, same obv. die; N 1679; S 

2159). Die flaw on N of t-RANC advanced, fine, portrait 

better, rare (£250-300) 

500 Penny, Durham, Bp. Sherwood, mm. lis, s on breast, d in 

centre of reverse, 0.76gm (N 1687; S 2169). Only fair but 

very rare (£50-70) 

Henry VII 

501 Profile issue. Halfgroat, York, Abp. Bainbridge. m.m. 

martlet, two keys below shield, 1.35gm (N 1751/1; S 

2262). Obverse fine, reverse better (£30-40) 

502 Half-Groat, Canterbury, class Illb, King and Archbishop 

Morton jointly, mm. tun, ornate lettering with rosette 

stops (N 1712; S 2210). Almost very fine (£35-45) 

Edward IV Henry VIII 

496 First reign. Light Coinage, Groat, London, type VII, mm. 

erown. fleurs on cusps and breast, reads FRANC, 2.84gm (B 

& W VII, 1; N. 1570; S 2000); Penny, Durham (King’s 

Receiver), mm. cross, rose in centre of reverse, reads 

EDWARD di rex and civiTAS DONOLt, 0.69gm (B & W (b); N 

1544; S 2053) [2], First fine, second better and on a full 
flan (£50-60) 

497 Fir.st REIGN, Light Coinage, Groat, Norwich, type VI, m.m. 

sun, reads franc and norwic, no contraction mark after city 

name, 2.63gm (B & W VI, variety not noted; N 1582; S 

201 I). Irregular-shaped flan, but fine (£40-50) 

503 Third Coinage. London, Groat, mm. lis, bust 2, reverse 

POSVi legend, annulets in cross ends, trefoil stops both 

sides (N 1844; S 2369). Obverse very fine with good 

portrait, reverse nearly so (£200-250) 

504 Half-Groat, Canterbury 

(£80-100) 
(S 2343). Good very fine 
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Edward VI James I 

505 Crown. 1551, mm. Y (N 1933; S 2478). Weak reverse, 

otherwise fine to very fine (£280-350) 

506 H.alfcrown, 1551. galloping horse without plume (S 

2480). Fair (£120-140) 

507 Fine S HILLING, mm. tun, smoothed and scored on reverse 

bat fine, and Sixpence, mm. Y, trace of crease on obverse, 

reverse very fine (£120-150) 

Mary 

508 Groat, mm. pomegranate after maria and veritas, bast 

weak, almost fine: Charles i. Tower Halfcrown, 4th 

horseman, mm. triangle-in-circle, almost very fine [2j 

(£80-120) 

509 Groats (2). Fair to fine (£80-100) 

510 Mary and Philip and Mary, Groats (12). Generally 

impaired (£200-220) 

Philip and Mary 

511 Shilling, 1554, English titles only, mark of value (S. 

2501). Somewhat buckled, fair to fine (£130-150) 

Elizabeth I 

512 Halfcrown, mm. I (S 2583). Portrait worn, otherwise 

about fine (£170-190) 

513 Shilings (3), Halgroats (3). Penny (1) 17]. Fair to fine 

(£80-120) 

5 I 4 Sixpences, assorted dates and mint marks |24|. Fair to fine 

(£180-200) 

5 15 Second Issue;, Groat, mm. cross crdsslct. Threepence. 

1563, Third Issue, mm. pheon. Thrreepcnce, 1575. Third 

Issue, mm. eglantine. Halfgroat, Fifth Issue, mm. A, Penny. 

I'ourth Issue, mm. latin cross; Ireland. Groal, 1558, base 

coinage (S 2556, 2565. 2566. 2579. 2575, 6504) |6|. 

Mostly fine (£100-120) 

516 Third Coinage, Crown, mm. trefoil over lis (FRC. 2 

(X/SVllI); N 2120; S 2664). Slightly off-centre, almost 

very fine and scarce (£300-400) 

Charles I 

517 Half-Pound, Shrewsbury, 1642, obverse die used on the 

Pound (Mor obv. only recorded on Pound/3; Brooker 803, 

same dies; N 2362/2367; S 2923). Only fine but extremely 

rare (£650-750) 

Ex. SCMB July 1963 No. 8150. Ulus, reduced. 

518 Gold Crown, Tower mint. (1633-1634), Fourth bust, 

reverse oval shield with crowned C-R. mm. portcullis. (N 

2185, S 2707). Good fine (£250-280) 

519 Tower mint. Halfcrown, Gp. III. m.m. sun. I2.0lgm; 

Shilling. Gp. D, m.m. harp, bust with crown arches 

breaking inner circle, reads ma br, 6.05gm (Sharp D2/1; N 

2213, 2223; S 2785, 2840) [2|. First worn and clipped, 

second good fine but reverse double-struck (£40-50) 

520 Tower Shilling, Third bust (2a). mm. plumes, reverse oval 

shield, CR above (N 2221; S 2783). Some surface 

corrosion and weakness, fine (£50-60) 

52 I Tower Mint, under Parliament. Shilling, mm. sun (S 2844); 

Charles ii. hammered coinage. Halfgroal [2]. Fair and fine 

(£50-60) 
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Comiiionwealtli 

522 I’f'.NNY, ().62gm (N 2729; S 3222). Very fine, light grey 

lone {.C20-.10) 

Oliver Cromwell 

523 Lord Protector, Broad, 1658, by Thomas Simon, laureate 

bust of Protector left, reverse crowned shield, pax 

QVAERITVR BELLO arouiid, grained edge (Lesson A2; N 2744; 

S 3225). E.xtremely fine, very attractive red tone, one of 

the finest known, superior to the Strauss example and as 

fine or finer than the example in the Sharps Pixley 

collection (£6000-7,000) 

One of the most important gold coins in the English series, marking a 
profound break both with the traditional hammered coins of the past 
and the simple and rather austere earlier coins of the 
Commonwealth. Henfrey writing in the last century described the 
piece as “simple, yet very elegant"; stating "the high finish and 
delicacy of the workmanship worthy of the masterly hand of Simon 
who engraved the dies”. He went on to call the portrait “an excellent 
and spirited likeness.” 

See Front Cover Illustration 

Charles II 

524 Five-Guineas, 1669, First bust (SC 15; S 3328). Brooch 

mount removed from reverse at 3 & 9 o’clock, obverse 

very fine, reverse almost so (£750-800) 

530 Crown, Second bust, 1670 v. secvndo (ESC 40; SC 155;S 

3357). Good very fine, rare (£400-500) 

531 Crown, Third bust. 1672 (SC 190; S 3358). Almost very 

fine (£100-120) 

532 Crown, Third bust, 1676 (SC 2.30; S 3358). Very fine, 

toned (£80-90) 

533 Crown. Fourth bust, 1681 tricesimo tertio (ESC 64; SC 

290; S 3359). Light adjustment marks on obverse and 

reverse, some surface marks, has been cleaned at some 

time, good very fine or better (£400-500) 

534 Crown, Second bust, 1668 (SC 130; S 3357). About fne 

(£40-50) 

535 Twopence, 1676 (S 3388), about uncirculated: Scotland. 

Mary, Bawbee Sixpence ( S 5433),///;<?; Ireland. James l 

Shilling, second coinage (S 6516), ve/T .goor/George ill. 

Three-Shilling Bank Token. 1813 (S 3770), fine: George 

VI, Shiling. 1944 (S 4082), uncirculated: Bristol Farthing, 

c. 1600 (BW 2\)Jine [6] (£120-140) 

525 Crown. 1662, First bust, rose below, edge undated (SC 5; S 

3350). About fne (£40-50) 

526 Crown. 1662, First bust, no rose, edge undated (SC 25; S 

3353). Worn in centre, a bold fine (£60-70) 

527 Crown, 1662, First bust, no rose, edge dated (SC 20; S 

3352). Fair to fne (£30-40) 

528 Crown, Second bust, 1664 (SC 70; S 3355). About fne 
(£30-40) 

529 Crown. Second bust, 1666 elephant below bust, reverse 

legend re. x (S 3356; SC 115). Obverse fair, reverse 

better, has two pin hides on edge, and fled, very rare 
(£50-70) 

536 Pattern Farthing or Medallet, 1676, struck in silver (P 

492). About very fine 

James II 

537 Crown, 1687. tertio (SC 15). Better than very fine but 

very heavily haymarked and with flaw by rim (c. 12 

o’clock) on reverse (£200-220) 

538 Crown, 1687. Obverse has been tooled, fair to fne 
(£20-30) 

539 Crown, Second bust. 1688 (SC 25; S 3407) Fine 
(£70-80) 
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540 Crown, l688,///(e. together with a Charles ii. Halfcrown, 

1679, about very fine, but stttface porous, possibly from a 

wreck (£70-90) 

William and Mary 

541 Maundy Set, 1691 (S 3446) [4], Fine to very fine 

(£80-120) 

542 Halfpenny size Pattern or medallet (BMC 636). About 

fine (£50-60) 

Peck accept.s and li.sts this piece as a pattern, though he rejects, 
rightly, similar farthing-size pieces 

543 Proof Farthing, 1694, in ,silver. Fine, but large piercing 

(£40-45) 

William III 

544 Crown, 1695, First bust, first harp (SC 5; S 3470). About 

fine (£40-50) 

545 Crown, 1696, First bust first harp (SC 25; S 3470), About 

fine (£40-50) 

546 Crown, 1700, Third bust (SC 105; S 3474). Light 

adjustment marks, otherwise very fine (£120-140) 

547 Halfcrown, Bristol, 1696 B (ESC 535; S M76). Weakly 

struck from 7 to II o’clock on obverse legend, better than 

very fine (£180-200) 

548 Halfcrown, 1696, small shields (ESC 534); Ireland, 

Cicorge III, Bank Token Tor Five Pence, 1805 (Dl’ 626; S 

6619) |2|. First fair and edge clipped, second very fine and 

toned (£25-55) 
1st recovered from the wreck of IIMS Association in 0)7.1; .sold with 

relevant eertificiile 

Anne 

549 After Union, Crown, 1707 E (SC 25; S 3600). Some 

surface marks, and adjustment marks at 3 o'clock, fine 

(£60-70) 

550 Shilling, 1708, third bust plain (SC 110). E.xtremely fine 

or nearly so. nicely toned (£80-100) 

55 1 Pattern Halfpenny (BMC 728). Fine but suiface heavily 

pitted (£50-60) 

552 Far'IHING, 1714 (S 3625). Very fine, brown tone 

(£250-300) 

George I 

553 Young head, Crown, 1720/18 sexto (ESC 113; SC 25; S 

3639). Almost e.xtremely fine, dark tone, rare 

(£1000-1200) 

Ex. Whetmore Collection 

554 Crown, 1723 SSC (S 3640). About very fine (£250-300) 

555 Farthing, 1719, small 9 in date (SC 37). Obverse good 

very fine, reverse very fine, die flaw extending from 

shoulder of king to (i of (itiotaitvs (£80-90) 
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George II 564 Ckown, 1818 l.Vlii. siirfiice marks, good very fine or 

heller {L6()-7()} 

556 Two-Guineas, 1735, young head (SC 10). tune to very 

fine (£440-460) 

557 Old Head, Crown. 1750 v. qvarto (S 3690). A few slight 

surface marks, otherwise good extremely fine, toned 

(£1000-1200) 

558 Old HEAD. Halfcrown, 1746 lima and Shilling, 1745 lima 

[2]. Slight adjustment marks on the Halfcrown, otherwise 

very fine or better (£80-100) 

George III 

559 ‘Spade’ Guinea, 1787 and Half-Guinea, 1791 [2]. Veiy fine 

and almost very fine (£200-220) 

565 Crowns (2), 1819 i.ix, 1819 \.x. Second lightly cleaned, 

otherwise both belter than very fine (£80-100) 

566 Bank oe Enoi.and, 3-Shilling, 1814, about very fine', 

together with coins of the World, mostly ba.se metal, 19th 

to 20lh Century issues (198), /d/r to fine, some belter 
(£40-60) 

567 Proof Eighteenpence, 1812, second head, struck en 

medaille (SC 25: ESC 974). Extremely fine, with a few 

marks and some friction to high points but nicely toned 

and an attractive exampel of this rare proof (£220-250) 
The rarity rating in ESC is ‘S'; in the view of the cataloguer this is 
unacceptahly low. 

568 Sixpence, 1817 (SC 35). Good extremely fine, lightly 

cleaned (£20-25) 

569 Twopence & Penny, 1797 [2]. Fine and good very fine, 

last with some original lustre (£40-60) 

570 Proof penny, 1806 (BMC 1327). Mint .state or virtually 

so (£160-180) 

560 “Spade” Guinea, 1794 (S 3729). Edge filed at 3 o’clock, 

otherwise very fine (£60-80) 

561 Sovereigns (2), 1817, Half Soveriegns (3), 1817. 1818. 

1820 [5]. Good to fine (£140-160) 

57 1 Bronzed Proof Halfpenny, 1806. mishandled proof, with 

some wear to high points and marks to surface, good very 
fine (£35-40) 

562 Sovereign, Good very fine (£220-250) 

563 Bank of England, Octagonal countermarked Dollar, on a 

Mexico 8-Reales ol 1800. Host coin very fine, 

countermark fine (£300-350) 

572 Model Florin. 1871. struck in nickel, bust of George III 

right, reverse crowned arms. Vety fine, rare (£45-50) 

The purpose of these curious and anachronistic pieces is unknown 

George IV 

573 Two-Pounds, 1823. Has been lightly cleaned at .some 

time, extremely fine (£400-450) 
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574 Proof Two-Pounds, 1826, inscribed edge, as issued in ihe 

sets (S 3799). Has been expertly repaired on the edge at 3 

& 9 o’clock, gilt, otherwise about extreinelv rare 

(£650-700) 

575 Sovereign, 1825, bare head (SC ?>5).Very fine, but badly 

marked, particularly obverse (£65-70) 

576 Crown, 1821, has had brooch mount removed from 

obverse, otherwise good very fine; George hi. Halfpenny, 

1799, with truces of gilding (original ?), very fine 

'(£20-30) 

577 Crowns, 1821, 1822 (2) [3], Fine or better (£70-80) 

578 Crown, 1822 tertio; together with miscellaneous English 

and Canadian copper coins and tokens, 1754-1857 (10). 

[11]. Several fine (£20-30) 

579 Halfcrown, 1823, first head, third reverse, about 

extremely fine for wear, but with a number of surface marks 

noticeable on close inspection and some evidence of 

cleaning; together with Victoria, young head Halfcrowns 

6), these worn [7], (£60-70) 

580 Shilling, 1824, first head, second reverse (SC 25). 

Extremely fine or better, even light grey tone (£70-80) 

581 Shilling, 1825, first head, second reverse (SC 35). 

Extremely fine, dark tone, a little dull (£70-80) 

582 Penny, 1826 (SC 40). About extremely fine, even 

chocolate tone, has been laccpiered (£40-45) 

William IV 

583 Proof Halfcrown, 1831, plain edge, as issued in the .sets 

(S 3834). Some minor damage on obverse above hairline 

(repaired die-flaw '.H, otherwise extremely fine, toned 

(£180-220) 

584 llALFCRtiWN. 1834 ww in block (SC 30). Almost 

extremelv fine, toned (LI20-150) 

585 Proof Shilling, 1831. plain edge (SC 5). With a few 

minor marks noticeable on close inspection and a hint of 

friction to hair, otherwise about as struck, deeply and 

attractively toned (£150-180) 

586 Shilling, 1836 (SC 40). Good extremely fine, deeply and 

attractively toned, perhaps lacquered (£50-60) 

587 Proof Sixpence, 1831, plain edge (SC 20). Good 

extremely fine, but with faint hairlines noticeable on 

close inspection, and flaw to rim (obverse c. 9 o'clock), 

pleasingly toned but perhaps lightly cleaned in the past 

(£120-140) 

588 Maundy Set, 1834 (S 3840) [4], Lightly cleaned at some 

time, good very fine (£30-40) 

589 Bronzed Proof Penny, 1831. upset die axis (SC 20). 

Practically as struck (£140-160) 

590 Bronzed Proof Halfpenny. 1831. up.set die axis (SC 15). 

Mint state or virtually so (£120-140) 

Victoria 

591 “Una and the Lion", 1839, an original leather ca.se for the 

set of gold, silver and copper coins issued in 1839, In 

good condition (£500-600) 
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601 
502 Jubilee 1887, Proof Set, compri.sing gold Five and 

Two-Poimd,s, Sovereign and Half-Sovereign, .silver Crown 

10 Threepenee, logeilier wiUi a enrreney type II, Sixpence, 

in eonleniporary leather filled velvet lined case |I2]. Gold 

with slight surfaces marks, silver with blue tone, good 

extremely fine or better (£3,500-4,000) 

593 Jubilee 1887, Two-Pounds. Extremely fine or better 

(£250-300) 

594 Old Head, Two-Pounds, 1893. About extremely fine 

(£300-350) 

595 Young HEAD, Crown, 1844 (ESC 280; SC 10). Slight 

surface marks, otherwise extremely fine (£200-300) 

596 Young head. Crown. 1844. Some surface marks, small dig 

on neck, otherwise very fine (£30-40) 

Gothic Crown, 1847, inscribed edge (ESC 288; S 3883). 

Light surface marks, extremely fine, toned (£400-450) 

602 Gothic Crown, I 847, iiuscribed edge (ESC 288; S 3883). 

Has been cleaned at some time, extremely fine, attractive 

(£400-450) 

603 Jubilee Crowns (5): 1887, 1888. 1889, 1890. 1891. 

Fourth (1890) fair, second (1889) fair to fine, others good 

very fine or better (£130-140) 

604 Jubilee head. Crown, 1887. Good extremely fine, toned 

(£20-30) 

597 Young head, Crown. 1845 (ESC 282; SC 25). Slight 

mark behind bust and a few minor suiface marks, otherwise 

good extremely fine, attractive tone, rare in this state of 
preservation (£600-800) 

598 Young HEAD, Crown. 1845. Better than very fine 
(£100-120) 

605 Jubilee Crown, 1887; Crown, 1897 lxi [2]First good very' 

fine, has been cleaned, second fine (£20-25) 

606 Jubilee 1887, Crown, gilded and the reverse enamelled and 

painted in .several colours. Attractive (£25-30) 

607 Jubilee head. Crown, 1888. Extremely fine (£40-50) 

608 Jubilee head. Crown, 1890. Good extremely fine toned 
(£70-80) 

599 Young head. Crown, 1845. Some surface marks, 

otherwise better than very fine (£50-60) 

600 Young HEAD, Crown, \ii47. Very fine (£60-70) 

609 Jubilee Crown, 1891 (SC 145). Good e.xtremely fine hut 

slightly scuffed and has been cleaned (£55-60) 
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623 

610 Old HEAD Crown, 1893 lvh (SC 165). Some surface 

marks, otherwise extremely fine or better, rare (£170-190) 

Far rarer than coins issued earlier in the year with the regnal date 
LVI and much more elusive in high grades than the single R rarity 
rating quoted in ESC would suggest 

6 1 I Proof Old head Crown, 1893 (SC 160). Brilliant and and 

about as struck, but has been cleaned and showing 

resulting hairlines (£240-260) 

612 Old HEAD, Crown, 1893 LV], Almost extremely fine 

(£50-60) 

Proof Halfcrown, 1839, ww in relief, one plain and one 

ornate fillet , upset die axis (SC 15; ESC 670). With a few 

surface marks noticeable on close inspection, extremely 

fine, reverse better, deeply and attractively toned 

(£420-450) 

624 Young Head Hafcrown, 1883. Practically as struck 

(£80-90) 

625 Jubilee 1887, Halferown, Florins (2), Shilling, Sixpences 

(5, 4 withdrawn type). Sixpence, 1889, Old head. 

Shilling, 1900, Sixpence, 1899 [12]. Very fine to 

extremely fine (£60-80) 

613 Old head Crown, 1895 lvih (SC 180). Almost extremely 

fine, pleasantly toned (£60-70) 

626 Jubilee Halfcrowns, 1887 (44). Many fair or fine, some 

very fine or better (£170-190) 

614 Old head Crown, 1895 lvih (SC 180). Extremely fine, 

perhaps a little better, some scuffing evident on close 

inspection, has been cleaned (£50-60) 

6 1 5 Old head, Crown, 1895 lvih. Good very fine (£20-25) 

616 Old HEAD Crown, 1896 lx (SC 195). Showing some 

slight friction and a few minor flaws to rim. otherwise 

better than extremely fine (£80-100) 

617 Old head Crown, 1897 lx (SC 200). Extremely fine, 

perhaps a little better (£80-90) 

618 Old head. Crown, 1897 LXi. Slight surface marks, 

otherwise extremely fine (£70-80) 

619 Old HEAD, Crown, 1897 lx. Almost extremely fine 

(£40-50) 

627 Jubilee Halfcrowns, 1888 (13). One extremely fine or 

better but lightly cleaned, others fair (£60-70) 

628 Jubilee Halfcrowns, 1889 (37). Generally fair 

(£120-140) 

629 Jubilee Halfcrowns, 1890 (30). Generally fair 

(£100-120) 

630 Jubilee Halfcrowns, 1891 (18). Generally fair (£60-70) 

63 I Jubilee Halfcrowns, 1892 (20). Generally fair (£65-75) 

632 Old Head Halfcrowns (102): 1894(16), 1895 (15), 1896 

(14), 1900 (32), 1901 (5), 1898 (3), 1899 (17). Generally 

fair (£300-320) 

633 Old Head Halfcrown. 1895 (SC 345). Virtually as 

struck, with a pleasing light tone (£60-70) 

634 Old Head Halfcrown. 1895 (SC 345). Almost as struck 

but has been cleaned and with two small streaks of 

discolouration to right obverse margin (£40-50) 

620 Old HEAD Crown, 1898 i.xii (SC 215). Some surface 

marks, otherwise extremely fine (£80-90) 

621 Proof Double-Florin, 1887, Arabic I (.SC 25). Somewhat 

mishandled proof with .some grazes and marks, otherwise 

about extremely fine, probably cleaned in the past 

(£80-100) 

622 Double-I i.orins, 1887 (2), Roman aiul Arabic I. 

Extremely fine or belter (L40-45) 

635 “Gothic" Florin. 1854 (S 3891). A few slight edge tucks 

and surface marks, otherwise almost extremely fine, toned, 

rare (£650-700) 

636 Jubilee Florins. 1887 (23). Many fair or fine, some very 

fine or better (£65-75) 

637 Jubilee Florins (29): 1888 (6). 1889 (10), 1890 (8). 1891 

(5). Mostly fair (70-80) 
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63S Old hi;ai). I’roof I'loriii. 1843, .liihilcc, I’rool .Sliilling. 

1887. liolh cleaned, first stained in <d)verse field, 

otherwise e.xtreinely fine {150-60) 

634 Proof Shilling, 1834, .second young head, no WW, plain 

edge, upset die axis (SC 45; ESC 1284). Practically as 

struck, brilliant and deeply and attractively toned 

(£150-180) 
Fur rarer lhan the plain edge proofs issued in the sets. The single R 
rarity rating in ESC may be too low. 

640 Young Head Shu.lings (22), various dates; earlier Shillings 

(4). Generally poor to fair (£45-50) 

641 ProofSHit.LiNG. 1853, plain edge (SC 135; ESC I301-R2). 

Practically as struck and brilliant, deeply and attractively 

toned, very rare (£350-380) 

642 Young head, SHtLLtNG, 1854 . Almost very fine, very rare 

(£120-140) 

643 SHtLLtNG, 1866, second young head (SC 230). Good 

e.xtreinely fine, toned (£50-60) 

644 Shilling, 1875, third young head, die 68 (SC 315). Good 

e.xtreinely fine, nicely toned (£50-60) 

645 Jubilee S hillings, 1887 (50). Mostly fine or very fine, a 

few better (£80-100) 

646 Jubilee Shillings (77); 1887 (18), 1888 (8), 1889 large JH 

(16), 1890 (23), 1891 (6), 1892 (6). Mostly fair or fine, 

some better (£160-180) 

647 Old HeadShillings (43); 1893 (2), 1894, 1895 (6), 1896 

(7), 1897 (7), 1898 (2), 1899 (II), 1900 (6), 1901. 

Generally fair (£60-70) 

648 Proof Sixpence, 1853, grained edge, upset die axis (SC 

115). E.xtreinely fine, with some hairlines noticeable on 

close inspection, dark tone, perhaps cleaned in the past 
(£170-190) 

649 Proof Britannia Groat, 1839, plain edge, up.set die axis 

(SC 40, ESC l933A-[^2). Virtually as strtick, deeply and 
attractively toned, rare (£120-150) 

Proof Maundy Coins, l•ourpcncc, Twopence and Penny, 

1839, Maundy 'I'hreepence, 1838 |4|. Good extremely 

fine, toned (£150-200) 

Young head. Groat, 1888, Three-F'arihings, 1862, Maundy 

oddments, F'ourpence (2), Threepences (2), Twopence (3), 

Penny (2) | I I |. Second very fine, others i>enerally 

extremely fine or better (£50-60) 

Threepences (8); 1886, 1887, young head, 1887, Jubilee 

head (6). Very fine or better (£45-50) 

Proof Maundy set, 1839, struck en medaille (SC 25). 

Almost as struck, but the Fourpence and Twopence have 

been cleaned (£180-200) 

Although the coins have the apearance of proofs neither Ruyner in 
ESC or Hailstone, who is careful in recording the die axis of entries 
in the Standard Catalogue mention the existence of proof Maundy 
coins struck en medaille. Robin.son in his work on Maundy Money 
makes no mention of the matter one way or the other. 

Penny, 1854 (BMC 1506); other coins, 1773-1887, in 

silver (1), copper (3) [5], About very fine and better, first 

with original colour (£40-50) 

Bronzed Proof Halfpenny, 1839, struck en medaille (SC 

15). Mint state or virtually so (£120-140) 

Halfpenny, 1877 (SC 435). Practically mint state for wear 

and with much lustre, but with some scattered patches of 

discolouration (£35-40) 

Edward VII 

Coronation 1902. Two-Pounds. Some surface marks, 

extremely fine (£220-250) 

Coronation 1902. Matt Proof Sovereign. Extremely fine 
(£80-90) 

Coronation 1902. Crown. Some rim marks, good very 
fine (£50-60) 

Matt PROOF Crown, 1902, (SC 10). About as struck 
(£70-80) 

Coronation 1902. Crowns (2). Very fine and better than 
very fine (£50-60) 

650 

65 I 

652 

653 
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655 

656 
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659 

660 

66 I 
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662 Halfcrowns (27): 1902, malt proof. 1902, currency issue 

(2), 1904 (2), 1906 (4), 1907 (5), 1908 (3). 1909 (6), 1910 

(4). First good extremely fine but cleaned, others 

generally fair or fine (£120-140) 

663 Halfcrown, 1904 (SC 20). Better than extremely fine and 

detail generally crisp, but with a few marks to surface and 

rim and probably lihgtly cleaned, rare in a high grade 

(£280-320) 

664 Halfcrown, 1909 (SC 45). Extremely fine, perhaps 

better, with a curious streaky tone but only apparent on 

close inspection, rare (£80-100) 

665 Halfcrown, 1910 (SC 50). Extremely fine, reverse better, 

obverse a little soft as often the case (£60-70) 

666 Florins (21): 1902 (4), 1903, 1904 (2), 1905, 1906 (2), 

1907 (5), 1910 (6), 1911; George V, Florin, 1911. 

Mostly fair or fin e, some better (£180-200) 

667 Shillings (61): 1902 (7), 1903, 1904 (2), 1905, 1906 (13), 

1907 (15), 1908, 1909 (3), 1910 (18). Mostly fair, 

including 1905, this rare in any grade, a few better 

(£130-150) 

668 Shillings (5):, 1902 malt proof, 1903, 1906, 1909, 1910. 

Very’ fine or better (£70-80) 

669 Shilling, 1903 (SC 15). High points of portrait and royal 

arms on reverse slightly rubbed, almost extremely fine, 

rare (£50-60) 

670 Proof Maundy SET, 1902. About as struck, dark tone 

(£35-40) 

George V 

671 Proof Half-Sovereign, 1911 (SC 10). Eaint hairlines in 

field otherwise mint state (£70-80) 

672 Proof Set, 1927, silver Crown to Threepence, in original 

card box of issue [6]. Extremely fine or better, toned 

(£150-180) 

673 “Wreath” Crown, Proof 1927. Only very fine (£50-60) 

674 “Wreath” Crown, Proof 1927. Some surface marks, 

extremely ftne (£70-80) 

675 "Wreath” Crown, Proof 1927 (SC 5). Good extremely 

fne, reverse practically as struck (t70-90) 

676 “Wreath” Crown, 1928. Has been cleaned, good very ftne 

(£60-70) 

677 “Wreath" Crown, 1928. Almost extremely fine (£6)0-70) 

678 “WrIvAIIi" Crown. 1929. Extremely fine (£80-100) 

679 "Wreath” Crown, 1930. Good very fine (£70-80) 

680 “Wreath” Crown, 1931. Almost extremely ftne (£80-90) 

68 1 “Wreath” Crown, 1932 (ESC 372; SC 55). Edge nick at 9 

o'clock, otherwise good very fine (£60-80) 

682 “Wreath” Crown, 1933. Almost extremely fine, lightly 

cleaned (£70-80) 

683 Proof Crown, 1935 (ESC 378; SC 105). Almost as struck 

(£150-200) 

684 “Wreath” Crown, 1936 (SC 125). Some surface marks, 

otherwise about extremely fine, toned, scarce (£160-180) 

685 “Wreath” Crown, 1936 (SC 125). Minor nicks and 

abrasions, about very ftne, scarce (£70-80) 

686 Halfcrowns (2): 1911, 1912. First practically as struck, 

second about extremely fine (£90-100) 

687 Halfcrown and Florin, 1912. Both extremely fine 

(£70-80) 

688 Halfcrowns (4): 1916, 1918, 1933, 1923. Extremely 

fine or better (£90-100) 

689 Halfcrowns (9): 1925, 1927 proof, 1928, 1929. 1931. 

1932, 1933, 1935, 1936. Generally extremely fine but 

.some cleaned and a little scuffed . first rare (£150-160) 

690 Florins (7): 1921, 1930, 1931, 1933, 1935, 1936; and 

George VI, Florin, 1937. Eirst almost extremely fine, 

others extremely fine or better (£35-40) 

691 Shillings (18). 1911. 1912, 1915, 1916, 1918. 1919. 

1920, 1923, 1924. 1925. 1927, 1927 PROOF, 1932, 1933. 

1935, 1936; and George VI, Shillings. 1937 English and 

Scollish [20], Generally extremely fine or better, but 

many cleaned (£150-180) 

692 Shilling, 1925 (SC 90). About as struck, very minor 

scuffing (£45-50) 

693 Shilling, 1926 (SC 95). With a j'cw light surface marks, 

almost as struck, .scarce (£20-25) 

694 Threepence, 1928. About as struck (£20-25) 



George VI 

(ii)5 I’KOOl' Siii's, 1^37, 1950, Mini siaic, in (■a\e\ of issue 

(UIO-I.U)) 

(■>9(^ Florins (40): 1037 (4), 1938 (3), 1939 (6), 1940 (2), 1942 

(2). 1944, 1943 (14), 1946 (8). Mostly iihoni os strnek 

(£90-100) 

697 Shillings (16) and Sixpences, 1937 to 1944. Generally 

aboui as struck (£70-80) 

698 Brass Threepences (7), 1937, 1942, 1943 (2), 1946, 1948 

and 1949. Very fine or better (£50-55) 

699 Coins in silver (30): Hall'crowns (5), Florins (5), Shillings 

(15), Sixpences (4), Threepence (I) and base melal (10): 

Sixpence (I), Threepence (9) [40|. Uncirculated (£90-110) 

Elizabeth II 

700 Five-Pounds, 1989, lor the 500ih Anniversary of the gold 

Sovereign, in wooden case of issue, with leaflet. Mint 

stale (£300-320) 

701 Silver Proof Pound, 1983, currency sets, 1953, 1968/71 

(9), 1982, 1985, 1986 (2), 1987 (2), together with a few 

other coins [Lot]. First as struck, in cases of issue, others 

mostly uncirculated (£70-90) 

702 Crowns (61), including three 1972 Proof Crowns in 

original cases, 2 Crowns each of Jersey, Gibraltar and the 

Isle of Man, and uncirculated currency sets of 1953 

(incomplete) and 1985 [lot]. Mostly uncirculated 
(£80-100) 

703 Proof Sets, 1980 (2), 1981 (2), 1982 (2), 1983 (2), 1984 

(2), 1985 (2), 1986, 1987 (2) [Lot]. Ai struck, in cases of 
issue (£150-170) 

704 Proof Sets, 1970 (3), 1972, 1973, 1974, 1975, 1976, 

1977, 1978, 1979 (3) [Lot], As struck, in cases of issue 
(£80-100) 

705 Proof Crowns, 1972 (3), 1977 (3), 1980 (4), 1981 (I) 

[1 1[. A,s .struck, in cases of issue (£60-70) 

706 Halfcrown and Florin, 1959. Both virtually 

uncirculated, but the halfcrown without mint bloom 
(£20-25) 

707 Specimen Sets, 1965, Crown to Halfpenny, contained in a 

litted plastic case (50 sets). Extremely fine to about as 
struck (£250-300) 

708 Proof-Sets, 1970 (3), 1971, 1972 (2), 1973, 1974, 1975, 

1976, 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980 (3), 1981 (2), 1982 (2), 

1983, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991, 

1992, 1993, 1995, 1996, 1997, other Royal Mini Proof 

sets (3), in cases ol issue [Ixitj. Mostly about as struck 
(£200-250) 

Miscellaneous 

709 Victoria To George V, Crowns (6): 1889, 1890, 1891, 

1902, 1927, and 1936. First fidr to fine, others very fine 
or better (£300-350) 

710 George VI & Elizabeth ii. Proof Sets, 1951, 1953 (2). 

Mint slate, in cases of issue ( £90-110) 

11 I George hi To George vi. Crowns [22|. Fair to extremely 

fine (£200-220) 

712 George VI & Elizabeth II, Crowns, 1951-1981, including 7 

of 1960 struck from polished dies [61]. Mostly extremely 

fine, some better (£100-120) 

7 13 George III And William IV, Halfcrowns (3), 1817 & 1819 

small head, 1836. Very fine and better (£120-150) 

7 14 Anne To Edward vti. Sixpences (22), mostly of Victoria. 

Generally fair or fine (£20-25) 

715 Edward VII To George V, Sixpences (14): 1902, 1902 

proof, 1906, 1909, 1910, 1911, 1914, 1923, 1925, 1925 

type 2, 1926, 1928, 1933, 1936. Generally extremely 

fine or better (£160-180) 

716 Victoria To Edward VII, silver Threepences (239). A few 

fair, many fine, some extremely fine or better (£180-200) 

717 George iii & Victoria, Cartwheel Twopence, 1797, 

Pennies, 1847, 1883, Halfpenny. 1807, Quarter-Earthing, 

1852 [5[. Very fine to uncirculated (£130-150) 

11 8 Victoria To George vi. Pennies [65], Mostly uncirculated 
(£220-240) 

719 Victoria TO Elizabeth II. Halfpennies (14): 1887. 1897, 

1911, 1923, 1924 (2), 1930, 1935, 1936. 1938. 1940, 

1944, 1950 prool. 1954. Extremely fine or uncirculated, 

many brilliant, some, mostly the earlier dates toned or 
partly toned (£60-70) 

720 George III To George VI. Halfpennies [50[. Mostly 
uncirculated (£220-240) 

721 Charles II To Edward vii. Farthings (II): 1674, 1799. 

188IH, 1884, 1887. 1895 young head. 1901, 1909. 1918 

(2). 1-lrst fine, portrait quite strong but with a number of 

disfiguring metal flaws, others very fine or better (£70-80) 
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722 George hi To George v. Farthings [22], Fine to 

uncin iilated (£100-120) 

723 George HI & Victoria. Farthings. 1806. 1838. 1854. 1857. 

1858 (2). 1860 (2). 1866. 1876, 1879 112]. Very fine to 

nncirculated (£70-90) 

724 George V To Elizabeth 11. Flalfcrowns (15): 1935, 1936. 

1937, 1938. 1939 (3). 1940, 1941, 1942, 1943, 1945, 

1948, 1949, 1954. Generally extremely fine or better 

(£60-70) 

725 Miscellaneous British and World Coins, mostly 19th & 

20th Century issues and base metal (489). Various 

conditions (£120-140) 

726 Miscellaneous B RiTisH and World Coins, mostly 19th & 

20th Century issues, some silver [511]. Various 

conditions (£120-140) 

111 Edward hi To George h, miseellaneous hammered and 

milled silver coins (15). A few damaged, otherwise fair to 

fine (£150-200) 

728 Victoria To George V, miscellaneous silver and bronze 

coins, 1887 Crown. 1927 Shilling. 1936 Shilling, 1899 

Sixpence, 1897 & 1906 Threepences, 1915 Penny, 1927 

Halfpenny ]8]. First almost extremely fine, others about 

as struck (£100-120) 

729 Victoria To Elizabeth ii. Sixpences (518). Average fine to 

very fine (£160-180) 

730 Miscellaneous Artefacts, including 16th Century pewter 

spoon with maker's mark of crossed sword and key and 

maker's initials R.I., pewter plate (fragment missing), bone 

comb (broken), bronze bells, scissors, miniature shears, 

dice and others (19). Various conditions (£80-100) 

73 I Victoria To Elizabeth h, coins in silver (33), Cu-Ni (49), 

including Crowns (9), Haltcrowns (24), Florins (21), 

Shillings (11), and Sixpences (17) [82], Mostly 

uncirculated (£70-90) 

732 Miscellaneous British and World Coins, including a 

large number of British Pennies ]736]. Varying condition, 

many uncirculated (£70-90) 

733 Miscellaneous British and World Coins ]5241. Varying 

condition, many uncirculated (£120-140) 

734 Miscellaneous coins in silver (72, including 1818 Crown 

and 3 Long Cross Pennies) and base metal (143) ]2I5]. 

Varied conditions (£150-170) 

735 Victoria'F'o Ei.izabe i ii ii, a complete set of bronze 

Farthings by date. 1860-1956, contained in two Whitman 

folders ]86]. Fine to very fine, many better (£120-150) 

736 Charles ii To George iv, Maundy coins (38), mostly 

Twopences and Pennies. Mostly very fine, a few better 

(£300-320) 

737 Charles II To Anne. Maundy coins (24), mostly Fourpences 

and Threepences. Generally fair or fine (£160-180) 

738 George v To Elizabeth ii. various Farthings (270). Fine to 

very fine, later issues better (£80-100) 

739 Victoria To Elizabeth II. Florins (84). 1887 Jubilee head 

(2) to 1970, the complete range of currency issues, 

including 1905 (rather brightly cleaned but otherwise very 

fine and rare). 1927 proof (mint state), and 1937 proof 

(mint state hut showing signs of cleaning). Varied state. 

inaiiY of the earlier issues only fair or fine, a few somewhat 

better, more recent dates generally very fine or better 

(£180-200) 

740 Victoria To George V, bronze Pennies (13): 1862, 1875, 

1896. 1897, 1900. 1904, 1907, 1911. 1919, 1921. 1927. 

1928, 1930. First very fine, others mostly extremely fine 

or better, usually with some or much lustre (£90-100) 

74 I British Coins, mostly base metal, including a few casts and 

copies ]461]. Varied state (£40-60) 

742 Henry hi to Henry vih, miscellaneous British and Irish 

silver hammered coins (6); Anglo-Gallic, Richard the 

Lionheart. Denier, Poitou. [7]. Mostly fair to fine, two 

better (£40-50) 

743 Copies OR FORGERIES, Charles I, Newark, Halfcrown. 1645. 

stamped below value ib. Commonwealth, Crown. 1651. 

George hi. Bank of England Dollar, 1804 ]3]. Last fine, 

others very fine or better (£180-220) 

744 British, Commonwealth & World, Proof and Specimen 

sets (26), Crowns etc (31), in cases or boxes of issue [Lot], 

Mostly about as struck (£350-400) 

745 Miscellaneous British and Commonwealth, specimen 

Crowns (138). in plastic cases. About as struck (£70-80) 

746 Victoria To Elizabeth II. Farthings, various (c. 2800). 

Mostly fine to very fine (£60-80) 

747 Victoria To Elizabeth h, Farthings, various (c. 3700 ). 

Mostly fine to very fine (£80-100) 

748 Victoria To Elizabeth II. Farthings, various (c.3350). 

Mostly fine to very fine (£80-100) 

749 Charles II To George V, Halfpennies (II). Farthings (13) 

]24]. Fair to fine, later issues better (£120-150) 

750 Victoria To Elizabeth II, Farthings, various (c. 4800). 

Mostly fine to very fine (£120-150) 
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IRISH, SCOTTISH & CHANNEL 
ISLES COINS 

Scollancl 

751 Alhxander III. Second Coinage I’ennies (6). I•'air to fine, 

some better {£100-120) 

752 .Iames III. Bishop Kennedy, Coppers (3) (S 5309). Poor to 

fair (£80-100) 

753 James vi. Hall-Unicorn. Fair to fine, a little hackled 

(£400-450) 

754 James vi, Ryal, 1569 (S 5472). Fine (£200-300) 

755 James vi. Ryal. 1570 (S 5472). Onlv good fine bat a scara 
date (£200-300) 

756 James vi, revaluation of 1587. Ryal or Sword Dollar. 1571, 

counlermarked with crowned thistle (as S 5472). Obverse 

worn, fine, reverse very fine (£120-150) 

757 James VI (Alter accesion). Sixty-Shillings, type I, nini. 

thistle (S 5501). Lightly chased in fields, otherwise ver\ 
fine (£200-300) 

758 James vi, After Accesssion to English Throne, 

Thirty-Shillings, English arms in first and fourth quarters (S 

5503). Fair to fine (£80-100) 

759 16th Century, Placks (36). Mostly fair or fine 

(£300-320) 

760 16th Century, Placks (25). Mostly fair or fine 

(£160-180) 

Guernsey 

761 Copper AND bronze coins 1830-1959, 8-Doubles (134). 

4-Double.s (82). 2-Doubles (53), 1-Double (141), assorted 

dates (410]. Average vety fine, many better (£140-160) 

762 Guernsey, 4 & l-Double, 1830, 4-Doubles. 1885. 1889. 

1920. 2-Doubles, 1929, I-Double, 1893, 1933; Jersey, 

1/13-Penny, 1866, 1/12-Pennies, 1877 H, 1881. 1909 (2), 

1911, 1926. 1937. I/24-Pennies. 1877, 1888, 1926, 

1935, I/26-Penny. 1841, 1858, 1870. l/48-Penny, 1877 

H [24]. Fine to very fine, a few lacquered, a few better 
(£80-100) 

Ireland 

763 Edward iv. Penny. Sun and Ro.ses/Rose on Cro.ss coinage 

(c. 1478-1483), Penny. Dublin, obverse bust facing, larae 

rose and sun to lelt and right ol crown, large sun and rose to 

lelt and right ol neck, reverse rose al centre of cross, rose 

with two stems and sun with two roses in alternate angles, 

legends mostly off flan. 8.6 grains (S 6395; D & F 170). A 

little sboit of flan otherwise very fine, very rare 
(£200-250) 
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BRITISH TOKENS 

17th Century 

764 Charles i. Crown, Ormond Money, c. 1643 (DF 291; S 

6544). Good fine (£300-400) 

770 Bedfordshire, Bedford 12, Houghton Regis 56; 

Cambridgeshire, Cambridge 56; Essex, Saffron Walden 

283 [4|. Mostly fair, second rare, third pierced (£30-40) 

771 Herefordshire, Puckeridge, George Rodgers (D 153), 

dented, fair, London, Basing Lane, The White Horse ( 

MSA), corroded fine, Oxfordshire, Bicester, Will Stevens, 

Halfpenny (D 43), heart shaped, poor, and Worcestershire, 

Worcester, Richard Bedoes (D 127), almost very fine [4] 

(£50-60) 

765 George hi. Proof Six-Shillings, Bank of Ireland Token, 

1804 (DF 614; S 6615). Lightly cleaned at some time, 

good very fine (£300-400) 

766 Free State, Florin, 1934. Good very fine, scarce 

(£20-30) 

767 Republic, Easter Rising, 50th Anniversary, 1966, 

Ten-Shillings, a cased pair, with different edge varieties, in 

original case. Mint state (£20-25) 

Case pairs are eomparitively scarce. 

Isle of Man 

768 Victoria, Farthing, 1839. Good extremely fine, with 

some original lustre (£35-45) 

769 Miscellaneou.s COIN.S AND TOKEN.S, George III to Republic 

|205|. Lair to fine (£S()-I20) 

18th Century 

111 Cornwall, Falmouth, Volunteers, Lutwyche’s Halfpenny, 

1797 (DH 3). Typical weak striking, very fine (£40-50) 

773 Cornwall, Penryn, Volunteers, G. Chapman George, 

Halfpenny, 1794 (DH 4). Spot on obverse, about 

extremely fine (£30-40) 

114 Cornwall, Truro, Cornish Metal Co, Halfpence, 1791 (2, 

one a bronzed Proof (DH 2) [2]. Proof about extremely 

fine, other very fine (£40-50) 

775* Love Token: Mexico, a Charles III, Pillar 8 Reales, 1760, 

Mexico City, mm, fashioned as a love token, rim scrolled 

and hammered up, engraved edge inscription reads cathn. 

PHILLIPS LANLIVERY CORNWALL 1781. An interesting 

Cornish relic, good fine and toned (£40-50) 

776 Lancashire, Lancaster 2 gilt-bronze, 58 [2]. First better 

than very fine and rare, second about extremely fine 

(£60-80) 

Isl ex Bell (37, part) 

111 Middlesex, Skidmore’s mule Halfpenny, St Paul’s Covent 

Garden, reverse ruins of same, edge grained (DH 522a). 

Extremely fine with original colour (£20-30) 

Ex Bell (85, part) 

778 Middlesex, Young’s 39, with date; National series 177 

brass, 181 silver |3|. First good very fine, others about 

fine (£20-30) 

779 Middlesex, Kempson’s London Buildings 57; Nalional 

series 180. in silver; Demon’s 1053 |3|. Last fine, others 

very fine and better, second toned (£40-60) 
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780 Noitingiiamsiiiki:, liasl RcH'oril, a Mexico. Charles IV, 

8-Reales. 1702, Mexico City, ]-M. ohvcr\c eountermarked 

vvilli a crowned ampersaiul (Davis 41; .Seahy C4) 9). Coin 

(uul countennark about very fine hut etlf;e knock by 2 of 

(late, .‘icarce (L25()-.l()()) 
Hx Allen (I I - from 1>. Deane. Del. 1978) and Nohle (I.‘i72). The 
issuer was John Carlwrighl (1740-1824), propriclor of ihe Revolulion 
Mill, bnih on Ihe norih side of .Spilal Hill. Rell'ord, and opened in 
1788. The mill was in disuse hy ihe lurn of ihe I9ih century and after 
the building was .sold in 180.“; Carlwrighl moved to I.ondon 

781 Somerset. Bath ClFY. Kensington Chapel. Halfpenny, 

silvered (DH 76). Abno.st extremely fine (£20-30) 

782 Warwickshire, Birmingham Mining & Copper Co, 

Halfpenny, 1792, Birmingham redruth & Swansea edge 

(DH 9.4). Fine {£10-15} 

783 Warwickshire, Birmingham 2a silver-plated, with usual w 

countermark; County 12, 13 [3]. AH very fine, but .vecond 

with metal fault acro.s.s centre of reverse and last with edge 
knock (£40-50) 

Isl ex Bell (138, part); 2nd ex Bell (140, part) 

19th Century 

784 Cornwall, Camborne, Dolcoath Mine, Lord de 

Dunstanville. Pennies (2), 1812 and undated (D 12. 14) |2]. 

First fate, second about very fine (£30-40) 

'85 Cornwall, Ludgvan, West Wheal Fortune Mine, Penny, 

view of St. Michael’s Mount, reverse Prince of Wales’ 

feathers (D. 17). About very fine (£50-60) 

86 Cornwall, Penzance, Bodilly & Sons, brass check for Two 

Shillings, reverse concentric circles, edge grained. 29mm 

(Mayne/Williams cf DNW 36, 340). Verx fate and very 
rare (£50-60) 

787 CoRNWAi.L, Penzance. Bodilly & Sons, brass check for One 

Shilling, the value overstruck on Two Shillings, reverse 

concentric circles, edge grained, 29mm (Mayne/Williams 

cf. DNW 36, 341). About very fine and very rare (£50-60) 

788 Cornwall, Penzance, John Jacobs, hexagonal brass check 

tor One Shilling by Neal, value, reverse horse running left, 

value below, edge plain, 31mm (Mayne/Williams -). 

About very fine and extremely rare (£70-90) 

Made by Ralph Neal, in business at Percival Street, Clerkenwell, 
from 1866 

789 Somerset, Bath, Whitchruch and Dore, Four-Shilling 

token, 1811. Very fine (£110-120) 

790 tSLEOF Man, Castletown 9; Douglas 16 [2]. First very 

ftne, second fair (£20-30) 
Both ex Bell (238, part) 

791 Unofficial Farthings: Staffordshire, Bilston 220, 

Stafford 4770, Stone 4890 (2), Willenhall 5130; 

Wiltshire, Purion 4370, 4390 (2. plain and milled edges); 

Lanarkshire, Glasgow 7280; Midlothian, Edinburgh 

7070; Uncertain Locality 7740 [II]. Fine to very fine 
(£20-30) 

792 Unofficial Farthings: Surrey. Southwark 4670 (2, plain 

edge on large flan, milled edge on small flan), 4690 (2, 

large and small flans, both milled edges, latter en tneduille). 

4700 (6), 4740 (2, large and small Hans, former en 

medaille) [12]. Generally fine to very fine (£20-30) 

793 Yorkshire, Greenwood & Batley Ltd, Albion Works, Leeds, 

Token lot Duncan. Stratton & Co. Bombay, other various 

tokens. 18th to 20th Century. Pennies (5), Farthings (5). 

Co-Op Halfcrown [12]. Fine to very fine (£30-40) 

794 Uncertain Localities, Culley's Canteen, brass check for 

Sixpence, edge grained. 30mm; Fleece Inn, T. Bolton, brass 

check lor Threepence, edge grained, struck en medaille. 

25mm. [2]. Fine to vety fine, both rare (£40-50) 
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795 The Theater Royai.. Hayinarkel, uniface Theater Pass, P. 
Box numbered 39. Very fine (£50-60) 

796 Masons’ Society, Sheffield, Twopenee, 1809 silver (6.80 
gr.), five-line inscription, reverse five-line inscription in 
wreath (Davis & Waters 673, in brass). Good fine and 

scciree (£30-40) 

20th Century 

797 Great Western Railway, uniface semi-circular bronze pay 
check, stamped 398, 39 x 27mm; uniface oval bronze Loco 
pay check, stamped 1302, 38 x 26mm. [2]. First very fine, 

seeond fine ( £20-30) 

Probably early 20th century 

798 Yorkshire. Huddersfield Corporation Tramways, uniface 
brass checks (2), numbered 845 and 1039, 34 and 36mm; 
Huddersfield Corporation Passenger Transport, uniface 
brass check, no. 1336, 35mm; Railway pay checks, in brass 

(6), viz. LNER Loco Dept. Boston, no.229, oval, 44mm; 
Great Northern Railway, Engineer's Dept, no.934, 33mm; 
North Eastern Railway, Neville Hill [Leeds], no. 249, 
hexagonal, 40mm; Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway, Goods 
Depot. Manchester, no.89, oval, 42mm; London Midland & 
Scottish Railway, Nottingham, no.7l2, 39mm; LMS 
Signal Works Engineer's Dept, no.103, oval, 50mm. [9]. 

Fine to very fine, many searee (£50-80) 

WORLD COINS 

Afghanistan 

799 Coins in silver (32); Iran, coins in silver (18) [5]. Mostly 

very good to fine (£80-100) 

Annam 

800 Gia-Long (1802-1820), AR lO-Lang, top inscription Gia 
Long Nein Tao (made in the Gia Long era), bottom 
inscription, silver coin of the Land Ten Lang, on the right 
top side, is stamped Trung-Binh (weight standard), the 
bottom of the right hand side and on the left hand side, are 
both stamped with two characters meaning “Just 
Armament". Good fine/very fine (£220-250) 

Argentina 

801 Coins in SILVER (14): Cordoba, 1-Real (1); La Rioja, 
4-Reales (1), Half-Real (I); Republic, 20-Centavos (7), 
10-Centavos (4) and base metal (250); 
Confederacion-1854, 4-Centavos (2), 2-Centavos (2), 
2-Centavos (3), 1-Centavo (3). Buenos Aires, 2-Reales (5), 
1-Real (7), 5/10-Real (2), 10-Decimos (1), 1-Decimo (6); 
Republic, 10-Pesos (3), l-Pesos (6), 50-Centavo (3), 
assorted dates (264). Many modern coins nncireidated, 
otherwise average very fine (£60-80) 

Austria 

802 Carinthia. Bp. Bernhard (1202-56), Friesacher Pfennig. St 
Veit, facing bust, reverse standing figure, L03gm (Luschin 
192; SIg. Bonhoff-). Very fine (£20-30) 

803 Ferdinand ii. Half-Thaler, 1624, Prague. Fine (£75-100) 

Bermuda 

804 Specimen Crowns, 1967 (760), in presentation folders. 

About as .ttruek (£350-400) 

Bolivia 

805 Coins in silver (79), 2-Reales (2). 1-Real (3). Half-Real (3). 
4- Sols (2), 2-Soles (2). 1-Sol (5). Half-Sol (2). 
5()-Ccntavos (1), 2()-Centavos (15), 10-Centavos (19), 
5- Centavos (19), 1/5-Boliviano (I). 1/IO-Boliviano (1), 
Quarter-Mcigarejo (4). and base metal (10); Cuba, coins in 
silver (10), 2()-Ccntavos (6). 10-Ceniavos (4). and base 
metal (II); Venezuela, coins in silver (10. 2-Bolivares (I). 
I-Bolivar (5). Half-Bolivier (1), Quarter-Bolivar (2). 
25-Centimos (I). and base metal (3); Nicaragua, coins in 
silver (9), 20-Centavos (I). lO-Centavos (6). 5-Centavos 
(2). and base metal (3); Honduras, coins in silver (2). 
25-Centavo.s. 1871. 1888, assorted dates |I37|. Mostly 
very good to fine, some better (£60-80) 

British West Africa 

806 liDWARD vni. One-Penny, 1936 (148). (hieireulated 

(£180-200) 
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Bulgaria 

S()7 t’oiNS IN sii.vi'.K (43); 2-Lcv;i (2), l-Lcv (30), 5()-.Sl()liiiki 

(II), iiiul hasc mclal (4), I()-,Stolinki (4), assorlccl dales; 

Romania, l-l.eu 1874 |48|. Average fine, a few heller 

(L6()-H()) 

Burma 

808 ,SiLVt;R I-'i.owHK MoNi-Y;- pallcrncd upped surface, lower 

surface irregular showing reddislobrown slaining (lacquer) 

(Mitehiner 2810 & 281 I). Good fine (£50-60) 

Canada 

809 Newfoundland, Victoria, lO-Cciils, 1870 (KM 3). Ahont 

very fine {£50-60) 

810 Victoria, lO-Cents, 1899, 5-Ccnls (2), 1892, 1900, Cents 

(8), 1859 |2|, 1861, 1876, 1881 H, 1882, 1887, 1898 

111], First fine, others generally extremely fine or better 

(£100-150) 

811 Bank of Montreal, Penny Tokens, 1842 (2), 

Newfoundland, Halfpennies (2), 1832, 1840, 1856, 

Penny Tokens (5), 1824, 1832, 1840, 1856 (2), Cents 

(II), 1861 (2), 1862, 1864, 1865, 1876 H (2), 1880, 1888 

(rare), 1907, 1917, Half-Cent, 1861, counterfeit Penny, 

1832 [21], Fine to very fine, some better (£80-120) 

812 Magdalen Island, Pennies, 1815 (2), Montreal, Sous (8, 

all different varieties). New Brunswick, Penny, 1843, 

Halfpennies (2), 1843, 1854, Nova Scotia, Half-Cents (2), 

1861, 1864, Prince Edward Island, Self Government and 

Free Trade Tokens (3), 1855, 1857, 1862, Cents (3), 1855, 

1857, 1871 (2), Upper Canada, Half-Penny, 1854, 

Canada, 50-Cents, 1944, 25-Cenis, 1948, 10-Cents, 

1941, Cents (6), 1911 (2), 1918, 1920, 1937, 1943, 

Hallpenny, 1841 [32], Mostlv very fine, some better 
(£120-150) 

813 Victoria, 5-Cents, 1891 (KM 2). Extremelv fate or better 
(£50-60) 

814 Coins in silver (69), 50-Cents (I), 25-Cents (43), 10-Cents 

(17), 5-Cents (8); Newfoundland, 20-Cents, 1882, 

10-Cents, 1865, 5-Cents, 1896; Nova Scotia, I-Cents (6), 

Half-Cent (I); New Brunswick, 1-Cent (3), as,sorted dates 

[82], Mostly very good to fine, some belter (£50-60) 

815 Miscellaneous Tokens, in base metal (90). Mostly good 
to veiy good, a few better (£60-80) 

8 I 6 Miscellaneous Coins in base metal, 5-Cents (127), I-Cent 

(175), assorted dates [302]. Average extremely fine 
(£100-120) 

81 7 Mlscellaneous tokens in base metal |87|. Mostly good 

to very good, a few better (£120-140) 

818 Miscia.i.ANiiotis Coins in silvf;r (72), 50-Cents (2), 

25-Cenls (50), lO-Cents (17), 5-Cents (3); Nova Scotia. 

l-('eni (5); Nl;w Brunswick, l-Cent (4); Prince Edward 

Island, l-Cent (I), assorted dates |82|. Mostly very good 

to fine, some better (£80-100) 

Ceylon 

819 Mlscei.laneous Coins IN silver (30): Fanam Token (I), 

50-Cents (4), 25-Cents (7), 10-Cents (18) and base metal 

(49), I/I 2-Rixd()llar (2), I/24-RixdolIar (5), 

l/48-Rixd()llar (dump) (3), I/48-Rixd()llar (milled) (2), 

1/192-Rixdollar (3), 2-Slivers (3), l-Stiver (3), l/2-Stiver 

(3) , 50-Ccnls (2), 25-Cent.s (2), 10-Cents (I), 5-Cents 

(large ) (2), 5-Cents (small) (5), 2-Ccnts (I), l-Cenl (8), 

1/2-Ccnts (3), l/4-Cent (1), as.sorled dates [79|. Average 

fine, a few better (£130-150) 

820 Miscellaneous Coins in silver (32): Fanam Token (1), 

50-Cents (4), 25-Cents (8), lO-Cenls (19) and base metal 

(47), I/I 2-Rixdollar (2), I/24-Rixdollar (5), 

1/48-Rixdollar (dump) (3), I/48-Rixdollar (milled) (1), 

l/192-Rixdollar (1), 2-Stivers (4), 1-Stiver (3), 1/2-Stiver 

(2), 50-Cents (2), 25-Cenls (2), 10-Cents (I), 5-Cents 

(large ) (2), 5-Cents (small) (5), l-Cent (9), l/2-Cents (3), 

l/4-Cent (1), assorted dates [79], Average fine, a few 

better (£130-150) 

Chile 

821 Coins in silver (92), 2-Reals (2), I-Peso (10), 50-Centavo.s 

(1), 40-Centavos (1), 20-Centavos (34), 10-Centavos (21), 

1-Decimo (12), 5-Centavos (9). Half-Decimo (II), and base 

metal (22); Uruguay, coins in silver (19), 50-Centesimos 

(4) , 20-Centesimos (8), 10-Centesimos (7) and base metal 

(28); Panama, coins in silver (18), Half-Balboa (1), 

25-Cenlesimos (I), Quarter-Balboa (5). 1/IO-Balboa (5), 

10-Centesimos (2), 5-Centesimos (4), and base metal (4), 

assorted dates [183], Mostly very good to fine, a few 

better (£40-60) 

China 

822 Miscellaneous 18th & 19th Century copies of large 

knives of the Chou Dynasty including 5 (Schjoth 44) and 

one small but similar type, plus one /E I8th/19th Century 

copy of a Chou Yang-An spade (Schjoth23) [7], Very fine 
(£40-50) 

823 Miscellaneous, two JE I8th/19th Century copies of Wang 

Mang Huo-Pu spades (Schjoth 148). and one copy of a 

500-Cash knile (Schjoth 119). plus one non-numismatic 

item, and an /E patterned Pendant |4[. Very fine (£10-15) 

824 Miscellaneous. JE Amulets (5). of various types, one large. 

T’Ai Ping (Heavenly peace) with dragon and Pheonix 

reverse, the others with four characters obverse and various 

ligures. characters, animals and plants on the reverses [5|. 
Fair to fine (£30-40) 
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823 19th Century, AR oval kettle drum 10-Tael Sycee with 

three chop impressions on the top, all reading K’Ang-Chi 

(The account ol K’Ang). Chi was the alternative postscript 

commonly applied to the name of the banker (Mitchiner 

Non Islamic States and Western Colonies No. 4050 which 

only has one impression). Fine (£150-180) 

826 19th Century AR Packsaddle 5-Teal Sycee, inscribed pure 

silver for exchange, with postscript HAO (mark) to bankers 

name, right Hui Hao Weng Yin (pure silver marked for 

exchange), left TUNG YUAN CH'ANG HAO (the mark of 

Tung Yan-Ch’ang), countermarked on the top with Yuan 

(first) (Mitchiner Non Islamic States & Western Colonies 

No. 4073 but with C/M similar to No. 4079. Ver\ fine 

(£150-180) 

827 Cast lead amulet, one side showing four couples 

copulating in various positions, loop for suspension. 

About very fine but of poor workmanship (£20-30) 

Chinese charms were carried to bring about good fortune in various 
aspects of life, doubtless in this case to ensure sexual conquest or 
restore lost vigour. Chinese medicine, particularly herbal cures, are 
now highly regarded in some quarters, and perhaps Chinese amulets 
are equally effective. Possibly the purchaser might care to confirm if 
indeed this is the case. The vendor is silent on the matter and for 
some reason believes instead the amulet simply represents a 
metaphorical comment on the relationship between the government 
and the private citizen. 

828 Honan, 20-Cents, year 20 (1931) (KM 367). Very fine, 

scarce (£40-50) 

Cilicia 

829 Armenia, Levon I (1199-1226), Tram, 2,86gm; Hetoum I 

(1226-70), with Queen Zabel, Tram, 2.80gm, and JE Kardez, 

4.38gm; Antioch, Bohemund III-IV (1163-1232), Denier, 

0.49gm. [4]. First very fine, last fair, others fine and 

better (£40-60) 

Dutch Ceylon 

830 Copper Dump Coinage: 1-Stiver (ND) (I), 1-Stiver 

(Colombo Mint) (20), assorted dates; Madura Island, 

■copper bonk coinage, 1810 2-Stivers, 180? I-Stiver [23]. 

Mostly good or very good, a few better (£70-90) 

Egypt 

831 Abdul Hamid ii. lO-Qirsh, year 27 (KM 295). Good 

extremely fine, with original brilliance (£50-60) 

Eritrea 

832 Vittorio Emanuele hi. Tallero. 1918 (KM 5). About very 

fine, as usual (£50-60) 

Erance 

833 Louis vi (I 108-37), Denier, Crleans (Duplcssy 120); Louis 

VII (1 137-80), Denier. Paris (D 146); Philip iv (1285-1314), 

Double-Tournois (1) 229); Charles iv (1322-8), Maille 

Blanche (D 243d); Philip vi (1328-50), Gros a la fictir (D 

263); C'hari.I'.s v (1364-80), bhinc au K (D 363); Charles vi 

(1380-1422), Cticnar wilh long O (D 377) |7|. I■'ine 

I£80-100} 

834 French Feudal Pennies (7), Dijon, Hugh iv (1218-72) 

(Dumas 7/1); Auxerre, 10th Century, PA 163.3; Rodez, 

Hugh h and hi (1156-96) (B 767); Montlucon, Guy 

(1202-13), (B 367); Meaux, Gautier i (1045-82), PA 

139.12; Chartres, late 10th Century (Metcalf 42); Nevers, 

Herve (1199-1223) (B345) [7]. Fine (£40-50) 

835 Nevers & Rethel, Charles of Gonzaga, JE 2-Liard, 1613 

(KM 12). Fine, small dig before nose (£10-15) 

836 zE 2-Sols (3), by Monneron. 1791, two the busts of 

Lafayette and Rousseau [3]. Nearly extremely fine 

(£30-40) 

837 Second Republic, silver 5-Francs, 1849 A (KM 6. I). Has 

ben cleaned and surfaces a little marked, otherwise better 

than very fine (£20-25) 

838 Napoleon hi, 10-Cents, 1855 D, anchor (KM 17.4). 

Lustrous and almost as struck, scarce (£30-40) 

839 Napoleon hi. Pattern Centime, 1861, by Barre, without 

mint mark (cf. Gad. 87; VG 3592). Good very fine, toned, 

rare (£40-50) 

Perhaps not a pattern or essai in the strictest sense; Gadoury 
describes these as “pre-serie, sans lettre d'atelier”. 

840 Chasseurs Officers Circle, bronze token (?), undated, c. 

1870 (?). Lustrous extremely fine (£20-25) 

841 Monetary Fssai, a curious essai of uncertain purpose, 

metal excel argent around, s. s. c., 1896 in centre within 

wreath, reverse, 20 on tablet on globe, monnaie 

inalterable around, e. h. f. below. 35mrn. Good very fine 

(£40-50) 

An intriguing piece of unclear purpose; the metal appears to be 
nickel or cupro-nickel. It is not listed in any of the standard French 
references though these include a number of fantasies and other 
curious pieces, though it may be recorded in a French or other 
continental journal. Attributed to France in view of the French legend 
and the style, but it could conceivably be Swiss or more plausibly 
Belgian. The cataloguer has seen other examples, nonetheless 
considers the piece to be rare. 

Germany 

842 Bavaria, Otto, Two-Marks, 1891 D. Good extremeley fine 

(£100-120) 

843 Besancon, Free Imperial City, Box Thaler, 1589 (cf. Dav. 

5070). About very fine (£40-50) 

844 Brunswick-LOneburg, Wilhelm, Thaler. 1871 (KM 1152). 

Fine to very fine (£15-20) 

845 Frankfurt, Free City, Commemorative Thaler. 1859. 

-Schiller Centennial (KM 359). Very brightly cleaned and 

has been lacquered otherwise better than extremely fine, 

probably a proof (£50-60) 
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84(i Mi-issi-nCiKosciiI'N. I■|■^.■^lcl■ick II ( I428-(S4) (4) all clilTcrciit; 

Magticbeig. llarlwig (1079-1102), Dimiiprcnnig, OonliolT 

6IS; Rcgciisbcrg, llcni-y XII ihc IJon (1156-80), Diinnpr,, 

Ooiihi'IT 1980; Lanclsluil, Henry IV (I .V)8-1450), Denier; 

Miinieh, Hrn,st 1 (1,V)7-I438), Denier; ,Stendal, C15lh small 

hraeteale; Rraiulenberg, George William (1619-40), ihrec 

Baltic Schillings, various dales, (K&M 56) (4) |l.3|. 

Generally fine (£80-100) 

847 PiUiSSiA, Thalers (3), 1764 A, 1769 A, 1785 A; other 

Prussianl8lh & I9ih Century minor silver coins (13), 

Fine to very fine, .some belter (£300-350) 

848 Prussia, Friedrich Wilhelm IV, Double-Thaler, 1850 A (KM 

154). Very fine (£75-100) 

849 Prussia. 20-Marks (2), 1876 A, 1889 A, 10-Marks, 1872 

|3|. Very fine or belter (£100-150) 

850 Saxe-Meiningen, Bernhard, 2-Gulden, 1854 (KM 62). Veiy 

fine (£40-50) 

851 Saxony, August, Thaler, 1578, Dresden, half-length bust 

right, reverse arms (Madai 2950). Very fine, scarce 
(£80-100) 

852 Saxony, Albert, 5-Marks, 1876e; China, Empire, Shen-si, 

50-Cents; Sweden, Karl XI. Ore, 1677 (Gluck 227); 

Artuquids of Mardin, /E, 12th Century [4], First two very 
fine, others fine (£30-50) 

853 5-Marks, 1966 D (40), in original Bank roll. As struck 
(£350-400) 

Hong Kong 

854 Victoria, Cents, 1875, 1877, 1881, 1901,- Edward vii, 

50-Cents, 1902. Cent, 1902; South Africa, Z.a.r, 

5-Shillings, 1892, 2 & l-Shilling, 1896, Sixpence, 1897, 

Pennie.s, 1898 (2), George vi, 2-Shillngs, 1941; Sudan, 

20-Pia,stres, 1894 [I4|. Fine to very fine (£80-100) 

India 

855 Baroda & Mysore, coins in base metal (Baroda 171, 

Mysore 188) |359|. Mostly very good to fine (£120-140) 

856 MurniAi., coins in silver (50). Mostly very good to fine 

(£130-150) 

857 Diu.iii SiiLTAN’l'ES, coins in silver (17) and base metal (311) 

|328i. Mostly very good to fine (£120-140) 

858 Native States, coins in silver (81). Mostly very good to 
fine (£150-170) 

859 Native States, coins in silver (4) and base metal (254) 

[258|. Mostly very good to fine (£90-110) 

860 East India Company and British, coins in silver (81) and 

base metal (119) [200]. Mostly very good to fine 

(£130-150) 

861 East India Co., Victoria, Quarter-Anna, 1858 (4). Good 

extremely fine, with much original lustre (£40-50) 

Iraq 

862 Eaisal I, Proof Fil, 1931. Practically mint .state (£20-30) 

A proof record coin struck at the Royal Mint 

Italy 

863 Kingdom OF Napoleon, 10-Centesimi. 1813 M, 1814 M. 

5-Centesimi, 1810 M, 1813 M, 3-Centesimi, 1813 M. 

I-Soldi, 1813 M [6], Veiy fine or better (£40-60) 

864 Lombardy. Revolutionary Provisonal Government, 5-Lira, 

1848 M, short stems above, date, star near crown (KM 

22.3). Good extremely fine, toned (£60-80) 

865 Lombardy & Venice, Half-Lira, 1822 M. Quarter-Lira, 1822 

M, 5-Centesimi, 1846 V, 1849 M, 3-Centesimi. 1846 M. 

1-Centesimi, 1822 M, 1843 M, 1846 V, 1862 A [9]. First 

worn, others generally extremely fine or better, some 
scarce (£60-80) 

866 Naples, Charles II (1285-1309), Saluto d'argento, 3.01gm; 

Venice, Antonio Venicr (1382-1400), Soldino. ().46gm. 

[2], First fine, second very fine ( £20-30) 

867 Papal States. Roman Republic, lead Baioceo Romano. 

1848 (cf. Muntoni vol. 4, pi. 222. 114), About very fine 
for issue (£30-40) 
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868 

869 

870 

87 1 

872 

873 

874 

875 

876 

877 

878 

Malta 

Slcii.Y. Ferdinando, 10-Grani. 1815. lower poinl of E 

pointing to REX (cf. KM 48). Good very fine (£150-200) 

Venice, Charles Ruzzini (1732-1735), Ducalo. nd. BV (Dav 

1540). Very’ fine or better (£60-80) 

Victor Emanule hi To Republic, various coins (36, 

including 20-Lira. 1959 R, 2-Lira 1936 xiv R,I940 R). 

Generally extremely fine or better (£70-100) 

879 Emmanuel De Rohan, 30-Tari. 1790 (Dav. 1608). Light 

adjustment marks, good very fine (£120-150) 

880 Emmanuel De Rohan, 2-Scudi, 1796 (Dav. \6\0). fine, 

cleaned. XV-Piccioli, Mil, fine or better (£60-80) 

Mexico 

Italy: Papal States 

Vatican, Grossos (4), Alexander vii, ND (KM 269), 

Clement ix, ND (KM 302, rare). Innocent xi, ND (KM 386), 

Innocent xii, 1696 (KM 590) [4]. Fine or better (£60-80) 

Vatican, Grosso, Clement xii, 1738, Half-Grossos (3), 

Urban viii, ND (KM 134), Alexander viii. ND (KM 266), 

Clement XIII. \16\. Fine to very fine (£60-80) 

Vatican, Pius vi, Doppio, 1780, togeiher with a Testone 

and Grosso of Benedict xiv and a Half-Baiocchi of Innocent 

XIII [4]. First good very fine, others fine (£50-70) 

Vatican, l-Baiocchi (2), 1801 R, 1816B, Half-Baiocchi 

(2). 1802 R, 1816 B. Quattrino, 1816 R [5], Very fine or 

better (£40-60) 

Vatican, 2-Lira, 1867 R, 1-Lira, 1867 R (2, year 21 & 22), 

2()-Baiocchi, 1850 R, 10-Solidi, 1867 R, 5-Baiocchi (2), 

1841 R, 1864 R, 5-Solidi, 1866 (8], Fine to very fine 

(£70-100) 

Jamaica 

M. Howard, Ferry Grass, Kingston, Halfpenny (Lyall 147; 

Pr 131). Fine, some surface marks and evidence of light 

cleaning in the past, scarce (£30-40) 

Japan 

Koban, Manen, 3.3 gms. About very fine (£330-350) 

Latin & South America 

Miscellaneous, various Counirics, mosily I9ih & 2()ih 

Cenlury silver issues (27). Line to very fine, many better 

(£250-300) 

881 Charles hi, 8-Reales, 1773, the reverse engraved, love 

token ?. floral design, with monogram in lower third, very 

fine, good workmanship, together with various coins and 

tokens (121, including Edward i, Waterford Farthing) 

[l22],/fl//- to fine, many better (£120-150) 

882 Miscellaneous, 8-Reales, 1874 M, 1882 Z, 1895 M; 

together with lO-Centavos, 1919 (30) [33J. Second coin 

pierced, very fine or better (£50-60) 

Monaco 

883 Antoine I, Dardenna, 1720 (KM 77). Good fine, very rare 

(£100-120) 

Morocco 

884 Proof 50-Dirhams, 1975 (KM Y 65). other modern Islamic 

coins in silver (12) [13]. First uncirculated, others 

generally very fine some better ( (£40-50) 

Netherlands 

885 Campen. Ducat. 1598 (F 16\). About very fine (£140-160) 

886 GEt.DERLAND, Ducat. 1608. Almost very fine (£140-160) 

887 Utrecht, Ducat, 1702. Almost very fine (£100-120) 

888 Utrecht. 1740 gold Stiver, set into an attractive 

contemporary gold mount, with attached brooch (not 

affecting the coin). Very fine or better (£30-40) 

889 Wii.liema, l-Guilden. 1892. A few slight surface marks, 

otherwise good extremely fine, toned (£80-100) 

890 
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S‘)l Zamosc. 2-Zh)ly, 1812, Krakow. Zloty, 

kcvokilioiKU'y Coinage. .2-Ciros/,e 18.21; .Swrrzi'Ui.ANi), 

l•■|■ime. I85()A |4|. Averaf^e fine (C7()-9()) 

Sierra Leone 

892 Coins in bash metal (1,2). I-Ceni (10), l-Pcnny (2). all 

1791 or 1796, I-Penny Token, 1814 (I), average very 

good: Nigeria, eoins in base metal (26), Hall'penny (I), 

Penny (9). Threepenee (6), Shilling (9), Two-Shilling (I), 

assorted dates, average very fine /d9/ {£30-40} 

Spanish Netheiianids 

893 Gelderland, Phiip II, Daaldcr, 15,27, with English lilies. 

Fine to very fine (£120-140) 

894 Brabant, Philip II, Daalder, 1558, with English titles. 

Weak in plaees, almost very fine (£120-140) 

Spain 

895 Castille, Enrico IV, base Dineros (25). Fine bat showing 

verdigris and corrosion (£55-60) 

896 Isabel It, lO-Reales. 1854, Seville (KM 22.3). Practically 

mint state, attractively toned (£60-80) 

897 Provisional Government, 2-Pesetas, 1869 (69), SN M. 

Almost extremely fine, toned (£25-30) 

Sweden 

898 Oscar it, 5-Ore, 1857 (rare type with complete top bar of 

the ‘5’ 9 of 5-Ore). Very fine (£30-40) 

Switzerland 

899 Miscellaneous, various coins, mostly silver (107, 

including 5-Francs, 1936, this extremely fine or better 

[1071. Fine to very fine (£80-100) 

Turkey 

900 Murad v, Kurush, 1293, year 1 (KM 710). About very fine 
(£100-120) 

901 Murad v, Kurush, 1293, year I (KM 710). About very fine 
(£100-120) 

902 Ottoman Turkey, base silver coins (65). mainly early 19ih 

Century issues. Many fine though some pierced 
(£100-120) 

United States of America 

903 Morgan Dollars (4), 1881 O ,1882 S. 1884, 1886. 1886 

O. Peace Dollar, 1923. Half-Dollars (4). 1942 S. 1944, 

1944 S (2) [9]. Very fine to extremely fine (£60-80) 

Olymi’IC Prooi .Si;i', 198.2, together with assorted World 

eoins and medals |l,ol|. hirst as struck, in case of issue, 

others mostly uneireululed (£70-90) 

Mi.scellaneou.s 

Coins oi- THEWoRi.D. mostly I7ih to 19th Century issues, 

in silver (86) and base metal (126) [2I2|. Various 

conditions (£150-170) 

Coins OF THE World, mostly I9lh & 20th Century issues, 

AR (18), ^ ete (220) [238|. Varied .slate (£60-80) 

Thirteenth Century imitative .Steri.ings, one with Irish 

obverse and London reverse, (cf. Mayhew 380j) [4|. Very 

fine (£100-120) 

Coins of the World, mostly base metal [948]. Varied 

state (£40-60) 

Coins of the World, Miscellaneous eoins. including 

Ancient and Hammered, many silver (67), an interesting 

lot. Fine to very fine, some better (£200-250) 

Coins OF THE Wolrd, 18th to 20th Century, mostly 

European silver, including many Spanish [138]. Mostly 

fine to very fine (£100-120) 

Coins and Tokens OF THE World, mostly 18th to 20th 

Century issues, AR (15), /E etc (61). Fine to very fine, a 

few better (£100-150) 

Coins OF the W ORLD. 18th to 20th Century issues, mostly 

silver, many from the Far East [48], Fine to very fine, a 
few better (£30-40) 

Coins of the World, a collection of modern Proof and 

Specimen sets (23), including some from the Far East. 

Crowns etc (10), mostly in cases of issue [Lot], Generally 

about as struck (£150-200) 

Coins of the world in silver and base metal, a ciuantity. 

Varied state (£80-100) 

904 

905 

906 

907 

908 

909 

910 

91 I 

912 

913 

914 
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A Collection of Historical Medals the 
Property of a European Collector 

British 

915 Birth of Prince Charles, 1630, a silver medal, unsigned, 

cruciform shields, reverse legend on tablet, 30mm, S.IOgm 

(MI 253/34; E 115). Good vers'fine, attractively toned 

(£30-40) 

916 Scottish Coronation of Charles l 1633, a silver medal by 

N. Briot, crowned bust left, legend ends R, reverse thistle 

Bower, lozenge below date, edge plain, 29mm, 8.31gm 

(cf. MI 265/59; cf. E 123). Tiny reverse rim nick at 12 

o'clock, otherwise very fine, toned (£100-120) 

919 Henry, Prince of Wales, c. 1636. a silver counter from a 

set imitating the style of S. de Passe, half-length bust right, 

reverse crowned arms in Garter, 25mm, 2.34gm (MI 

380/282). Very fine, toned (£10-15) 

Henry Frederick. Prince of Wales (1594-1612), eldest son of James 
I, is remembered today as “an ideal Renaissance prince". He spent 
heavily on buildings and gardens at St James's and Richmond 
Palaces, yet was also passionately interested in military affairs and 
horses. He and his brother Charles, later to become Charles I. were 
the first members of the royal family to develop an interest in coins. 
His unexpected death at the age of 18 was keenly fell 

920 Charles i. Royalist Badge, silver-gilt, by T. Rawlins, bust 

of Charles right, reverse crowned arms in Garter, 40 x 

31mm (MI 360/231; E 167b). Cast and lightly chased; 

with usual piercing for suspension at top, cracked through 

Scottish arms, otherwise veiy fne, the reverse particularly 

well-defined (£75-100) 

917 Prince James Baptized, 1633, a silver medal, unsigned, 

crowned and garnished arms, reverse legend in six lines, 

reads ebor and nove, wreath around, 30mm, 4.54gm (MI 

268/165; E 126B). Very fine, reverse unevenly toned 

(£20-30) 

9 I 8 John Stewart, Earl of Traquair, 1635. a silver medal by 

N. Briot, coronetted arms, reverse triangle containing 

scales, coins and table diapered with fleurs-de-lis. 29mm, 

6.69gm (Ml 276/77; cf ‘English’ Collection, lot 50). 

Good fine, toned, rare (£90-120) 

John Stewart, Earl of Traquair (d. 1659), was appointed Lord High 
Treasurer of Scotland in 1635, an office he held until 1641 when he 
was impeached hy Ptirliament. Suhsequently he fought for the 
Royalist cause hut was taken prisoner at the Battle of Preston 

921 Charles l Royalist Badge, silver, unsigned, half-length 

portrait of Charles three-quarters left, carolvs primvs 

above, reverse engraved crowned arms in Garter dividing 

CR, field stippled, edge plain, 34 x 23mm. 13.15gm (MI -; 

Heckett -). Test mark on edge, obverse very fine, reverse 

better, toned; an unusual piece of uncertain date (£60-80) 

922 Marriage of Charles ii and Catherine of Braganza, 

1662, a silver medal by G. Bower, conjoined busts right, 

reverse Venus sealed beside Jupiter on clouds. 27mm (Ml 

481/91; E 226). Good fine, toned (£90-120) 
Catherine of Bragan/,a 11638-1705). daughter of John IV of Portugal 
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92} MAKRiACUi OR Charles ii and Catherine or Braganza, 

1662, an oval .silver badge, eoniprising Iwo repousse 

plaies, unsigned, erowned busl of Charles left dividing 

erowned CR, reverse busl of Calherine Icfl, her hair in a net, 

erown in field, 36 x 28mm, 3.9lgm (Ml 483/96; E 22.3). 

Fine, with loop for suspension, rare (£100-120 ) 

Helen Farquhar. writing at the turn of the century (liNJ 1905. p.278), 
.say.s of this piece "I think |il is| perhaps the ugliest of all |lhe badges 
distributed in celebration of Charles IPs marriagc|. as the Queen 
appears in the hideous Portuguese fashions, which she discarded 
soon after her arrival in England." 

924 Marriage of Charles it and Catherine of Braganza, 

1662, an oval cast silver badge, unsigned, busl of Catherine 

left, her hair in ringlets and collected into a coronet, 

infanta dona CATHERINA, reverse two orange trees with 

stems intertwined, 29 x 22mm, 3.65gm (Ml 486/104; cf. 

Heckett 172). Very fine and toned, rare; with clip and ring 
for suspension (£80-100) 

The Heckett specimen sold for £160 in 1977 

/25 Peace of Breda. 1667, a silver medal by J. Roetiicr, 

laureate busl ol Charles II right, legend reads brit, reverse 

Britannia seated on rock contemplating her navies, Favente 

DEO, edge lettered, 56nim (MI 5.35/185; v.L. II, 522; cf E 

241). A few minor marks, otherwise about e.xtremelv fine 

with brilliant fields, attractively toned (£250-300) 

926 Christ’s Hospital, Nautical School Badge. 1673, a 

uniface silver repousse plate after J. Roetliers, standing 

figures of Arithmetic, Geometry and Astronomy 

encouraging a Bluecoat boy. Beet behind, avspicio, etc., 

81mm, 28.97gm (MI 557/218; E 252; Grimshaw I). Very 

fine and toned, unpierced, an excellent example (£60-80) 

Designed to be worn by boys at the school, founded by Charles II in 
1672 

927 Death of Sir Edmundbury Godfrey, 1678, a silver medal 

by G. Bower, draped busl right, hands strangling him with 

his own cravat, reverse Godfrey lying on the ground in the 

act oI being strangled. Pope to left holds a document over 

the murderer’s head, edge lettered. 39mm (MI 577/247; E 

257a). Minor scuff marks in fields, otherwise about very 
fine, toned (£40-50) 

928 The Prudence of.Iames h, 1685. a silver medal by G. 

Bower, laureate bust right, reverse Britannia seated left, 

29mm (Ml 607/11; E 283). About very fine, olive tone 
(£40-50) 
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929 Coronation of Wili.iam and Mary, 1689, a pewier medal 

by J. Luder, bust of Mary left, reverse eagle Hying towards 

the meridian sun, carrying an eaglet, another eaglet 

dropping to earth, 52mm (Ml 676/51; Woolf 10:5; v.L. Ill, 

392), About very fine, extremely rare {£30-40} 

The reverse type refers to Britain retaining Mary as the legitimate 
daughter of James II. but rejecting Prince James, held by .some to be 
a 'suppositious' child. Mary is carried in safety by the eagle, while 
the young suspected Prince is ejected 

930 William and Mary, medalets (2), in silver and copper, by 

J. or N. Roettiers, each with bust of William right, reverse 

bust of Mary right, both 22mm (MI 691/81; E 319) [2], 

Silver extremely fine and toned, copper about very fine 

(£30-40) 

931 William and Mary, medalet, in silver, by J. or N. 

Roetliers, bust of William III right, reverse radiate sun, NON 

DEVio, 22mm (Ml 695/92). Extremely fine, toned (£25-35) 

932 William and Mary, medalets (2), in silver, by J. or N. 

Roettiers, bust of Mary right, reverse rose branch, EX 

candore decvs, both 22mm (MI 695/93) [2j. About 

extremely fine and fine, both toned (£30-40) 

From different obverse dies 

934 Coronation of Queen Anne, 1702, a silver medal by J. 

Croker, bust left, legend reads fr, reverse Anne as Pallas 

hurling thunder against a monster representing France, 

35mm (MI 228/4; E 390). Very fine (£30-40) 

935 Anne and Prince George of Denmark, 1702, a silver medal 

by J. Croker, bust of Anne left, no ear-ring, reverse bust of 

George left, 42mm (MI 233/14; E 392). Extremely fine 

and practically as struck with brilliant fields, most 

attractive (£150-200) 

Anne invested her husband George, Prince of Denmark, with the title 
of Generalissimo of all her forces; on 21 May 1702 he was created 
Lord High Admiral of England and Ireland 

933 Amicable .Society In.stituted, 1696, a silver medal, 

unsigned, crown above two clasped hands, reverse building, 

amicabi.i; CONTRIBUTIONSIIIP, named (William Wix, Director, 

1811), 40mm (Ml 155/422: D & W 7; cf Glendining 

2l,iii.l990, 144). Extremely fine and toned, rare 

(£100-130) 

936 Queen Anne'.s Bounty, 1704, a silver medal by J. Croker, 

bust left, ANNA DG etc., reverse Queen presenting charter to 

kneeling clergy, 44mm (Ml 251/43; E 404). Several 

minor surface and rim nicks, otherwise very fine, toned 

(£30-50) 

fhe Amicable was the first comptiny established for the insurance ol 
houses against loss by fire 
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937 Battle OF Blenheim, 1704, a silver medal by J. Croker, 

bust ot Aline lell, legend reads fra, reverse Britannia sealed 

on globe, captive sealed on military trophies, 34mm (Ml 

256/49; v.L. IV, 427; E 409), E.xtreniely fijie, attractive 

dark tone (£80-100) 

938 Attempted Invasion OF Scotland, 1708, a copper medal by 

J. Croker and S. Bull, bust of Anne left, reverse Britannia 

protecting a crouching Scotia from the French fleet being 

pul to flight, 40mm (Ml 316/141; Woolf 21:1; E 431). 

Some scuffing, about very fine (£20-30) 

939 Mons Taken, 1709, a copper medal by J. Croker and S. 

Bull, bust ot Anne left, reverse Victory flying above the 

city of Mons, 40mm (MI 362/202; v.L. V, 149; E 440). 

About extremely fine, nicely patinated (£30-40) 

>40 Peace of Utrecht, 1713, a silver medal by J. Croker, bust 

ol Anne left, reverse Britannia standing, ships and farming 

.scene in background, 35mm (Ml 400/257; v.L. V, 230; E 

460). About extremely fine, toned (£50-60) 

94 I Anni;, a uniface silver counter, bust left dividing OA, gown 

with small circular brooch, 22mm, ().56gm (Ml 414/281). 

Very fine, toned (£10-15) 

942 Coronation of George i, a silver medal by J. Croker, bust 

right, reverse King enthroned, being crowned by Britannia, 

34mm (MI 424/9; E 470). Obverse edge knock at I 

o’clock, about very fiine, toned (£25-35) 

943 Escape of Princess Clementina Sobieski from Innsbruck, 

1719, a copper medal by O. Hamerani, bust left, reverse 

Clementina riding towards Rome in a biga, 48mm (MI 

444/49; Woolf 36:1; E 484). Extremely fine and 

attractively patinated (£60-80) 

944 Escape of Princess Clementina Sobieski from Innsbruck, 

1719, a copper medal by O. Hamerani, similar, 48mm (MI 

444/49; Woolf 36:1; E 484). Good very fine, obverse 

better, patinated (£40-60) 

945 Second Treaty OF Vienna. 1731, a copper medal by J. 

Croker. bust ol George II lell, reverse Neptune in marine car 

commanding tranquility from ihe winds. 47mm (Ml 496/39; 

E 523). Light spotting behind head, otherwise extremely 

fine with peripheral original colour (£40-60) 
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946 Second Treaty OF Vienna, 1731, a copper medal by J. 

Croker. similar. 47mm (MI 496/39; E 523). Exlremelv 

fine and patinated (£40-60) 

947 Jernegan’s Lottery, 1736, a silver medal by J.S. Tanner, 

Minerva standing between trophies and emblems, reverse 

Queen Caroline waters a grove of palm trees, 39mm (MI 

517/72; E 537; MG 1228). Extremely fine, attractive 

olive tone (£20-30) 

Henry Jernegan (d. 1761), banker and goldsmiih. Russell Sireei. 
Covent Garden, organised a lottery for a large silver wine-cistern, to 
which Queen Caroline lent her enthusiastic support. People who 
bought tickets each received one of these medals as a gift 

948 Death of John Conduitt, 1737, a copper medal by J.S. 

Tanner, bust right, reverse standing figure of Truth 

introduces Conduitt to Hampden and Newton, 58mm (Ml 

518/73; E 538). Extremely fine with much original colour, 

attractive (£50-70) 

John Conduitt (1688-1737), Master of the Mint, succeeded Sir Isaac 
Newton in the post and was, like Newton, a champion of the English 
method of coin manufacture 

949 Mar i'IN Eoi.ke.s, 1740, a copper medal by J.A. Dassicr, bust 

righi in cap, reverse legend within ornamented t|uadrilobc, 

54mm (Ml 558/185; E 556). Obverse extremely fine, 

reverse nearly so IL40-50) 

Marlin Eoikes (1690-17.‘i4), scholar, anlit|uary anti numismatist; 
I’rcsiticnl of the Koytil Sociely and (he .Socicly of Anlit|uaric.s. 
Specimeris of Ihc medal, Ihe first in Dtissier's series of eelehraletl 
men living in I'.ngland. were originally sold for 7s(id (.^..^ipl 

950 Martin Folkes. 1740, a copper medal by J.A. Dassier, 

similar, 54mm (MI 558/185; E 556). About extremelv fine 
(£30-40) 

951 Duke of Marlborough, 1742, a copper medal by J.A. 

Dassier, bust right, reverse legend in four lines, 55mm (MI 

568/202; E 568). Extremely fine, light patina (£30-40) 

Charles Spencer. 3rd Duke of Marlborough (1706-58); elected 
Knight of the Garter 1741; present at the Battle of Dettineen, 1743; 
appointed Lord Steward, 1749; Keeper of the Privy Seal, 1755; 
Commander-in-Chief of the British troops serving in Germany. 1758 

952 Duke OF Argyle, 1743, a copper medal by J.A. Dassier. 

bust right, reverse legend within decorated border. 55mm 

(MI 579/216; E 577; Cochran-Patrick 101/12). Extremely 

fine, attractively patinated (£40-50) 

John Campbell, 2nd Duke of Argyle (1678-1743); raised to the 
peerage as Baron Chatham and Earl of Greenwich. 1705; served 
under the Duke of Marlhorough at Ramillies, Otidenarde. Lille. 
Ghent and Malplaquet; became Generalissimo of the British army in 
Spain; quelled Ihe Jacobite rebellion of 1715 

953 Dlike OF Argyle, 1743, a copper medal by J.A. Dassicr. 

similar, 55mm (Ml 579/216; E 577; Cochran-Palrick 

101/12). Light spotting behind bust, otherwise extremely 

fine, attractively patinated (£35-45) 

954 Duke OF Argyle, 1743. a copper medal by J.A. Dassicr. 

similar, a ihird example, 55mm (Ml 579/216; E 577; 

Cochran-Palrick 101/12). Light spotting in front of bust, 

otherwise extremely fine, attractively patinated (£35-45) 
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955 Earl of Bath, 1744, a copper medal by J.A. Da.ssier, bu.si 

righl, reverse legend within wreath, 55mm (MI 586/229; E 

585). Practically as struck, attractively patinated (£40-50) 

958 Baitlk of Culloden, 1746, a copper medal by J.H, WolIT, 

bu.st of Duke of Cumberland left, reverse the Duke on 

honsebaek, eommanding the battle, cavalry on the banks of 

the River Spey in background, 41mm (MI 609/271; Woolf 

55;5; E 606). Very fine, patinated (£30-40) 

William Pulteney, Earl of Bath (1682-1764), politician and .statesman 

956 Sir John Barnard, 1744, a copper medal by J.A. Dassier, 

bust right, reverse legend within quadrilobe, 55mm (MI 

587/230; E 586). About extremely fine, patinated 
(£25-35) 

959 Erederick, Prince of Wales, c. 1750, a copper medal by 

J.A. Dassier, bust left, reverse coronet of feathers supported 

by two cherubs above clouds, 55mm (Ml 660/366; E 631). 

Extremely fine and attractively patinated (£40-50) 

Frederick Louis, Prince of Wales (1707-31). father of George HI. 
suffered a difficult relationship with his own father and suffered the 
ignominy of being banished from court in 1737. Moving to Carlton 
House, he furnished his residence with a rich collection of works of 
art during the 1740.S. befriending the antiquary and numismatist 
George Vertue 

Sir John Barnard (1685-1764), prosperous City merchant, borr 
Reading; elected to Parliament as a member for the City of London 
1721; became an alderman of London. 1728; Lord Mayor of London 

957 Carlisle Taken, THE Rebels Repulsed, 1745. a silver medal 

by A. and J. Kirk, Duke of Cumberland on horseback, city 

of Carlisle in background, reverse Anglia .seated, receiving 

an olive branch Irom the Duke dressed as a warrior 35mm 

(MI 606/264; Woolf 53:1; E 598). Pierced at top as if Jar 

wearing by a .supporter, very fine and toned (£20-30) 

960 Goree Taken, 1758. a copper medal by J. Pingo for the 

Society for Promoting Arts and Commerce (SPAC). bust of 

Britannia left, trident projecting from neck, reverse Victory 

on prow, edge plain. 40mm (Eimcr 12; Ml 691/415; E 661). 

Extremely fine with a hint of original colour (£40-60) 
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961 Battle ofQuiberon Bay, Belleisle, 1759, a copper medal 

by J. Kirk lor the SPAC, Britannia on seahorse being 

crowned by Victory, reverse figures of Night and Tempest 

shield France from the thunder of Britain, edge plain. 40mm 

(MI 706/441; E 676). Extremely fine and nicely putinated 

(£40-60) 

962 British Victories, 1759, a copper medal by J. Kirk, bust of 

George II left, reverse supporters with Garter encircling an 

inverted lily, details around, 44mm (MI 708/444; Betts 

418; E 677). Fine (£10-15) 

963 Death of Benjamin Hoadley, 1761, a copper medal by J. 

Kirk, bust right, reverse bishop’s mitre on plinth, tree and 

shield to left, 37mm (BHM 68; E 697; Grueber 241). 

About extremely fine, putinated (£20-30) 

Benjamin Hoadley (1676-1761); Bishop of Bangor 1715. Hereford 
1721, Salisbury 1733 and Winchester 1734 

964 Prince Frederick Elected Bishop of Osnabruck, 1764, 

copper medals by T. Pingo (2), figure of Hope sealed with 

mitre and accoutrements, reverse legend. 43 and 31mm 

(Eimer 31-2; BUM 90; li 706). |2|. llotli extremely fine, 

the lart’er medal with considerable orii’inal colour and 

particularly attractive (£5()-60) 
Issued in 1765; large medal only illuslraleil 

965 William Murray, Earl of Mansfield, 1777, copper 

medals by J. Kirk (2), bust right, reverse Justice holds 

scales, both 37mm (BHM 209; E 771) [2]. About 

extremely fine and better (£50-70) 

William Murray (1705-93); Lord Chief Justice, 1756; created Isl 
Earl of Mansfield, 1776; known as "ihe father of modern Toryism' 

966 Christ’s Hospital, Monitor’s medal. 1787, silver, by L. 

Pingo, bust of Edward VI. reverse open bible, mdliii date, 

35mm (Eimer 66b; Grimshaw 90; MI 61/16; E 29). Fine, 

toned (£15-25) 

967 Death of the Earl of Effingham, 1791, a silver medal by 

J. Milton, bust left, reverse Britannia seated on globe, edge 

lettered, 35mm (Stainton 9; BHM 353; E 844; cf. DNW 31, 

672). Extremely fine and practically as struck, light olive 

tone (£80-100) 

Ex Mallinson. 

Thomas Howard, Earl of Effingham (1747-91). Governor of 
Jamaica at the lime of his death, had been appointed Master of die 
Mini in 1784 

968 Defeat OF Sultan Tipii. 1792. a silver medal by C.H. 

Kiichler, busi of Marquis Cornwallis lefl. reverse Cornwallis 

and aids receive the sons of Tipu, mdccxciii in exergue. 

48mm (Pollard 5; BHM 363; E 845; Pudd. 792.1). Minor 

rim bruises, otherwise about extremely fine and toned, an 

original striking and rare with the 1793 date (£120-150) 



969 Board OF Agriculture. 1793, a bronze award medal by 

C.H. Ktichler, bu.st of George HI right, legend on seroll 

below, reverse female figure hold.s spade with serpent 

entwined around the handle, un-named, 48mm (Pollard 6; E 

8,33; ef. ‘Papillon’ 208 and Baldwin FPL 1998, 418). A 

few minor carbon specks, otherwise brilliant and 

practically as struck (£40-50) 

974 City of London, Stockurokfr’.s Badge, type 3 [issued 

0.1801-30], by J, Milton, in silver, crowned arms and 

supporters, reverse arms of the City of London, named (1. 

Trueman), 41mm (Caldecott 3; .Stainton 49; E 936). Got/d 

very fine, attractively toned (£M)-H0) 

970 John Philip Kemble, Aged 41, 1798, a copper medal by J.G. 

Hancock, head left, reverse legend in wreath decorated with 

theatrical masks, 53mm (BHM 446; E 888; Svarstad 124). 

Almost extremely fine, nicely patinated (£80-100) 
John Philip Kemble (1757-1823), actor, enjoyed an extensive stage 
career during which he is .said to have played the part of over 120 
characters; he also managed the Covent Garden theatre for a time in 
the early years of the 19th century 

97 I Battle of the Nile, Alexander Davison’s Medal, 1798, 

copper, by C.H. Ktichler, Peace standing with oval 

medallion bearing bust of Nelson, reverse the battle, edge 

lettered, 47mm (Pollard 15; BHM 447; E 890); together 

with a Calendar medal, 1799, by P. Kempson, in brass, 

39mm (Hawkins p.36) [2]. First fitte bat obverse surface 

pickled, second better than very fine (£30-40) 

972 Lichfield Cathedral, 1799, a copper medal by T. Wyon Sr, 

arms of Lichfield, reverse Cathedral. 39mm (BHM 481); 

together with George III Preserved from Assassination, 

1800, a copper medal by P. Kempson, 38mm (BHM 486); 

Act of Union Pas.sed, 1800, a copper medal by J.G. Hancock 

for P. Kempson, 38mm (BHM 494; E 917) [3], Last very 

fine and kiccpiered in the past, others extremely fine, first 

with brilliant fields (£30-50) 

973 Act of Union Passed, 1800, a copper medal by J.G. 

Hancock for P. Kemp.son, British lion reclining on anchor, 

legend above, reverse Britannia and Hibernia greeting each 

other. 38mm (BHM 494; E 917); together with George Ill's 

Recovery Irom Illness, 1801, a copper medal by J.G. 

Hancock, 38mm (Storer 6190; BHM 503; E 928) |2]. Roth 

extremely fine, hut fir.st with small metal fault In reverse 
field (£25-35) 

975 Peace OF Amiens, 1802, a copper medal by J.G. Hancock, 

Victory crowning George III dressed in Roman attire, 

reverse St Paul’s Cathedral, 49mm (BHM 541; E 940; 

Taylor 39a); together with East India Company’s Victory 

over the French, 1804, a copper medal by J.-P. Droz and G. 

Mills for Mudie, 41mm (BHM 567; E. 952; Pudd. 662.1) 

[2]. Extremely fine, both attractively patinated (£25-35) 

976 National Edition of Shakespeare's Works, 1803, a silver 

medal by C.H. Kuchler for J. and J. Boydell. Shakespeare 

seated on rock. Hanked by figures of Drama and Painting. 

reverse legend, edge named (Samuel Wilde. Esqr.). 48mm 

(Pollard 28; BHM 553; E 950). Minor graze in field by 

figure of Drama, otherwise brilliant and practically as 

struck, attractively toned (£40-60) 

John Boydell (1719-1804). together with his nephew and partner 
Josiah Boydell (1752-1817), published a limited edilion of 
Shakespeare s W'orks in 1802 and a lolio collection of prints 
illustrative of the bard's plays in 1803. Medals were given to each 
subscriber of the limited edition, although the medal w^s not issued 
until 1805 
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977 Death of the Revd. James Wilkinson, 1805, a silver medal 

by J. Westwood Jr., bust left, reverse winged figure of 

Religion, holding bible and scales, 49mm (BHM E 956; 

cj. Glendining 22 xi 1989, 216). Minor surface marks, 

obverse very fine, reverse better, rare in silver (£40-60) 

Revd. Jame.s Wilkinson (1730-1805) 

978 East India Company College, Haileybury, Arabic Prize, 

1809, a copper medal by C.H, Kiichler, arms and supporters, 

reverse Arabic inscription, 37mm (Pollard 31; Pudd. 

948.1). Small stain in upper obverse field, otherwise 

extremely fine (£50-70) 

The East India Company College moved from Hertford to 
Haileybury in 1809; it closed in December 1857. Students, aged 
between 15 and 22. were taught oriental languages, in addition tolhe 
traditional 'European' business subjects 

979 Death OF Matthew Botii.TON, 1809, a copper medal by 

C.ll. Kiichler, bust right, ribbon below, reverse farewel 

witbin wrealh, 48mm (Pollard 33; BHM 661; E 1001). 

Minor surface marks in fields, otherwise extremely fine, 

rare (£90-120) 

980 Death of Matthew Boulton, 1809, a copper medal, 

unsigned, legend in three lines, reverse in memory of his 

obsequies, etc., within wreath, 41mm (Pollard, NC 1970, 

p.3l I; BHM 662; E 1003). Extremely fine and practically 
as struck (£35-45) 

Struck at Soho for distribution among the attendants of Boulton’s 
funeral and the workmen at his Soho manufactory 

981 Cambridge University, Chancellor’s Medal, 1811, in 

silver, by J. Kirk and T. Wyon Jr., bust of George III right, 

reverse Muse, holding lyre, crowns scholar with a wreath, 

53mm (BHM 112 obv.HTS obv.). Reverse legend tooled 

out, otherwise extremely fine and toned (£50-70) 
A curious mule of two obverse types 

982 The English Army Pass the Pyrenees, 1813, a copper-gilt 

medal by N.G.A. Brenet for Mudie, bust of Wellington 

right, reverse British lion subdues Erench eagle, 41mm 

(Eimer 29a; BHM 760; Br 1285; E 1034); together with 

Presentation of Colours to the Royal Military Academy. 

Sandhurst. 1813, a copper-gilt medal by T. Webb and 

N.G.A. Brenet for Mudie, 41mm (BHM 769; Br 1246; E 

1035); Bombardment of Algiers, 1816. a copper medal by 

L. Brenet for Mudie, 41mm (BHM 921; E 1085) [3], First 

cdmcKSt extremely fine, others very fine (£40-50) 

983 Wolverhampton Pitt Club, 1813, a silver medal by P. 

Wyon, bust ol Pitt left, reverse figure sealed on rocks, 

holding a rudder, ship behind. 5()mm (BHM 772). Good 

very fine, nicely toned (£35-45) 
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984 Peace of Paris, 1814, a copper medal by G. Mills, bust of 

von Bliicher right, reverse legend in 11 lines within wreath, 

4()nim (BHM 8I7A; cf. Baldwin FPL 1998,430). Very fine 

and very rare {£20-40) 
Fcldmarschall Gebhard Lcbrecht von Bliicher, Prince of Wagstadl 
(1742-1819), the leader of ibc Prussian army, visited London with 
Prince Frederick in June 1814 

988 I)i;atii oi- PuiNCiiss Ciiaki.otti:, 1817, a copper medal by T. 

Webb and G. Mills for Mudie, draped bust three-quarters 

right, reverse Britannia weeping, 50mm (BMM 940; E 

1097); together with a copper medal by T. Wyon .Sr. lor the 

same event, 51mm (BUM 943) |2|. AInnii extremely fine 

and heller, first palinaled {£30-40) 

989 OiiSEQUiES FOR JAMES Watt, 1819, a copper medal, 

unsigned, seated figure of Watt, reverse arms in garter, 

46mm (BHM 984; E I I 16); together with Centenary of the 

Blue Coat Charity School, Birmingham, 1824, a copper 

medal by J. Otlley, 48mm (Taylor 57a; D & W 33) |2|. 

About extremely fine and better (£40-50) 
James Walt (17.46-1819), the universally known scientist and 
engineer, generally regarded as the father of the steam engine, was 
buried at PJandsworih, 2 September 1819. 

The Blue Coal Charily School, St Philip’s Churchyard. Birmingham, 
erected in 1724 and rebuilt in 1794, was demolished in 1935 when 
the School removed to Harbourne 

985 Benjamin West, 1815, a copper medal by G. Mills, bust 

left, reverse UNDER the regency, etc., 41mm (BHM 862); 

Obsequies for James Watt, 1819, a copper medal, unsigned, 

46mm (BHM 984; E 1116) [2], About extremely fine, first 

patinated (£35-45) 

Benjamin West (1738-1820), the American painter patronised by 
George III, became president of the Royal Academy in 1792 

986 George hi. Dedication Medal. 1817, in silver, by T. Webb 

and A.J. Depaulis for Mudie, bust right, reverse standing 

figure of Religion with seated figure of Faith, 41mm (BHM 

933; E 1 102). Brilliant and practicallv as struck, toned 

(£70-90) 

)87 Death of Princess Charlotte, 1817, a ‘mule’ copper medal 

by T. Webb for Thomason, bust right, reverse rock in storm 

buffeted by waves, 54mm (BHM 939). Extremely fine and 
extremely rare (£40-50) 

A curious piece; the obverse reproduces that for the medal to 
commemorate Charlotte's betrothal to Prince William of Orange in 
1814 (a union which Charlotte later broke off. much to her father's 
anger), while the reverse is from Webb’s medal for the death of 
William Pitt, even retaining the 1806 date of that statesman’s pa.ssing 

990 Plymouth Dockyard Renamed as Devonport, 1824, a 

copper medal by T. Halliday [after R. Ellis and J. Ramsey], 

Fame heralds the arrival of Neptune in a marine car, reverse 

legend in 12 lines, 55mm (BHM 1244; E 1175). 

Extremely fine and practically as struck, an attractively 

patinated medal full of detail (£30-40) 

Devonport. founded as Plymouth Dock in the reign of William HI, 
received its present name as a result of a petition by the inhabitants to 
George IV in 1823 

991 St. Paul’s School, Southsea. Hampshire, 1825, a silver 

award medal, unsigned, frontal elevation of the school, 

reverse wreath, named (Presented for the best Sketch from 

Nature at the public examination, N. Jackson. Deer. 22nd 

1841), 51mm (Taylor 86a). Minor marks in obverse field, 

otherwise extremely fine and brilliant, rare (£70-100) 
St Paul’s School. King Street. Southsea, was founded in 1825 by 100 
people taking out subscriptions of £25 each; the school opened on I 
August 1826. It clo.sed in 1850 and the building subsequently became 
a Baptist chapel 
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992 Duke of Clarence Appointed Lord High Admiral, 1827, a 

copper-gilt medal by J. Henning Sr, bust right, reverse 

Britannia standing on foreshore, ships behind. 65mm 

(BHM 1296; E 1 192). Very fine, rare (£50-60) 

Following the death of Frederick, Duke of York, on 5 January 1827, 
the Duke of Clarence (later William IV), became heir to the throne 
and was appointed Lord High Admiral of England, a title he was 
forced to resign a year later following criticism from the Duke of 
Wellington. 

John Henning (1771-1851), Scottish sculptor and wax modeller; the 
medal was published by S. Parker of London 

993 Death of George iv, 1830, a copper medal by A.J. 

Stothard, bust right, date below altered from 1829, reverse 

HIS REIGN BROUGHT VICTORY, etc., 62mm (BHM 1363; E 

1217); together with Elective Franchise of the Borough of 

East Retford Extended to Bassetlaw, 1830, a white metal 

medal by T. Halliday, 52mm (BHM -; cf. Baldwin FPL 

1998, 476); Marquis of Camden as Chancellor of Cambridge 

University. 1835, a copper medal by J. Peters, 44mm (BHM 

1685; E 1282; Taylor 45a) [3]. Last extremely fine, others 

very fine and better bat first with reverse field blistered 

(£30-40) 

994 Opening of London Bridge, 1831, a copper medal by B. 

Wyon. bust of William IV right, reverse view of the bridge, 

51mm (BHM 1544; E 1245; Taylor 102a). Almost 

extremely fine (£30-40) 

London Bridge, the last major work of the engineer John Rennie, cost 
over £l.4m to build and look over 7 years to complete; it was opened 
on I August 1831. These medals were sold to the public at the time 
for 4.v8r/ |23pl 

995 .Sir John Scjane. 1834. a copper medal by W. Wyon, bust 

right, reverse fat^ade of the Bank of England, 57mm (BHM 

1662; E 1278; Taylor 106a). Extremely fine and nicely 

IHilinated, a most allraclive example (£40-60) 

Sir John Soane (1753-1837). architect; the medal, subscribed to by 
members of the architeclural profession, shows the so-called Tivoli 
Corner' of Soane's new building for the Bank of England, on ihe 
corner of Princes Street and Lolhbury, construction of which was 
completed in 1805. Furlher details of the hackground to the issue are 
given in BHM vol,3. p,287 

996 Birmingham Music Festival. 1834, a silver medal by T. 

Halliday, side elevation of the Town Hall, reverse interior 

of building, 49mm (BHM 1675; Taylor 108b). Brilliant, 

practically as struck with attractive deep olive tone 

(£50-70) 

The Birmingham Music Festival, a triennial event previously held in 
the assembly rooms of the Royal Hotel even though full orchestral 
performances were not possible there, was the prime reason behind 
the building of Birmingham Town Hall, which opened in 1834. The 
first Festival was held there on 7-8 October of that year and grossed 
over £6,200 for the benefit of the city's General Hospital 

997 Completion of Birmingham Town Hall, 1834, a large 

copper medal, unsigned, issued by Thomason, similar, 

reverse legend in 22 lines, 73mm (BHM 1678; E 1277; 

Taylor I08d). Almost extremely fine, lightly patinated 

(£30-50) 

998 City of London School, Founded 1834, a silver award 

medal by B. Wyon. frontal elevalion of the School, 

reverse Knowledge seated, instructing a youth, 58mm, on 

thin flan, 72.82gm (BHM 1680; E 1279; Taylor 120a). 

(iood very fine (£30-40) 
.Struck in 1837 
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Ci;nti;naky oi tiii; I’oiindaiion oi-iiii; Wi;si.I';yan Mi.iiiodis'i 

Socii'TY. 1839, a white meltil medal hy CM'. Carter, btist ol 

We.sley left, reverse Centenary I hill, Bi.shop.sgale, fi.^mm 

(BHM 189.3; E 1329; 'raylor 127b); together with The 

Revd. Willittm .lay, 1841, a copper medal, .signed .SK, 49mm 

(BUM 200.3; 'I'aylor 74a) |2|. Firsl about extremely Jhie, 

seeond very fine (150-60) 
Revel. William .lay 11769-1833). a dissenting minister who as a 
teenager worked as an apprentice stonemason on the erection ol 
Fonthill Abbey, Wiltshire, .lay was ordained pastor of the Argyle 
Independent Chapel, Bath, in 1791. an office he held until his death 
62 years later 

1000 Defence OF Khelat-i-Ghilzie, 1842. a specimen copper 

medal by W, Wyon, kelat i GILZIE on shield within wreath, 

mitral crown above, reverse military trophies, edge plain, 

36mm (Gordon 49; cf. DNW 36, 617). Extremely fine, rare 

(£40-60) 

A copper striking from the dies for the campaign medal, which itself 
was sanctioned on 4 October 1842 

1001 Re-Opening of the Royal Exchange, 1844, a large copper 

medal by W. 'Wyon, bust of Sir Thomas Gresham left. 

reverse statue of Victoria, Royal Exchange behind, 74mm 

(BHM 2185; E 1390; Taylor 146x); together with Entry of 

Princess Alexandra into the City of London. 1863, a large 

copper medal by J.S. and A.B. Wyon, 77mm (BHM 2783; E 

1561; Welch 9) [2], First about extremely fine, second 

very fine, reverse rim lightly scraped (£60-80) 

1002 J.W. Gilbart, 1853, a bronze medal by W.J. Taylor, bust 

left, reverse legend in 14 lines, 51mm (BHM 2512; E 1476; 

Grueber 384). Brilliant mint state, flawless; in maroon 
fitted case of issue (£30-40) 

James William Gilbart 11794-1863), banker and author of works on 
banking and commerce, including A Practical Treatise of Banking 
una History and Principles of Banking. Gilbart was the llrsl manager 
of the first London Joint .Stock Bank, in charge when the London and 
Westminster Bank opened its first branch in Westminster on 10 
March 18.34 

1003 Ci;n ii;naky oi- hie Birth gf Wh.i.iam Roscoe, 1853, a 

bronze medal by Allen & Moore for Mayer of Liverpool, 

bust left, reverse legend in wreath. 47mm (BHM 2515); 

together with Department of Science and Art, Queen's 

medal, 1856, bronze, by W. Wyon, named (Louisa A. 

Perrett, Bath, 1863), 55mm (E 1511; D & W 255/395); 

Opening of l.iverpool Museum and Library, 1860. bronze 

medal by .1. Moore, 45mm (BHM 2690); Blackburn Free 

Library and Museum Opened, 1874, a while metal medal by 

Ottley, 45mm (Taylor 195a) |4|. First and last very fine, 

others extremely fine (£30-40) 
William Roscoe (1753-1831), Liverpool historian, politician and 
banker; Sir William Brown (1784-1864), Liverpool benefactor, who 
gifted the city a free public library and the Derby Museum, opened 
on 8 October 1860; Blackburn's free library was opened by the 
Mayor. John Pickop, on I 1 June 1874 

1004 Visit of King Victor Emmanuel ii to the Guildhall. 1855, 

a large bronze medal by B. Wyon, bust left, reverse 

Britannia and Londinia greet the figure of Sardinia, 76mm 

(BHM 2567; E 1499; Welch 8), Extremely fine, a nice 

blemish-free example (£60-80) 
350 struck 

1005 Entry of Princess Alexandra into the City of London, 

1863, a large bronze medal by J.S. and A.B. Wyon. bust 

left, reverse Londinia welcoming Alexandra and the Prince 

of Wales, 77nim (BHM 2783; E 1561; Welch 9); together 

with National Thanksgiving for the Prince of Wales. 1872, 

a large bronze medal by J.S. and A.B. Wyon, 77mm (BHM 

2928; E 1618; Welch 12; Taylor 39k) [2]. First extremely 

fine but verdigris spot on neck, second about extremely 

fine (£70-90) 

350 struck of the first. 400 of the second 

1006 King's College, London, Richard Jelf, 1871, a large 

bronze award medal by J.S. and A.B. Wyon. bust of Jelf 

right, reverse arms of King's College, London, named (F.H. 

Jennings, 1893). 76mm (BHM 2920; E 1614); James Watt 

& Co. 1871. copper medals (2). by J. Moore, both 39mm 

(BHM 2922; E 1617); Fine Arts Exhibition, 1873. a plated 

bronze award medal by G.T. Morgan, named (W.L. Kerry). 

7()mm (BHM 2964; E 1622; Taylor I8()a) [4]. Very fine 
and better (£50-70) 

Richard William Jelf (1798-1871). principal of King's College. 
London 
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1007 Opening of the New Council Chamber at the Guildhall. 

1884. a large bronze medal by J.S. and A.B. Wyon. interior 

of the Chamber, reverse Londinia, attended by Commerce 

and Magistracy, addressing her council, 77mm (BHM 3177; 

E 1705; Welch 19; Taylor 206a). Extremely fine and 

practically as struck, a wonderfully detailed medal 

(£50-70) 

400 struck. The Chamber, designed by the City architect Sir Horace 
Jones, was built in 1883-4 to seat 206 members. It was destroyed in 
the 1940 Blitz 

1009 Colonial and Indian Reception at the Guildhall, 1886. a 

large bronze medal by Elkington & Co, crowned arms and 

shields on mantle, reverse interior of the Guildhall, 77mm 

(BHM 3214; E 1726; Welch 21; Taylor 185a; Pudd. 886.3). 

Brilliant mint state (£50-70) 

450 struck. The reception was held on 25 June 1886 

1008 Prince Albert Victor Receive.s the Freedom of the City 

OF London, 1885, a large bronze medal by G.G. Adams, 

bust right in wreath, reverse Prince and Princess of Wales 

watch Prince Albert receive the Freedom from the Lord 

Chamberlain, 77mm (BHM 3182; E 1717; Welch 20). 

Extremely fine (£40-60) 

400 struck. Prince Albert Victor. Duke of Clarenee (1864-92), who 
some believe eould have been the notorious eriminal '.laek the 
Kipper'. The ecremony took plaec in the (Juildhall on 29 June 1885 

1010 Victoria’s Golden Jubilee, 1887, a large ‘official’ bronze 

medal by Sir J.E. Boehm and Sir F. Leighton, crowned bust 

left, reverse Queen enthroned, supporting figures at sides, 

77mm (BHM 3219; E 1733); together with other bronze 

medals for the same event (2), by Brookes & Adams, 38mm 

(BHM 3231), and for Lancaster by Pinches, 37mm (BHM 

3275); Royal Jubilee Exhibition, Manchester, 1887, a 

bronze medal by Heaton & Sons, 45mm (BHM 3346) [4], 

All extremely fine or better (£50-70) 

1011 Numismatic Society of London, 1887, bronze medals by 

Lydia Gay for J. Pinches (2), bust of Sir John Evans right. 

reverse legends in and around wreath, 58mm (BHM 3344; E 

1729; MJP p. 170); Charles Roach Smith, 1890, a bronze 

medal by J.H. Pinches, 58mm (BHM 3396; E 1757) [3], 

All with surface marks, last about extremely fine, others 

very fine (£40-60) 

The Numismatic Society of London (now the Royal Numismatic 
Society), was founded in December 1836. Its then president was Sir 
John Evans (1823-1908). the distinguished archaeologist and 
numismatist. Charles Roach Smith (1807-90). antit|uary and 
numismatist, was a foundation member and the first medallist of the 
Numismatic Society of London. He received a silver specimen of this 
medal on 30 July 1890, three days before his death 
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1012 7()()th Anniversary of the Mayoralty of the City of 

London, 1889, a large bronze medal by A. Kirkwood & 

Sons, busts of Richard I and Victoria vis-a-vis in cartouche, 

reverse St Michael presenting sceptre to a kneeling figure 

of Londinium, St Paul’s behind, 77mm (BHM 3,377; E 

1752; Welch 23). Extremely fine and practically as struck 

(£50-70) 
450 struck 

1013 Visit of Kaiser Wilhelm ii to the City of London, 1891, a 

large bronze medal by Elkington & Co, conjoined busts of 

the Kaiser and Princess Augusta Victoria right, reverse 

Londinia indicating shipping on the River Thames to 

Germania, 77mm (BHM 3412; E 1768; Welch 24). 

Extremely fine, scarce (£60-80) 

450 struck. The reception at the Guildhall in honour of the visitors 
was held on 10 July 1891 

1014 Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee, 1897, a bronze medal for St 

Saviour’s Church, Pimlico, unsigned, diademed bust left, 

reverse view of the church, 78mm (BHM 3582); together 

with other medals for the same event (4), in bronze (3), by 

the Mint, Birmingham (2), one for the Ironmongers’ 

Company, both 39mm (BHM 3549, 3550), unsigned, 

69mm (BHM 3585), and in silver, by E.J. Poynter, 36mm 

(BHM 3598); Completion of Public Buildings in Bilston, 

1897, a bronze medal signed s, 55mm (BHM 3614; Taylor 

228a) [6|. Fir.st very fine but rims lightly bruised, others 

extremely fine, fifth toned and very rare in silver (£50-70) 

1015 Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, ‘official’ silver and bronze 

medals by G.W. de Saulles, crowned bust right, reverse bust 

of Queen Alexandra right, 31 and 55mm respectively (BHM 

3737; E 1871a, 1871b); together with George V, 

Coronation, 1911, ‘official’ silver medal by B. Mackennal, 

31mm (BHM 4022; E 1922b); George V, Silver Jubilee, 

1935, silver medal by P. Metcalfe, 32mm (BHM 4249; E 

2029b); George VI, CoronaOon, 1937, ‘official’ silver 

medal by P. Metcalfe, 32mm (BHM 4314; E 2046b) |5]. 

1902 bronze medal extremely fine, others all mint state 
(£25-35) 

1016 DtiAiii OF Allan Wyon, 1907, a bronze medal by A.G. 

Wyon, bust left, reverse inscribed tablet, floral background, 

44nim (BHM 3949; E 1901); together with Opening of the 

Queen Alexandra Dock, Ctirdiff, 1907, a bronze medal by 

Spiridion & Sons, 52mm (BHM 3945; E 1900; Boon 30); 

Battle of Jutland, 1916, a bronze medal by F. Bowcher for 

Spink, 45mm (BHM 4124; E 1951a) |3|. All extremely 

fine (£20-30) 

Allan Wyon (1843-1907), nicdallist and .seal engraver; son of 
Benjamin Wyon and father of Allan Gairdner Wyon. Spiridion & 
Sons, goldsmiths, jewellers and watchmakers, were located in Duke 
Street, Cardiff 

1017 Investiture OF Edward. Prince OF Wales, 1911, a silver 

medal by Sir W. Goscombe John, coronetted bust 

three-quarters left, reverse Caernarvon Castle, 35mm (BHM 

4079; E 1925); together with Proposed Coronation of 

Edward VIII, 1937, medals (2), in silver by W. McMillan, 

33mm. and bronzed-lead, unsigned, 44mm (BHM 4302, 

4308) [3J. Last very fine hut edge knocked, others 

extremely fine and better, toned (£35-45) 

Algeria 

1018 SociETE DE Tir D’Alger, a silver-gilt medal, c. 1900. 

unsigned, arms with mural crown, reverse winged female 

giving the signal to shoot to a marksman, 41mm. 

Extremely fine, toned: with clip, ring and ornate suspender 

in the shape of a bird and a leaf (£15-20) 

Austria 

1019 Marriage OF Maximilian AND Maria OF Burgundy, 1477, 

a cast bronze medal by G. Candida, bust of Maximilian 

right, reverse bust ol Mary rigbt. crowned monogram 

behind, 48mm (Kress 225; Armand II. 80/1; Bargello 187; 

BDM I, 336; cf Clifford 64). An early aftercast, the medal 

with two ‘piercings' on obverse, otherwise about very fine 
(£80-120) 

Believed to be 16th century 
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Denmark 

1020 Amelioration of the Study of Latin in Public Schools, 

1774, a gilt-bronze medal by A.F. Wiedemann, bu.st of 

Maria Theresa right, reverse seated figure dispensing books 

to pupils, 45mm (BDM VI, 469). Minor surface marks, 

otherwise very fine; with integral loop for suspension 

(£40-50) 

Anton Franz Wiedemann (1724-92), chief engraver at the Vienna 
mint. 1769-78 

Belgium 

I 021 Francois Baetes, a uniface bronze plaque, unsigned, bust of 

Baetes left, adorned by two naked infants with wreaths, 68 x 

48mm; together with Congres International de 

Numismatique et d’Art de la Medaille, Brussels, 1910, a 

bronze medal by G. Devreese and Prof. R. Bosselt, 65mm 

(BDM VII, 102) [2). About extremely fine (£30-40) 

Fran9ois Ignace Baetes (1826-90), founded the Antwerp engraving 
and die-sinking manufactory which hore his name in 1852. The 
reverse of the 1910 International Congress medal, by the Darmstadt 
artist Rudolf Bosselt. is one of the earliest Art Deco medallic 
representations, and even now can be viewed as a brilliantly original 
design at least 15 years ahead of its time 

Canada 

1022 Bicentenary OF Chateau DE Ramezay, Montreal, 1906, a 

bronze medal by Caron Fres lor the Numismatic and 

Antiquarian .Society of Montreal, view ol the Chateau, 

reverse legend in 14 lines, .5.8mm; together with South 

Africa, Transvaal, 1900, a bronze medal by A. Fenwick, 

.59mm; Visit of the Prince of Wales to Cape Town. 1925. 

bronze medals by P. Metcalfe (2), different. 52 and 28mm 

141. h'irsi very fine, others fine (£10-20) 

■flic Chtitcau dc Ramc/.ay. completed in 1705. was the lormcr 
residence of the siieeessive French and British governors ol 

Monireal. 

1025 Frederick VI, Tercentenary of the Reformation, 1817. a 

silver medal by S.A. Jacobson, bust left, reverse Pietas at 

altar, 55mm (Slg. Belli 2082; BDM VII, 475; Coll. Stacker 

199). Extremely fine and practically as struck with 

brilliant felds, attractively toned, rare (£120-150) 

Frederick VI (1768-1839) was the last Danish king to rule Norway, 
which he lost after Napoleon was defeated in 1814. The balance of 
his reign was a time of economic depression, a theme reflected on 
this medal 

France 

1024 Henri hi, 1627, a copper medal, unsigned [by P. Regnier], 

bust right, reverse flaming heart on altar, surmounted by a 

crown and attended by two priests, 54mm (Jones 109; Maz. 

II, 890). Very fine, obverse better, lightly patinated 

(£25-35) 
The body of Henri III. who died in 1589. was not buried at St Denis 
until after Henri IVs death in 1610. The medal commemorates the 
fact that Charles Benoise carried Henri Ill's heart to the Church of 
Saint-Cloud 

1025 Fontaraiha Captured, 1719, a copper medal by J. Leblanc 

and J. Duvivicr, busl of Louis .XV right, reverse standing 

figures, 41mm (BDM VI. 294); logether with Coronalioti of 

Louis XV, 1722. a copper medal by .1. Duvivicr anti .1. 

Leblanc, 41mm (BDM VI. 294); Order of .St Michael 

Founded. 1729, a copper tncdal by J. Duvivicr. 41tiim (BDM 

VI. 295) |5|. Last very fine, others extremely fine but 

second with flaw on reverse rim (£50-60) 
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1026 Canal DU Centre, 1783, a copper medal by B. Diivivier, 

busl of Loui.s XVI righl, reverse clas.sical figures, canal in 

foregroLind, 5()mm (BDM VI, 298); together with a bronze 

Actor's medal, undated, by J.-C. Roettiers, 45mm (BDM -) 

12|. Good very foie and better, second with li^ht attractive 

patina {£40-50} 

1027 Erection of the Colonne Nationale. Place Vendome, 

Paris, 1800. a bronze medal by B, Duvivier, bust of 

Napoleon right, reverse legend, 42mm (Bramsen 61; BDM 

VI, 300); together with Foundation of the Quai Desaix, 

Paris, 1800, bronze medal, unsigned, 42mm (Br. 68) [2], 

E.xtreineiy fine, attractive exampies (£40-50) 

1028 Colonne du Departement de la Seine, 1800, a bronze 

medal by N.M. Gatteaux, conjoined busts of the three 

Consuls, Napoleon. Cambaceres and le Brun right, reverse 

legend in 9 lines, 60mm (Br. 64; BDM II. 210; cf. Baldwin 

FPL 1998, 202). Very fine (£40-50) 

1029 Code Civil, 1804, a bronze medal by N.G.A. Brenet, statue 

of Napoleon, reverse Minerva. 41mm (Br. 291; BDM I, 

274); together with Inauguration of the Legion d'Honneur, 

1804, a bronze medal by L. Jaley, 40mm (Br. 310; BDM III, 

54); Boulogne Camp and the Distribution of Legion 

d’Honneur Insignia, 1804, a bronze medal by R.V. Jeuffroy 

and L. Jaley, 40mm (Br. 318; BDM II, 73) [3). Second 

very fine, others about extremeiy fine and better (£45-60) 
In 1803-5 Napoleon gathered an army near Boulogne to launch his 
intended invasion of England, which never materialized. The first 
distribution ot Legion d'Honneur insignia, by Napoleon, took place at 
Boulogne Camp on 16 August 1804 

1030 Napoleon Crowned Emperor, 1804, bronze medal by B. 

Andrieu and R.V. Jeuffroy, laureate bust right, reverse 

Roman senator and soldier carrying Napoleon on a 

platform, 40mm (Br. 326; BDM I, 53); together with a 

bronze medal for the same event by J.-P. Droz and A. Galle, 

26mm (Br. 328; BDM I, 624); Distribution des Aigles, 

1804. bronze medal by J.P. Droz and R.V. Jeuffroy, 27mm 

(Br. 357; BDM I, 624); Coronation Festivities, 1804, a 

bronze medal by N.G.A. Brenet. 36mm (Br. 359; BDM I. 

274); Arc de Triomphe Completed, 1836, a bronze medal by 

J.-P. Montagny, 25mm (cf Br. 1959, variety) [5]. First 

three extremeiy fine, others very fine or better (£40-60) 

The Arc de Triomphe dc I'Etoilc, the world's largest triumphal arch 
was conceived by Napoleon in 1806 but not completed until 1836 

1031 Triompiii; DE i.a Verite sur i.e J esuiti.sme. 18.30. a bronze 

medal by .I.A. Pingret, busl of La France left, reverse scales 

and wreath, 4()mm (BDM -); together with Inauguration of 

the ChtipcI of ,St Ferdinand, 1846, a bronze medal by A. 

Borrcl. 26mm (BDM I, 223 idated to I844|); Death of 

Napoleon III at ChisIchurst, 1873, a plated bronze medal by 

C.T., .32mm (BUM -); octagonal silver jetons (2), for the 

Banque dc France, 1800, and the Avocats of Louis XVIII, by 

B. Andrieu, 36 and 34mm. 151. First two about extremeiy 

fine and better, otiiers f’eneraiiy very fine (£50-6)0) 

1032 Constantine theGreat, a large cast lead medal, unsigned. 

Parisian School and believed the work of the Limbourg 

brothers. Emperor on horseback right, reverse females 

representing the Jewish and Christian faiths seated either 

side of a tree depicting the fountain of life. Cross above. 

94miTi (Armand II, 8/5; Kress 524; Jones, Art of the Medal 

18; cf. Coll. Weiss 58). An oid cast, pierced at top. fine 

and rare (£100-200) 

The originals, executed c. 1400. are among the earliest 'prototypes' 
for medals as a commemorative art form. The reverse composition is 
based on St Paul's allegorical identification of Hagar. who bore 
Abraham’s love child, with the Jewish faith; and Sarah, wife of 
Abraham and mother of Isaac, with the Christian faith 

Germany 

1033 Bavaria. Maximilian Emmanuel, Campaigns Against the 

French. 1689. a silver-gill medal by P.H. Miillcr, helmetcd 

bust righl. reverse Prince Elector as a warrior, defeating a 

French unicorn, edge lettered. 50mm (BDM IV. 198). 

About very fine, rare (£90-120) 



1034 Brunswick-Woi.fenbuttel. Rudolf August and Anton 

Ulrich, Briiderliche Eintraclu der Herzdge, 1667, a silver 

medal by J.G. Breuer, conjoined busts right, reverse clasped 

hands over cityscape. 62mm (Fiala 566; Knigge 854; 

Knyphausen 655; BDM 1, 280; cf. Laugwitz 1976, 79). 

Very fine, patchy toning, rare (£200-300) 

1035 Bkun.swick-Woi.fenbuttel. August Wilhelm, Honorary 

medal or Regiernngsantritt. undated [17141, in silver, 

unsigned [by S. Richard[. bust right, reverse horse rearing 

to left in landscape, 49mm (Fiala 1220; Knigge 1225; cj. 

I.augwitz 1976. 391). Minor marks, very fine (ESO-IOO) 

1036 Schaumburg-Lippe, Countess Bentinck Mediates Between 

the Houses of Lippe and Lippe-Schaumburg, 1748, a silver 

medal by J. Dassier [et Fils], Countess, as Justiee, seated on 

cloud in front of two male figures, reverse legend in 11 lines 

within ornamented border, 68mm (BDM VII, 207). 

Extremely fine and attractively toned (£200-250) 

One of the most attractive medallic works by Dassier 

1037 Second German Numismatic Congress, Vienna, 1883. a 

German silver medal by A. Scharff, bust of Erbstein left. 

reverse standing figure representing Numismatics, holding 

book, 43mm (BDM V, 362). Minor tarnishing and 

spotting, otherwise extremely fine, scarce (£30-40) 

Karl Friedrich Wilhelm Erbstein (1757-18.^6). father of German 
numismatics, lived in Dresden, where the first Congress was staged 
in 1881 

1038 80th Birthday of Prince Otto von Bismarck. 1895, a 

silver medal by Prof. A. Hildebrand, helmeted bust right. 

reverse tree, 30mm (BDM II, 493); together with XII 

Deutsches Bundesschiessen, Nuremberg, 1897, a silver 

medal by C. Balmberger, 41mm; The Sinking of the SS 

Lusitania, 1915. an English ‘copy’ of the iron medal by K. 

Goetz. 55mm (E. 1941 A. type a); a uniface bronze medal, 

unsigned, bust of a male theologian left, 52mm [4]. Very 

fine and better, second toned, last with old collectors' 

number inked in field (£30-50) 

Forrer was moved to remark that Hildebrand's medal of Bismarck 
“is one of the most admired and finest productions of modern 
German medallic art" 

Italy 

1039 Rome: Medals illustrating Roman History, by J. Dassier. in 

copper (3), viz. Triumph of Cicero, Marcus Agrippa and 

Mectenus, Livy and Sallustus. each 32mm (BDM I, 514); 

together with Numerian, a white metal medal by C. 

Wermuth, 32mm (BDM VI, 445), and Septimius Severus. a 

copper medal after the style of G. Cavino. 38mm (Kress 

410) |5[. Last an aftercast but better than fine, others 

(dwnt extremely fine and better (£35-50) 
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1040 Rome: L. Aelius, Ciusar, a bronze medal in the Paduan style, 

bust right, reverse standing figure with spear divides SC, 

32mm, 27.84gm. Green pcuinci, very fine wiili an 

excellent portrait, rare (£80-120) 

1041 SiGiSMONDO Pandolfo Malatesta, a bronze medal by M. 

de’ Pasti, bust left, reverse hand holding palm branch, 

31mm (Armand I, 21/18; Hill, Corpus. 182; BDM IV, 404). 

An old cast, very fine (£70-90) 

Sigismondo Pandolfo Malatesta, Lord of Rimini and Fano (1417-68) 

1042 Francesco Quirini, a bronze medal by G. Cavino, bust 

right with legend, reverse wolf and twins, 34mm (Kress 

396; Armand I. 184/30; BDM 1, 372; cf Clifford 141). 

Reverse a little off-centre, otherwise about extreinelv fine, 

nicely patinated (£40-60) 

Francesco Quirini, Venetian poet and Procurator of St Mark's, who 
believed his family was descended from Romulus 

043 Ludovica Felicina, 1557, a uniface cast bronze medal by P. 

de’ Pastorini, bust left, lvdovica felicina ro.scia bononien, 

51mm (Kress -; BDM -). Small piercing at top, an old 

cast, very fine and attractively patinated, very rare 
(£80-120) 

A member of the Felicini family from Bologna 

1044 Medal OF M l■;Kl■^, 1799, in copper, by G. .Salvirck. winged 

figure of Justice, reverse legend in wreath. 52mm; together 

with Cardinal Brcolc Cotisaivi, 1824, copper medals (2), by 

G. Cerbara, 53mm (BDM I, 386) and by G. Girometti, 

54mm (BDM II, 273) |3|. Very fine and better, all 

patinated (£30-40) 

Giuseppe .Salvirck (1759-1820). Wtirttemberg-born medallist who 
entered the service of the Milan mint. 1782, becoming Chief 
Engraver in 1808; his work was much admired by Forrer and others 

1045 Pietro Metastasio, 1805, a copper medal by T. 

Mercandetti, bust left, reverse seated Muse teaching young 

winged pupil to play the lyre, 66mm (BDM IV, 31). Minor 

obverse rim bruise at 2 o'clock, otherwise about extremely 

fine, scarce (£50-60) 

Pietro Antonio Domenico Bonaventura Trapassi. aka Pietro 
Metastasio (1698-1782), Italian poet, playwright and the most 
celebrated librettist of 18th century opera seria. By 1730 he had 
become court poet to the Emperor Charles VI in Vienna. His 27 
opera librettos, along with a further 47 librettos for oratorios and 
smaller works, were sought for their lyricism and dramatic power. 
Among the composers who set his work to music were Handel, 
Gluck, Haydn. Mozart and Cherubini 

1046 Papacy: Pelogius I (555-9), a cast bronze medal attributed 

to G. Pozzi, bust right, reverse St Paul receiving key, 

40mm. Very fine (£20-30) 

Giambattista Pozzi flourished in the late 16lh century. For further 
medals from this series, see Sotheby Zurich. 27.V.I974. lot 214 et 
sec/ 

1047 Papacy: Paul V (1605-21). 1608, a cast bronze medal by P. 

Sanquirico. bust right, reverse St Peter's, Rome, 56mm 

(Lincoln 887; BDM V, 332). Pierced at top, otherwise a 

very fine contem/wrary cast, scarce (£40-60) 

Paolo Sanquirico (1565-1630). Parma-born artist who found favour 
with the Papal court 
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Swabia 

1048 Vatican: Restoration of the Porta Pia, 1864, a silver medal 

by I. Bianchi, bust of Pius IX left, reverse gateway, 44mm 

(Lanza, L’Arte della Medaglia, 108; Bart. E 864). Very fine 

(£40-60) 

The Porta Pia was designed by Michelangelo 

1052 Archduke CHARLE.S Defeated the French, 1799, a copper 

medal by T. Wyon, bust three-quarters left, reverse standing 

figure of Justice with scales and shield, 39mm (BDM VI, 

640). Extremely fine, scarce (£20-30) 

1049 Vatican: Restoration of the Lateran, 1889, a silver medal 

by F. Bianchi, bust of Leo XIII left, reverse cloisters, 

44mm. About extremely fine, toned (£50-70) 

Netherlands 

1050 Death of Gysbert Karel, Graaf van Hogendorp, 1834, a 

copper medal by D. van der Kellen, bust three-quarters right, 

reverse November 1813 within wreath, 52mm (Dirks 494; 

BDM III, 134; cf BDW 13, 1171); together with a 

Spanish-Netherlands copper jeton, 1661, 32mm, and a 

brass Amsterdam Calendar medal, 1767, 37mm. [3]. First 

extremely fine, others fine and better (£15-20) 

Russia 

1051 'I'm. Stokminoof Vasa, 1714. a copper medal by T. Haupl. 

bust of Peter the Great right, reverse plan of the battle of 

Vasa, 47mm (BDM ). IFic crack on reverse, t’ood very 

fine and nicely patinated, rare (140-60) 

Sweden 

1053 Charles xi. Coronation at Upsala, 1675, a silver medal by 

A. Karlsteen, bust right, reverse kneeling monarch about to 

be crowned, 30mm (Hild. 44a; BDM III. 120). Fine 

(£30-40) 

Charles XI (1655-97), succeeded his father as a minor at the age of 
5. By repossessing an immense amount of land from the Swedish 
nobility in 1680 he established an absolute monarchy 

1054 Death OF Gustavus hi, 1792. a bronze medal by C.H. 

Kiichler, bust right, reverse Fame holding a wreath over a 

totnb. 56mm (Pollard 3; BDM III. 239). Light die crack on 

reverse, otherwise about extremely fine (£60-50) 

Hxccutcd in the summer of I79.T Ciustavus III (I74(v92). poet, 
dramatist ami patron of the arts, assassinated by eonspiring nobles at 
a m;isi|uerade in Stockliolm. 29 Mareh 1792 
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Swit/erland BRITISH HISTORICAL MEDALS 

1035 Berne, Campaigns of 1712, a silver Military Reward medal 
by J. de Beyer, standing bear holding a sword, distributing 
largesse from a cornucopia, reverse military trophies, 
56mm (BDM I. 184). Tiny piercing at top, otherwise fine 
to very fine, light old tone, rare (£50-80) 
Johann de Beyer (1671-1738), long-time engraver at the Bern mint 

1056 Geneva, Bicentenary of the Reformation, 17.35, a copper 
medal by J. Dassier, cityscape, reverse Faith seated on 
clouds above a view of the city, figure of Geneva at right, 
54mm (Slg. Belli 2023; BDM I, 515; Coll. Zak 136; Coll. 
Whiting 477); together with Geneva, Conservatoire de 
Musique, a bronze award medal by J.H.S. Mognetti for 
Furet, un-named, 41mm (BDM VIII, 68) |2|. First very 
fine, second extremely fine (£25-35) 
Jean-Henri Samuel Mognetti (1820-1904), Geneva medallist 
employed by Marc-Louis Bovy and his successor Louis Furet 

1057 Berne, Gymnasium, a silver medal, undated, signed d, 

crowned arms, reverse crowned female figure pointing to 
palm tree, 40mm. Very fine and rare (£50-60) 
Probably c. 1820 

United States of America 

1058 Colombian Exposition, Chicago, 1893, a bronze award 
medal by C.E. Barber, standing figure of Christopher 
Columbus, reverse legend on tablet, named (Reijmyre Glass 
Works Co Limited), 77mm (Baxter 87; Eglitt 90; BDM I, 
122); together with California, Orange County War Service 
Recognition Association, 1919, bronze award medal, 
unsigned, un-named, 76mm; General Lafayette, a white 
metal medal by T. Halliday, 46mm. |3|. First very fine, 
others fine t>r better (£50-60) 

1059 Miscellaneous Medals AND Tokens, including framed 
plaster cast seal of Oliver Cromwell and Holborn Restaurant 
medal (66). Various conditions (£120-160) 

1060 Commemorative Medals, in base metal, together with 2 
Great War Medals |9|. Extremely fine or better, the last 
two heavily cleaned (£80-100) 

1061 Miscellaneous British and European medals, in silver (3) 
and base metal (7). (I0|. .Several very fine (£20-30) 

1062 British and European commemorative and prize medals, 

in silver (I), base metal (9). Mostly very fine or a little 
better (£50-60) 

1063 Charles I. an unusual unifacc bronze portrait plaquette after 
the portrait by van Flonthurst, unsigned and undated, 
perhaps made towards the end of the last century or the 
beginning of the present, 72 x 54mm. Central portrait 
bold blit with some damage to margins (£50-60) 

1064 Charles i. Marriage of Charles and Maria. 1625, by N. 
Briot, silver, 24mm (MI i 238/1); counter after the style of 
de Passe, James 1 & Prince Charles, 1649 (MI 376/272; E 
174), very fine; JAMES 11, Archbishop Sancroft and the 
Seven Bishops, 1688, by G. Bower, silver, 50mm (MI i 99; 
E 288B) [3], some tooling in the obverse field, otherwise 
very fine, dark tone (£120-150) 

1065 Charles I, silver Royalist badge, uncrowned bust right. 
reverse shield of arms, 28 x 40mm (MI 360/232). With 
traces of original gilding, very fine, small top loop 
damaged (£150-200) 

1066 Charles i. silver Royalist badge, crowned bust riaht. 
reverse shield of arms, 28 x 4()mm (Ml 360/232). With 
traces of original gilding, very fine, small top loop has 
been added (damaged) (£150-200) 
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1067 Charles I, Scottish Coronation. 1630, silver medal, by 

N.Briot, bust oF Charles I. left, crowned and in coronation 

robes, reverse a large thistle, 29 mm, (MI 265/60; E 123). 

Nearly extremely fine, and attractively toned (£150-200) 

1068 Charles I, Scottish Coronation, 1630, silver medal, by 

N.Briot, bust of Charles I, left, crowned and in coronation 

robes, reverse a large thistle, 29 mm (MI 265/60; E.123). 

Nearly extremely fine, and attractively toned (£150-200) 

1069 Archbishop Laud, Executed 10 Jan 1645, silver medal, by 

John Roettier (struck c. I660’s), 58mm (MI 315/147; E 

145; DF 88.1). An obverse die flaw at 7 o'clock has 

obscured the signature on the truncation, very fine, 

attractive (£300-350) 

1070 CfiARLES 1. Death 1649, gill silver medal, by J. Roettiers, 

bust right, reverse a celestial crown held over landscape, 50 

mm (Ml .346/200; E 162). Nearly very fine, fields .scuffed, 

very rare in this metal (£40-60) 

1071 DlivI'.r Cromwell, Lord Protector, silver medal by T. 

Simon, fine: ELIZABETH II. Coronation 1953, large bronze 

medal by H. Dropsy, in card box of issue, extremely fine 

12 j. (£60-H0) 

1072 Charles II, small silver Royalist badge, 1660, uncrowned 

bust right, reverse an engraved Phoenix rising, 18 x 22mm 

(MI 443/139), with small loop suspension. Good very 

fine (£120-150) 

1073 Charles ii. The Restoration, “ BritanniTi” , large silver 

medal, by John Roettier, 62mm (MI 460/54; E 214; DF 

111.5). A few suiface marks, otherwise almost extremely 

fine, toned (£400-500) 

1074 Charles ii and Catherine of Braganza, silver marriage 

badge, 1662, 26 x 32mm (Ml 483/96), with small silver 

loop suspension. Stamped on inner border. "IS" within a 

shield, about very’ fine/fine, rare (£120-150) 

1075 Charles ii, “The Golden Medal". 1662, silver medal, by 

John Roettier, 43mm (MI 489/111; DF 113.2). Extremely 

fine (£100-150) 

1076 George III, Pondicherry Taken. 1761. silver medal by T. 

Pingo, obverse, lauratc bust right, within border, reverse 

Victory right, inscribing a shicki, 39mm (BUM 6; Eimer 

686; Eimer | Pingo] 20). Small edge lyruise at S A- 9 

o'clock, otherwise extremely fine, toned, scarce in silver 

(£200-300) 
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1077 CoRONAiioN oi'QuI'I'N CiiAKi.o'i rii, 1761, olTiciiil silver 

meihil by Nailer, .^4min (I51IIV1 66), Ahoiii very fine, some 

surface marks, rare {£130-140) 

1078 Coronation ok George hi, 1761, olTieial silver medal by 

Nailer, .Mmm (BUM 23). Ahoai very fine, some surface 

marks (£100-120) 

1079 William Deane, Solicitor and Officer of the Court of 

Chancery, 1775, bronze gilt medal, by William Mossop, 

draped bust of Deane, right, legend around, reverse plain, 42 

mm. (BHM 199). Nearly e.xtremelv fine and very rare 

(£120-150) 

William Deane was a member of the Royal Irish Academy and 
established a works to make bottles and glass. This portrait medal is 
one of a small uniform group by Mossop of prominent figures in 
Irish Society and they include the actor Thomas Ryder and the 
Physician Henry Quin. 

1080 General Elliot AND THE Siege OF Gibraltar, 1783, white 

metal medal, 44mm (BHM 246). Pierced and in poor state 

but an interesting subject (£10-15) 

108 I Ireland, The Ancient and Most B enevolent Order of 

Friendly Brothers of St. Patrick (established 1783) gold 

medal, 30mm, 17 gms, with loop and original green ribbon 

(D. W. 623). Good very fine, red tone (£200-250). 

1082 The Independent Order of Oddfellows, silver medal by B. 

Patrick, 1807, arms, reverse standing figures, one holding 

Cross, the other an anchor divided by central medallion, 

pierced at top for suspension. Only about very fine, with 

.some quite severe marks to surface and rim but rare 
(£60-80) 

The Independent Order of Oddfellows, a secret fraternal and 
benevolent as.socialion was founded in the 18th century. The choice 
of name was deliberately ironic and suggests those who chose the 
pursuit ol charity and brotherly love were per.se rather rum coves. 

1083 John William Fletcher, Vicar of Madeley, c.1809 , bronze 

gilt portrait medal, by M & P, draped bust of the cleric, 

facing half-right, 51 mm. (BHM-; E-). Nearly extremely 

fine and rare (£80-120) 

The medal is set behind a bevelled glass and circular gilt frame and 
contained within a wooden mount, the reverse with a contemporary 
label which records John William Dc La Flechere as being born in 
Lyon in 1729. Uniform portraits of William Pin. John Wesley and 
Lord Nelson, signed by ‘M & P' and similarly glazed and mounted, 
have been noted. 

1084 Lord Maryborough, Master of the Mint, 1823, bronze 

medal, by Benedetto Pistrucci, bust right, reverse engraved 

inscription, legend around, 36 mm. Extremely fine and a 

particularly early award for this type, scrolled suspension 

loop on edge (£40-60) 

1085 Henley Regatta Silver Prize medal, unnamed, converted 

to a pin brooch; Masonic Jewel Unity Lodge, 9ct Past 

Master. 1929, RMLl Stewards Jewel, silver gilt, 1934; 

Tyne Garrison silver Great War Welcome Home medal; 

together with 4 other bronze medals, 3 cased [8], Very fine 

or better (£80-120) 

1086 Highland & Agricultural Society OF Scotland 1845, 

silver medal, by A.Kirkwood, farmer with two horses 

ploughs a field, reverse engraved inscription, legend 

around, 36 mm. Extremely fine and a particularly early 

award for this type, scrolled suspension loop on edge 
(£40-60) 
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1087 Sir Robert Peel, 75th birthday celebrations, white metal 

medal hy Thomason, bust left, reverse legend in twelve 

lines within wreath, 53mm (BHM 1327). E.xiremelv fine 

for wear, original hrilliance rather faded , very rare 

(£30-40) 

Recorded in BHM from one specimen only: an example in bronze 
(Ashmolean Museum); though the existence of white metal 
specimens would at this time not be unexpected. The note in BHM 
indicates Fifty examples in silver were presented in silver to Peel’s 
children and grandchildren, though no source of this information is 
quoted unless it is by inference Thomason's Memoirs, pp 299-300. 
also cited; if this is the case it is surprising that no examples in silver 
are recorded in major British museums or those private collections 
consulted by Brown in preparation of his work. Which raises the 
question as to whether the titty medals in question were in fact white 
metal, a metal lavoured by Thomason, and in its pristine state both 
brilliant and attractive, rather than silver. The answer cannot at 
present be known but the medal in any metal is undoubtedly rare. 

1088 Edinburgh. Medical School. Surgeon’s Hall, silver prize 

medal awarded 1861, with ornate raised border, in original 

John Law case. Good very fine (£45-50) 

1089 Crystal Palace. Sydenham, International Exhibition, 

1862, white metal medal by Dowler. Birm., 52mm (BHM 

2725). Extremely fine for wear but with slight corrosion, 

notably to obverse (£20-25) 

1090 Crystal Palace, Sydenham. International Exhibition, 

1862, silvered base metal medal by Schnitzapahn. For 

Ulhhorn. 52mm (BHM 2744). Some slight wear only but 

heavily discoloured, notably obverse (£20-25) 

Dietrich Uhlhorn. a German engineer from Grevenbroich. Prussia, 
was one of the 19th century’s most important manufacturers of 
coining presses. He supplied presses to several European mints, 
including Heaton in Birmingham and the Royal Mint. The medals 
struck at the Exhibition in various metals were doubtless intended to 
demonstrate the quality of his machines. 

1091 Thomas Carlyle, bronze portrait medal by Morgan, 1875, 

in high relief, 55mm (BHM 3006). Extremely fine 

(£25-30) 

1092 Royal Hor i ictti.ruRAL Socii-ty. Jo.seph Banks Medal 1877, 

gold (32.60 gr.), hy .1. Moore, bust right, reverse nine-line 

engraved inscriplion (awtirded ‘tor valtiable services 

rendered’), 34 mm. Very fine and rare, suspension loop on 

edge (£lfi0-220) 

1093 Corporation of the City of London, City of London 

School, New Buildings opened. 1882, bronze medal by J.S. 

& A. B. Wyon, 77mm (BHM 3133). Obverse about 

extremely fine but rather spotty, reverse a little better. 

400 struck (£45-50) 

1094 Moses Montefiore Centenary 1784-1884, white medal, 

by A.D. Lowenstark, draped bust of Montefiore, right. 

Hebrew legend around, reverse inscription. 41 mm (BHM 

3166; Eim. 1707). Extremely fine (£80-100) 

1095 Atlanta Cycling Club, Clapham-Brighton race, 1894, 

gold medal (17.70 gr.), by Vaughton, enamelled boss in 

centre, wreath around, reverse four-line engraved 

inscription, 32 mm. Very fine, scrolled suspension loop 

on the edge (£80-100) 

1096 Smethwick, James T. Chance. Jubilee of Chance’s 

Smethwick Schools and Opening of Park, 1895, bronze 

medal, bust of Chance right, signed H.T. below, reverse 

legend within wreath. 54mm. Rather mishandled, very 

fine, rare (£18-20) 
Not noted in BHM presumable on account of its local nature. The 
reverse legend ’the "old boys" of chance’s .Smethwick schools to 

James T. Chance....’ indicates that the medal is presentation piece 
rather than one of a purely commemorative character, in which case 
the medal given to Chance was probably silver, though gold would 
not be entirely out of the question. Probably a small number ol 
bronze examples were made, either by way of proofs, or to present 
to other important guests attending the opening ceremony ot the Park 

1097 Barge Building: A pair of gold prize medals, obverse 

Nepture leaning on urn by river side, one reverse engraxed 

"T.S.B.M. 1896 Builder of Champion barge", the other 

engraved "Diamond .lubilee. Presented to the Builder of 

Champion Barge. 1897" (Total weight 49.5gms) 12|. 

Extremely fine and attractive (£150-200) 

1098 Victoria, Jubilee, 1897; Edward vii, Coronaiion 1902. 

large official bronze medals, uncased |2|. Very fine or 

better (£30-50) 
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1099 The Bull Dog Club, 1899, bronze medal, by J.A. Rcstall, a 

bull dog standing, facing, reverse seven-line engraved 

inscription in wreath, 39 mm. Extremely fine (£20-40) 

1 100 Rowing: a silver badge in the form of a cross, with a gold 

centre, embossed with the monogram RAC, the reverse 

engraved “Senior Fours. 16 August 1899. G.E. Walker, 

Stroke", in case of issue. Extremely fne (£60-80) 

1105 Henry Irving, actor, 1905, bronze portrait medallion, 

draped bust left, 50mm., set into a period circular wooden 

frame, 120 mm. Suspension loop on reverse (£40-60) 

1101 Arts & Crafts, bronze repousse plaque, c.1900, 

rectangular 78 x 115 mm, eight-line inscription of the 

poem ’Smile’, decorative border of swags and knots, 

contained within a simple wooden frame, 181 x 143 mm, 

label on reverse side ‘Malivina bronzes’. Very fne and 

rare (£40-60) 

1102 Tyneside Geographical Camera Club, undated bronze 

prize medal, c. 1900, 44rnm. Good very fine (£15-20) 
A stock design by Restall of Birmingham, the details engraved by 
hand. 

1106 R. Phene Spiers, a fine bronze portrait plaquette in high 

relief by Edouard Lanteri, 1905, bearded bust r.. reverse 

capital of an ionic column, 78mm x 58mm (MJP p. 126). 

Extremely fine (£50-60) 

R. Phene Spiers (- 1916), Architect and Archaeologist, who wrote on 
the architecture of Greek and Rome. On his retirement from the 
Royal Academy Architectural School a large bronze plaque of 
Phene Spiers was presented to him by past pupils and friends. A 
number of smaller versions were given to subscribers. The medallist, 
Edouard Lanteri (d. 1917) was professor of Sculpture at the at the 
Royal College of Art. He exhibited at the Royal Academy regularly 
from 1885. Pinches notes two other medals, both awards; while 
Forrer records a small number of portrait medals all of which should 
be considered rare 

I 103 Coronation of Edward vh, 1902, silver medal by Emil 

Fuchs, conjoined busts of Edward 'Vll and Alexandra, right, 

reverse female figure, seated, looks towards Westminster 

Abbey, beyond. 64 mm, (Eimer 1870), E.xtremely fine and 
scarce (£60-80) 

1104 Edward VII Coronation 1902, Official large silver and 

bronze medals, in cases ol issue [2], E.xtremelv fne or 
better (£40-60) 

I 107 Masonica, Cheshire Provincial Grand Deacon’s Jewel, by 

Kenning & Son. gilt and enamel, hall marks for 1906, 

55mm x 43mm, loop for suspension. Extremely fine 

(£50-60) 

I 108 Edwin Chadwick, University College. London, Chadwick 

prize medal in silver, bust three-quarters left, reverse 

engraved inscription to George Eric Rowland Slade for 

excellence in Municipal Engineering and Hygiene, 

1907-1908. 38mm. Some surface marks and scuffing, 

otherwise good very fine ((£25-30) 

Not in BHM. prc.sumably on account of its private character; nor 
li.sted in MJP which notes and illustrates several prize medals of 
University College. London. The style and size suggest the medal 
may have been made in Birmingham. The prize was probably 
awarded annually and should be considered rare. 

I 109 Edward vm. Visit to Cardiff. 1907 bronze medal by Spink 

& Son; together with various bronze and white metal medals 

for Coronations, Jubilees etc (16) 117]. Mostly very fine 
or better (£40-50) 
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I I 10 Southport Sunday Rowing Association, 1910. gold and 

enamel medal (5.30 gr.), enamelled .shield of arm.s, reverse 

six-line engraved inscription. 25 mm. Extremely fine, 

suspension loop (£40-50) 

I 1 1 1 Ireland, Trinity College, gold prize medal, awarded to 

Olive C. Kelly, 1931, 30.9gms, in case of issue (damaged). 

Edge test mark at 5 o'clock, otherwise extremely fine 

(£250-300) 

1112 Golf: A small gold prize medal (9ct), obverse a golfer in 

plus fours etc playing down fairway, reverse engraved 

"Grove Golf Clnh, May 1913, Stroke Competn. Won by 

G.C. Millington", with small top \oop.Very fine (£60-80) 

1113 Heysham, a Goss pottery model of the incendiary Bomb 

dropped at Maldon, 16 April 1915 by the German Zeppelin. 

The fuse missing from the top, otherwise very fine, 

interesting (£40-60) 

1116 George v’s Anxiety, First World War German satirical 

medal in iron by Weddig, eagle wings outspread astride 

octopus, reverse GEORGE’S v grossbritainien ang.stgesicht, 

67mm. Good very fine (£30-40) 

The medal presumably refers to German attacks on merchant 
shipping and the alarm it was causing. 

1117 Liverpool County Football Association, 1920-21, gold 

medal (7.80 gr.). Challenge Cup, Runners-up, by Vaughton, 

Arms of Liverpool, reverse three-line engraved inscription, 

26 mm. Extremely fine, suspension loop, scarce (£60-80) 

1118 Masonica, Cumberland and Westermorland Provincial 

Grand Lodge, gilt and enamel collar jewel, no makers mark, 

c. 1920 (?) 55mm x 43mm. Very fine (£40-50) 

1119 The Pekingese Club, bronze prize medal. P. P. D. A. Show, 

1922, awarded 1922 to ‘Tai Yang’, 38mm. Very fine 

(£20-30) 

I 120 British Empire Exhibition 1924, silver plaque, by Edward 

Carter Preston, an allegory of the Dominions standing 

before the Mother Country, seated upon a dais, reverse 

motto of the Armourers’ and Braziers’ Company, 78 x 50 

mm. (E 1988). Nearly extremely fine and rare (£70-90) 

1121 Bromsgrove Guild, c.1926, bronze repousse circular 

plaque, St. Hubert kneeling with two dogs, a horse and a 

deer around, signed Bromsgrove Guild. 99 mm., set into a 

wooden frame, 230 x 210 mm. Nearly extremely fine 

(£80-100) 

A similar piece, but contained in a less elaborate frame, was sold in 
these rooms on 17 September 1997. Lot 693 (£130) 

1114 Sir Douglas Haig, bronze portrait medal struck in Belgium, 

by Szirmai, bust left, reverse naked male figure standing on 

cloud holding flag and laurel wreath dividing 1914 - 1918, 

60mm. Extremely fine, insignificant nick at top (£20-25) 

Haig, Douglas. Ist Earl Haig (1861-1928), appoinled commander in 
chief of ihe BEF in 1915. His managcmenl of campaigns such as ihc 
Somme and Passchendacle were criticised by Lloyd George but he 
retained his command until the end of the War. Haig was created 
Earl Haig in 1919 and in 1921 Baron Haig of Bemersyde. 

1115 Lord Kitchener, bronze French medal by Legastelois, bust 

three-quarters left, reverse Britannia holding a sword. 

THOROUGH in field to right, edge stamped MR p lambotte 

DIRF.C'IEUR GENI-RAI. DES BEAUX ARTS RESPECTLIEUX HOMMAGE 

DE l’auteur, 70mm (BUM 4120). Extremely fine (i20-25) 

According to Brown, len percent ol Ihe proceeds ot Ihe sale ol these 
medals went lo the Imperial College .Service Fund. Large bronze 
medals were originally sold al 8/6d each. The dedicalion on Ihc edge 

is clearly unusual. 

1122 Albion Cycling Club, 1927. gold and enamel (3.90gr.). 

armoured shield, legend around, reverse four-line 

inscription, oval 23 x 15mm. Nearly extremely fine, 

suspension loop (£20-40) 

I I 23 Boxing: The Wakefield R.A.F. Boxing Trophy, gold medal 

(9cl. 24.7gm.s), reverse engraved "Winner A/C Carver, 

Henlow "A” Team, 1934, in case of issue. Extremely fine 

(£70-100) 

I 124 Royal Air Force, bronze prize medal for Athleeiics. 1934. 

cased; oilier eased medals (10). Mostly extremely fine 

(£70-100) 
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I 125 Gi-okgh V, sii.vi'K .Ilihii.bb, i)ITid;il large silver medal, 1935, 

in ease ef issue; BulTalo, silver and base medals (5), an 

engraved silver badge, in the Ibrm of a Maltese Crt)ss, 

aeross the eenire a earner lever bridge, above “liDF"; 

Russia, Order ol' the Red Batiner badge, other miscellaneous 

eoins and medals (5) |I3|. l-'irsi as struck, others vorieci 

state (£80-120) 

1126 Edward vtii, ABDiCATtON, 1936, silver medal, bust of 

Edward VIII, right, reverse six-line inscription, 32mrn. 

Nearly extremely fine and scarce (£30-40) 

I 127 Edward vttt, a uniface bronze cliche, uncrowned bust left, 

unsigned, 41mm. Very fine (£30-40) 

WORLD HISTORICAL MEDALS 

Au.slralia 

I I 30 Au.STRAt.tAN NuMtSMATtC .Soc tHTY, Centenary Penny token. 

1949, 34mm; Centenary of Australia’s f-'irst Copper Token, 

1949, a silver oxidised plated medal issued by the 

Numismatic Association of Victoria, 41mm. |2|. Both 

extremely fine, first with full orlfinal colour (£20-30) 

The Nuinismatic Association of Victoria struck the second item in 
conjunction with their annual exhibition, held in October 1949. The 
medal, which was issued at (is., commemorates the first Australian 
copper token, issued by Annand .Smith & Co of Melbourne and 
placed into circulation on 20 October 1849. Further details are given 
in SCMB December 1949. p.579 

Austria 

1131 IOth Assembly of Agriculture and Forestry, Graz, 

1846, bronze medal by K. Lange, town hall, reverse legend, 

49mm (W-T. 3324; Mont. 3300). Good extremely fine 

(£20-30) 

Belgium 

1132 Wynard Jansenns, Workers HoustNC Estate erected at 
Ixelles, 1849, small bronze medal by Veyral. bust of 

Leopold I right, reverse view of estate, 37rnm (Eidlitz 546). 

Better than very fine (£10-15) 

An interesting medallic record of an early example of municipal 
housing. 

1128 OLYMPtc Games, London 1948. bronze medal, by B. 

MacKennal and J.Pinches, quadriga being driven, left, 

rever.se Big Ben and the House of Parliament, 51 mm. (Eimer 

2076). Extremely fine (£50-70) 

1129 Buffalo Jewels, various Lodges, all silver gilt (9). 

Extremely fine (£100-120) 

Brazil 

1133 St John del Rey MtNiNC Company Centenary, 1930, 

medals in silver and bronze, 39mm (Miiseler 9.2, 9.2a). 

Extremely fine (£50-60) 
Only ten of the silver medals were struck. 

France 

I 134 Nicholas Brulart de Sillery. Chancellor of France. 1613. 

bronze medal, cast, by G. Dupre, draped bust of Sillery 

in-trimmed robe, reverse Apollo driving the Sun’s car 

across the heavens, 71mm (Jones. BMC II, 46;Kress 563; 

Mazerolle II, 679). Very fine, light brown patina, a 

plea.sant and reasonably sharp cast, suspension loop on 
the edge (£150-200) 
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1 I 35 The Right of Parliament Given to the People. 1775, a 

silver medal by B. Diivivier, seated figure with attendants, 

reverse merchants dispensing money to prisoners, 41mm 

(Nocq 185; BDM VI, 297-8). Good very fine, nicely toned, 

rare (£70-90) 

1 136 C.J.-B. DEs Galois DE la Tour. Parlement de Provence, 

1788, bronze medals by A. Dupre (2), bust right within 

wreath, reverse standing figure with wreath and 

accoutrements, 56mm (Tresor III, pl.lvi, 5; BDM I, 648) 

[2], Some scuffing, about very fine and better ( £60-80) 

1137 Jean Jacques Rousseau, 1793, silver medal, by T. 

Bonneton, bust left, reverse memorial column in garden, 

37mm. Extremely fine and scarce, attractively toned 

(£80-100) 

1 138 Louis xviii. Re-establishment of the equestrian statue of 

Henry II on the Pont Neuf, 1817, Andrieu, 50mm. Nearly 

extremely fine (£20-25) 

1 139 Etienne Lanthois, bronze portrait medal by Tiolier, 1817, 

bust I., reverse serpent entwined around a staff drinking 

form bowl on a platform, 45mm (Breltauer 631; Freeman 

292). Good extremely fine, oan Id collector's number can 

be seen faintly in obverse field but in no way detracts from 

the charm of the medal (£30-40) 
Etienne Lanthois (1767-1826), celebrated Parisian doctor; he was the 
author of a treatise on phthisia (consumption). The medal was 
commissioned by ihe architect F. J. Belanger 

I 140 AbelardandHeloi.se, bronze portrait medals by Gayrard, 

1819, Series ‘Galerie Metallique’, 40mm [2|. Extremely 

fine, second a little dusty (£30-40) 

1141 Victor Moreau, bronze portrait medal by Cannois, 1819, 

‘Series Numismalica Universalis Virorum llluslrium’, 41mm 

(Bramsen 1828). Extremely fine (£10-15) 
Victor Moreau 1176.3-1 81 .S), a solider in the Revolution and under 
Napoleon but fought against him at the battle ol Breslau. IHI3 

I 142 pRiNCt-. EiiGitNi-BoRtiiiitst;. resirike bronze porlniil medal on 

his death, 1832, 50mm. Extremely fine (£10-15) 

1 143 Cholera Epidemic in Aude, 1835, a silver award medal by 

J.J. Bane for the Ministere du Commerce, bust of Louis 

Philippe I left, reverse standing figures around oval tablet, 

named (A Mr. Louis-Edouard Bose, Medecin a Carcassonne, 

pour le courageux devouement dont il a fait preuve pendant 

la duree du cholera dans les communes de Gruissan et de 

Castelnaudary), 52mm. Extremely fine and rare; in 

original red leather box, but hinge of lid detached 

(£80-100) 

I 144 Academie Franqais, an unusual bronze prize medal for work 

most conducive to good morals, by Gayrard, bust of the 

Baron de Montyon 1., reverse engraved inscription to 

‘Fanny Richomme, 1841, within wreath, 51mm. 

Extremely fine (£20-30) 

Baron de Montyon (1733-1820). French lawyer, philanthropist and 
economist. He was a refugee in England (1789-1814) 

I 145 Louise Philippe, Industrial Exposition, Angers. 1843. 

bronze medal by Barre, 51mm. About very fine, but with 

some quite severe bruises to rim (£10-15) 

I 146 Foundation of the Societe Imperiale d'Acclimatation. 

1854, a bronze award medal by A. Dubois, sealed female 

figure with farm animals and birds, reverse legend in wreath, 

named (A M.E. Margolle, Mcmhre Titulaire, 1854), 5()mm 

(BDM -). Obverse rim lightly marked at 2 o'clock, 

otherwise extremely fine and attractively patinated: in 

original red velvet-lined case of issue (£30-50) 

One of the first mcilallic works hy AlpheC' Dubois (1833-IhO.S). The 
.Societe. founded by (ieoffroy St Hilaire, created the .lardin 
/.oologique d'Acclimatation in 1860 
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I 147 Haptism oI' i'iiI'; Pkinci; Imi’i;kiai., I85(i, a broii/c inctlal by 

A.A. Caquc. Napoleon III holding his inl'anl son, limpress 

ai righi, (-(nrrve iJi.s viLi.iis i)i: l•■|<AN(:'l■; it D'Ai.ciiiKii; aithu-hs 

All HAl’THMi; Dll I’KINCi; IMI’ERIAI,, luimcs ol' lowiis ai'oiind, 

7()nini (BDM I, 344). Very fine: in original maroon fitted 

ease {£30-40) 

I 148 Treaty of Paris, 1856, a bronze medal by J.F.A. Bovy, 

bust of Napoleon III left, reverse allegorical figures signing 

treaty, 76mm (BDM I, 246). Minor marks, otherwise good 

very fine (£50-70) 

Commemorates the cessation of hostilities after the Crimean War. 
The Treaty was signed on 30 March 1856 

1149 Napoleon and Family, set of twelve uniface copper cliches 

by Andrieu, celebrating Napoleon and the imperial family, 

in a contemporary fitted case with two trays, napoleon 

medals VOL 2 impressed in gilt on spine. About as made, 

but with some evidence of past cleaning, one with 

replacement lunette (£300-350) 

1150 Napoleon hi, Italian Campaign, silver campaign medal, 

loop for suspension. Very’ fine, has been cleaned (£15-20) 

Germany 

115 1 xCardinal Albrecht von Brandenburg, Aged 37, 1526, a 

uniface cast bronze portrait medal, unsigned |? by P. FIdtner 

or J, BinckI, bust right, 57mm (cf Habich 1, 922-4). A 

Intercast of good fabrication, very fine (£50-80) 
Cardinal Albrecht von Brandenburg. Archbishop of Mainz 

I 152xJoacihm ZOLLiKt)FER, 1630, a cast silver medal, unsigned, 

bearded bust Ihrcc-quartcrs right, reverse crowned arms. QVIS 

CONTRA NOS SI DEVS PRONOBis, 43mm (f/ Habich II, 3108). 

About very fine, rare (£70-100) 
Joachim Zoliikofer (1547-1631) 

I 153 Martin Luther, small silver medal, bust threequarters I., 

reverse bust of Huss right, 26mm. Very fine (£45-50) 

1 154 Apollo and Marsyes, oval bronze plaque, standing figure 

of Apollo, bearded figure, hands bound, child kneeling in 

front, c. 40mm x 36mm. About very fine (£20-25) 
Probably from a piece of furniture. Whether or not the piece relates 
to the story of Marsyes who challenged Apollo to a musical contest, 
lost and was flayed to death as a punishment, is uncertain. The 
attribution to Germany is also tentative. 

1 155 Spork, near Paderborn, silver Hunting Medal, 1723, eagle 

on hunting horn, charmant souvenir around, reverse 

kneeling figure, deer in distance, 30rnm, scroll loop and 

ring for suspension. Very fine (£35-40) 

Identified by the vendor on the basis of a German auction catalogue 
entry. The kneeling figure appears to be an attitude of prayer and a 
halo floats above his head; while the deer has a crucifix between the 
horns, which leads one to suppose it is intended to represent an 
incident or vision in the life of a saint, the cataloguer is unable to 
identify, but perhaps the patron of the town, in which ca.se the piece 
may not be related to hunting. 

1 156 Erotica, a curious and crudely cast medallion, small winged 

figure, perhaps Cupid, astride a beast with the head an erect 

phallus which he appears to crown with a wreath, reverse a 

woman, her legs spread wide on a crowned shield. 61mm. 

Probably close to as made but of rough workmanship 

(£50-60) 

An extremely unusual piece and difficult to date, though it is 
probably earlier than the I9lh century. The country of origin is also 
uncertain; Germany has been chosen by the cataloguer for no better 
reason than the fact that this region had a much more varied 
medallic tradition than elsewhere in Europe. The message the maker 
intended to convey, beyond a simple celebration of male sexuality, 
is equally mysterious. Although crudely made, both the obverse and 
reverse show some rudimentary degree of compositional skill. 

I 157 Friedrich Klop.stock of Quedlinburg, bronze portrait 

medal by Caque, 1820 ‘Series Nutnismalica Universalis 

Virorum lllustrium', 40mm (W-T 4641; Weimar 551). Verv 
fine (£10-15) 

Friedrich Klop.stock. German poet (1729-1803) 

I 158 Blsmark, 80th Birthday, 1895, small silver medal, bust 

three-quarters lelt, reverse legend within wreaths and 

around, 34mm. Some surface marks, very fine, toned 
(£15-20) 
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Hungary Italy: Papal States 

1 1 59 Martin Geog Kovachich, bronze porlrail medal by H, Karl, 

1813, bust left, reverse legend within wreath, 44mm (W-T 

4725; Horsky 7420; Essling 2808). Extremelv fine 

{£30-40} 

Marlin Geog Kovachich (1743-1821), hi.storian and diplomat 

I 1 60 Archduke Joseph of Au,stria, 50th Anniversary as Palatine 

of Hungary, 1846, bronze portrait medal by Boehm, bust I., 

reverse legend within wreath, 53mm (W-T. 4152). Good 

very fine (£15-20) 

1161 Kalman Tisza, silver medal, 1885, bust three-quarters left, 

signed L. A. K. B. on truncation, reverse legend within 

wreath, 70mm. Rather mishandled, with marks to surfaces 

and rims, very fine (£35-40) 

India 

1 162 Victoria, silver Prize medal for the Punjab Exhibition of 

Arts, Produce & Manufacture, unnamed, 42mm, together 

with 2 other JE medals [3]. Extremelv fine or better 

(£30-40) 

Italy 

1 163 Florence, Filippo Brunelleschi, bronze portrait medal by 

Girometti, c.1840, 41mm. Extremely fine, but with a few 

small patches of discolouration (£20-25) 

Filippo Brunelleschi (1377-1446), Architect 

1 164 Venice, Tiziano Vecelli, Mausoleum in Santa Maria di 

Gloria in Venice dedicated by Franz Joseph, 1852, bronze 

medal by Antonio Fabris, 61mm. About vety fine but with 

some knocks to rim (£15-20) 

Tiziano Vecelli (1489-1576), Venetian painter 

1 165 I i aly/Centrai, Europe, a carved portrait relief, in marble, 

probably 17th or early 18th Century, with a bust ol a man 

left, 70 X 72mm. An intri^uin^ and well carved piece 

(£150-200) 
Allliotigh almost certainly Huropcan, the period ol carving, which 
shows a haki man of mulallo or south Mediterranean appearance, 
may well he ctirlicr th;m that suggested. 

1 166 Firs I I talian l■XHllil TlON, Flori;nci;, 1851, while medal 

medal, 54mm. Belter than very fine for wear, but rather 

discoloured (£10-15) 

I 167 Innocent xi (1676-89), bronze medal, by A. Karlsteen, bust 

of Innocent xi, right, reverse Christ presenting the keys to 

St. Peter, 46mm (Lincoln 1381). Extremely fine, with 

traces of original colour, rare (£60-80) 

Japan 

1 168 Hyogo and Osaka, Golden Jubilee of Victoria, 1887, small 

silver medal, 35mm, pierced at top for suspension. Toned 

very fine (£30-40) 

Netherlands 

1 169 Love and Marriage, 1612, a large engraved silver medal, 

two hands holding a heart attached by a chain to a crown, 

dividing date, hearts attached to crown either side. Dutch 

legend below and around, reverse Dutch legend in field and 

around, 62mm, with original loop for suspension. Very 

fine but with some patches of discolouration (£120-140) 

I 170 Wilhelm vofOrange, Stadtholder. 1766, silver medal, by 

G. van Moelingen. bust right, in a wreath, reverse a trophy 

of arms surmounted by the Cap of Liberty. 27mm. 

Extremely fine, attractively toned (£40-50) 

South Africa 

1171 The burning of Farmhouses, 1901. small unsigned silver 

Dutch medal, burning farmhouse, reverse 16th and 17th 

century soldiers lighting. 33mm. About as struck (£50-60) 

Public opinion in continental Europe was overwhelmingly pro-Boer 
during the South African War; Britain was seen as a bully punishing 
a tiny independent nation for daring to defy her imperial pretensions. 
Much of this anti-British sentiment was expressed in newspaper 
cartoons, prints, and picture postcards, but ;t few tiiedals were also 
tnade; this example castigates the British atithorities for terrorisitig 
the civiliiin poptilation and eomptires the Boer struggle with the 
Dutch catnpaign to rid the Netherlands of her Spttnish ocetipiers itt 
the 16th and 17th century. 
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Spain WORLD ART MEDALS 

Algeria I 172 I’liii.ii’ in OF Si’AiN AND Qui'i'N MAKOurniA, cilst bron/c 

pcirlrail mcilal, 38iiiin. Very fine hiii eleaned. a later 

casting 

I 173 Second Caklist War. Carlos VII, bmn/e medal for ihc 

Batlle of Vi/caya. 1874, green ribbon; bronze cross for ihe 

Bailie of 7-9 November. 1873, searlel ribbon; Carlisl 

bronze cross, 1874; and a small silver oval medal for Inin 

|4|. Very fine {£80-100} 

United State.s of America 

I 174 The Southern Exposition, Louisville, Kentucky, large 

bronze prize medal. 1883, lo ‘Cradborn & Caldwell Mfg. 

Co. for ihe Best Display of Lawn Mowers’, 72mm. About 

extremely fine but that part of the inscription reading 

'best display of has been subject to heavy and deliberate 

scratching (£20-30) 
It is entertaining, but profitless, lo speculate on the circumstances 
surrounding the vandalisation of the reverse legend, doubtless a 
member of a rival manufacturer of lawn mowers was involdved or 
perhaps a less than gruntled client. 

I 175 Miscellaneous Medals and badges, some from Canada, 

mostly 20th Century issues [36]. Very fine to extremely 

fine (£70-100) 

1176 Richard NixoN and SPiRO Agnew, Second Inauguration, 

1973, bronze medal published by the Franklin Mint , 

70mm. About as struck (£15-20) 

Miscellaneous 

1 177 Commemorative MEDALS in bronze (one silvered) and white 

metal (6), and a silver counter of Mary, Queen of Scots. 

Mostly very rare, last pierced and worn but rare (£50-60) 

I 178 ASassanian Emperor, an imitation oval brass medal, bust 

of a Sassanian monarch right, reverse standing figure of a 

hunter with wild boar, 36 x 33mm. Good fine, amusing 
(£20-30) 

Probably of 19th century work 

1179 Religion, various medals in bronze and ba.se metal on 

religious themes (7). Varied state (£30-40) 

1180 Miscellaneous commemorative medals, COINS, etc. 
Varied state (£50-60) 

1181 Exposition Generai.e, Oran, 1930, a bronze plaque by 

Salge for Arthus-Bertrand, standing figures with agricultural 

implements, camels, ship and palm tree behind, reverse 

aerial view of Oran. 68 x 50mm. An attractive plaque, 

good very fine, .scarce (£40-60) 
The Oran Expo commemorates the centenary of the French conquest 
of Algeria 

Argentina 

1 1 82 Extension of the Railway line form Funes to Santa Fe, 

1910. large silvered bronze medal by Goluzo, 65mm. Very 

fine but discoloured (£10-15) 

Austria 

1 183 Gustav Mahler, a fine uniface bronze portrait plaqueiie by 

F. Sliasny, perhaps on his death, 1911, 65mm x 56mm 

(Niggl. 1238b). With some surface marks, good very fine 

(£50-60) 

I 184 The Budapest-Vienna Race, 1912, a uniface bronze plaque 

by L.-C. Lauer for the Molor-Yacht-Klub von Oesterreich, 

female nude reclines on a wave, holding a crown in each 

hand, motor boats on the Danube in the background. 96 x 

66mm. Almost extremely fine and very rare; in a (modern) 

brown ca.se by Marchak of Paris (£100-120) 

I 185 Vienna, Centenary of the Marie Bruun College of 

Forestry, 1913, Vienna, and40th Anniversary of the 

Imperial High School for Soil Cultivation, 1912. a 

stylish unilace bronze plaqueiie by Alfred Holman, standing 

ligurc symbolic ol learning clasping hands with young 

farmer holding a sheaf of wheat. 64mm x 7()mm (BDM Vll. 

p.455; W-T 6057). Extremely fine (£30-40) 
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I 186 First World War, Archduke Carl, a large uniface bronze 

plaque, 1915, by Weinberger, bust of Carl in high relief to 

right, ERZHERZOG TRONF. above, CARL F. j. d’este. below, 

180 X 120nim. Extremely fine, a few minor spots of 

cliscoloiiration (£40-50) 

1187 Gottfried Banfield (Austrian air ace), base metal medal, 

perhaps pewter, bust three-quarters left, reverse aerial 

battle, 50mm. Better than very fine but colour dull 

(£30-40) 

I 1 88 Fir.st World War, Von Krobatin. Minister of War, bronze 

portrait medal by A. Flartig. 1916, bust left, reverse 

mountain scene with heavy artillery, 1914-1916 below, 

65mm. Extremely fine (£20-30) 

1189 First World War, Austrian Air Fleet, bronze medal, 

undated, fur die osterr. luft flotte on shield on 

double-headed imperial eagle, reverse plane flying above 

forest towards rising sun, viribis-unitis above, 64mm. 

Extremely fine, hut struck in rather shallow relief (£40-50) 

I 1 90 First World War. Franz Joseph, large uniface portrait wall 

plaque, 1918, in iron, by L. Blticher. bust right in military 

uniform, in high relief, 176 x 116mm, with attachment for 

suspension. About extremely fine, a little dusty (£40-50) 
Probably made in Germany 

1191 Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, 1932, a uniface bronze 

plaque by E. Teles, bust right, 56 x 49mm (NiggI 1445; 

CGMP p.370; H.u.P. 6155; cf DW 20, 517). Extremely 

fine (£30-40) 

Belgium 

I 192 Albert i. Royal Society for the Belgian (Brabam^on) Horse, 

silver prize medal, by E. fiasty, c. 1910. bust right, 

reverse horse standing facing left, 55mm, loop and ring for 

suspension. About extremely fine and toned, slii’lit bruise 

to reverse rim (c. 2 o' clock) , fine ec/uestriaii study 

(£30-40) 

1 193 First World War, Homage to Marie Depage and Edith 

Cavell, 1915, bronze medal by Bonnetain, conjoined busts 

left, reverse 1915 REMEMBER otherwise plain, 60mm (BHM 

4115; Eim. 1943; cf. DNW 694 for an example stamped 

EPREUVE D’ AUTEUR and historical note). About extremely 

fine (£20-25) 

1 194 First World War, Marquis de Villalobar, Spanish Minister 

in Belgium, complimentary silvered bronze medal by 

Dubois, 1916, bust right, reverse winged female figure of 

Belgium holding aloft royal Spanish arms, 75mm. 

Extremely fine but rather discoloured (£25-30) 

1195 Help TO Orphans AND Widows, 1917, by G. Petit, four 

children eating soup, reverse woman offering soup to 

mother and child, 70mm. Good very fine, of attractive 

style (£20-30) 

The precise purpose of the medal is not known to the cataloguer but 
it may have been issued in connection with .some wartime charity. 

I 196 Same SUBJECT, bronze gilt medal by Devreese, 1918, bust 

left, reverse Belgian arms within canopy, 74mm. 

Extremely fine or better, very slight discolouration 

(£25-30) 

1197 First World War, Herbert C. Hoover, silvered bronze 

complimentary medal by Devreese, undated (c. 1918), bust 

left, reverse HERBERT C. HOOVER FROM his friends of the C. 

R. B., within corn wreath, 75mm. Extremely fine, toned 

(£25-30) 

Presumably refers to humanitarian relief given to Belgium by the 
United States 

I 198 Homage TO Ruandan troops, 1914-1918, bronze medal by 

Witterwulche, African woman kneeling kissing the hand of 

draped female figure of Belgia, reverse kneeling figure of 

Afriean soldier pointing a rifle, 70mm. About extremely 

fine (£30-40) 

Honours Belgian African troops in the campaigns in East and West 
Africa; an unusual subject and an attractive medal. 

1 199 Willy Coppens, Belgian air ace, bronze medal, 1920, by 

Bonnetain, bust left, reverse legend, 56mm. Extremely 

fine, a little discoloured (£30-40) 

1200 Club du Barzoi, <•.1930, a unifacc plated bronze plaque, 

unsigned, head of a dog left. 84 x 64mm. Good very fine, 

scarce (£40-60) 
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1201 Chnthnaky oi' (iKl'NADiEkS, 1927. bion/.c nicd;il by 

Dovrecsc. plaque, drummer iu eknids above, reverse soldier 

staiKling I'aeing r. in balllel'ield about to llirow a grenade. 

70mm. E.xireniely fine {£10-15} 

1202 Field Mak.siial Montgomeky. a large Belgian bronze 

|iorlrait medal. 1944. by de Debremaeeker. 70mm. 

Extremely fine (£20-25) 

120.2 Belgian Resistance. 1940-1946. bronze medal by Dolf 

Lidel. Female head, chained hand held aloft, legend around 

and in field, reverse three standing figures. 1940 UNiK 

resister agir 1945 around. 70mm. Good very fine, 

evidence of cleaning, unusual style (£30-40) 

Canada 

1204 Aux Martyrs DE Nos Libertes PouTtQUES, 1925. a bronze 

award plaque by FI. Hebert for the Comite du Monument aux 

Patriotes, Montreal, standing male figure, his head caressed 

by a winged Victory, reverse three groups of legends, 

un-named. 101 x 46mm, Extremely fine (£20-30) 

Henri Hebert, a second-generation Quebe^ois medallist, son of 
Louis-Philippe Hebert 

Egypt 

1205 Alexandria, 1907, Horse Show, silver medal, by A. 

Erdmann, a loosely clad man controls a rearing horse, 

beyond Irolicking horses, reverse inscription and tablet 

within wreath, 49mm. Extremely fine and toned, edge 
bruise (£30-40) 

1206 4th Congres International pour l’Amelioration du Sort 

DES Aveugles, Cairo, 1911, a bronze plaque by P.-A. 

Morion for Arthus-Bertrand, bust of Abbas Hilmi Pacha left, 

reverse view of Cairo, legend below, 77 x 54mm (BM Acq. 

1978-82, p.58, 101). Extremely fine, rare (£40-60) 

1207 Exposition Artistique Municipale, Alexandria, 1913. a 

bronze plaquette by Huguenin Fres, seated female at an 

easel, reverse legend. 30 x 24mm (BDM -); Exposition 

Municipale de Peintiire et de Photographic, Alexandria, 

1912, a bronze award medal by A. Rivet, female figure with 

wreath around legend, reverse wreathed plaque, named (Mr 

D. Anastassiadi[s], Photographic Grandes Epreuves), 

50mm; France, Societe Poptilaire des Beaux-Arts, 1902, a 

bronze award medal by G. Michel, female figure of Truth 

instructing a worker, reverse legend, named (Mr 

Anastassiadis). 50mm (Coll. R. Marx 410; BDM IV, 66). 

[3]. About extremely fine; all in original maroon fitted 

cases (£40-60) 

Gustave Michel (1851-1924). Parisian sculptor and medallist whose 
work is infrequently met with 

I 208 Gilt and enamel uniface participation medallion, eagle 

and hawk holding banner decorated with an eye, Arabic 

legend above, x v concilium opthalmologicum egypte 

1937, 50mm. Very fine (£20-25) 
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France 

I 209 Menace et Dionysios, a uniface casl bronze plaque, c. 1820, 

possibly after Clodion, seated naked female holding a 

bunch of grapes above the head of an infant Dionysios who 

reaches for them, 165mm {cf. BDM 1, 441). An extremely 

fine decorative piece; set into a black wooden frame 

(235mm), with cord for hanging (£250-300) 

1210 SCENE.S FROM THE Bible, aiiepigraphic repousse bronze 

plaques (3), all unsigned, probably 19th century, includes 

the Ascension of Christ and the Loaves and Fishes, 80 x 

55mm, 77 x 53mm, 73 x 60mm. [3]. Decorative pieces, 

about extremely fine and better (£70-90) 

1211 Saini Jli.ST, 1849. a large uniface casl bronze medal by D. 

d’Angers, bust left, 176mm (BDM I, 531). A late 19th 

century cast of excellent qiadity, small piercing at top, 

extremely fine and rare (£120-150) 
Saini Jusl (1767-94). Kevoliilionary partisan, was guillolincti in 1794 

1212 Aigle Tenant un CHAMOts, c. I860, a cast bronze electrotype 

plaque by A. Barye, eagle with young deer on rock, 144 x 

103mm (cf Kjellberg pp.55, 81). Pierced at each corner 

for mounting, very fine, rare (£90-120) 

For a somewhat similar work by Barye, see BDW 18, lot 423 

1213 Chevre Amalthee, c. I860, a uniface cast bronze plaque, 

apparently unsigned, Amalthean goat with three cherubs. 

118 X 98mm. A decorative piece, very fine; two small 

piercings for suspension and with old collectors' number 

'1357' inked on back (£30-40) 

In Greek mythology, the cherubs represent the daughters of King 
Melisseus 

1214 Napoleon i, a uniface silver portrait medal by L.A. Raull, 

bust right in hat, 37mm. Very fine and very rare: with loop 

for suspension (£40-60) 
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1215 The Franco-Prussian War, 1871, a large cast uniface 

bronze medal by C.P. Pillet, sealed and standing female 

figures in mourning for the dead, implements of battle 

behind. Declaration of the Gouvernement Provisoire at 

Bordeaux in exergue, 280mm (BDM -). Good very fine, 

extremely rare (£180-220) 
Executed c. 1900 

1218 50111 Annivi:rsary oi- iiii' Societe Inuustrielle oe 

Mlii,HOUSE, 1876, a bronze medal by A.A. Caque, arms in 

wreath below mural crown, reverse bee within wreath, 

5()mm; Frederic Mistral, 1036, a bronze medal by Anie 

Mouroux, bust left in hat, reverse cicada on a shield, sun 

rays above, i.ou soiii.iUJ Ml i-ai canta, 50nim (CGMP 

p.284). |2|. Very fine, hut first with reverse rim knock at 7 

o'clock {£25-35) 

Frederic Mistral (1830-1914), poet and leading figure in the revival 
of Provencal literature, was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature 
in 1904; the legend on his medal refers to the chirruping of cicadas at 
sun-rise 

12 19 Exposition Universelle International, Paris, 1878, a light 

bronze medal by E.-A. Oudine, standing figures in front of 

the Expo entrance, reverse two cherubs holding a plan of 

the Expo on a scroll, 86mm (PBE 646; BDM IV, 350; cf. 

DW 24, 31 and DNW 35, 523; cf. Baudey/Bricher 1992, 5). 

Good very fine; in maroon fitted ‘Senhees Rendits' case of 

issue by Martin-Besson, Paris, inside of lid named 

(Monsieur F.C. Nicolas Vausln, exposant dans la section 

des Portraits Nationaux) (£40-60) 

1216 Exposition Internationale des Beaux-Arts et de 

lTndustrie, London, 1874, a bronze medal after R, Gayrard 

for the Minislere de rAgriculture et du Commerce, seated 

figure of La Erance with wreaths, reverse legends within and 

around wreath, 51 mm. Extremely fine; in original red 

fitted case, outer lid named (Mr. Daliphard) (£25-35) 

1217 Saint George and the Dragon, c. 1875, a uniface cast bronze 

medal by E, Fremiet, St George on horseback right, 

preparing to spear dragon, devs fortitvdo mea, 93mm (cf. 

Kjellberg, p.329, 5; cf PBE 461; cf BDM II. 155). 

Pierced for suspension, better than very fine and nicelv 
patinoted, rare (£60-80) 

Emmanuel Fremiet (1824-1910), nephew and student of Rude, was 
one of the most important French sculptors of the second half of the 
19th century 

1220 Societe Nationale des Beaux-Arts, 1890. a bronze 

Members’ plaque by A.-L.-M. Charpentier, conjoined busts 

of Puvis de Chavannes and Meissonier left, reverse named 

(Flenry Provensal), 59 x 39mm (PBE -; Coll. R, Marx 265; 

MFC pi,25; BDM 1. 411; cf. Baudey/Bricher 1992, 17; cf 

DNW 35. 664). About extremely fine, rare (£40-60) 

1221 Neptune, c. 1890, a cast bronze five-sided plaque, unsigned, 

Neptune in chariot pulled by horses, cherubs behind, back 

stamped be 1694 (? Barbedicnne), 180 x 107mm. A 

decorative piece, e.xtremely fine (£80-100) 
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1222 Mercury, c. 1890. a cast bronze plaque, unsigned. Mercury 

sealed, pointing to sailing ship, base stamped CH, 106 x 

103nim. A decorative piece, extremely fine; with .small 

piercing for smspension (£60-80) 

1226 Leon Hennique. UNIFACE bronze portrait medal, 1896. by 

Heinrich Kaulsch. bust 1., signed in monogram in field 

before. 64mm x 45mm (cf. v. Loehr I [but larger format)). 

Extremely fine (£30-40) 

1223 Le Cheylard, 1891. a uniface cast bronze medal, unsigned, 

steam locomotive to left, 115mm (Moyaux Swan -). 

About extremely fine, rare; with small piercing for 

siispension (£80-100) 

1224 iNDUSTRtE, 1893, a gill-bronze plaque by O. Roly, sealed 

naked girl with hammer, factories in background, reverse 

legend FETE DU 8 JUILLET 1906, AUTOMOBILE CLUB DE FRANCE, 

58 X 28mm. (cf BM Acq. 1978-82, pl.48, 167). About 

extremely fine, rare (£50-70) 

The obverse design is the left part of the obverse triptych from the 
plaque issued in 1893 to commemorate the 50th anniversary of 
Maison ChristoHe (cf. Gciz- Niim. 1897. p.l47. 54). The type used is 
certainly an unusual one when compared with the carefree spirit of 
motoring as typified by other medallie issues of the time 

1225 I’ltoiOCRAI’HIE, 1894. a plated bronze award medal by A. 

liorrel I'or Desaide. issued by Arthus-Berlrand on behall ol 

Les Etablissemenls Crutniiire. standing figure holds catnerti 

in front of sealed subjecT. reverse wreath, named (Mr. L. 

Boyer), 46mm (BI)M I, 221; cf BDW 18, 520; cf. Simmons 

I PI. 13, 2-3); La Societe l.umiere. a plated bronze plaque, 

unsignetl, three figures studying a photograph, reverse 

wreath, named (Lucien Boyer, 1936). 64 x 52mm (cj 

Simmons LPL 13. 6) |2|. Hath very fine, an attractive 

pair; in maroon fitted cctses of issue (£40-60) 

Leon Ftennique (1852-1896). French author. 

1227 60th Birthday of Jean-Louis Pascal. 1897, a bronze 

plaque by J.-C. Chaplain, bust lelt, reverse oak-tree, tw'o 

pupils walking towards St Peter’s, Rome, abrites par son 

OMBRE, etc., 95 X 80mm (PBE 73 and 115; Coll. R. Marx 

200; BDM 1, 403; Gaz. Num. 1899, p.84, 116). Extremely 

fine, lightly patinated (£70-90) 

1228 La VtGNE, c. 1898, a bronze award medal by G.-H. 

Prud’homme and J. Lagrange, naked female seated on a tun 

in front of a vineyard, reverse wreath of vines and animal's 

heads, in centre, tablet named (Sigoules 1932, N. 

Quennesson), 50mm (CGMP p.333 [dated to 1906]; PBE -; 

BM Aeq. 1983-7, p.23, 122; cf DNW 33, 356). E.xtremely 

fine (£20-30) 

1229 TtitroN, a uniface cast bronze plaque by .1. Conlreait, Tritoti 

blowing on his conch-shell. I 10 x 80mm. Good very fine, 

very rare (£80-100) 
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1230 Les Parisiens DE Paris, 1900, a bronze award plaque by L.A. 

Botiee, female figure repre.senting Pari.s care.ssing the head 

of a nude boy, view of ihe city behind, reverse figures of Art 

and Industry shake hands, named (L. Chassevent), 70 x 

48mm (PBE 22; Coll, R. Marx 378; ANS Exh. Cat. 1910. 

p.l8, 37; BDM I. 231; cf. DNW 29, 739). Light graze in 

obverse field, otherwise extremely fine; in original 

maroon fitted case (£40-50) 

The Societe Parisieii.s de Paris was founded in 1880 

1231 Assemblee Generale des Actionnaires du 

Paris-Lyon-Mediterranee, 1901. a silver plaque by O. 

Roty, naked winged Genius holding the hand of a female 

with fiowers. two other females standing at right, reverse 

exterior of the new Gare de Lyon, Paris, 60 x 45mm (PBE -; 

Coll. R. Marx 77; BM Acq. 1978-82, p.48, 180; BDM V, 

239; Moyaux 181; Swan 284; cf DW 19. 263). About 

extremely fine, rare (£60-80) 

1232 Johannes Gutenberg, 1902, a bronze medal by L.-J. 

Deschamps, bust left, reverse printing press, la lvmiere 

FVT, 76mm (CGMP p.l43; Classens 157; BDM VII, 217; 

cf BDW 9, 685 and 18, 431). Almost extremely fine 

(£50-70) 

Johannes Gutenberg (1400-68), regarded as the inventor of the 
printing press. The obverse of this medal was completed by 
Deschamps in 1899, ostensibly for the 500th anniversary of 
Gutenberg’s birth 

1233 Le Gaulois, 1902, a bronze Concours plaque by C.R. de 

.Saint-Marceaux. in the shape of a folded and bound 

newspaper, two naked females, one painting, the other deep 

in thought, reverse name of the proprietor and address of the 

publication, 85 x 41mm (BDM -). Softly executed, very 

fine and rare; in a maroon box (£35-45) 

Charles Rene de Saint-Marceaux (1845-1915) was a sculptor from 
Reims personally acquainted with Forrer and who collected Aneient 
Greek coins. Apart from specimens of his 1906 Les Deux Saisons 
plaque issued by the SAMF. his mcdidlic work is very seldom met 
with. Le Gaidais was a newspaper puhlished by Arthur Meyer from 9 
rue Drouol, Paris 
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1234 Centenary of the Birth of Hector Berlioz. 1903, a 

bronze plaque by G. Dupre, ihree-quarier bust left, scene 

Irom Les Troyens below, reverse Muse worshipping at the 

monument to Berlioz at Grenoble, 68 x 48mm (PBE 430; 

CGMP p.l66; Niggl 334; Coll. R. Marx 331; BDM I, 653; 

cf. BDW 13, 146; cj. DW 24, 91). Extremely fine and 

nicely patinated (£40-50) 

Hector Berlioz (1803-69), composer. Les Trovens, one of his grand 
musical conceptions, composed between 1856 and 1859, was never 
performed in its entirety during his lifetime 

1235 Ei.orl, 1905. an Art Nouveau silver plaque by M.-A.-L. 

Coudray, naked female standing amid branches of a 

rose-tree, reverse floral scene, named (F.F.A.B. Challenge, 

Theodore Vienne, 2eme .Serie, Jerome Rouly, 1922), 75 x 

36mm (PBF 287; CGMP p.l02; cf BDW 5, 50; cf DW 24, 

98). Ahoiil extremely fine, rare in silver (£70-90) 

l•.l•.A.B, = Federation F'ranyai.se des Amateurs dc Hillard 

1236 50th Anniversary of the Compagnie des Chemins de Fer 

DE Paris, a Lyon et la Mediterranee, 1907, a silver plaque 

by F.-C.-V. de Vernon, train steaming past a 

level-crossing, coach and horses at left, reverse allegorical 

temale stepping down from the footplate of a locomotive, 

three figures with trolley waiting to greet her. 60 x 45mm 

(PBE 982; Moyaux Suppl. 271; Swan 286). Extremely fine 

and an attractive example, rare (£70-90) 

1237 Navigation Aerienne, 1909, a silver award plaque by P.-A. 

Morion, winged figure representing the Genius of aviation 

on central tablet, biplane and dirigible behind, dated (24 

Septembre 1916), reverse man watching birds in Bight, 

mechanic adjusting aeroplane engine, central panel named 

(Offert au Capitaine Louis de Beauchamps, par les ouvriers 

et employes des Etablissements R. Hanriot, en souvenir du 

Bombardement d’Essen), 81 x 58mm (PBE 610; CGMP 

p.272; BM Acq. 1983-7, p.44, 296; BDM VIII, 79; cf DW 

24, 178, and DNW 35, 551). Extremely fine and extremely 

rare as a named silver plaque: in original maroon fitted 

case (£180-220) 

These plaques are seldom found dated or named in connection with 
an action during World War I. Worthy of further research 

1238 Alessandro Anzani, 1909. a gold award medal by M.A. 

Bailer, bust three-quarters left, head facing, reverse a 

three-cylinder Anzani aero engine, the propellor blades 

in.scribed traversed de la manche 25 JUILLET 1909. tablet 

below, un-named, 30mm, I7.55gm. With clip and ring for 

suspension, extremely fine and extremely rare; in maroon 

(non-original) fitted case hy Philip Fres, 5 rue de la Paix, 

Paris: lop of lid stamped J.r. (£150-200) 

Alessandro Anzani. engineer, was a leading exponent of the familiar 
radial three cylinder aero engine, one of which was used by Bleriot 
when he made the first Channel crossing. Anzani made his first 
engines in 1906. Ilis talents also exlendeil lo engines for cars, 
motor-cycles and power boats. Ilis engines enjoyed much popularity 
during the inIcr-War years 
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1239 Alberto Santos-Dumont, f. 1910, a ca.si silver-gilt 

repousse portrait medal by C. George, bust left. 40mm, edge 

stamped 26 and hallmarked CL in lozenge (cf. BDW 5, 66 

and 18, 463; cf. DNW 35, 674). E.xtreiiiely fine, rare 

(£80-100) 
Alberto Santo.s-Dumont (1873-1932), pioneer balloonist and aviator. 
This limited issue piece was designed to be affixed to a decorative 
plaque or box 

1 240 Cyclisme, r. 1910. a bronze award plaque by A. Mery for Les 

Etablissements De Dion Bouton, two racing cyclists, 

reverse upper torso of naked female holding wreath and 

palm, un-named, 44 x 43mm. About e.xtremely fine, rare; 

in original red fitted case (£30-40) 
Of the artist Andre Mery little appears known, although he was a 
prolitic exhibitor at the Paris Salons in the years immediately before 
World War I 

1242 Bketonne, 1910, a silver plaque by Ernesta 

Robcrt-Mcrignac, bust of a Breton fisherman's wife right. 

reverse ruins of a Breton church, 63 x 54mm (CGMP p.352; 

BM Acq. 1983-7, p.24, 1.34; cf DW 24, 123). About 

extremely fine; in original maroon fitted case, outer lid 

named (Au President Emile Lxiurent, Promoteur des Sorties, 

Mars 1922 - Juin 1926) (£40-60) 
From the artist's famous Coiffes de France .series 

1243 Alimentation, 1910. a plated bronze award plaque by R. 

Lamourdedieu. semi-naked female .sat by a window, holding 

a plate of hot food and a bowl of fruit, sheep grazing in field 

in background, reverse basket of fish and game hanging at 

the foot of a tree, named (Operation Qualite, 5-12 May 

1956, M. Sutter), 70 x 56mm (CGMP p.223). About 

extremely fine (£40-60) 

1241 Etude ET Amitie, 1910. a plated bronze electrotype plaque 

signed fm (? or mf), lor the Societe Philomathique de Paris, 

three standing females engaged in various scientific 

pursuits, reverse elevation of building, branch of oak 

above, named (Leopold Levy, 1884), 91 x 78mm. 

Extremely fine; in original maroon fitted case (£40-50) 
The .Societe Philomathique dc Paris was founded in 1788; the date 
1884 would appear to be when Levy was elected to membership. 
The vendor suggests the recipient was Henri-Lcopold Levy tb. 1840). 
the painter from Nancy who won a gold medal in the 1900 Paris 
Expo. The initials fm or mf would suggest a number of possibilities, 
including Maurice Favre, Firmin Marcel Michelet, Franvoisc 
Montagny and other medallists active in France at this time 

1244 Le Bain, 1910, a bronze plaque by F. David for the SAME, 

three naked lemales bathing at a fountain, reverse mother 

with baby on knee, another female behind. 70 x 57mm, 

edge stamped 96 (Coll. R. Marx -; BDM -). Almost 

e.xtremely fine, patinated, rare (£70-90) 

Fernand David (1872-1927). One ol the last two issues of the SAMF 

1245 "Aviation'', unawarded bronze prize medal by F. Montagny 

(1912). malt linish (CGMP P. 264). About e.xtremeix fine 
(£20-30) 
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1246 CoMiTE Republicain DU Commerce, de l'Industrie et de 

l’Agriculture, c. 1912, a plated bronze triptych plaque by 

F. Rasuinny for Duseaux, head of Marianne left, legend.s at 

,sides, reverse scenes representing commerce, industry and 

agriculture, 93 x 47mm (BDM VIII, 151). Extremely fine 

(£40-60) 

Exhibited at the Paris Salon, 1912 

1247 Di-SEMBarking of the Britlsh Army, 1914, a bronze medal 

by E.-P. Blin, bust of Marshal French left, reverse Scottish 

soldier in kilt with riHe, being greeted by a French 

infantryman on the quay-side, ships in background, 68mm 

(CGMP p.44; BM Acq. 1983-7, p.29, 43). Minor grazing 

in centre of obverse, otherwise extremely fine and 

attractive, scarce (£40-60) 

Issued in 1925 

1248 Mareciiai. Joi FRE. 1914. a bronze medal by H.-E. Nocq, 

three-quarter bust left, reverse standing figure of .loffre, part 

of his proclamation speech before the first Battle of the 

Marne ;il left, 68mm (CCIMP p.292: BM Acep 1983-7, p.22, 

101). Extremely fine; in maroon fitted case of issue 

(£40-6)0) 

1249 La Science Decouvre la Verite, 1914, a bronze award plaque 

by H.-E. Allouard, figures of Science and Truth, dirigible 

and biplane above, reverse warships engaged in battle under 

a rising sun, scientific instruments and viaduct below, 

un-named, 70 x 50mm (CGMP p.l2; BM Acq. 1983-7, 

pl.3l, 2; c/. BDW 18, 472). Obverse very fine, reverse 

better (£50-70) 

1250 First World War, a large and impressive uniface bronze 

patriotic plaque, 1915, standing figure of Wilhelm II in 

mediaeval armour, shield at side and holding long sword 

facing a dragon crouching on a rock. 232mm. Extremely 

fine (£80-120) 

I 25 I La Guerre, 1915. a uniface live-sided cast bronze plaque by 

M. Duplay, Neanderthal-like half-length figure representing 

War, the head perhaps a satirization of the Kaiser. 

PERTHES-LES-HURiTis MAI 1915 bclow, haiid-signed. 118 x 

100mm. Very fine and practically as made, rare and 

interesting (£60-80) 

Pcrlhes-lcs-llurlus. .Sic. Mcnchould. dcp. Manic 

I 252 First WoRLir War. "La Somme, .Inly, 1916", a large uniface 

bronze plaque, signed R, in low relief, helmeted female 

figures facing left, with heavy artillery, frangf: ft 

ANGi.ETERRE above light. i.A SOMME. JULY, 1916 below 

right, 169mm. Extremely fine (£6)0-80) 
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1253 I'lKST WoKi I) War, large Lmil'acc yellow hron/.e palriotic 

plaque. iindaleJ. by C'liailes Moiiginol. published by 

Charles Couebet, female figure of (lallia, in armour and 

wearing helmel, sword in hand advaneing righi, surrounded 

by Freneh soldiers. 164 x I I Omni. Good very fine, some 

evidence of cleaning {C50-60) 

1254 L'CEuvre DES Barhares, 1916. a bronze medal by Mareelle 

R. Croee-Laneelol. widow with new-born child slanding in 

from of a grave in a balllefield marked by a cross, edge 

plain, reverse branches of olives and conifers. 60mm {cf 

CGMP p. 108). Aboul extremely fine, rare (£30-40) 

A marginally different version of this medal, referring to the Battle 
of the Marne, was issued by the Monnaie in 1918 

1255 Georges Guynemer. French air ace. bronze memorial 

medal. 1917, by Legaslelois, bust left, reverse angel 

holding tablet. 68mm (CGMP p. 234). Extremely fine 

(£30-40) 

1256 Same SUBJECT, bronze medal by L. Bardlet, bust left. 

reverse legend, bird among clouds above, laurel spray 

below, 50mm. Extremely fine, but with a few spots of 

discolouration on obverse and struck in rather shallow 

relief (£20-30) 

1257 Same SUBJECT, bronze plaque, half-length figure of 

Guynemer, aircraft behind, 81 x 47mm. Good very fine 
(£30-40) 

1258 Les Ei’Rouves I)E ia Guerre, 1917, a bronze plaque by K. 

Lamourdedieu, partly disrobed young female and her child 

seated in the middle of the ruins of her house, tet LES 

BARBARES SONT PASSES, reverse robed female figure offering 

compassion to another female seated with her daughter, 

wounded man being helped along a path by an elderly lady 

in background, 70 x 56mm (CGMP p.220; BDM VII, 529). 

Extremely fine; a powerful rendition of the horrors of war 

on innocent civilians (£40-60) 

1259 FtRST World War, Battle of St. Mihiel, 1918, bronze 

medal by E. Fraisse, figure of Liberty, holding the American 

Bag, and pointing to battle scene in distance, reverse laurel, 

helmet and shield on plaque showing aerial view of battle 

scene, bilingual legend below, 68mm. About extremely 

fine (£15-20) 

The battle of St Mihiel took place on the t7th and I8lh of September. 
American troops broke the German lines in this sector and captured 
over 13.000 prisoners. 

1260 Entry of BRtTtstt Troops tNTO Lille, 1918. a bronze medal 

by H. Dropsy. General Birdwood on horseback receiving 

the Hag of Lille, reverse view of Grand Place. Lille, legend 

below, 68mm (CGMP p.l53; Dropsy Exh. Cat. 1964, 52; 

BM Acq. 1983-7. p.35. 136; cf BDW 18. 730). Extremely ' 
fine (£40-50) 
Issued in 1924 
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1264 Le Marchand des Quaere Saisons, c. 1918, a uniface ca,st 

bronze plaque by H.-E. Nocq, man pushing a carl laden with 

his wares through a battle-scarred street, 17 stamped at 

lower left, 115 x 87mm {cf. Baudey/Bricher 1992, 112). 

Old identifying Icibel pasted on back, extremely fine, rare 
(£90-120) 

1265 La Paix du Monde, 1919, a bronze medal by Marcelle R. 

Croce-Lancelot, figure of La France holding standard, stood 

on globe, reverse cock standing in front of a view of the 

Palace of Versailles, 59mm (CGMP p.l08). Extremely 

fine, rare; in original maroon fitted case by 

Arthus-Berirand, label on base inscribed 'Monsieur le 

Docteiir Caillet' (£35-45) 

Commemorates the Treaty of Versailles. 28 June 1919; the medal 

was issued in 1920 

1266 Veuves DE MARtNS, 1919, a bronze plaque by G.-H, 

Prud'homme. three widows in robes and veils en route to a 

church mass, reverse fisherman's wife staring out to the 

cruel sea, 76 x 69mm (CGMP p..l25; Jones. Art of the 

Medal, p.l27. 3.78; PBE 788; BDM Vlll, 147; cf BOW 18. 

478). Extremely fine, scarce (£50-70) 

1261 Victory of the American Troops at St Mihiel, 1918, a 

bronze medal by E. Fraisse, female standard bearer 

representing America urging combat troops in battle. 

reverse map of the battlefield surmounted by helmet and 

shield, bi-lingual legend below, 68mm (CGMP p.l83). 

Extremely fine, scarce (£40-60) 

The battle of St Mihiel. fought on 12-13 September 1918, resulted in 

victory for the American troops under Pershing who captured over 
13.000 prisoners 

1262 Visit OF General Pershing, 1918, a bronze medal by C.P. 

Pillet, Petain, Foch, Pershing and Clemenceau standing in 

tronl of American soldiers, reverse Pershing’s declaration 

in English, there is at this time no other question than 

that of fighting, cock below, 68rmn (CGMP p.3l4; cf 

BDW 17, 610). Good very fine but reverse spotted 

(£25-35) 

Issued in 1922. General John Joseph "Black Jack' Pershing 

(1860-1948) commanded the US forces in Europe in World War I. 

He emerged from the conflict as its most celebrated American hero 

I 263 SoEDAT Ecr/ve A SON Eamuj.e, c. 1918, a uniface cast bronze 

plaque by .1. 1 lanin for Canale, soldier writing a letter at left, 

watched over by a winged male figure, his wife and two 

childrett at a table to right, 74 x 57mm, Extremely fine, 

rare; in original brown fitted leather case (£40-60) 
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1267 Le Gouvernement Francais EN Alsace-Lorraine, 1920, a 

bronze medal by H.-E. Nocq, conjoined busts of Poincare 

and Clemenceau left, reverse quadriga containing three 

female figures representing La Republique, Alsace and 

Lorraine being escorted by soldiers, metz-strasbourg 

below, 68mm (CGMP p.292). Obverse very fine, reverse 

extremely fine (£35-45) 

I 268 Association Generale des Mutilk de la Guerre, c. I 920, 

a bronze award plaque by E.-P. Blin, headless winged figure 

of Victory, reverse female sealed on plinth under tree, 

temple in background, named (M. Henri Jacquerot), 70 x 

42mm (cf. BDW 18, 489). Extremely fine; in original 

tortoiseshell fitted case (£35-45) 

1269 AvtATiON, 1920, a bronze medal by P.-M. Dammann, female 

figure attaching wings to ankles, feriam reverse 

birds with young taking off from cliff-lop, named 

(Istrcs-Damas, Paris, 20-21 Aoul 1937), 90mm (CGMP 

p.ll5; cf BDW 5, 106 and 13, 206; cf DNW 33, 365). 

Extremely fine, the large size rare, particularly so when 

named: in maroon fitted case of issue (£H0-10()} 
Executed in 1920, but not i.ssued by the Monnaie until 1926 

1270 Homme avec Feuilles, 1923, a bronze award medal by R. 

Benard. naked man standing with arms raised towards 

branches with leaves and berries, ancient temple in 

background, reverse oak and palm branches, tablet in 

foreground with legend (Rallye Automobile de Reims, 28 

Juin 1930), 46mm. Extremely fine; in original brown 

circular card box (lid damaged) (£40-60) 

1271 Leda et le CyciNE, 1925, a unilace An Deco bronze plaque 

by A. Lavrillier, Leda with swan, 100 x 61mm (Classens 

107; CGMP p.228; Jones, An of the Medal. 418; cf. BDW 

5, 120 and 24, 213; cf DNW 33. 368). One of the cla.ssic 

Art Deco medallic images: very fine, rare (£200-250) 

Issued by the Monnaie in 1929, but first exhibited by Lavrillier in the 
1925 exhibition. Douze Medaillcurs 
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1272 Defense du Grand Couronne de Nancy. 1926, a bronze 

medal by P.-M. Dammann, bu.st of General de Caslelnau lelt. 

reverse Bellona kneeling with spear and shield, 68mm 

(CGMP p.ll3). About extremely fine (£30-40) 

General Edouard de Curieres de Castelnau (1851-1944) leader of 

the French 11th Army in the defence of Nancy. 24-5 August 1914. 

This medal was issued to coincide with de Castelnau's 75th birthday 

1276 CoMPAGNiE Pour LA Diffusion d'Electricite, c. 1927, a 

silver An Deco medal by P.-M. Dammann, facing female 

head with Hame-like hair, rays behind, reverse female figure 

in cloak and long dress, rays from her outstrelched hands 

pouring over the city of Paris, 64mm (BM Acq. 1978-82, 

pl.54, 42; cf Baudey/Bricher 1992, 74; cf. BDW I, 686 and 

13, 266). One of the classic Art Deco images, good verx 

fine and rare in silver; in maroon fitted case of issue 

(£80-120) 

The 1907 date on the medal is that of the founding of the CPDE. The 

medal is thought to have been struck to mark an anniversary, either 

the 20th in 1927 or the 25th in 1932 

1273 PoRTEUSE DE Fleurs, 1926, an octagonal Art Deco bronze 

plaque by P. Turin, female carrying a large basket of 

flowers, reverse MILDOC 1000, 38mm (CGMP p.383; 

Classens 130; cf. BDW 18, 508); Nymphe. 1932, an 

octagonal Art Deco bronze plaque by P, Turin, female head 

right with leaves in hair, reverse mildoc 1000, 38mm 

(CGMP p.382; BM Acq. 1978-82, p.60, 135; cf BDW 18, 

561). [2], Ver}' fine (£40-60) 

Mildoc is a French grocery chain 

1274 Centenary OF THE Era OF Romanticism. 1927, a bronze 

medal by R. Gregoire, lady and page-boy in neo-Gothic 

setting, reverse weeping willow at the edge of Lac Bourget, 

monument containing names of literary artists underneath 

its branches, 54mm (CGMP p. 196); Centenary of the Death 

of Fran^ois-Rene de Chateaubriand, 1948, a bronze medal 

by Genevieve Granger, bust left, reverse Chateau 

Combourg, 68mm (CGMP p.853). |2|. Both extremely 

fine (£35-45) 

Fran^ois-Rene. Vicomte dc Chateaubriand (1768-1848), one of the 

earliest exponents of French Romanticism, grew up at the Chateau 

Combourg, a medieval Breton castle 

1275 liAtCNEU.SE, 1927, an Art Deco paper knife by P. Turin, 

naked female Venus casting off a robe, 176 x 24mm (CGMP 

p.382-3). (lood very fine, very rare (£150-180) 

For a plaque with this ilesign. see BDW 13. lot 261 

I 277 Ilede la Cite. Paris, 1927, an Art Deco bronze medal by P. 

Turin, frontal view of the island from the Seine. Pont Neuf 

in foreground and buildings in background, reverse street 

plan, 72mm, a special issue struck on Han of double 

thickness, edge stamped moneta 19 (CGMP p.379; cf BDW 

13, 267; cf DNW 29. 732). Extremely fine, rare (£50-70) 

1278 Automobilisme. (■.1928. a plated bronze award plaqtie by 

Fraisse-Demey. central medallion with car ascending a hill, 

flanked by two fetiiale Victories, engraved (A.C.B.F.C.. 

Course de Cote dti Ballon d'Alsace. 29 .luin 1930). reverse 

oak leaves, central medallion named (ler Marcel Drion. 

Voiltires Sports. 1500 cms). 74 x 52mm. Good very fine, 

scarce (£60-80) 
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1279 Death of Georges Clemenceau. 1929, a large bronze medal 

by F.-L. Sicard, busi left, reverse owl of Athens, 90mm 

(CGMP p.362; BM Acq. 1983-7, p.49, 367). Extremely 

fine and rare; in original maroon fitted case of issue 

(£70-90) 

1280 ANTI NAZISM, a very large uniface bronze medal in high 

relief, by A. Vallie, of uncertain date, decapitated figure in 

prison cell, hands bound behind back, an executioner’s axe 

inscribed with a swastika on a block behind, xxx ii on 

edge, 120mm. Extremely fine (£70-80) 

The cataloguers are not familiar with the medallist nor can they 
suggest the date of issue or country origin, possibly France. On the 
basis of style it is probably post-war and could even be of fairly 
recent date. The Roman numerals on the edge may refer to the 
number made. 

eiMga? 
1281 Statues to Claude Debussy Erected in Paris and St 

Germain-en-Laye, 1930, a bronze plaque by P, Turin, bust 

of Debussy left, reverse legend, 60 x 42mm (CGMP p.380; 

Niggl 538; cf BDW 5, 151 and 9, 753). Obverse 

extremely fine, reverse very fine (£40-60) 

Claude Debussy (1862-1918), innovative composer, the leading 
exponent of French musical impressionism in the late I9lh century 

I 282 L'Aiaui et la Gazelle, c. 1930, a plated bronze award plaque 

by S. Grtin, eagle in Right over a leaping gazelle, reverse 

vertical wreaths of oak and palm, un-named, 67 x 60mm. 

Very fine or better, unusual T-shaped format, rare (£50-70) 

1283 Commerce, 1930. a uniface bronze plaque by R. Benard, 

steamships at the quay-side, steam locomotive at left, 70 x 

54mm (CGMP p.42). Extremely fine (£40-60) 

1284 Marechal Fayoi.le, 1930. a bronze medal by A.A. 

Heibemont, bust lelt. reverse soldier carrying a 

cannon-shell, cannon behind, 68mm (CGMP p.207; cf. 

DNW 35. 576). Extremely Jine (£20-30) 
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1285 Les Vendanges, r. 1930, a bronze medal by E.-A. Monier. 
wreathed head of a female about to eat from a bunch of 
grapes, reverse naked kneeling man plucking grapes from a 

vine, 60mrn. Reverse rim knock at 6 o’clock, otherwise 
very fine; in maroon fitted case of issue (£30-40) 

1286 \>iSURANCE, Bureau Veritas, uniface bronze medal. 1930, 
with three large piercings as made, 54mm. Very fine and 
unusual (£10-15) 

1289 21st Jubile Medical d’UMFIA, 1933, a bronze medal by 
Villandre lor Canale, bust of Clemenceau right, reverse 
lamp above legend, 69mm, Extremely fine, rare; in 
original blue filled case of issue (£60-80) 

Georges Clemenceau (1841-1929) cjualilied as a doctor in May 
1865; he was the founding president of honour of UMFIA. the 
French medical association, in 1912. This medal was given to 
practitioners by 14 laboratories, the names of which are stated on the 
inside of the lid of the case in which the medal is hou.sed 

1290 Hymne a la Nature. 1934, a uniface bronze plaque by M. 
Tobon-Mejia, naked female kneeling on grass at the side of 
a lake, left arm raised as if to communicate with nature, 
mountains and a tree in background, 66 x 51mm (CGMP 

p.375; cf DNW 33, 380). An expressive piece, extremely 
fine, scarce (£40-60) 

1287 Aviation. 1931, a uniface bronze plaque by R. Delamarre, 

naked female with Hock of birds in flight, named (Rallye & 
Meeting d’Aviation de Nimes, 31 Mai - ler Juin 1947), 72 x 
52mm (CGMP p.l27; cf BDW 14, 774). Very fine, scarce 
as a named piece (£60-80) 

1288 Monument TO Clemenceau, 1932, a bronze medal by f-. 
Cogue, figure of Clemcnceati in greatcoat and scarf, walking 
stick over his arm. reverse tablet with legend, fasces 
behind. 72mm (CGMP p.96). Extremely fine, rare; in a 

later maroon Monnaie box (£40-60) 

l-raiK^ois Cogne (1876-19.52), scidplor, studied under Marritis ;md 
I’liech 

1291 Commerce. 1934, a plated bronze aw'ard plaqtie by C.P. 
Pillet, Minerva indicates the way to Mercury, who stands on 
a wheel of fortune, reverse cornucopia, city and river in 
background, field engraved (Boka). tablet below named (A 
Louis Laporte. Hommage a ses trente annees de ser\iee. 
1919-1949). 89 x 64mm (CGMP p.316). Very fine; in 
original maroon fitted case (£30-40) 
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1292 Centenary of the Birth of Camille Saint-Saens, 1935, a 

bronze medal by P.-C. Lenoir, bust left, reverse standing 

figures flanking a list of his operatic productions, 59mm 

(CGMP p.240; Niggl 1748; BM Acq. 1978-82, p.43, 101; 

cf. BDW 5, 173 and 18, 593). Extremely fine (£35-45) 
Charles Camille Sainl-Saens (1835-1921), operatic composer and 
gitled keyboard player, best known for his work ‘Samson and 
Delilah' 

I 295 CoMFAGNiE C’iENerale Tran.satlantiquh, the Launch of the 

Normandie, 1935, an Art Deco silver medal by J. Vernon, 

sea-goddess freeing sea-horse, reverse liner under steam, 

68mm (BM Acq. 1978-82, p.6(), 142; cf. BDW 3, 207, 13, 

347 and 15, 886). Extremely fine and extremely rare in 

silver; in red and gih fitted leather case, tap lid with 

legend in gilt (Commission de Controle de la Circulation 

Monetaire) (£350-450) 

This piece and the next appear to be special presentation issues 

L , COUPE CHAMPAGNE HENRIOT M 
fLl 196 4 ^ 

1293 LeGolf, c. 1935, a plated bronze award plaque, unsigned, 

issued by Fraisse-Demey, golfer taking a swing, 

background of oak leaves, named (Coupe Champagne 

Henriot, 1964; Joseph Denoune, 19.4.64, Golf de Marly), 

80 X 60mm. Very fine (£60-80) 

I 294 A.S.SOCIATION GENERALE DES SYNDICATS PHARMACEUTIQUE.S DE 

France et de.s Colonies, c. 1935. a bronze plaque by M. 

Burger, seated female figure holds urn and branch, reverse 

pestle and mortar on plinth, 70 x 5()mm. Very fine; in 

original orange Monnaie box (£35-45) 

I 296 Compagnie Generals Tran.satlantique, the Launch of the 

Normandie, 1935, an Art Deco bronze medal by J. Vernon, 

sea-goddess freeing sea-horse, reverse liner under steam. 

68mm (BM Acq. 1978-82, p.60, 142; cf BDW 3, 207. 13, 

347 and 15, 886). Mint state; in red and gill fitted leather 

case (£100-120) 

1297 Persee et Andromede, c. 1935. a large chrome-plated bronze 

medal by R. Delamarre, Perseus on horseback deliverine 

Andromeda from a sea-monster, reverse octagonal border. 

95mm. Lightly polished, otherwise good very fine and an 

original .striking; in a (modern) brown ca.se (£80-100) 

For the bronze restrikes of this medtil issued by the Monnaie in the 
1960s. .see CGMP IV. 387 
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1298 Faune A L Antilope, 1936, a large uniface bronze medal by 

M. Thenot, young faun holding head of anlilope which he 

encircles in a wreath of leaves, 113mm (CGMP p.372; cf. 

BDW 13, 358 and 18, 610; cf. DW 24, 285). Almost 

extremely fine (£90-120) 

1300 Aeromaritime. 1938, a bronze medal by E. Fraisse, liner 

steaming into a harbour, seaplane overhead, reverse mars 

1937 MARS 1938 in 2 lines on tablet, 50mm (cf. BDW 2, 

322 and 18, 625). Good very fine (£30-40) 

1301 Les Pecheurs, 1938. a bronze plaque by E.-A. Monier, 

fishermen in boat, reverse four fishermen carrying baskets 

of fish, 76 X 37mm (CGMP p.262; cf BDW 18, 631). 

Extremely fine and attractively patinated (£30-40) 

The boat shown on the obverse is vessel no. D1936, Reimaneach. 
based at Le Croisic (dep. Loire-Atlantique). The original design 
dates to 1924 (cf. Arelhu.se 5 [1924], pp.lxvii-lxviii 

1299 Jean Charcot, c. 1930, a bronze medal by P. Richer and 

E.E. Lindaeur, bust right, reverse expeditions polaires 

FRANCAISES, his ship, the Pourciiioi Pas?, moored in the ice, 

68mm (cf. DNW 30, 850). About extremely fine; in 

maroon fitted case of issue (£50-70) 

1302 La Toilette, 1941, a bronze medal by P. Turin, young 

woman placing roses in her hair while looking into a mirror 

being held by two cherubs, reverse flowers and jewels, 

50mm (CGMP p.383). An attractive study, extremely fine, 

scarce (£40-60) 

Jean Baptiste Charcot (1867-1936). French scientist and polar 
explorer. Charcot mapped the west coast of the Antarctic and, on his 
1908-10 expedition aboard the Poiiriiiioi Pas?, attempted to reach the 
.South Pole. On an expedition to (Ireenland in 1936 his ship 
foundered off the coast of Iceland and Charcot drowned. 

This medal must have heen executed before 1933. the year Ptiul 
Richer died 

I 303 Conference de la Paix. 1946. a bronze medal by L. Miiller. 

Minerva standing, holding spear and olive branch, reverse 

globe within a wreath of leaves, 68tnm (CGMP p. 1374; cf 

DW 24. 322); Portugal, The 25th of April Rcvolitiion. 

1974, a bronze medal by V. Barado, multi-armed hydra. 

reverse soldier with tine standing by the turret of a lank. 

9()mm, edge stamped 3524. |2|. First very fine, second 

extremely fine and a powerful rendition (£25-35) 

On 2.S April 1974 a military coup led by General Antonio de Spinola 
overthrew the regime of the Portuguese Prime Minister. Marcello 
Caetano 
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1304 25tii Foire Internationale de Marseille, 1949, a .silver 

medal by J. Vezien, Gyptis olTering cup to Protis, reverse 

legend on cross, 69mm (cf. CGMP p.l873). About 

extremely fine, rare; in maroon fitted case of issue 

(£90-120) 

The obverse, taken from Vezien's Fondution de Marseille medal of 
1946. refers to the marriage of Gyptis and Protis and the founding of 
Murseillles (ancient Massalia) by (jreek mariners in 600BC 

1305 Bicentenary of the Academie de Stanislas, 1950, a 

bronze medal by L. Muller, bust of Stanislas three-quarters 

right, reverse interior of the Academie, 60mm, edge 

stamped 31/13. Extremely fine and very rare (£50-70) 

A limited issue medal. Stanislas Leezynski (1677-1766). King of 
Poland, Duke of Lorraine and Bar. founded the Academie which 
bears his name in Nancy in 1750 

1306 Festival International du Film de Cannes, c. 1950, a 

bronze medal by G. Guiraud, figures representing Art and 

Science, reverse masks and musical instruments, 68mm 

(CGMP -). Extremely fine and very rare (£120-150) 
Founded in 1946 in an effort to encourage tourism on the C6te 
d'Azur, the Cannes Film Festival is the most famous of the 
international film competitions and is held each Spring. This is the 
first medal associated with the Festival that the cataloguer has seen 

1307 Les Entretiens de Bichat, 1951. a large cast bronze award 

medal by R. Delamarre, bust of Xavier Bichat right. 

reverse legend, centre tablet named (Hommage au Dr. R. 

Suzor), 118mm. Extremely fine and rare; in original blue 

Arthus-Bertrand box (£80-100) 

Xavier Bichat (1771-1802). French anatomist, surgeon of the Hotel 
Dieu. Paris and the so-called father of histology. The Bichat medical 
lectures were founded in 1947 

1308 Antoine Bourdelle, 1953. a casi bronze medal by 

Marguerite Lavrillier-Cossaceanu. bust left, reverse Angel 

and Star of David. 82mm (CGMP p.l 167). Extremely fine; 

In maroon fitted case of issue (£35-45) 

Emile Antoiiie Bourdelle (1861-1929). sculptor from Montauban and 
pupil ol Rodin; the revcr.sc is taken from one of his works, executed 
in 1921 
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1309 SociETE Protectrice DES Animaux. 1958, a unil'ace cast 

bronze plaque by A. Sarlabous, head of a dog left, named 

above (a Mer. Lombard, President de la S.P.A., en souvenir 

de la Ceremonie du 24-4-58), 150 x 120mm. An excellent 

canine representation, extremely fine and very rare 

(£80-120) 

The Societe is the British equivalent of the RSPCA 

1312 First World War, large bronze patriotic medal, 1914, 

unsigned, perhaps Hue tor Ball, Berlin, mounted figures of 

Wilhelm II of Germany, Franz Josef of Austria-Hungary, 

Muhammad V ol Turkey, and Ferdinand I of Bulgaria, 

viERBUND 1915, rev. eagle astride a globe, 1914 weltkreig 

1916 above, 134mm. Extremely fine (£80-100) 

1313 First World W ar, Von Hindenburg, small silver portrait 

medal in high relief, signed R K, head of Hindenburg 

half-left, reverse eagle perched on a skull dividing the 

initials R K, welt krieg 1914 around, matt finish, 30mm. 

Extremely fine, toned (£15-20) 

The medallist is probably R. Kiichler. 

Germany 

1310 GrafFerdinandVonZeppelin, bronze medal by K. Goetz, 

obverse bust right, reverse Zepplin over Vienna, 45mm. 

Extremely fine (£60-80) 

1311 fiRAl-l-i^RDiNAND VonZeppeun, bronz.c medal by K. Goetz, 

obverse bust right, reverse chiki writing on (ablet (ierman 

fiiies visited by the Zepplin. Zepplin above, 36mm. 

Extremely fine (£60-80) 

1314 First World War, small bronze medal, figure of St. 

Barbara, reverse heavy artillery, artillerie im weltkrieg 

above, 1914 below, 31mm. Deliberately coarse 

workmanship, about extremely fine for issue (£10-15) 

St. Barbara (d. c. 235), virgin martyr, is the patron saint of 
artillerymen and naval gunners. 

1315 Crown Prince Ruprechtof Bavaria, 1914. bronze 

portrait medal by Karl Goetz, 58mm (K 142). Extremely 

fine (£40-50) 

1316 CountZeppelin. e 1914, small bronze medal. 1914, signed 

M & W St., reverse Zeppelin over map of England. 33mm, 

matt surface. About extremely fine but somewhat 

discoloured, rare (£100-120) 
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1317 First World War, a large bronze palriolie medal by Siiirm, 

bust of Wilhelm II, in mililary uniform, right, reverse 

German .soldier being decorated with the Iron Cross, another 

waiting in line, fourth figure of an officer behind first with 

Iron cross in his hand, I 15mm. Extremely fine, an 

impressive medal in high relief (£80-100) 

1318 First World War, Captain Lieutenant von Miicke, 1915, 

large bronze medal by Hue for Ball, Berlin, bust 

three-quarters left, reverse desert scene, 106mm (MH 722). 

Extremely fine (£120-150) 

A fine medal in high relief. Of Australian interest. After the 
destruction of the Emden by the Australian cruiser, von Miicke, who 
was in command of a landing party on the Cocos islands seized a 
schooner, the Ayesha, which was re-named Emden II and escaped. 
They landed at Hodeidah on the coast of Arabia and after many 
adventures they arrived at Constantinople. 

1319 First World War, General von Kluck, small silver medal 

published by Ball, Berlin, 1915, bust threequarters right, 

reverse German officer on horseback left, 34mm. 

Extremely fine, matt finish (£20-25) 

1320 First World W AR, General v. Kluck, large bronze portrait 

medal, 1915, signed in monogram, published by Ball, 

Berlin, bust three-quarters right reverse German lancer 

riding right, 108mm. Extremely fine (£60-80) 

1321 First World War. large bronze patriotic medal in high 

relief, by R. Kuchler. 1915, soldier, with a melancholy 

expression, leading his horse past a cross adorned with a 

wreath, reverse widow seated to right, facing to left, her 

head bent down to read a book, 95mm. Extremely fine 

(£50-60) 

The theme of this fine medal appears to be the high cost of victory. 
The circular field of the medal is used to particularly clever effect 
on the reverse creating an image full of dignity and pathos. 

1322 First World War, large iron patriotic medal in high relief, 

by S. Burger Flartmann, 1915, kneeling nurse offering a cup 

of water to a wounded soldier, reverse DURCH helden HAFTE 

tat UND EDLEN OPFERMUT HAT DEUTSCHE FRAUENKRAFT DEM 

VATERLAND GEDIENT, on floral Spray, 100mm. Extremely 

fine (£50-60) 

Honours the war work of German women; perhaps issued for fund 
raising purposes. 

1323 First World War, Crown Prince Wilhelm, large bronze 

patriotic medal in high relief, by R. Kuchler, 1915, bust of 

Crown Prince to left, reverse the Crown Prince as a mounted 

medieval knight holding lance charging forward to right. 

drauf UND DURCH in field, 1914- 1915 in exergue, 105mm. 

Extremely fine (£50-60) 

Modelled with the vigour and verve characteristic of this skilful 
medallist. 

1324 First World War, silver patriotic portrait medal. 1915, by 

Flornlein. bust of Friedricb August, King of Saxony, to 

right, reverse 'Den Siegreichen Saschen Craonne 26 Januar 

1915' within wreath border, 45mm. Extremelv fine. dark, 

somewhat uneven tone (£25-30) 

1325 First World War. iron reward medal. 1915, signed 

Flosaeus, kneeling woman holding a gold chain in her 

extended hand, in iserner zeit above, 1916 below, reverse 

GOLD GABISCII ZUR WEHR EISEN NAHMICH ZUR EHR in five 

lines, 38mm, Good very fine (£10-15) 

These not ^ tincotnmon and perhaps deliberately rather 
unprepossessing medals were given to those who sacrificed their 
gold jewellery to aid the German w;ir effort. 
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1326 First World War, Defeat of Serbia. 1915, small bronze 

medal by Hornlein, museular nude male figure strangling a 

dragon, F H in Held, reverse three wreaths inseribed B D and 

OV within, vergeltung fur Sarajevo okt nov dez 1915 

around, 36mm. Almost extremely fine (£10-15) 

The reverse legend vergeltung eur Sarajevo ["revenge for 
Sarajevo"] harks back to the assassination of Archduke Ferdinand 
and his wife by the Serb nationalist, Gavrilo Pricip, at Sarajevo. 
Bosnia, an event that directly led to the First World War. At first 
successful in holding off an Austrian offensive in 1915 Serbia was 
invaded by Bulgaria and by December Serbia had been occupied by 
the Central Powers; the Serbian government and remnants of the 
army Bed to the Greek island of Kerkira (Corfu). 

1327 Pact of Malice, .satirical bronze medal by Karl Goetz, 

80mm (K 160). About extremely fine (£60-80) 

1328 “Judas Iscariot", c.1915, unsigned iron medal, Christ kissed 

by Judas, reverse DEM erzverraeter aus dem hau.se 

SAVOYEN, 62mm. Extremely fine (£40-50) 

A medal lampooning the decision of Italy to join the Entente against 
the Central powers despite her previous treaty. 

1329 WtxjiNG ofBalkan King.s,I9I5. satirical bronze medal by 

Karl Goetz, 58mm (K 164). Extremely fme (£40-50) 

1330 Murder OF U 41, 1915, salirical iron medal by Karl Goetz, 

58mm (K. 163). Extremely fine (£40-50) 

1331 THE SINKING OF THE LUSITANIA, 1915, satirical iron medal by 

Karl Goetz, dated 5 MAI, 58mm (K. 156; cf. pp 13-18). 

Extremely fme (80-100) 

Goetz's medal, inspired by one of the most imfamous incidents of the 
war. led to the well known the issue by the British of crude copies 
sold as anti-German propaganda on behalf of the Red Cross. The 
medals have been discussed on numerous occasions in the 
numismatic press and Kienast gives a full and interested account. 
Goetz justification of the piece was that it was in no intended to 
celebrate the di.saster but instead to castigate the Cunard Line for 
putting innocent civilians at risk for the sake of profit and underwater 
photography has recently revealed that the Lusitania was indeed 
carrying arms. In is unknown how many original medals were 
eventually made but in a letter dated 1916 Goetz claims he sold 180, 
75 of which went to the Amsterdam dealer Schiilman. 

1332 “Death FROM the Air". 1915. uni face iron medal by Arnold 

Zadikow, skeletal figtirc of Death holding three zeppelins 

with ropes, 72mm. Low relief hut about extremely fine for 

issue, very rare (£200-250) 

See note below "Frieden". c. 1916. by the same medallist. The 
message of the medal is ambigtious btit the sentiment may well by an 
anti-war one. 
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1333 Count Zeppelin, 1915, .Small bronze medal . Reverse 

Zeppelin. Almost extremely fine (UOO-ISO) 

I 334 First World War, Oswald Boeleke, German air aee, large 

iron memorial medal by Karl Goetz, 1916, bust left, 

reverse German plane, eagle above, female figure holding 

laurel spray to right, 85mm (K 183). Extremely fine 

(£80-100) 

With forty air victorie.s, Boeleke was the greatest German ace after 
Richhofen. 

1336 First WoRi.It War, The Loss of Zeppelin L 19, 1916, 

salirieal iron medal by Karl Goetz., sinking Zeppelin, 

reverse legend, 58mm (K 174). Extremely fine 

(£100-150) 
Records the refusal of a British trawler. Kiiif; Stephen to rescue the 
survivors of the stricken air-ship. 

1337 First World War, Nikita’s Daughters of Fate, satirical iron 

medal, 1916, by Karl Goetz, three daughters of the King of 

Montenegro, reverse three serpents on a sword (K 189). 

About extremely fine, rare (£60-80) 
The three daughters of King Nicholas of Montenegro married the 
Grand Duke Peter of Russia, the Grand Duke Nicholas of Russia, 
and Victor Emanuelle III of Italy. 

1338 Fir.st World War, von Mackensen. small silver medal by 

Benno Elkan, undated, bust right, reverse male figure 

swinging hammer, 34mm, Extremely fine, matt finish, 

toned f £20-25) 

1335 First World W AR, “Frieden”, uniface iron satirical medal 

by Arnold Zadikow. undated, possibly e. 1916, figure of 

Death, beating a drum and holding a laurel spray, running to 

right over a field of skulls, 63mm. Low relief hut 

extremely fine for issue, rare (£40-50) 

An example of this medal was acquired by the British Museum in 
\9%t) {Acquisitions of Medals, 1978-1982. BMOP42 Germany 81). A 
powerful medal: the sentiment expressed by the artist is surely that 
the only victor of the War was Death, The note in the British 
Museum catalogue states that the medallist died in the Theresienstadt 
Concentration Camp in 1943. 

1339 First World W AR. General von Einem, small silver medal 

by Eue for Ball. Berlin. 1916. bust facing, reverse figure of 

German warrior standing facing left, 34rnm. Extremely 

fine, matt ftnish, obverse darkly toned (£20-25) 

1340 First World W AR. von Hindenburg. small silver medal by 

Lauer, undated, bust almost facing, reverse male figure 

struggling with giant. 34mm, Extremelx fine, matt finish 

(£20-25) 

1341 First World War, another but struck in silver in a smaller 

format. 36mm, matt finish. Extremely fine (£60-80) 
It is interesting that many medallists at this time and indeed in later 
years would produce their work in two quite distinct formats: one of 
a very large size practically always in bronze or other base metal : 
the other a much smaller lormats in silver or bronze. Perhaps the 
smaller size pieces were struck to appeal to traditional numismatists 
who would add them to their coin cabinets as they would 
commemorative and currency coins, while the larger pieces were 
probably destined for display. 
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1342 First World War, Max Immelmann, German air ace. 

undated bronze medal by Else Furst, bust left, reverse young 

male figure astride an eagle hurling thunderbolts, 79mm. 

Extremely fine, a few minor spots of discolouration on 

reverse (£50-60) 

1343 First World War. Manfred von Richofen, German air ace, 

large iron medal, undated and unsigned, but perhaps a 

memorial issue by Ball. Berlin, bust in high relief right. 

reverse eagle pouncing on a dragon, ICH ODER DV above, 

110mm. Extremely fine and rare (£100-120) 

An impressive medal, modelled in the powerful style so typical of 
much German medallic art of the time. 

1344 Admiral Hipper. Battle of Skagerrak, 1916, bronze portrait 

medal by Eue for Ball, Berlin, bust three-quarters left, 

reverse German cruisers, 115mm. Extremely fine (£60-80) 

The battle of Skagerrak, better known in the United Kingdom as the 
battle of Jutland, was claimed in Germany as a victory. 

1345 Major Augu-ST V. Parseval. 1916, bronze portrait medal 

by Kiichler, bust left, reverse ,/igure of Time seated on a 

rock, air ships heading towards the sea behind, 92mm. 

Extremely fine (£50-60) 

1346 First World War, large bronze patriotic medal in high 

relief, by Hanse-llsenburg, head of nurse to left, unsere 

deutsciien sciiwestern, reverse nurse bandaging the arm 

of male German figure, 90mm. Extremely fme (£50-60) 

UNSERE nrarrsciiEN schwestern ("Our German Nurses”). A medal 
modelled in the robust style so typical of German medallic art of the 
time: perhaps issued for fund-raising purposes. 

1347 First World War, large bronze patriotic medal in high 

relief, by Beulcr, bust of elderly German soldier wearing 

picklehanhe to I., MU GOTr PUR kOnig vnd vaterland 

around, reverse elderly woman lo left, reading book, 

middle-aged woman standing behind, child at feet lo right, 

lll-.KK till,I- VNS! in field, lOOmm. Extremely fine (£40-50) 

1348 First World War, large dark bronze medal, 1916, signed 

HV in monogram, bust of a sailor, flag behind, 1814-16 to 

right, reverse octopus holding small upturned boat in two of 

its tentacles, stolz weht die flagge schwarz weiss rot ihr 

WOLL’N WIR UNSER LEBEN BIS EN DEN TOD, 75mm. Extremely 

fine (£30-40) 

A powerful medal honouring the steadfastness of the German navy. 

1349 First World War, Death of Max Immelmann, German 

Avaitor, “the Eagle of Lille”, silver medal, 1916, by Eue, 

bust right, rever.'te eagle standing on rock, city in distance, 

der ADLER VON LILLE above, matt finish, 35mm. Extremely 

Jine, dark tone (£30-40) 

1 350 Fir.st World W ar. Death of Oscar Bolke, German Avaitor. 

small silver medal. 1916, bust left, reverse standing figure 

of Germania laying wreath on body of the dead aviator, matt 

finish, 34mm. Extremely fine (£25-30) 

1351 First World War, Oscar Bolke, German Avaitor, silver 

medal, undated, bust left, reverse aerial fight, matt finish, 

34mm. With almost no wear and extremely fine, but matt 

finish poorly applied particularly on obverse (£20-30) 

1352 First World War, patriotic medals in silver and bronze, 

anti-aircraft gun mounted on a truck. 1916 reverse 

FLVGABWEHR KANONE AVF KRAFTWAGEN 20 ill four lines 

within wreath, 37mm. bronze medal with loop for 

suspension [2J. Extremely fine,silver medal with a dark 

tone (£30-40) 

1353 First World War, Flying Corps, oval uniface silver 

pin-back badge, aerial battle, fleiger-korps weltkrieg 

1914-1916, 40 X 30mm. Good vety fine (£15-20) 

1354 Gross A DMiRAi. Anton FI aus (1916), bronze rectangular 

plaque, cast, by E. Buchner, bust of Haus facing, in dress 

coat, 67 X 92mm. Extremely fine and rare, attractive 

brown patination and an excellent portrait (£80-100) 
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13?? lloMEroMiNCi oi-•nil- Auxii.iaky C'i<iiisi;i< Mowh, 1916, 

coinincmoaiiivc iron nicilal by Kail Ciool/., ?Xinm (K. 17?). 

lixicnicly fine (1140-50) 
The medal emiimemorales on Ihe the most speeUialar Teals of the 
war. The Miiwv eriiisccl Tor several days in the Allanile in the paths 
oT both Hrilish and l-'reneh vessels, six oT whieh it eaptnred. The most 
important eateh was I million mtirks in gold bars Tound on the 
passenger liner/l/t/am. 

I,3?6 THE GERMAN REPLY T{) AMERICA, 1916, satirical iron medal 

by Karl Goetz, ?8mm (K. 176). Extremely fine (£40-50) 
A medallie comment on the ret|itcst by the American government Tor 
Germany to cease submarine warTare. 

I3?7 SATtRiCAL Medals (2), 1916, by P. Liebkuchler on the 

profiteering of German butchers and bakers, in iron, 8()mm. 

Very fine or better (£60-80) 

13?8 First World War. Offensive against Italy, small silver 

medal by Lauer, 1917, German and Austrian generals within 

medallions reverse German and Austrian soldiers advancing 

left, 34mm. Extremely fine, mutt finish, toned (£20-30) 

13?9 First World W AR, General von Hutier, Capture of Riga, 

1917, small silver medal, published by Lauer, bust 

three-quarters right, reverse figure of Wilhelm standing 

right and holding standard, 34mm. Extremely fine for 

wear, but a little spotty and in low relief, matt finish 

(£20-25) 

1360 First World War, Manfred von Richthofen. German 

Aviator, silver portrait medal. 1917, bust almost facing, 

reverse first striking enemy plane, matt finish, 33mm, 

Extremely fine (£30-40) 

1363 Europe’s Suicide, 1917, satirical medal in iron by Karl 

Goetz, Europa astride a bull pierced by bayonets, reverse 

figure of Woodrow Wilson and another representing Japan 

gathering falling coins, 82mm (K 199). Extremely fine 

(£60-80) 
One of Goetz's most powerful medals; it implies that the only powers 
to gain from the bloodshed of the first World War will be America 
and Japan 

1364 America’s Peace Objectives, 1917, satirical iron medal by 

Karl Goetz, ?8mm (K 188). About extremely fine, but 

rather discoloured (£30-40) 

136? Woodrow Wilson’s Successes, 1917, satirical iron medal 

by Karl Goetz, 58mm (K 194). Extremely fine (£40-50) 
A sarcastic comment on Wilson's alleged and unsuccessful attempt 
to draw the Scandinavian nations into the war against Germany. 

1366 First World War, Oswald Boelcke. German air ace. large 

iron plaque, unsigned, bust threequarters right in high 

relief, wearing Pour le Merite at neck, 167 x 110mm. 

Extremely fine for wear, but of rather coarse workmanship, 

rare (£60-80) 
Probably struck after Boelke’s death. 

1361 First World WAR.“Opfertag” small uniface silver medal, 

signed R K, two German soldiers holding a wounded 

comrade, ‘Opfertag 1917’ below, oval, 40mm x 31mm. 

matt finish. About extremely fine, a little dusty (£15-20) 
The medallist is probably R. Kiichler. The literal translation of 
Opfertag is Day of Sacrifice. 

1362 First World War. Maria Theresia, Queen of Bavaria, silver 

medal by Schwergerle, 1917, head of queen right., reverse 

plain cross radiant, two wounded soldiers beneath. 1915 

1917 divided by shield in exergue, matt finish, 40mm. 

Extremely fine for wear but surface rather unpleasingly 
streaked (£15-20) 

The symbol of the Red Cross on the reverse indicates the medal 
honours of the work of this international organisation; Maria 
Theresia, one must assume, was the royal patron of Ihe Bavarian 
section of the society; a medal perhaps issued for fund raising 
purposes. 

1367 First World War, Ludendorff, large uni face portrait wall 

plaque, 1918, in iron, by L. Blucher, bust right wearing 

military uniform, in high relief, 176 x I 16mm, with 

attachment for suspension. Extremely fine (£40-50) 

1368 First World War, Artur Koenig, German air ace, bronze 

medal, 1918, signed St. (Sliirm 7), bust left, rever.se 

bi-planc, date above, 68mm, Extrehiely fine (£6)0-80) 
A well modelled portrait medal of Koenig in high relief 
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1369 First World War. Death of Manfred von Richthofen. 

1918. .silver medal, bust almost lacing, reverse eagle's 

head, laurel spray on propeller. 21 apr. 1918 in field, matt 

linish. 33mm. Extremelv fine but a little discoloured 

(£30-40) 

Richthofen. Manfred. Freiherr von (1892-1918). leader of of a 
remarkable group ot German aviators who became known of 
Richhoten's circus. Richthofen earned the sobriquet of the Red 
Baron or the Red Knight of Germany on account of his plane which 
was painted red. He was shot down in 1918 after bringing down 80 
enemy planes. 

1370 New Year. 1918. medal in iron by Karl Goetz, standing 

figure of German soldier, reverse oak tree. 82mm (K 201). 

Extremely fine (£60-80) 

The legends quote the words of Heinrich Heine. They translate "All 
ot Euirope. the whole world, the whole world, will become 
German... Often I dream of this mission and hegemony when 1 am 
wandering beneath the oak trees" 

1371 Entente Loans to Russia, 1918, satirical iron medal by 

Karl Goetz, 58mm (K. 204). Extremely fine (£40-50) 

Refers to the annulment of loans made to the former Czarist 
government by the new Soviet regime 

1372 TWENTY YEARS AFTER BISMARK’S DEATH, 1918, Satirical 

bronze medal by Karl Goetz. Bismark in clouds, legend 

below, reverse worker about to mount a horse, weeping 

figure of Germany in foreground, crown on lloor. 58mm (K. 

219). Extremely fine (£40-50) 

1373 Abdication of Wilhelm ii and foundation of the Weimar 

Republic, 1919. satirical bronze medal by Karl Goetz, 

figure trying to extinguish the llames coming from an eagle 

with a visage ol Wilhelm 11, reverse legend, two washer 

women below. German National Assembly above, 88mm. 

Extremely fine (£60-80) 

The legend on the reverse translates as "we washer-women of 
Weimar are washing for weeks the repugnant laundry of insane, 
wild antagonists..." Less frequently seen than some of Goetz's other 
medals 

1374 "I SHALL lead you”. Satirical bronze medal by Karl Goetz. 

1919. figure of Wilhelm 11 on a hobby-horse, reverse 

crippled soldier and his starving family, 58mm. Extremely 

fine (£40-50) 

The obvers legend echoes the words of ihc German emperor "I shall 
lead you", the reverse shows where his leadership has led. 

The obverse refers to Bismark's words 'Twenty years alter my death 
I shall rise otil of my casket and find out whether Germany passed 
mtislcr before the world". The reverse showing a worker 
represeniing the .Soical Democrats mounting a horse and a crown 
lying in Ihe dusi intlicales Goel/.'s view that Gerniiiny has not passetl 

the lest. 

1375 The'Honourable' Black Market. 1919. satirical bronze 

medal by Karl Goetz, 58mm (K 221). Extremely fine 

(£40-50) 
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1376 TOWN AND COUNTRY, 1919, satirical bronze medal by Karl 

Goetz, country couple feeding well, reverse food queue, 

58mm (K. 219). Extremely fine (£40-50) 

A comment on the contrast between the well fed rural communities 
and the suffering in the cities 

1379 Mei.s.sen, Flight of the Graf Zeppelin, teracotta medal, 

50mm. Extremely fine and rare (£100-150) 

1380 Mei.s.sen, terracotta medals, Dresden Museum, 500th 

Anniversary of the City of Selb, Occupation of Lille, 1914, 

City of Norhausen [4]. Extremely fine or better (£70-100) 

1381 Sir Edward Grey, German satirical medal, undated, 

triple-headed monster leaping over the sea, reverse SIR 

EDWARD GREY in Centre, otherwise plain, 57mm. Very fine 

(£40-50) 

1382 Germany, silver anti-French medal, 1932, by v. Hattig 

Berg, head of French black colonial soldier, die LETZTE 

MARK DES DEUTSCHEN voLKES above around, FUR 

FRANKREICHS macht und kultur! below around, reverse 

standing figure of French colonial soldier seen from the 

rear, his right hand scratching his posterior, his left arm 

placed in the direction of his genitals, OH weh ich hab 

NICHTS MEHR ZU BEISSEN WIE SOLE ICHH DANN DUKATEN 

SCHAFFEN? in field, matt finish,31mm. Extremely fine, 

rare {£30-40) 

French occupation of the Rhineland after the First World War was 
deeply re.sented in Germany ; the use by France of her black African 
troops arousing particular anger. One of several German medals on 
the subject — the most famous perhaps are those of Karl Goetz — 

this example has not been encountered by cataloguer before and is 
presumably quite rare. 

1383 Olympic Games. Berlin, 1936. bronze participation medal 

by Otto Placzek. three semi-naked athletes mounting 

podium, reverse bell decorated with eagles holding Olympic 

rings in claws, 68mm. Good very fine (£110-120) 

1377 Rhineland Armies OF Occupation, 1921, a uniface bronze 

award plaque, unsigned, issued by the American Forces in 

Germany for the Athletics Championships at Coblenz run 

by the YMCA. American eagle, legend below, stamped (2nd 

Place. Running Fligh Jump). 80 x 57mm. Very fine and 

rare; with clip and ring for suspension (£40-60) 

1378 Meissen, terracotta medals. Flight from Germany to 

America. 1928 (2, white and brown). World Flight, Post 

Gaily, 1931 (2, while and brown), together with a uniface 

bronze small medal of Paris 1914 15). Extremely fine or 
better (£60-H0) 

1384 Second World War, Defeat of Poland, 1939, an unusual 

unilace ivory medal by Perl, eagle overpowering a snake, 

legend around, 95mm. Extremely fine, slight 

discolonration. rare (£200-250) 
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1385 Occupation OF Paris. June, 1940, cast bronze medal, 

unsigned, Eilel Tower, reverse German lank, swastika 

above, 45mm. About as struck but work rather coarse 

(£30-40) 

German commemorative medals of the Second World War are rare. 
The presence of two crossed swords on the reverse seems to be 
indicate that this was made at the Meissen Porcelain Factory. We 
have not been able to verify whether porcelain medals were also 
made but this is not improbable. 

1386 Occupation OF Holland AND Belgium. May, 1940, cast 

bronze medal, unsigned, eagle, reverse medieval ship, the 

sail emblazoned with an eagle, Meissen mark in legend, 

45mm. Some surface marks, very fine, rare (£30-40) 

See remarks above. The reverse seems to anticipate the invasion of 
England. 

1387 German Offensive into Russia, 1941, cast bronze medal, 

unsigned, map, reverse iron cross. Meissen mark in legend, 

48mm. Extremely fine but work rather coarse, rare 

(£30-40) 

See comments above 

1388 Second World War, Victims of Germany, 1940-1945, 

large bronze medal by Andre Gallic, undated, emaciated 

figure bound to a swastika, reverse three figures in a cage 

on a swastika, names of concentration camps, etc. disposed 

in field, 122mm. Extremely fine (£80-120) 

Without Paris Mint privy mark. Date of issue uncertain, perhaps late 
1940's or I950’s. 

Greece 

I 389 50th Anniversary of the Ecole Francaise, Athens, 1898, 

a plated bronze medal by O. l^oly, seated lemalc ligurc 

examining a statue among anlit|ue ruins, reverse view ol the 

Parthenon at top, facade of the Ecole at bollom, palm and 

laurel wreath in centre, 60mm (Coll. 1^. Marx 71; PBE 868; 

CGMP p.359; BM Acq. 1978-82, p.49, 174; Gaz. Num. 

1898, p.403, 157; if. .Spink 5, 390). Very fine, reverse 

better (£40-60) 
The bron/e example in Spink Auction 5 realised £170 

1390 IOth Anniversary Olympic Games, Athens, 1906, a large 

uniface cast bronze plaque by P. Vannier, standing figure 

with stadium in background, 320 x 224mm (BDM cf. 

Baudey/Bricher 1992, 69; cf BDW Auctions 5. lot 55, 13, 

lot 158 and 18, lot 446; Spink Auction 5, An artist's 

model of the obverse of the issued plaque, extremelv fine 

with a rich light chocolate patina, perhaps the onlv 

known specimen and a very important piece of Olympic 

medallic art; with loop for suspension (£500-800) 

One ol the most desirable items of Olympic numismatic memorabilia 
the cataloguer has seen. Illustrated on iheback cover 

Italy 

1391 Umberto I, a large uniface cast bronze portrait medallion, 

in high relief, signed Gio Millifiori (?), c. 1890, 100mm. 

About extremely fine (£50-60) 

1392 Marshall Armando Diaz, an unusual bronze plaquetle by 

Mario Nelli, Elorence, for the capture of Trento and Trieste, 

1918, name on platform, reverse 88mm x 84mm. About 

extremely fine (£50-60) 

1393 Bronze Patriotic Plaquette, 1921, by G. Castiglioni, 

struck by Johnson, bust of Vittorio Emanuele III to left, 

eagle behind, EiA patria del carnaro alala’! above, 

reverse naked male figure standing on a rock attacked by 

Hydra and protecting young girl, di la’ da ogni ingombro 

Di la’ da ogni iostacolo col comandante above, matt 

finish, 81 x 60mm. Extremely fine (£30-40) 

Poland 

1394 General Jozef Haller, bronze medal by Madeyski, 1919, 

bust right, reverse Polish troops, wojsko polskie we 

FRANCYl on tablet below, 47mm. Edge rather knocked, 

otherwise very fine (£15-20) 

Honours the Polish troops fighting with the Entente in France. Struck 
(or perhaps designed in France) but without the usual Paris Mint 
privy mark on edge. 

United States of America 

1395 Aerial C rossing of the E nglish Channel by K ing A lbert 

and QUEEN Elizabeth of the Belgians, 1918, published by 

the Medallic An Co., New York. Extremely fine (£30-40) 

Stamped 91 on edge, perhaps of an edition of 100. 

1396 The 7()th Anniversary of Abraham Lincoln's Speech at 

Gettysburg, 1933, a bronze medal by M. Dclannoy. bust 

right, reverse extract from the speech. 68mm (CGMP 

p. 133). Very fine, scarce (£40-60) 
On 19 November 1863 Abraham Lincoln dedicated a national 
cemetery on the battlefield at Gettysburg, where a few months 
earlier over 7.000 men had perished 
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BOIS DURgi MEDALS 

f 

1397 George Frederick Handel, large black Bois Durci portrait 

medal, c. I860, large bust of Handel, right, 114 mm. 

Extremely fine, suspension loop (£80-100) 1399 Alphonse DE Lamartine, c. I860, a Bois Dur^i portrait 

medal, bust right, 114mm. Very fine, rare (£80-100) 

Alphonse de Lamartine (1790-1869). romantic poet and politician 
who commanded a large popular following in the aftermath of the 
1848 Revolution 

1398 Guili.aume Tell, c. I860, a Bois Durgi portrait medal, bust 

left, 114mm. Very fine, rare (£90-120) 

1400 Napoleon III, r. I860, a Bois Dun^M portrait medal, bust left, 

I 14mm. About extremely fine, rare (£80-100) 

William Tell, legendary Swiss hero and a universal symbol of 
resistance to oppression, is said to have come from Burglen, canton 
Uri. In 1307 Tell is supposed to have refused to obey the commands 
of the bailiff. Lamburgher Gessler, and was forced to shoot an apple 
placed on the head of his son in retribution 
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NUMISMATIC BOOKS 

1401 Douglas, James, Scoiiish Banknotes, London (Stanley 

Gibbons), 1975, 257pp, illustrations throughout, blue 

cloth, dust jacket. A very fine copy {£10-15} 

1402 Glendining & Co., the Pridmore Collection of the Coins of 

the British Commonwealth of Nations, 1981-1983, 

copiously illustrated, three parts bound in one, with lists of 

prices realised, green cloth, lettered in gilt on spine. 

Practically as new. important and one of the best sales of 

Colonial coins sold since the last war (£10-15) 

One of a small number bound by the customer for private distribution 
and sale 

1403 Glendining’S, R.C. Lockett Collection. Parts I, III. V 

(Priced), VII (priced), XII, other Glendining catalogues (II). 

Except where stated unpriced, used condition (£40-60) 

1404 Glendining’s, Lockett, R.C., Celebrated of Collection of 

Coins, Continental, sale catalogue, 1956, xviii plates. 4 

clean copy, scarce (£10-15) 

1405 Humphreys, N.H., The Coinage of the British Empire, 

1863. a presentation copy to Thomas Graham Esq., D.C.L. 

F.R.S., Master of the Royal Mint, bound with an ebonized 

cover, in the form of the Royal seal. The ebony rather 

chipped in places, and the book in need of some attention, 

an interesting item (£70-100) 

1406 SOTHEBY, Wilkinson & Hodge, Catalogue of the Valuable 

Collection of Coins and Medals, the property of the late 

John G. Murdoch, the Coins and Tokens of the British 

Colonies and Dependencies, America and the European 

Continent, July, 1903, 1233 lots, 10 fine autotype plates, 

neatly priced by hand and ruled in red, later green cloth, 

retaining original covers, lettered in gilt, A very fine 

copy, original covers a little faded, important (£30-40) 

1407 SoTHEBY &Co., Zurich, the Metropolitan Museum of Art. 

sale catalogues, part I, Roman gold coins. November, 

1972, 347 lots, illustrated throughout + 7 plates of 

enlargements, November, 1972, with list of prices realised, 

and part II, the Greek Coins from the John Ward Collection. 

April, 1973, 773 lots, 31 plated, both in auctioneer's green 

cloth, lettered and decorated in gilt. Very fine copies, 

important (£10-15) 

BANKNOTES 
British 

1408 Treasury, N.F. Warren Fisher, 10/-, 1919-22 and £1 

1923-27 (Dugg. T 26.31) [2], Good fine and extremely 

fine (£45-50) 

1409 Bank of England. B.G. Catterns £5 10 February 1930 

(Dugg B 228). Small hole at centre, very fine (£60-70) 

1410 Bank OF England, K.O. Peppiatt £5 30 May 1935 (Dugg B 
241). Good very fine (£50-60) 

1411 Bank of England, £5, K.O.Peppiatt, 27 December 1944. 
About very fine (£25-35) 

1412 Bank of England. £5, J.S. Beale, 20 October 1950. Fine 

(£25-35) 

1413 Bank OF England, £5, L.K. O’Brien, 21 January 1955. 

Fine (£25-35) 

Scotland 

1414 East Lothian Bank £1, c. 1820 unissued (Douglas 2). 

Good very fine (£50-60) 

China 

1415 Kirin Provincial, 3-Tiao 1928 (Pick S1077). Extremely 

fine-uncirculated (£50-60) 

Cuba 

1416 “Movimiento 26. de Julio” l-Peso Castro Guerilla issue 

(Pick -), blue on one side, black and red on other some 

foxing. Good very fine (£45-50) 

Cyprus 

1417 Government £5 1. June 1955. Elizabeth II at right (Pick 

36). number ‘16’ written in watermark area. Very 

fine-good very fine (£50-60) 
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Djibouti 1426 (i()Vi;i<NMi;NT 5-Cciits (iy4l)(I6ck 314). Uucirculuicd 

{L45-5()) 

1418 Banoliii i)[-I.'lNDOCiiiNi-, 5-l'rancs (1945), pari ol series 

primed in I’alesline (Piek 14). I'itiy piece iiiis.'iiiig bouom 

margin, no! affeding prim, good very fine (L45-5()) 

1419 Banque de L'Indochine, 500-Francs, printed in Palestine 

(Pick 17). Many edge nick.': and tear.': at bottom of centre 

crease, scarce, very good (£400-450) 

1420 Banque de L’Indochine, 100-Francs (1946) (Pick 19A). 

Good very fine (£140-160) 

1427 FIongkong & Shanghai Bank $10, 1. April 1970, serial 

No. 144444 PP (Pick 182g). Fine (£.10-40) 

Ireland 

1428 Bank of Ireland, £1 1869, well execuied forgery on 

unwatermarked paper, numerous pinholes and ‘Forged’ 

handwritten across middle. Very fine (£160-180) 

Germany 

1421 A COLLECTION OF GERMAN NOTES (92), 1908-45 plus German 

Easi Africa 1-Rupien (2), 1916 and Litzmannstadt 1-Mark. 

1940. Ver}’ good to uncirculated (£60-80) 

1422 Prisoner of War Camp notes for I-Mark (6) and 2-Marks 

(13), dated 1916 for Kriegsgefangenenlag ill “munster”, 

wilh some texl in English, French and Russian [19]. Fine 

to good very fine (£60-80) 

Guernsey 

Isle of Man 

1429 Isle of Man, Brawse Kirk Andrews, 1/- card money dated 

1816 and signed by John Bowstead (Quarmby 11). Corners 

clipped, fine (£40-60) 

1423 States 10/-, 1965 and 10/- 1966 (Pick 42b), together with 

Jersey 6d and 21- (1941-2) and World notes (67), including 

East Africa 51- (Pick 37), Strait Settlements lO-Cents, 1917 

(Pick 6a). Very good to extremely fine (£80-100) 

1424 Guernsey, States £10 1975-80 (Pick 47), together with 

various Bank of England 10/- (3), £1 (5) and Scottish £1 (5) 

[14]. £10 good very fine, others fine to extremely fine 

(£50-70) 

Hong Kong 

----ii™i 

1425 Government $1 (1935), George V at right (Pick 311). 

Very fine (£250-300) 

Ivory Coast 

1430 Postage Stamp Currency of 1920 with stamps stuck on 

card and overprinted ‘Valeur d’echangc', uncut sheet of 10 x 

10 Centimes (Pick 5). Extremely fine (£400-450) 
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1431 Postage Stamp Currency of 1920 with stamps stuck on 

card and overprinted ‘Valeur d’echange’. Uncut sheet of 10 x 

• 25-Francs (Pick 6). Extremely fine-uncirculated 

(£400-450) 

1437 Banque DE L’lNDOCHiNE, 20-Francs, 24 September 1913, 

Neptune reclining at left (Pick 16). Three heavy creases 

with small hole at centre, about fine (£550-600) 

New Hebrides 

1438 Banque deL’Indochine, 20-Francs (1941) (Pick 6). Very 

fine (£50-60) 

Norway 

Malaya 

1432 Currency Board $10 1. July 1940, George VI at right 

(Pick 13). Very fine to good very fine (£35-40) 

Malta 

DCofimumf 
gjev trygd for 

Ti Kroner . N? 306 
Mosfcr formannskap 1940. 

ordfersr. i z^. 

tieradftkasMnir. 

10 

1439 Moster Kommune 1, 2, 5 and 10-Kroner (Pick -). Good very 
1433 Government 1/- (1943), together with £1 (1963) and fine-exiremelv fine 

Central Bank 10/- (1968) (Pick 16,26, 28). 10/- with 

graffiti on front, good very fine (£20-30) 

Poland 

Martinique 

1434 Caisse Centrale DE LA France D’Outre Mer 1000-Francs 

(1947-9) (Pick 33). Many pinholes and missing corner tip 

top left, very fine (£100-120) 

Mexico 

1435 El Banco de Mexico, lO.OOO-Pesos 1978 (Pick 72). 

Uncirculated (£40-45) 

New Caledonia 

1436 Banqui; Di: i.’iNDOCiiiNE, lOO-Francs (1942) (Pick 44). 

(load very fine-extremely fine (£120-140) 

1440 A GOOD COLLECTION OF NOTES (120), 1919-48, including 

Pick 34, 37, 42a (2), 122, 128 and 133 (3) and modern 

reprints of front and back of Pick 95. Very good to 

extremely fine (£120-150) 

Rhodesia 

1441 Reserve Bank $2 10. April 1979 with Rhodes head as 

watermark (Pick 31c). Uncirculated (£80-90) 

Seychelles 

1442 Government, 50-Cents, 1943 (Pick 6a), plus Malta I/- and 

2/6d 1939-43 (Pick 11.16). First with two small pieces 

out of bottom edge good to very good, others very good 

(£20-30) 
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1443 Government, 5()-Rupees 1970 ‘Sex’ note (Pick 17c). 

Good very fine to extremely fine (£180-200) 

Singapore 

1444 Chantered Bank of India, Austrlia & China, Post Bills 

for $10, $50 and $100, issued in 1859, all iiniface black on 

while with several ‘Cancelled’ stamps across front [3]. 

Fine to good fine (£1200-1500) 

Switzerland 

1445 National Bank. 100-Francs, 1947 (Pick 170e). Good very 

fine (£35-40) 

United States of America 

1446 Confederate $10 and $100, 1864, together with Bank of 

New England $1 unissued, modern M.P.C. notes (4), 

financial emphemera (6) and safe conduct passes (5) from 

Korean and Vietnamese wars. Very good to uncirculated 

(£30-50) 

1447 National Currency $1 1914 issued by Federal Reserve 

Bank of New York. Extremely fine (£70-80) 

1448 United States note for £1, Series of 1917 (Pick 187). 

Extremely fine (£80-90) 

Miscellaneous 

1449 World, selection of notes (94) from Central and South 

America 1913-1975. Very good to uncirculated (£50-70) 

1450 Banknotes of the World, various (c. 1500). Poor to fair, 

a few better (£60-80) 

1451 Miscellaneous World Banknotes (116). Good to 

uncirculated (£30-50) 

1452 World, miscellaneous 20th Century notes (128), including 

England. J. Bradbury £1, C.P. Mahon £1 and B.G. Callerns 

£1. Good to extremely fine (£100-120) 

I I I 



Conditions of Business 

Conditions mainly concerning Buyers 

1 The buyer 

The highest bidder shall be the buyer at the 'hammer price' 

and any dispute shall be settled at the auctioneer’s absolute 

discretion. Every bidder shall be deemed to act as principal 

unless there is in force a written acknowledgement by Dix 

Noonan Webb that he acts as agent on behalf of a named 
ptincipal. 

2 Minimum increment 

The auctioneer shall have the right to refuse any bid which 

does not exceed the previous bid by at least 5 percent or by 

such other proportion as the auctioneer shall in his absolute 

discretion direct. 

3 The premium 

The buyer shall pay to Dix Noonan Webb a premium of 

17.625% on the ‘hammer price’ inclusive of Value Added Tax 

at the standard rate on the premium and agrees that Dix 

Noonan Webb, when acting as agent for the seller, may also 

receive commission from the seller in accordance with 
Condition 15. 

4 Value Added Tax (VAT) 

Lots on which Value Added Tax is payable by the buyer on the 

‘hammer price’ are indicated in the catalogue with the sign ‘f 

or ‘x’; indicating a liability of 17.5% and 2.5% respectively. 

5 Payment 

Immediately a lot is sold the buyer shall:— 

(a) give to Dix Noonan Webb his name and address and, if so 

requested, proof of identity; and 

(b) pay to Dix Noonan Webb the ‘total amount due’ (unless 

credit terms have been agreed with Dix Noonan Webb before 

the auction). 

6 Dix Noonan Webb may, at its absolute discretion, agree 

credit terms with the buyer before an auction under which the 

buyer will be entitled to take possession of lots purchased up 

to an agreed amount in value in advance of payment by a 

determined future date of the ‘total amount due’. 

7 Any payments by a buyer to Dix Noonan Webb may be 

applied by Di.x Noonan Webb towards any sums owing from 

that buyer to Dix Noonan Webb on any account whatever 

without regard to any directions of the buyer or his agent, 

whether express or implied. 

8 Collection of purchases 

The ownership of the lot purchased sliall not pass to the buyer 

until he has made payment in full to Dix Noonan Webb of the 

‘total amount due’. 

9 (a) The buyer shall at his own expense take away the lot 

purchased not later than 5 working days after the day of the 

auction but (unless credit terms have been agreed in 

accordance with Condition 7) not before payment to Dix 

Noonan Webb of the ‘total amount tine’. 

(b) The buyer shall be responsible for any removal, storage 

and insurance charges on any lot not taken away within 5 

working days after the day of the auction. 

(c) The packing and handling of purchased lots by Dix 

Noonan Webb staff is undertaken solely as a courtesy to 

clients and in the case of fragile articles, will be undertaken 

only at Dix Noonan Webb’s discretion. In no event will Dix 

Noonan Webb be liable for damage to glass or frames, 
regardless of the cause. 

10 Buyers’ responsibilities for Lots purchased 

The buyer will be responsible for loss or damage to lots 

purchased from the time of collection or the expiry of 5 

working days after the day of the auction, whichever is the 

sooner, and neither Dix Noonan Webb nor its servants or 

agents shall thereafter be responsible for any loss or damage 

of any kind, whether caused by negligence or otherwise, while 

any lot is in its custody or under its control. 

11 Remedies for non-payment or failure to collect purchase 

If any lot is not paid for in full and taken away in accordance 

with Conditions 6 and 10, or if there is any other breach of 

either of those Conditions, Dix Noonan Webb as agent of the 

seller shall, at its absolute discretion and without prejudice to 

any other rights it may have, be entitled to exercise one or 

more of the following rights and remedies:- 

(a) to proceed against the buyer for damages for breach of 

contract. 

(b) to rescind the sale of that or any other lots sold to the 

defaulting buyer at the same or any other auction. 

(c) to re-sell the lot or cause it to be re-sold by public auction 

or private sale and the defaulting buyer shall pay to Dix 

Noonan Webb any resulting deficiency in the ‘total amount 

due’ after deduction of any part payment and addition of re¬ 

sale costs) and any surplus shall belong to the seller. 

(d) to remove, store and insure the lot at the expense of the 

defaulting buyer and, in the case of storage, either at Dix 

Noonan Webb premises or elsewhere. 

(e) to charge interest at a rate not exceeding 1.5% per month 

on the ‘total amount due’ to the extent it remains unpaid for 

more than 5 working days after the day of the auction. 

(f) to retain that or any other lot sold to the same buyer at the 

sale or any other auction and release it only after payment of 

the ‘total amount due’. 

(e) to reject or ignore any bids made by or on behalf of the 

defaulting buyer at any future auctions or obtaining a deposit 

before accepting any bids in future. 

(h) to apply any proceeds of sale than due or at any time 

thereafter becoming due to the defaulting buyer towards 

settlement of the ‘total anK)unt due’ and to exercise a lien on 

any property of the defaulting buyer which is in Dix Noonan 

Webb possession for any purpose. 



12 l iability of Dix Noonan Webb and Sellers 

(a) Cioods aoetioned are usually of some age. All goods are 

sold with all faults and imperfecrions and errors of 

description. Illustrations in catalogues are for identification 

only. Buyers should satisfy themselves prior to sale as to the 

condition of each lot and should exercise and rely on their 

own judgement as to whether the lot accords with its 

description. Subject to the obligations accepted by Dix 

Noonan Webb under this Condition, none of the seller, Dix 

Noonan Webb, its servants or agents is responsible for errors 

of descriptions or for the genuineness or authenticity of any 

lot, no warranty whatever is given hy Dix Noonan Webb, its 

servants or agents, or any seller to any buyer in respect of any 

lot and any express or implied conditions or warranties are 

hereby excluded. 

(b) Any lot which proves to be a ‘deliberate forgery’ may he 

returned by the buyer to Dix Noonan Webb within 15 days of 

the date of the auction in the same condition in which it was 

at the time of the auction, accompanied hy a statement of 

defects, the number of the lot, and the date of the auction at 

which it was purchased. If Dix Noonan Webb is satisfied that 

the item is a ‘deliberate forgery’ and that the buyer has and is 

able to transfer a good and marketable title to the lot free from 

any third party claims, the sale will be set aside and any 

amount paid in respect of the lot will be refunded: Provided 

that the buyer shall have no rights under this Condition if:— 

(i) the description in the catalogue at the date of the sale was 

in accordance with the then generally accepted opinion of 

scholars and experts or fairly indicated that there was a 

conflict of such opinion; or 

(ii) the only method of establishing at the date of publication 

of the catalogue that the lot was a ‘deliberate forgery’ was by 

means of scientific processes not generally accepted for use 

until after publication of the catalogue or a process which was 

unreasonably e.xpensive or impractical. 

(c) A buyer’s claim under this Condition shall be limited to any 

amount paid in respect of the lot and shall not extend to any 

loss or damage suffered or expense incurred by him 

(d) The benefit of the Condition shall not be assignable and 

shall rest solely and exclusively in the buyer who, for the 

purpose of this condition, shall be and only be the person to 

whom the original invoice is made out by Dix Noonan Webb 

in respect of the lot sold. 

Conditions mainly concerning Sellers and Consignors 

13 Warranty of Title and Availability 

The seller warrants to Dix Noonan Webb and to the buyer 

that he is the true owner of the property or is properly 

authorised to sell the property by the true owner and is able to 

transfer good and marketable title to tbe property free from 

any third party claims. The seller will indemnify Dix Noonan 

Webb, its servants and agents and the buyer against any loss 

or damage suffered by either in consequence or any breach on 

the part of the seller. 

14 Reserves 

The seller shall be entitled to place prior to tbe auction a 

reserve on any lot, being the minimum ‘hammer price’ at 

which that lot may be treated as sold. A reserve once placed 

by the seller shall not be changed without the consent of Dix 

Noonan Webb. Dix Noonan Webb may at their option sell at 

a ‘hammer price’ below the reserve but in any such cases the 

sale proceeds to which the seller is entitled shall be the same as 

they would have been had the sale been at the reserve. Where 

a reserve has been placed, only the auctioneer may bid on 

behalf of the seller. 

15 Authority to Deduct Commission and Expenses 

The seller authorises Dix Noonan Webb to deduct commission 

at the ‘stated rate’ and ‘expenses’ from the ‘hammer price’ and 

acknowledge Dix Noonan Webb’s right to retain the premium 

payable by the buyer. 

16 Recission of Sale 

If before Dix Noonan Webb remit the ‘sale proceeds’ to the 

seller, the buyer makes a claim to rescind the sale that is 

appropriate and Dix Noonan Webb is of the opinion that the 

claim is justified, Dix Noonan Webb is authorised to rescind 

the sale and refund to the buyer any amount paid to Dix 

Noonan Webb in respect of the lot. 

17 Payment of Sale Proceeds 

Dix Noonan Webb shall remit the ‘sale proceeds’ to the seller 

not later than 35 days after the auction, but if by that date Dix 

Noonan Webb has not received the ‘total amount due’ from 

the buyer then Dix Noonan Webb will remit the sale proceeds 

within five working days after the date on which the ‘total 

amount due’ is received from the buyer. If credit terms have 

been agreed between Dix Noonan Webb and the buyer, Dix 

Noonan Webb shall remit to the seller the sale proceeds not 

later than 35 days after the auction unless otherwise agreed by 

the seller. 

18 If the buyer fails to pay to Dix Noonan Webb the ‘total 

amount due’ within 3 weeks after the auction, Dix Noonan 

Webb will endeavour to notify the seller and take the seller’s 

instructions as to the appropriate course of action and, so far 

as in Dix Noonan Webb’s opinion is practicable, will assist the 

seller to recover the ‘total amount due’ from the buyer. If 

circumstances do not permit Dix Noonan Webb to take 

instructions from the seller, the seller authorises Dix Noonan 

Webb at the seller’s expense to agree special terms for payment 

of the ‘total amount due’, to remove, store and insure the lot 

sold, to settle claims made by or against the buyer on such 

terms as Dix Noonan Webb shall in its absolute discretion 

think fit, to take such steps as are necessary to collect monies 

due by the buyer to the seller and if necessary to rescind the 

sale and refund money to the buyer. 

19 If, notwithstanding that the buyer fails to pay to Dix 

Noonan Webb the ‘total amount due’ within three weeks after 

the auction, Dix Noonan Webb remits the ‘sale proceeds’ to 

the seller, the ownership of the lot shall pass to Dix Noonan 

Webb. 



20 Charges for Withdrawn Lots 

Where a seller cancels instructions for sale, Dix Noonan Webb 

reserve the right to charge a fee of 15% of Dix Noonan 

Webb’s then latest estimate or middle estimate of the auction 

price of the property withdrawn, together with Value Added 

Tax thereon and ‘expenses’ incurred in relation to the 

property. 

21 Rights to Photographs and Illustrations 

The seller gives Dix Noonan Webb full and absolute right to 

photograph and illustrate any lot placed in its hands for sale 

and to use such photographs and illustrations and any 

photographs and illustrations provided by the seller at any 

rime at its absolute discretion (whether or not in connection 

with the auction). 

22 Unsold Lots 

Where any lot fails to sell, Di.x Noonan Webb shall notify the 

seller accordingly. The seller shall make arrangements either to 

re-offer the lot for sale or to collect the lot. 

23 Dix Noonan Webb reserve the right to charge commission 

up to one-half of the ‘stated rates’ calculated on the ‘bought- 

in price’ and in addition ‘expenses’ in respect of any unsold 

lots. 

General conditions and definitions 

24 Dix Noonan Webb sells as agent for the seller (except 

where it is stated wholly or partly to own any lot as principal) 

and as such is not responsible for any default by seller or 

buyer. 

25 Any representation or statement by Dix Noonan Webb, in 

any catalogue as to authorship, attribution, genuineness, 

origin, date, age, provenance, condition or estimated selling 

price is a statement of opinion only. Every person interested 

should exercise and rely on his own judgement as to such 

matters and neither Dix Noonan Webb nor its servants or 

agents are responsible for the correctness of such opinions. 

26 Whilst the interests of prospective buyers are best served by 

attendance at the auction, Dix Noonan Webb will, if so 

instructed, execute bids on their behalf, neither Dix Noonan 

Webb nor its servants or agents being responsible for any 

neglect or default in doing so or for failing to do so. 

27 Dix Noonan Webb shall have the right, at its discretion, to 

refuse admission to its premises or attendance at its auctions 

by any person. 

28 Dix Noonan Webb has absolute discretion without giving 

any reason to refuse any bid, to divide any lot, to combine any 

two or more lots, to withdraw any lot from the auction and in 

case of dispute to put up any lot for auction again. 

29(a) Any indemnity under these Conditions shall extend to 

all actions, proceedings costs, expenses, claims and demands 

whatever incurred or suffered by the person entitled to the 

benefit of the indemnity. 

(b) Dix Noonan Webb declares itself to be a tru.stee for its 

relevant servants and agents of the benefit of every indemnity 

under these Conditions to the extent that such indemnity is 

expressed to be for the benefit of its servants and agents. 

30 Any notice by Dix Noonan Webb to a seller, consignor, 

prospective bidder or buyer may be given by first class mail or 

airmail and if so given shall be deemed to have been duly 

received by the addressee 48 hours after posting. 

31 These Conditions shall be governed by and construed in 

accordance with English law. All ttansactions to which these 

Conditions apply and all matters connected therewith shall 

also be governed by English law. Dix Noonan Webb hereby 

submits to the exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts and 

all other parties concerned hereby submit to the non-exclusive 

jurisdiction of the English courts. 

32 In these Conditions:— 

(a) ‘catalogue’ includes any advertisement, brochure, estimate, 

price list or other publication 

(b) ‘hammer price’ means the price at which a lot is knocked 

down by the auctioneer to the buyer; 

(c) ‘total amount due’ means the ‘hammer price’ in respect of 

the lot sold togethet with any premium. Value Added Tax 

chargeable and additional charges and expenses due from a 

defaulting buyer in pounds sterling; 

(d) ‘deliberate forgery’ means an imitation made with the 

intention of deceiving as to authorship, origin, date, age, 

period, culture or source which is not shown to be such in the 

description in the catalogue and which at the date of the sale 

had a value matetially less than it would have had if it had 

been in accordance with that description. 

(e) ‘sale proceeds’ means the net amount due to the seller being 

the ‘hammet ptice’ of the lot sold less commission at the 

‘stated tates’ and ‘expenses’ and any othet amounts due to Dix 

Noonan Webb by the seller in whatever capacity and 

howsoever rising; 

(f) ‘stated rate’ means Dix Noonan Webb published rates of 

commission for the timebeing and Value Added Tax thereon; 

(g) ‘expenses’ in relation to the sale of any lot means Dix 

Noonan Webb charges and expenses for insurance, 

illustrations, special advertising, packing and freight of that lot 

and any Value Added Tax thereon; 

(h) ‘bought-in price’ means 5 percent more than the highest 

bid received below the reserve. 

3.3 Vendors’ Commission of Sales 

A commission of 15% is payable by the vendor on the 

hammer price on lots sold. 

34 VAT 

Commission, illustrations, insurance and advertising are 

subject to VAT. 
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